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Abstract: This thesis analyzes the authorship of Supreme Court opinions and the theory that 
Justices on that Court might be delegating portions, if not the majority, of opinion authorship to 
their clerks. I test the theories that as Justices age they are more likely to delegate, and that 
delegation has increased across all justices over the past several decades of the Court’s history. I 
employ a content analysis method known as stylometry to assign authorship attributions on a 
case by case basis and use those attributions to inform larger trends regarding authorship. I 
ultimately find that there is little evidence to support the age or time-period theories but that 
there is significant variation across Justices in attribution, indicating that clerks are likely playing 
a large and measurable role in opinion drafting.    
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1. Introduction 
 The United States Supreme Court is a unique institution both nationally and 
internationally. The President of the United States and the Vice President are elected by popular 
vote. Each of their cabinet ministers must be confirmed by the Senate. The Senate itself is 
directly elected, as is the House of Representatives. Every federal district judge, circuit judge, 
and Supreme Court Justice requires a confirmation hearing. If we do not like the person that our 
senator confirmed, we can vote out the senator. Every four years we get to do the same to the 
president who appointed them. This bare minimum of democracy is what the average American 
can expect. Each of the staffers in the top positions of the federal government is at most one 
degree of separation away from an elected official. That is except for one key position in the 
Judiciary: the Supreme Court clerk. 
 Every Justice may hire up to four clerks, five for the Chief Justice, and may select those 
clerks however he or she chooses. The Federal government then pays their salary but has no 
direct control or even oversight over their actions (28 U.S. Code § 671 1972). This lack of direct 
control is true of all clerks across all courts. So too is the secrecy with which clerks and Justices 
conduct themselves shared across the country between clerks and judges at all levels. The 
exception is the Supreme Court’s extraordinary role in interpreting our Constitution. Supreme 
Court Justices have long hinted at the role that clerks play in assisting them with these 
interpretations (Tushnet 1991; Rehnquist 2002; Woodward and Armstrong 2005), but the lack of 
information flowing from the Court has made a definitive analysis of this role all but impossible 
until now.  
 I use the content analysis method called stylometry to determine, on a case-by-case basis, 
the extent to which Supreme Court clerks are being allowed to draft opinions. This method has 
been employed in fields as diverse as classic English literature (Burrows 1987; Ledger and 
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Merriam 1998) to foundational American politics (Mosteller and Wallace 1963) to modern 
Spanish texts (Tuzzi and Cortelazzo 2018). The legal community has only just begun to accept 
this method of authorship attribution, but it has made great strides in the past decade (Rosenthal 
and Yoon 2011a; Li et al. 2013; Bodwin, Rosenthal, and Yoon 2013). I pair this method with a 
corpus of over 3,000 opinions spanning the years 1965-1995, as well as the non-opinion writings 
of 19 Justices serving during that time period and over 10,000 articles from their clerks. I use this 
combination to investigate the effect that Justice age and year of authorship have on attribution. 
 Based on the results of a methods test I ran over the course of the experiment, I 
determined that substantial attribution at a certain indication threshold. Based on that attribution 
threshold, my results indicate that neither Justice age nor year have an observable effect on clerk 
authorship attribution. There are, however, notable differences across Justice behaviors. Career 
attribution averages in favor of Justice authorship range from a minimum of 0% of all cases to a 
high of 58.13%. This degree of separation lends credence to the theory that each Justice has a 
unique way of running his or her own office that affects the level of delegation that they are 
willing to apply to their clerks.  
 The second section will lay out the literature behind this exploration. Roughly the first 
half of this literature is devoted to the study of the Court and its clerks. The second half is 
focused on the history of stylometry and its many applications to problems not unlike this one. 
The third section deals with our data and how we collected and processed it. The fourth section 
lays out our methods, including the parameters we chose to analyze our data and the particular 
algorithms we used to calculate our final values. The fifth section outlines our results and helps 
the reader to understand what our findings entail. The sixth section discusses those results and 
draws conclusions about both the method’s applicability and the clerk’s behavior. The seventh 
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and final section outlines further work that might be done along these lines and what next steps 
could be taken in exploring the Court. 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 What Influences Opinions 
The Supreme Court is the highest court in the American judicial branch, and as such, 
there has always been scholarly interest in how its opinions are written. This interest has taken a 
variety of forms, each dealing with a different party or government branch interested in the 
outcome of Supreme Court cases. Many focus on the Court’s relationship with the executive 
branch, especially as the White House watches opinion content to determine what kind of 
Supreme Court Justice it might need to protect its interests when seats become available 
(Nemacheck 2007) Some analyses are written by those who have spent time within the Court’s 
chambers themselves and offer a rare glimpse into an otherwise secretive process (Lazarus 1997; 
Rehnquist 2002). Almost all scholars examining Supreme Court opinions, however, see the 
opinion writing process as something closely guarded in its complexity. This shroud of 
complexity forces them to devote long hours to finding a method to somehow “pierce the veil” 
(Woodward and Armstrong 2005; Toobin 2008). Altogether, it is clear that the opinion writing 
process is both worth studying and hard for researchers to reliably access.  
The opinion drafting process for each Justice is unique but tends to follow a general 
pattern. A case reaches the Court in most cases on a writ of certiorari from a lower court. Then 
clerks review these petitions, of which there are thousands each term (“The Justices’ Caseload - 
Supreme Court of the United States.”, n.d.). This is the first step in the process where clerks have 
a chance to influence the Court’s output by suggesting to their Justice that certain cases be left 
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aside while others are taken up (Purdum 1985). Once the case has been accepted for hearing and 
briefed and oral arguments have been heard, the Justices meet on the Friday of that week and 
hold a preliminary vote. This vote determines which side of the case has a majority.  
If the Chief Justice is a part of that majority, he will assign the author of the opinion. If he 
is not, the most senior Justice in the majority will assign the opinion. In either case, the assigned 
Justice then drafts an opinion for circulation. This is the second stage at which clerks might have 
a significant chance to influence output and the stage that I am interested in here. There is 
speculation that some Justices may be allowing their clerks to write entire rough drafts of 
opinions, which they may only lightly edit before publication (The New York Times 1958; 
Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Sigelman 2002; Rosenthal and Yoon 2011a; Peppers 2006; Mclaughlin 
1990; Kromphardt 2015). In fact, Justice Rehnquist almost seems to admit that the revisions that 
Justices do make can sometimes be quite limited in his 2004 book The Supreme Court. He writes 
“the drafts I get during the first part of the term from the clerks require more revision and editing 
than the ones later in the term” (Rehnquist 2002, 261). Once a Justice is satisfied with their draft 
opinion, they circulate it to the other Justices for a final review. They then hold one final vote to 
confirm the opinion as that of the Court and the opinion is published. 
Court scholars recognize that opinions are complex documents and, no matter who writes 
them, their content is influenced by many sources. I explore a few of these sources here to 
illustrate the complexity of the problem before me. Justices draw language from many legal 
documents that range from papers older than the US itself (Corley, Howard, and Nixon 2005), to 
contemporary scholarly articles (Corley 2008), to lower court rulings in the case at hand (Corley, 
Collins, and Calvin 2011). Scholars have also identified Justice ideology as a key factor in 
determining the content of opinions, not only the Justice’s personal ideology but also that of their 
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colleagues, since they ultimately have to receive a majority approval (Carrubba et al. 2012). 
Other factors have also been theorized and tested over the years, but still require more testing, 
such as the role that public opinion plays in shaping opinion content (McGuire & Stimson 2004). 
I explore each of these potential influences in order to demonstrate the complex network of 
influences affecting the opinion writing process.  
As the chief interpreters of the Constitution, Justices often turn to original source material 
from when the Constitution was drafted to clarify vague clauses. A significant portion of the 
content of Supreme Court opinions can be attributed to the sources referenced within the opinion 
itself, so which documents they choose can have a large impact on opinion content (Corley, 
Collins, and Calvin 2011). There is perhaps no more complete set of writings that were present at 
the time of the framing regarding the Constitution than The Federalist Papers. These were 
written by framers James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and John Jay in support of the 
Constitution’s ratification in New York. For this reason, many opinions include operative 
phrases from these papers.   
When an issue before the court is more modern, justices often rely on more contemporary 
documents. One such set of documents are amicus curiae or friend-of-the-court briefs that are 
often filed in cases heard by the U.S. Supreme Court. Interested parties with a stake in the 
Court’s ruling, such as think tanks or politicians, often file amicus briefs. These briefs play a part 
in providing content to opinions, as they are often a convenient distillation of relevant precedent. 
The complexity of Supreme Court cases makes the convenience of these ready-made distillations 
key and Justices are more likely to include phrases first used in briefs in their final opinions 
(Corley, 2008). This development could be cause for concern, as briefs may contain language 
less nuanced than one expects from a Supreme Court opinion. In fact, some have recently called 
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into question the accuracy of some of the “facts” provided in these amicus briefs. At the very 
least, they point out that the sources of theses briefs are lacking in an active filter and have the 
potential to introduce false assumptions to opinions (Larsen 2014) The aim of a Supreme Court 
ruling is to provide legal precedent from the justices themselves, not from the organizations 
providing them with briefs.  
Scholars also point to the influence that the wording of lower court’s rulings can have on 
the eventual wording and content of opinions. The Supreme Court is rarely the court of origin for 
its many cases, and, at times, a case will pass through three or more courts before it reaches the 
high court. The justices, in upholding or reversing these previous rulings, will often adapt 
language originally found in said rulings (Corley, Collins, and Calvin 2011). In doing so, justices 
not only respond directly to the ruling they have decided to review, but they also aid in the 
interpretation that lower courts must undertake when using the opinion as precedent. These lower 
court justices can readily see why an opinion was either correct or incorrect in a lower court by 
noting the phrases used in both documents and the context in which they are used. This eases the 
burden on the Supreme Court by reducing the number of times an issue must appear before the 
Court before an easily interpretable precedent is set. 
Naturally, one of the most powerful factors that influences the content of a Supreme 
Court opinion is the ideology of the justice writing that opinion. While the Court tends to act 
moderately in most cases, the significance of minor wording changes has already been 
mentioned (Hinkle et al. 2012), and many consequential cases have been determined by a single 
vote. The justices are aware of their colleagues’ biases and the majority will often court the 
moderate voters. The eventual opinions of a divided court trend towards the positions held by the 
median of the plurality faction (Carrubba et al. 2012). The political bent of the justices, however, 
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is not the only ideological factor that plays a role in the eventual composition of opinions. 
Scholars have also noted the tendency of the Court to overturn cases and to disfavor having to 
affirm the rulings of lower courts (McGuire et al. 2009). Even small tendencies in justice 
ideology can have a significant influence on the content of opinions and the direction the Court 
rules. 
In the context of recent landmark cases, the degree of another key influence has long 
been questioned: public opinion. Theoretically, the Court should be distanced from the effects of 
public opinion. Its members are appointed and serve for life, removing the pressure of running 
for office. They rely on precedent rather than opinion polls to make judgments and are protected 
from the populace by the Constitution. In reality, according to a study conducted by McGuire 
and Stimson (2004), the conditions of their appointment and concern for their continued 
legitimacy often leads the justices to pay attention to public trends. The Court relies on the 
executive branch to enforce its rulings and the legislative branch to enact laws in keeping with 
new requirements, so a loss of public legitimacy can have severe consequences for its ability to 
affect policy. McGuire and Stimson note that Justice Frankfurter himself said in 1939 that “the 
Supreme Court, under the guise of constitutional interpretation of words whose contents are 
derived from the disposition of the Justices, is the reflector of that impalpable but controlling 
thing, the general drift of public opinion” (McGuire and Stimson 2004, 1022) As Alexander 
Hamilton noted as early as the writing of the Constitution, the Court “has no influence over 
either the sword or the purse; no direction either of the strength or of the wealth of the society, 
and can take no active resolution whatsoever” (“The Avalon Project : Federalist No 78” n.d.) and 
must therefore keep the opinions of, at the very least, elected officials in mind. While the extent 
of the influence that public opinion has on the end product is debated, recent scholarship 
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demonstrates that their opinions often avoid positions directly critical of strong stances held by 
politicians and recognized scholars (Baum, 2008).  
These influences represent some of the myriad factors proposed to affect the content of 
Supreme Court opinions. It is traditionally easier to study external influences such as amicus 
briefs and lower court rulings because they are not shielded by the protective silence that 
surrounds the Court and its employees. Clerks are notoriously tight lipped about the behind-the-
scenes aspects of rulings (Zengerle 2012). However, a gradual relaxation of that tradition has 
increased interest in the study of clerks’ influence (Kenney 2000). The relationship between 
clerk and justice is often very close, as the job requires that the two spend hours together 
discussing cases and drafting documents. Clerks provide a unique window into the largely 
private lives of justices, so it is no surprise that their influence has become a huge field of study 
as data has become available. 
 
2.2 The Study of Clerks 
 The new wave of studies into the lives of Supreme Court clerks began in the early 2000s 
with a pair of books titled Courtiers of the Marble Palace: The Rise and Influence of the 
Supreme Court Law Clerk by Todd C. Peppers (2006) and Sorcerers' Apprentices: 100 Years of 
Law Clerks at the United States Supreme Court by Artemus Ward and David L. Weiden (Miller 
2014). These two works marked a watershed of open communication between researchers and 
clerks as the norms separating the two broke down. The clearest indication that these norms are 
loosening may be former clerk Edward Lazarus’ book Closed Chambers: The First Eyewitness 
Account of the Epic Struggles Inside the Supreme Court (1999). Panned at the time of its 
publication in 1999 as self-aggrandizing, it still indicated that some clerks were willing to 
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recount the more private details of the Court’s inner workings (Kenney 2000). Thus was born the 
collection of research on clerk influence. 
 Some of the earliest research focused on the structural role that clerks play and their 
ability to influence the progress of cases. At the lowest levels of the judiciary, clerks act as 
gatekeepers when scheduling hearings and trial dates. Justices largely determine the dates and 
times of hearings, but the equivalent role in the Supreme Court is the selection of cases to be 
approved for hearing. The Court receives thousands of requests for hearing each year and the 
clerks are tasked with selecting those cases the Justices eventually vote on. This means that there 
are thousands of cases the Justices may only encounter for a few minutes as a summary written 
by a clerk. While this serves a functional purpose, it does give clerks a potentially 
disproportionate power to exclude certain cases from the Court (Purdum, 1985). McLaughlin’s 
(1990) study of British juvenile courts demonstrated that not only do clerks have this ability to 
abuse their role as gatekeepers, but that on occasion they do. While it was impossible to apply 
this study to the Supreme Court for a number of reasons, it is worth noting that clerks in both 
systems share similar capabilities and responsibilities.  
 Both McLaughlin and Purdum’s work took place prior to 2000, and as a result, Purdum’s 
work was largely based on the understood structure of clerk-justice relations and not based on 
actual accounts. After 2000, however, the focus turned to the effect that clerks could have on 
their justice’s ideologies based on computer powered analyses of written data and first-hand 
accounts. Immediately the composition of clerk staffs was called into question. Some scholars 
began to question the effect that diversity among clerks might have on their justice’s personal 
opinions and found that this exposure had the potential to foster positive views of diversity 
among those justices with diverse staffs (Benson 2007). 
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 Scholars also began to question if clerk attributes could affect justice ideologies. It 
became clear that certain justices were more susceptible to change than others, depending on 
how strictly they enforced norms of hierarchy (Peppers and Zorn 2008). Eventually, scholars 
turned to which ideology most clerks tended to hold. The result of that study was that clerks at 
all levels of the federal judiciary tended to be liberal, but that their liberalism decreased as the 
prestige of the position that they held increased. In short, Supreme Court clerks are among the 
most conservative, but still tend to be liberal (Bonica et. al. 2016).  
 The source of clerks also took on a measure of importance. Supreme Court clerks have 
often clerked for at least a year prior to serving, and most of them will have clerked within the 
US Courts of Appeals. Baum & Ditslear (2010) studied the appeals judges for whom many 
clerks had staffed prior to their time on the Court and found that there were a select few from 
whom a plurality of clerks were selected. The study found that these judges were often 
ideologically similar to the justices who selected clerks from them. If Justices are seeking out 
judges with similar ideological bents to themselves, they likely see clerk ideology as significant.  
This implication aside, the predictable selection means that certain lower court judges have the 
opportunity to train prospective Supreme Court clerks. These clerks, now familiar with the inner 
workings of a federal appellate court, can better navigate the Supreme Court when they get the 
opportunity and may exert a disproportionate amount of influence on their respective justices.  
 A less popularly recognized but potentially significant power that these well-trained 
clerks apparently wield is the ability to influence individual justice’s votes. As there are at most 
nine justices sitting at one time, the ability to influence even one of those votes has significant 
implications for American political institutions. Through effective ideological influence and 
signaling, clerks play an active role in deciding which way a justice will vote, depending on the 
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nature of the relationship between justice and clerk. Most notably, in years when a Justice hired a 
clerk that was significantly more conservative than them, that Justice was more likely to vote in 
favor of a conservative position (Kromphardt 2015). In relationships where there is a clear 
structure wherein clerks are expected only to fulfill given tasks without personal input, a justice 
may expect to exert his or her own personal will over decisions. However, in relationships where 
clerks are encouraged to provide personal input, justices may find that input directly influencing 
significantly large decisions. 
 It was not until very recently, however, that the scholarly community has begun to focus 
on the amount of influence clerks wield by directly writing court opinions. It has long been 
understood that clerks played some role in the drafting of court opinions, but the rumors ranged 
from small paragraph sized contributions to entire clerk-written drafts. This field of clerk 
influence is still largely protected by norms against disclosure at the highest level of the 
judiciary. Nevertheless, it was once said of Justice Frank Murphy by his contemporary Justice 
William Douglas that Justice Murphy “relied heavily on [his law clerk] in preparing the first 
draft of his opinions for the Court” (Kenny 2000).  
This suggestion that clerks had some hand in drafting opinions is characteristic of most 
accounts from within the Court itself. The Justices are willing to admit that they rely on the 
assistance of their clerks in opinion-drafting. Miller (2014), however, finds that their accounts 
always limit the clerks to a drafting position and never elaborate on how much those drafts are 
edited before release. Clerks, on the other hand, have recently relaxed the long-standing rule 
discouraging them from taking credit for the wording of opinions and have begun to openly lay 
claim to sections of rulings (Lazarus 1999). From Miller’s set of first-hand accounts, it is 
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impossible to determine the extent to which Justices may be under-reporting the impact of their 
clerk’s contributions, or how much clerks may be over-reporting them (Miller 2014). 
However, studies of lower American courts have uncovered public admissions on the part 
of judges that their clerks were indeed drafting whole opinions. The sheer volume of cases 
passing through these courts make this situation almost necessary, and, while the Supreme 
Court’s caseload has decreased in the past few decades (Roeder 2016), during the period covered 
by this study, there was a steady increase in case submission and case acceptance, as well as 
amicus submissions, all of which require help from clerks to review (Swanson and Wasby 2013). 
Lacking the cooperation of a generation of loose-lipped clerks, there is no way to gather direct 
evidence of opinion authorship for the Supreme Court. Even in instances where rumors do 
abound, such anecdotes may prove false, or even racially biased. It has long been supposed that 
Justice Marshall, especially in his last few years on the Court, may have delegated a great deal of 
his opinion writing to his clerks (Tushnet 1991; Peppers 2006). This is based on his apparent 
lackluster attitude at oral arguments and failure to recall what he had written in previous opinions 
when questioned. Some scholars have argued, however, that Justice Marshall’s withdrawn stance 
as he closed out his term on the Court was an intentional defensive tactic, protecting him against 
total ostracization on a Court that was growing more and more conservative around him (Tushnet 
1991). In any case, anecdotal evidence, even when aimed at particular Justices, or even clerks, 
cannot suffice for proving authorship of any given opinion. It is for this reason that the world of 
statistics-based content analysis has bled into the study of clerk influence.  
 
2.3 The Evolution of Stylometry 
Stylometry is the “statistical analysis of texts… to discern authorship in many notable 
works” (Rosenthal and Yoon 2011a, 1313). It gained prominence in content analysis when it was 
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first theorized that an authorial “fingerprint” could be distilled from the rate of use of certain 
words. These certain words were dubbed “function words” and did not have an impact of the 
topic of the document. They include conjunctions, articles, auxiliary verbs, and comparative 
adjectives such as “than” (“Function Word | Definition of Function Word by Merriam-Webster” 
2019). For example, Figure 1 is a sample sentence with each of its function words in bold. It was 
theorized that authors tended to use these function words at similar rates across documents and 
leave a “fingerprint” on each document as a result. The idea that the way an author writes might 
be consistent across their various works has been studied since the late-1800s (Madigan et al. 
2005), but it wasn’t until the 1950s that scholars started to apply mathematical modeling to the 
problem (Fries 1952; Miller 2014). Even still, these models were inconsistent and required 
further development.  
 
Figure 1: Sentence with Function Words in Bold  
 
 I have six blue cats and one extremely large dog. 
 
The real breakthrough came in 1963, when Frederick Mosteller and David L. Wallace 
published their study on The Federalist Papers. In that study, they pioneered several new ideas. 
The first was the use of function word rates in association with probabilistic models. Fries (1952) 
had used function words, but only their raw use rates. Mosteller and Wallace used mathematical 
modeling that they had specifically designed to fit those use-rates, and therefore substantially 
increased the accuracy of the field (Holmes & Forsyth, 1995). The second was the crossover 
between the humanities and mathematical modeling. Both authors were statisticians by trade, but 
they took the opportunity to bridge the divide between the two fields in an unprecedented way.  
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The publication of Mosteller and Wallace’s study opened a new way of attributing 
authorship to the researchers of the world. Some used the new tool to revisit documents whose 
authorship had long been disputed, often with surprising results, including attributions ranging 
from mid-18th century philosophers to mid-20th century fiction authors (Wyatt, 1980). What it 
did not do was perfect the method to the point that it was preferred or even popular. In 1987 J. F. 
Burrows published a study that was nominally about the Victorian era Bronte sisters, authors of 
Wuthering Heights and Jane Eyre, and a few of their disputed works. The more significant 
purpose of the study was to advertise and explain the usefulness of stylometry outside of a 
limited community of statisticians. 
 Not too long after, a range of papers testing different possible authorship markers and 
mathematical methods emerged. Some began to test sentence length, syntax, parts of speech, and 
other markers in addition to or instead of function words (Martin and Quinn 2002; Madigan et al. 
2005; Airoldi, Fienberg, and Skinner 2007; Segarra, Eisen, and Ribeiro 2015). Others started 
testing different mathematical models to see if they could improve upon Mosteller and Wallace’s 
original Naïve Bayesian1  algorithm with models like Maximum Entropy2 (which evolved out of 
linguistics) or Vector Modeling (which arose out of the Data Science field) (Ratnaparkhi 1998; 
Koppel et al. 2006; Li et al. 2013). Still, researchers continued to find that, given its relative 
                                                          
1 Dr. Rish offers the following explanation of Naïve Bayes in her paper An empirical study of the naive 
Bayes classifier: “The naive Bayes classifier greatly simplify learning by assuming that features are 
independent given class. Although independence is generally a poor assumption, in practice naive Bayes 
often competes well with more sophisticated classifier.” For those seeking a more in-depth exploration of 
the method, I recommend reading that paper.  
2 Dr. Malouf offers this explanation in his paper A comparison of algorithms for maximum entropy 
parameter estimation: “[Maximum entropy models] allow stochastic rule systems to be augmented with 
additional syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic features.” I recommend this article for a more detailed 
overview of the statistical method involved.  
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simplicity and consistent accuracy, a combination of function words and Bayesian algorithms 
remained a viable option (Madigan et al. 2005; Segarra, Eisen, and Ribeiro 2015). 
The reason for the delay until 1987 for the boom in this field is simple: computers. Both 
Mosteller and Wallace (1963) and Burrows (1987) used computers in their research to speed up 
their work, but both mention that the sheer amount of data and the fact that much of it had to be 
entered on punch cards made the studies long and tiring work. It also made the work nearly 
inaccessible to the majority of humanities professors, largely because they lacked the required 
background in computational mathematics (Holmes, 1998). This may be why so many studies 
emerge after 1990. A number of cases ranging from Shakespearean poems (Ledger and Merriam 
1998), to gospels of the Bible (Mealand 1995) demonstrate the method’s sudden explosion in 
popularity. As data scientists began to publish ready-made programs that required little to no 
coding on the part of humanities researchers using them, stylometric methods became more 
accessible. What is distinct about these studies is that they are being conducted largely by 
humanities researchers for humanities audiences. Those patterns broadened the range of subjects 
from a handful of historical papers and disputed novels to just about any disputed work that was 
written down.   
 
2.4 Stylometry in the Law 
 Stylometry requires a body of known authorship documents to establish a fingerprint as 
well as lightly edited versions of the document being tested so as not to confuse the mathematical 
model with the contribution of several authors. The world of legal academia is full of billions, if 
not trillions, of written documents constituting countless data points. It is a data scientist’s dream 
scenario. Many of those documents are unsigned or their authorship is widely disputed. Those 
disputes may stem from the simple loss of records that comes with the passage of time, but, as I 
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discussed earlier, the coincident rise in interest in the role that clerks played in the judiciary, 
mentioned in section 2.2, also began to contribute to suspicions of over-delegation (Wittes 2006). 
This over-delegation would, in theory, take the form of judges handing more and more of their 
writing workload over to their clerks with less time for direct oversight. As soon as computers 
and databases had evolved to meet the demand, legal scholars set to work analyzing the relevant 
documents using stylometry to try to detect this over-delegation.  
 Many scholars turned immediately to the US Supreme Court, because, as the most senior 
Court in the US, its opinions have incredible weight (Posner, 1995; 1999). It also has a smaller 
number of members than the entire federal judiciary, for instance. When combined with the long 
record of signed opinions, this relatively narrow membership makes for clean, conclusive study. 
Some scholars chose to study ideological drift on the Court, using stylometry to analyze word 
rate use across terms (Martin and Quinn 2002; Epstein et al. 2007; Owens and Wedeking 2012). 
These sorts of studies found evidence for the long-standing theory that Justices did tend to drift 
ideologically while on the bench, but not to an extreme extent. Others turned to the Court’s oral 
arguments, using stylometry to determine whether the outcome of a case could be predicted 
based on the tone of questioning (Hawes et. al., 2009; Black et. al., 2011). While these studies 
did seem to indicate that oral argument tone and content could signal a justice’s vote on a case, 
they tended to focus more on refining a method than proving a particular argument. Some even 
revisited the history of the Court with a new lens by analyzing the evolution of important 
doctrinal terms throughout the Court’s jurisprudence (Katz et. al., 2011).   
 Still, there were those scholars who chose not to focus on the Supreme Court, and it is in 
these studies that we first see attempts to attribute direct authorship of certain cases to certain 
parties. In 2013, Dr. William Li and a team comprised of both legal scholars and computer 
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scientists built a model to analyze the authorship of per curium judicial opinions, which are those 
issued by courts as a whole, and not attributed to any one judge. While their case study came 
from the Supreme Court, their main focus was on lower courts, who, at the state level, can 
sometimes issue more opinions in this manner than are signed. This, they found, was especially 
true of elected judges (Li et. al., 2013). This study, however, did not yet get at the question of 
clerk authorship.  
In order to ensure clean data, it is helpful to acquire early drafts of documents to be 
analyzed, simply because editing can muddy a fingerprint. Justices, however, have only recently 
begun releasing first drafts of their opinions, and that practice is still uncommon (Rosenthal and 
Yoon 2011a). Recent studies have taken advantage of this publication and have begun using 
Mosteller and Wallace’s tactic to measure the impact clerks are having on their justice’s 
opinions. A study by Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Sigelman (2002) used the tactic in case studies of 
justices long reported to rely heavily on their clerks for drafting: Justices Powell and Marshall. 
The researchers were able to access drafts at many stages of the opinion writing process and 
employed eight distinct stylometric markers, including word and sentence length, as well as 
word diversity, to establish their own version of an authorial fingerprint. This study determined 
that both justices as early as the mid-1980s were relying on their clerks to draft entire opinions. 
Interestingly enough, this study also reinforced the importance of regulatory norms in protecting 
the integrity of justice’s own opinions. Marshall, who had essentially given up on writing his 
opinions three years before his retirement, relaxed almost all norms in his chambers and served 
only to edit his clerks’ full opinions (Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Sigelman 2002, 172). Powell, on 
the other hand, sat and reviewed drafts with his clerks to ensure that the wording was appropriate 
and suited his vision of the cases. His clerks became accustomed to writing in his style, learning 
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to mimic his tone and logical thought process (Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and Sigelman 2002, 172). 
This study demonstrated that it was both feasible to employ Mosteller and Wallace’s method to 
analyze opinions, and that at least in some cases, clerks who were drafting opinions for their 
justices were leaving a measurable mark. 
 Function-word-based statistical analysis was applied in a cross-sectional time series 
several years later to modern justices. The focus of this second study by Rosenthal and Yoon 
(2011a) was to determine how consistent justices’ opinions were in fingerprint over time. The 
fingerprint was tested against opinions over the course of several years and the results 
demonstrated that modern justices’ fingerprints appeared to change significantly from year to 
year. The researchers concluded that this variation was due to the cycling in and out of new and 
old clerks. These clerks effectively took their fingerprints with them as they moved on and the 
new clerks contributed theirs to the opinions. For this change to be noticeable, the authors 
posited that they had to have a significant hand in the opinions’ drafting, and quite possibly 
played a role in the specific precedent that they set. While the overall finding is significant, the 
possibility remains that some or all of the variation is due to the variation in topics covered by 
the opinions from year to year. 
Carlson, Livermore, and Rockmore (2015) followed up on Whalbeck et. al.’s original 
2002 study (discussed above) on a much larger scale in their study involving many more justices, 
made possible by improved computers to measure the progression over time of the political 
leaning of certain Justices’ opinions. Carlson et. al. found that justices tended to become more 
progressive over time. Given the suggestion from Bonica et. al.’s 2016 study about the general 
liberal bent of clerks, Rosenthal, Yoon, and Carlson’s findings offer two major implications. The 
first is that clerks’ effect on justices’ ideologies appears to be significant enough to be 
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measurable in the content of their opinions. This ideological shift essentially implies that 
justice’s own ideological integrities may not be as consistent as the politicians appointing them 
may believe. The second implication (and the focus of the second half of the study) is that clerks 
may very well be writing entire sections of the opinions, if not the entirety of certain opinions. 
It is important to note, however, that none of these studies answer a key question: which 
clerks are writing which opinions for which Justices? Rosenthal and Yoon got close to the 
question in their first study and have danced around it ever since (Rosenthal & Yoon, 2011b; 
Bodwin et. al., 2013), but ultimately, their method only answers how much the fingerprints in 
Justices’ opinions vary over time. This can be a helpful clue as to which Justices may be 
delegating more than others, but it does not provide a satisfying answer as to whom. That 
answer, I argue, can be found through stylometric methods, but that is not the central theory I test 
in this thesis. Anyone interested in individual case author attributions can refer to Appendix C, 
where I do offer such attributions, but I am interested here in what trends can be gleaned from 
such attributions. For this reason, and in keeping with the information gleaned from the above 
documents, I propose to test three hypotheses. 
H1: Stylometric analysis can provide statistically significant attributions for individual 
supreme court cases. As mentioned above, stylometry has been proven extremely effective in a 
variety of fields (Ledger and Merriam 1998; Burrows 1987; Mosteller and Wallace 1963), but 
has only just recently started making progress in the field of legal studies (Rosenthal and Yoon 
2011a; Bodwin, Rosenthal, and Yoon 2013; Li et al. 2013). This study is aimed at furthering that 
application by attempting author attribution on a case by case basis.  
H2: Supreme Court Justices delegate opinion writing to their clerks more often towards 
the end of the Justice’s career. Justice Thurgood Marshall, often the subject of rumors about 
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“over delegation,” is theorized to have delegated more towards the end of his career because of 
increasing disinterest in the business of the Court (Tushnet 1991; Wahlbeck, Spriggs, and 
Sigelman 2002). Disinterest need not apply only to Justice Marshall, and it is also not the only 
consistent reason that a Justice might delegate more often towards the end of their career.  
Justices Hugo Black, John Marshall Harlan, and William Douglas all retired around the same 
time due to failing health, including loss of eyesight and recent strokes (Sobel 2005). If Justices 
lose the ability to function at the high level that the Court demands as they age, we can expect 
that their amount of delegation will increase towards the end of their career.    
H3: Delegation of opinion writing has increased significantly over time across all 
Justices. In one of the few examples that we have of stylometric analysis of Supreme Court 
opinions, Rosenthal and Yoon find that Justice fingerprints have varied from year to year 
increasingly over the past few decades. They conclude that this variation is due to increased clerk 
contribution, since the case fingerprints would necessarily shift as clerks rotated in and out on a 
yearly basis (Rosenthal and Yoon 2011a, 1337). I test that conclusion by analyzing directly the 
opinions that were written during the time period in which they observe an increase in variation. 
 
3. Data 
 
3.1 Articles 
 We chose to focus our study on clerks and Justices who served from the period of 1965 to 
1995. This time period covers several of the Courts most significant opinions, including Furman 
v. Georgia (1972), which temporarily declared the death penalty unconstitutional, and Miranda 
v. Arizona (1966), from which we get the Miranda warning, and many others. It also contains 
two of the Court’s most notable Chief Justices, Earl Warren and William Rehnquist. Both 
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Warren’s and Rehnquist’s opinions fundamentally changed not only the law that each addressed, 
but often how the U.S. viewed Constitutional rights and how they ought to be applied (Epstein 
and Walker 1995). This time range also allows us to exclude most currently sitting Justices, as 
the only Justices appointed prior to 1995 who are still sitting are Justices Ginsburg, Thomas, and 
Breyer. These three Justices were excluded from the data set.      
As outlined above in this study’s literature review, a large part of stylometric analysis is 
the construction of an authorial “fingerprint.” This fingerprint is built out of word use rates from 
documents for which we can definitively attribute authorship either to one of the clerks we 
choose to study or to the Justices themselves. Both the clerks and the Justices will require 
fingerprints in order to compare the two. Ideally, we would base our fingerprint construction on 
documents nearly identical in both topic and publication type to minimize the potential impact in 
the use of certain words across topics and formats (Burrows, 1987) (Mosteller & Wallace, 2007). 
Unfortunately, the closest thing to a Supreme Court opinion in both topic and format is another 
court’s judicial opinion. While many Supreme Court clerks do go on to become successful 
judges in their own right, some even taking a seat on the Court itself, if our theory is true and 
certain Supreme Court Justices are allowing their clerks to write some or all of their opinions, it 
would then stand to reason that some of their clerks may do the same in their own judicial 
careers. With judicial opinions then excluded, we decided on the next best source of word rates: 
academic articles.  
Academic articles published in law, public policy, and political science journals often 
deal with the same or similar topics as Supreme Court opinions. Many are even written on or 
about the opinions themselves. They are also written with the same academic tone that a Justice 
might take in writing an opinion. This is in contrast to personal letters or journal entries, which 
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are other potentially available options for fingerprint construction, but do not match our criterion. 
The final helpful condition that academic articles meet is that they are readily accessible. The 
database HeinOnline collects and publishes thousands of legally relevant academic articles and 
makes them available for download for research purposes. For each clerk and each Justice from 
the period 1964-1995, we collected as many articles from HeinOnline as could be definitively 
attributed to that clerk or Justice. Each article was downloaded as a .txt file for ease of 
processing. 
For the purposes of our study, definitive attribution required that they be the only author 
listed on the paper, that they be unambiguously listed as the author, and that the time of 
publication for the article match a reasonable timeline for the clerk’s career. For this reason, it is 
entirely possible, and even probable, that we have not collected all of the articles for each clerk 
or Justice that HeinOnline has in its database. For instance, HeinOnline will periodically include 
a middle initial. In the cases where we had access to the clerk’s middle initial, this was often 
helpful, but where we did not, and we could not find a middle initial for that clerk, we did not 
collect the document out of an abundance of caution. In another instance, if an article was dated 
as having been published prior to the years that a clerk would have been in law school, we also 
excluded that article.3  
While all Supreme Court clerks have already demonstrated a certain amount of 
accomplishment simply by the nature of their clerkship, this is not a guarantee that they will 
publish, and certainly not that they will publish often, during their lives. For some clerks we 
                                                          
3 I fully recognize the irony of excluding these papers, as  I am writing this thesis during my time as an 
undergraduate, but I decided that the knowledge acquired in law school would be significant enough to 
change which legal phrases an author might use that I left articles predating the clerk’s time in law school 
out of the dataset. 
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were able to find many judicial opinions, as HeinOnline’s archives also contain opinions, but no 
or few articles. This is likely because they never spent a significant amount of time in academia, 
opting instead to serve as a judge for the majority of their career. Some clerks, though fewer, had 
neither publications nor judicial opinions in the database. For those clerks with no articles, our 
program simply skipped over their name and did not consider them as a candidate. If a clerk had 
a small number of articles, they remained in the candidate list, but the significance of the 
conclusions that we draw from their scores will be discussed in our analysis section. For those 
clerks, however, for which we were able to gather a significant number of articles, we were able 
to establish an authorial fingerprint, the process for which we will outline in the methods section 
of our paper. The same is true for each of the Justices. 
 
 3.2 Supreme Court Opinions  
For this study, we also needed the text of the Supreme Court opinions themselves to form 
an article fingerprint with which to compare our authorial fingerprints. It is not particularly 
difficult to find databases of Supreme Court opinions, as they are published openly by the US 
government and offer an interesting potential for analysis. There are, therefore many different 
forms of Supreme Court databases, from Find Law’s collection of pdfs, to Justia and Oyez’s 
html uploads. Ultimately, we decided to use Court Listener’s API format for a number of 
reasons. The first is that Court Listener provides the opinions as JSON files, which, while they 
do not work particularly well with python in their raw form, are easily converted into a csv 
format that does. The other advantage that CourtListener provides is the ability to download the 
entire set of opinions at once, whereas most other databases are meant to be viewed in place, 
rather than downloaded.  
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The API does provide its own set of challenges. Despite being in JSON format, the files 
provided still contain a fair amount of html meta-data. Enough, in fact, to significantly muddy 
our results if not cleaned properly. Our cleaning process is outlined in the methods portion of this 
paper. The API is also a somewhat brute force option, since it is some one and a half centuries 
more data than we need for our study given our focus on opinions written between 1965 and 
1995. Ultimately, however, the time saved by not having to download every opinion by hand 
well outweighs the time we needed to write the code to process and clean the API data.      
 The API data is also massive. All told, the data contains 63,949 entries, though, in fact, 
of those 63,949 entries, 41,740 are denials of cert, essentially the Court’s official filing refusing 
to hear a case. We are only interested in the data contained in the filed opinions, which are the 
remaining 22,209 entries. Of those, 3,872 fall within the 1965-1995 time range that I have 
selected and were written by one of the 19 Justices. However, I only analyze 3,476 of those 
opinions, since I need non-opinion writings for at least one clerk that served during the year the 
opinion was written in order to perform the analysis and Hein did not have writings for every 
clerk. The totals for the analyzed opinions are further broken down by Justice in Table 1. 
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 Table 1: Opinions with Clerk Data by Justice 
 
 4. Method 
 
 4.1 Data Processing 
 As outlined in the previous section on data, our data in its raw format is too complex to 
successfully derive a fingerprint from. Before attempting that analysis, we needed to clean and 
process both our opinion and our academic article data. Because each was in a different format 
(JSON and .csv v. .txt), each would need its own method. The following two sub-sections detail 
the cleaning method for each and will hopefully prove useful for those wishing to conduct their 
own stylometric tests either on a different period of the Court or on the same period with a 
different dataset.   
 
Black 1964 1970 7 84 
Blackmun 1970 1993 24 321 
Brennan 1964 1989 26 361 
Burger 1969 1985 17 265 
Douglas 1964 1974 10 124 
Fortas 1965 1968 3 32 
Goldberg 1964 1964 1 10 
Harlan 1964 1970 7 71 
Kennedy 1988 1994 7 75 
Marshall 1969 1990 20 280 
O'Connor 1981 1994 14 206 
Powell 1972 1986 15 247 
Rehnquist 1971 1994 23 352 
Scalia 1986 1994 9 105 
Stevens 1975 1994 15 214 
Stewart 1964 1980 16 234 
Warren 1964 1968 5 58 
White 1964 1992 28 437 
Total 
  
14 3476 
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4.1.1 Processing Opinions 
 Our programming language of choice for this study was python, both because of its ease 
of use and the myriad of available stylometric programs already written for it. Unfortunately, that 
meant that the JSON format that the CourtListener API used was not immediately useful. We 
first had to convert the individual JSON files into one CSV file containing all of the opinions. 
This is somewhat easily done in python itself. The resulting csv file contained all of the opinions 
issued by every Justice from the inception of the Court to 2014, so in order to proceed we needed 
to take a few more steps.   
 Before we could get to cleaning the opinions, we needed to separate them, both by author 
and by year. We wrote a program to scan each of the opinions to identify an author, and a year 
written for each opinion. In doing this, we found that our data included not only justices which 
were outside of our time range of 1965-1995, but also several thousand rejections of cert and per 
curiam opinions, which are unanimous opinions not attributed to any one author. We also found 
that another supplementary data set was needed where an author could not be determined 
because of holes in the CourtListner API.  Researcher Brian Carver with the Free Law Project 
has his own similar data set on GitHub. However, each JSON file was labeled in a way that 
neither corresponded to an author nor a year. In order to efficiently sort out which opinions we 
needed, we downloaded a spreadsheet from the Supreme Court Database at Washington 
University in St. Louis that contained each case by author and case id. Our program, referencing 
this spreadsheet, was able to reference by each JSON file by case id when an author’s name was 
missing from an opinion. With this data now stored in dictionaries, along with the text of the 
opinion, we were ready to start cleaning.  
 Each opinion was stored in a single cell but was stored with html formatting as it was 
originally displayed on CourtListener’s website. This html formatting, if the opinion were 
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analyzed at this stage for a fingerprint, would have a significant impact on the word rates 
exhibited. For this reason, we then used a combination of the BeautifulSoup and lxml python 
packages to strip all html indicators from the opinions. This still left a great deal of punctuation. 
Our stylometric software would have differentiated words based on their punctuation. For 
instance, if the word “to” were to appear at the end of a sentence, to our program it would be 
read as a new word “to.”. The same is true for any word next to a “,” or “;” or any other form of 
punctuation. This would, for obvious reasons, also have wildly affected the rate of word use by 
reducing the numbers of certain words and introducing a class of “words+punctuation”. We 
wrote a brief program to strip each opinion of punctuation and replace all instances with a space. 
 When I ran the first stage of test analyses on the data, I noticed that certain terms were 
showing up disproportionately often. Some of these terms were “U.S.” “v.” “See” and “Supra”. 
These terms all belong to the typical citation format used in Court opinions to refer to precedent 
cases, which might look like this: See note 10 infra. While we did not want to strip names of 
cases from the data, as their position in a sentence might be syntactically indicative of an author, 
we knew that having too many generic citations in the data would be likely to throw off overall 
word counts. For this reason, we also programmed our cleaning software to remove any phrases 
that started with a bracket (“[“) and the word “See” and ended with another bracket. After 
rerunning the test analyses this drastically reduced the number of instances of not only the word 
“See” but also “U.S.” “v.” and other terms that were clouding our data. After removing 
punctuation, we also found that most citations not covered by the above removal were reduced to 
either case names, which were not frequent enough in most cases to appear in the top 200 words, 
or numbers, which our program does not consider valid characters for testing.  
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 Finally, each opinion’s text included the dissenting and concurring opinions written in 
that case. These additional opinions were not attributed to the Justice who authored the majority 
opinion and do not constitute candidate text I want to test for authorship. In many cases, these 
additional opinions were long enough to change term use rates significantly, so we needed a way 
to remove them. In their 2011 papers, Rosenthal and Yoon helpfully developed their own 
opinion cleaning software and made it available to the public, which included a list of terms 
commonly used by Justices to begin and end concurring opinions4. We employed the same terms 
to clean our text of any concurring and dissenting opinions.  
 
4.1.2 Processing Academic Articles 
 Since we had collected the academic articles by hand, each was conveniently in its own 
.txt file, python was already prepared to read them. This eliminated the need to load the files into 
python and separate by author, as was done with the opinion JSON files. Instead, two CSVs were 
created for each justice. One contained the personal writings of that justice and the other the 
writings of their clerks. The personal writings file had three columns, one for the Justice’s name, 
one for the text of the document, and one for the document’s truncated title.  I compiled separate 
CSV at a later date with the help of a research assistant to hold the full titles of all non-opinion 
writings used in this study, which can be found in Appendix A. The clerk writings file had four 
columns, one for the Justice’s name, one for the clerk’s name, one for the truncated document 
title, and one for the text of the document.  
                                                          
4 For example, the most common phrase beginning a supreme court opinion’s meaningful text is “Justice Name” 
followed by “Delivered the opinion of the court”. The most common concluding phrase is “It is so ordered.” For 
those interested in the other phrases used to determine the beginnings and ends of opinions, see either of Rosenthal 
and Yoon’s papers cited in this study. 
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 Once this was accomplished, we simply had to clean the data as we had with the 
opinions. We employed the same program as we had with the opinions to clean the articles of all 
punctuation. With all 38 CSVs now compiled and the texts in them cleaned, we then created a 
merged CSV with all of the documents. This CSV was massive and unopenable on a regular 
computer, so we also created a Justices and clerks CSV with each of our distinct authors’ names 
and a meta CSV with the year, month, day, author, assigned id, a binary variable distinguishing 
whether it was an opinion or not, and a simple numerical id 1-10299 (3872 Opinions, 5838 clerk 
writings, and 483 justice writings, with some documents repeated as clerks served under several 
justices) to distinguish it from all other documents easily. We used the more massive combined 
file in conjunction with the other two support files to complete the rest of the work.  
 
 4.2 Deriving Finger Prints 
 Having processed and cleaned both data sets, we were ready to derive the fingerprints, 
which we would later compare to obtain our probabilities. The fingerprints themselves are 
simply a collection of the rates of use across the 50, 100, and 200 most common words, three-
character prefix, suffix, and unspecified grams, all of which I refer to as terms. I chose to use the 
50, 100, and 200-word caps because of a trend in the literature. Mosteller and Wallace’s seminal 
study of the Federalist Papers employed a tailored 70 word list and several studies have followed 
suit, limiting themselves to that restricted list (Mosteller and Wallace 1963; Rosenthal and Yoon 
2011a). Others, including another notable pioneer in the field, J. F. Burrows, have found that 
such limitation is not necessary and that a list created from the documents themselves can 
actually create a more accurate fingerprint provided that the cap is set low enough to exclude 
most topic specific terms (Burrows 1987). Later studies have placed the usual cap at which those 
topic terms start appearing somewhere between 140 and 200 words (Evert et al. 2017; Madigan 
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et al. 2005). In order to capture both the limited window first proposed by Mosteller and Wallace 
and incorporate the more recent discoveries about document generated lists, I ran a series of 
preliminary tests to parse where my word lists began to include topic specific terms. I too found 
that 200 was a reasonable cap and decided on a 50-200-word range with a 100-word middle 
point. By running all three of these fingerprint tests and then averaging the number of 
attributions each candidate receives across each test, I can derive a percentage that is likely to 
reflect the true authorship of the opinion.  
Where these relevant terms match, the use rates can be compared using probability 
algorithms to determine the likelihood of authorship across the candidate authors. The reason 
that the term fingerprint is used for this collection of use rates is both because theoretically, each 
author uses certain words in a unique way, much like each person’s fingerprint is unique them, 
and because the comparison of an opinion’s “fingerprint” to candidate author’s “fingerprints” is 
not unlike the forensic process by which police compare suspects’ fingerprints to a fingerprint 
found at the scene of a crime.  
 In this study, I derive a fingerprint for each case and a fingerprint for each author using 
their non-opinion cases. These fingerprints are necessarily influenced by the length of the 
documents, but do not contain any terms or grams that are specific to the topic of the document. 
By limiting our term maximum to 200 at most, we find that we remove almost all document 
specific terms and where there are exceptions, they are limited and disappear when the 50 and 
100 term lists are employed. This removal of topic-specific terms is crucial, because our method 
could accidentally attribute a high authorship probability to a candidate author if the list of 
compared terms in the opinion fingerprint contained, for instance, many references to tax law, 
and one of the clerks went on in their career to write several tax law articles. Mosteller and 
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Wallace’s original function word study and the stylometry studies that have come after it have 
relied on the removal of such terms to establish a content-neutral fingerprint (Mosteller and 
Wallace 2007). 
 Stylometric studies have compiled fingerprints from sets of many different combinations 
of characters. These combinations of characters are called n-grams, where n is the number of 
terms in a combination and a gram is the type of term being combined. For example, “kly” and 
“ly_” (including the space) are two 3-letter n-grams derived from the word “quickly.” A 3-word 
n-gram would look like “the dog quickly.” n-grams where the characters are whole words can be 
used to derive fingerprints based on consistent phrase use by capturing phrases like “we shall,” 
which is distinct from “we should” or “we will.” Letter based n-grams can help highlight 
consistent part of speech use; I would expect to find the n-gram “ly_” often in works by an 
author that favors adverbs. I determined which n-grams I would use by setting aside four non-
opinion documents from three Justices (Brennan, Burger, and Rehnquist) and using the rest of 
their non-opinion writings, as well as the non-opinion writings of a fourth justice (Goldberg), to 
test which n-grams made the most accurate fingerprints. The documents set aside and the n-
grams I tested are listed in Table 2. These n-grams had a fail rate of no higher than three 
documents. When I calculate the average attribution rate across all three term caps, as described 
above, the combined n-grams had a failure rate of only one document and no failures over 
66.67% attribution percentage. This threshold of 66.67% will serve as my indicator for a trend-
informing results, but not an affirmative attribution of authorship.  
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Table 2: Methods Testing 
 
 
 
4.3 Deriving Probabilities 
 Using these fingerprints, we then employed an algorithm known as Burrows’ Delta. This 
algorithm was developed by J.F. Burrows in the 1980s and establishes a vector distance between 
texts based on the distance between their most prevalent terms’ z-scores (Figure 2) To calculate 
the distance between vectors, we employ both “Manhattan” and “Cosine” distance measures. The 
Manhattan distance measure uses an absolute value difference between unaltered z-score vectors 
( 
Figure 2: Burrow's Delta 
 
Documents Set Aside N-Grams Tested 
Publication Title Year 
Published 
Justice  N-Gram Type Number of 
Failed IDs 
Highest 
Incorrect 
% 
Abe Fortas 1982 Brennan One-Word with Capitalization 3 100% 
Address to the New Jersey 
Bar 
1976 Brennan Two-Word with 
Capitalization 
3 83% 
After Eight Years: New 
Jersey Judicial Reform 
1957 Brennan Three-Word with 
Capitalization 
3 67% 
An Invitation to State 
Courts 
1987 Brennan Three-Character Prefixes 4 100% 
Isn’t There a Better Way? 1982 Burger Three-Character Suffixes* 1 100% 
A Proposal: A National 
Conference on Correctional 
Problems 
1969 Burger One-Word without 
Capitalization* 
3 83% 
A Sick Profession 1967 Burger Two-Word without 
Capitalization* 
2 83% 
Advocacy on Trial – A 
Challenging Proposal 
1974 Burger Three-Word without 
Capitalization* 
3 50% 
1994 Year End Report on 
the Judiciary 
1994 Rehnquist    
A Comment on the 
Instruction of 
Constitutional Law 
1987 Rehnquist    
A Plea for Help: Solutions 
to Serious Problems 
Currently Experienced by 
the Federal Judicial System 
1984 Rehnquist    
A Tale of Two 
Bicentennials: America and 
France, 1789-1989 
1989 Rehnquist    
Note: All n-grams marked with an * were selected for use in final tests 
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∆=∑|zi(D1) − zi(D2)|
n
i=1
 
 
 
Figure 3). The Cosine distance measures the angle between the two vectors and naturally 
discounts their lengths (Figure 4).  We selected these two distance measures because they are the 
most prevalent in the field and studies have demonstrated that their effectiveness when paired 
with Burrow’s Delta can only be marginally improved upon, and that only with a great deal more 
coding which we did not feel would be efficient (Madigan et.al., 2005; Evert et. al., 2017). We 
then total the number of times a candidate receives the lowest delta, that is the lowest difference 
between their delta score as calculated in Figure 2 and the implied delta of 0 assigned to a given 
document5, and determine a probability of that candidate being the actual author by dividing by 
the number of trials. By trials I refer to the combination of n-grams and common-word caps 
outlined in section 4.2. In all, there are 12 trials, since each of the 4 n-gram option is tested 
across 3 different common-word caps.  
 
 
Table 3 outlines this set of 12 tests by providing an example analysis.    
 
Figure 2: Burrow's Delta 
 
∆=∑|zi(D1) − zi(D2)|
n
i=1
 
 
 
Figure 3: Manhattan Vector Distance 
 
∑|v1i − v2i|
i
 
                                                          
5 Because the Burrow’s delta is inherently a measure of the difference in word use rates between two 
documents, a document necessarily receives a delta of 0 when compared to itself, because it uses every 
word exactly the same amount as itself. 
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Figure 4: Cosine Vector Distance 
 
cos−1 (
∑ v1iv2ii
√∑ v1i2i √∑ v2i2i
) 
 
 
 
 
Table 3: Example of 24 Trial Process 
Disputed text: Goldberg_1965_1_18_SvH 
1 Word  
 
Distance metric: Manhattan 
  50 
features: 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 0.794, 
 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.021, 
 J_goldberg - 1.197  
  
100 
features: 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 0.923,  
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
0.956, 
 J_goldberg - 1.118  
  
200 
features:  
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 0.866,  
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.011,  
J_goldberg - 1.127  
 Distance metric: cosine 
  
50 
features:  
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 2.547,  
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
2.840,  
J_goldberg - 2.962  
  
100 
features: 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 2.443,  
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
2.596,  
J_goldberg - 2.622 
  
200 
features:  
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 2.168,  
J_goldberg - 2.286,  C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
2.354 
2 Word 
     
 Distance metric: Manhattan  
     
  50 
features:  
J_goldberg - 0.835 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.024 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen  - 
1.127   
100 
features:  
J_goldberg - 0.940 C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 1.013 
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.047    
200 
features: 
J_goldberg - 0.973 C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 0.987,  
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen 
- 1.041 
 Distance metric: cosine  
 
 50 
features: 
J_goldberg - 2.819 C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 2.891 
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
2.938    
100 
features:  
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 2.245 
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
2.247 
J_goldberg - 2.250  
  
200 
features:  
J_goldberg - 2.434 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
2.478 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen - 
2.519 
3 Word 
     
 
Distance metric: Manhattan 
 
  
 50 
features:  
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
0.744 
J_goldberg - 1.043 C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen - 
1.184  
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100 
features:  
J_goldberg - 0.925x C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
0.974 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen - 
1.085    
200 
features: 
 J_goldberg - 0.936 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.009 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen - 
1.048   
Distance metric: cosine  
  
  
50 
features:  
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.242 
J_goldberg - 1.340 C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen - 
1.737    
100 
features:  
J_goldberg - 1.609 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.807 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen - 
2.158    
200 
features:  
J_goldberg - 1.523 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.743 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen - 
2.091 
3-Letter 
Suffix 
    
 
Distance metric: Manhattan  
 
  
50 
features:  
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 0.860 
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.002 
J_goldberg - 1.139  
  
100 
features:  
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 0.863 
J_goldberg - 1.002 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.139    
200 
features: 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 0.800 
J_goldberg - 1.060  C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.150   
Distance metric: cosine 
  
  
50 
features:  
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 1.762 
C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
1.848 
J_goldberg - 1.894  
  
100 
features:  
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 2.175 
J_goldberg - 2.399 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
2.431    
200 
features: 
C_goldberg_goldstein_stephen 
- 2.497 
J_goldberg - 2.625 C_goldberg_breyer_stephen - 
2.693 
 
 
5. Results 
 
5.1 General Trends 
 After running my analysis, I found that I had non-opinion clerk writings for at least one 
clerk for 3458 cases of my original 3476. Of those 3458, in 1386 a Justice met my 66.67% 
attribution threshold after all 24 trials had been run as demonstrated in  
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Table 3 above. I determined that threshold during the methods test described above, as it 
exceeds the highest failure percentage in that test and offers a clear majority to the top author6. 
The average percentage of cases for which a justice was assigned the top percentage above that 
minimum attribution threshold is displayed in  
 
 
  
                                                          
6 In Appendix B I show that the trends that I attribute to this threshold test hold substantively across 75% and 50% 
attribution thresholds as well. The 66.67% results are included in the main body because I believe them to be the 
most likely to be accurate for the reasons explained above.  
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Table 4. These data indicate a clear difference in behavior across Justices. Many of these 
behaviors are expected. As discussed in the literature review, Justice Rehnquist all but admitted 
to allowing his clerks to write whole drafts of opinions before he edited them (Rehnquist 2002). 
His average percentage of attributable cases of 5.65% per year comes as no surprise then. In real 
terms this 5.65% attribution rate means that across the 351 cases that we tested for Justice 
Rehnquist, for approximately 20 Justice Rehnquist received the lowest Burrow’s delta scores on 
at least 16 of the 24 trials run as demonstrated in  
 
 
Table 3.  Justice Stevens, on the other hand, did not allow his clerks to participate in the cert 
pool and was rumored to have been a reluctant delegator (Miller 2014; Peppers 2006). His 
52.75% is then in keeping with that information.  
 Others come as a surprise. Justice Thurgood Marshall’s participation in cases, especially 
towards the end of his career, is often called into question. Some, including his colleague Justice 
Powell, have relayed stories of Marshall forgetting the content of his own opinions and dissents 
(Woodward and Armstrong 2005). Others have defended his reputation as lazy or disinterested 
as having been a natural cause of being a liberal Justice on a consistently conservative Supreme 
Court (Tushnet 1991). Still, whether he is defended or chastised, many scholars have asserted 
that Marshall delegated a great deal of his opinion work, yet his 38.66% attribution rate exceeds 
both the average and that of most of his contemporaries. By no means does this indicate that 
Justice Marshall wrote the majority of exactly 38.66% of his opinions per year, but it does 
suggest that the rumors about his “laziness” may be overblown. 
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Table 4: Cases Attributed to Justices Above Threshold 
 
Justice First Year with 
Clerk Data 
Last Year with 
Clerk Data 
Number of Years 
with Clerk Data 
Number of Cases 
with Clerk Data 
Average % of Cases 
over Threshold* 
Burger 1969 1985 17 264 0 
Warren 1964 1968 5 57 3.82 
Brennan 1971 1989 26 360 4.07 
Rehnquist 1971 1994 23 351 5.65 
Black 1964 1970 7 83 5.89 
Powell 1972 1986 15 246 28.53 
Kennedy 1988 1994 7 74 30.16 
O'Connor 1981 1994 14 205 33.10 
Goldberg 1964 1964 1 9 33.33 
White 1964 1992 28 436 34.89 
Douglas 1965 1974 10 123 38.65 
Marshall 1969 1990 20 279 38.66 
Fortas 1965 1967 3 31 43.52 
Blackmun 1980 1983 24 320 48.54 
Stewart 1964 1980 16 233 48.88 
Scalia 1986 1994 9 104 48.90 
Stevens 1975 1994 15 213 52.75 
Harlan 1964 1970 7 70 58.13 
Total 
   
3458 30.97 
Note: The threshold for inclusion is 66.67% attribution. 
  
 The total average is also worth noting. While the 30.97% attribution average only reflects 
those opinions over the threshold, it encompasses approximately one third of the opinions. The 
attribution percentages for the cases that did not make the threshold can be found in Appendix C. 
For those opinions that do not meet the threshold for attribution, it is unlikely that any Justice 
played a majority role in their authorship. If they had, those results would likely have also 
reached the threshold, as indicated by both the methods test and those results that did reach the 
threshold. For instance, Roe v. Wade (1973), an opinion signed by Justice Blackmun, was 
attributed to the Justice at an 83.33% rate. That means that of the 24 trials used to test its 
authorship, 20 of them favored Justice Blackmun as the author. Based on the results of my 
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methods test, it is unlikely that 20 out of 24 tests would attribute a case to an author without that 
author actually having written the opinion.  
 In direct contrast, Loving v. Virginia (1967), an opinion signed by Justice Warren, is 
attributed to the Justice at a 12.50% rate, while his clerk Benno Schmidt received a 62.50% 
attribution. Neither of these values meets my threshold for trend-informing data, but it is unlikely 
that Justice Warren played a majority role in drafting an opinion for which he had the most 
favored result in only 3/24 of tests, whereas his clerk was favored in 15/24 of them7. All of this 
lends credence to the suspicions of many scholars that clerks are indeed playing a large role in 
opinion authorship.  
Beyond these averages, my data does not indicate any strong trends across Justices.  
 
 
  
                                                          
7 More case specific attributions of this kind can be found in Appendix C. 
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 show linear regressions as applied to the Justice’s percentages 
above threshold across age and year. As is clear from both the R2 values and the scatter plots 
themselves, there is no noticeable trend in the data across either age or year. This finding appears 
to contradict the findings of Rosenthal and Yoon, who assert that, based on Justice fingerprint 
variation, Justices have been relying increasingly on their clerks for opinion drafting since 1950 
(Rosenthal and Yoon 2011a). I discuss possible explanations for this disagreement in the 
discussion section of this paper, but I do not find that a lack of a clear trend in my data 
necessarily excludes the conclusion that they reach. 
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Figure 5: Linear Regression of Percent Above Threshold over Justice Age 
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Figure 6: Linear Regression of Percent Above Threshold over Year
 
  
5.2 Case Studies within the Data 
 The data also offers some interesting case studies for analysis. Of the 3485 opinions 
analyzed, four were attributed to clerks at a rate over 95% of all trials, as shown in Table 5. 
None of them are considered particularly high-profile cases in the legal community, but two 
things are worth noting here. The first is that all Supreme Court cases are precedent-forming, 
meaning that no matter their publicity, these cases have likely had an effect on the related cases 
that came after them. The second thing worth noting is that these are United States Supreme 
Court cases that have been attributed at a level 29% higher than our methodological threshold to 
clerks rather than the Justices who sign them. Hundreds more attributions can be found in 
Appendix C that may not have a 95% attribution, but do cross my 66.67% threshold and still 
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suggest that a clerk is more likely to have been the author than the signing Justice. This is the 
first large scale study that I can find that makes such claims on individual opinions. 
 
Table 5: Cases Significantly Attributed to Clerks 
 
Justice Year 
Opinion 
was 
Written 
Case Name % 
Attributed 
to Justice 
Clerk % 
Attributed 
to Clerk 
Brennan 1977 Durst v. United States 0 Carmen Legato 95.83 
Brennan 1978 Andrus v. Sierra Club 4.17 James Bird 95.83 
Fortas 1967 Sanitation Men v. Sanitation 
Commissioner 
4.17 Peter Zimroth 95.83 
Burger 1971 The Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co. 0 Chesney Floyd 95.83 
 
 Just as the general data does not show a trend between percentage of attributable cases 
and year or age, no individual Justice’s data demonstrates a significant trend. A graph 
demonstrating this lack of individual trends can be found in Appendix D. They demonstrate no 
significant trend across age for any individual justice with the possible exception of Justice 
Warren, who appears to decline in attribution across his last four years on the Court. This could, 
however, be a spurious correlation, as he has only four data points and they do not span a 
significant portion of his career. What these do demonstrate, however, is that certain justices 
have been consistently low or high in attribution across their entire careers (eg. Rehnquist, 
Burger), while others have ranged across the spectrum (eg. Marshall, Powell). This may be an 
indication that certain Justices have a consistent ideology with respect to delegation to their 
clerks while others may delegate contingent on other facts, including the type of cases they are 
assigned or the quality of their clerks in a given year.  
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6. Conclusions 
 Many explanations have been offered for why Justices might delegate opinion writing to 
their clerks. Some have suggested aging or dementia might force a Justice in particularly poor 
health to delegate (Tushnet 1991; Peppers 2006). Others have theorized that the increasing 
number of cert petitions might have begun to overload the Court, forcing the Justices to delegate 
more liberally in order to keep up with the pace (Rosenthal and Yoon 2011a, 2011b). These 
theories are not supported by my findings. Instead my findings suggest that Justices choose to 
delegate for other reasons. Some scholars have offered another variable: A Justice’s career prior 
to sitting on the bench. If a Justice spent time in a law firm or at the Department of Justice, where 
lawyers commonly delegate brief writing to employees under them, they may be more 
comfortable delegating even after they are appointed (Tushnet 1991). I find little evidence for 
this theory, although more systematic testing would be required to confirm it. For instance, 
Justice Burger, who has the lowest rate of attribution across all Justices, spent two years at the 
Justice department and several years working in campaign offices, which would also presumably 
have a certain amount of delegation (“Warren E. Burger” n.d.). However, Justice Stevens, who 
ranks highly in attribution rates, spent many more years at a private firm than did Burger (“John 
Paul Stevens” n.d.). It is entirely possible that delegation is simply a matter of Justice preference, 
but I do not find any significant variable that predicts whether a Justice will delegate opinion 
writings to their clerks. 
 What I do find is that stylometry contributes meaningfully to the discussion of clerk 
influence over Supreme Court opinion content. In my methods test I found that I could attribute 
11 out of 12 twelve documents correctly at above a 66.67% threshold. The fact that only 1386 of 
the 3458 cases I analyzed were attributed above that threshold, and that only 59 were attributed 
above 95%, indicates significant variation in fingerprint across opinions. Rosenthal and Yoon 
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discovered this variation in 2011 and used them to assert clerk influence due to simple 
fluctuation in fingerprint content (Rosenthal and Yoon 2011a). I have assigned each case a 
probability and found that not only is there irregularity, but there is also a significant number of 
cases whose authorship appears mixed.  
 When a text has several authors, its fingerprint will fail to precisely match the fingerprint 
of any of its individual authors. Instead some have suggested that documents may need to be 
analyzed by paragraph or by section depending on how work was divided (Schraagen 2016). 
Such division of labor would make sense on the Court. Justice Rehnquist notes in his book that if 
he did not fully agree with a clerk’s first draft, he might edit it or use only parts of it in his final 
opinion (Rehnquist 2002). Clerks have even acknowledged having written sections, but not the 
entirety, of certain opinions (Tushnet 1991; Lazarus 1998; Kenney 2000). This piecemeal 
authorship could explain the opinions for which I have no majority author (See Appendix C), or 
for which two authors have 50% attribution.  
What is clear from the results is that while certain opinions can reasonably be attributed 
to a single author, without an application of the above piecemeal approach, or others like it, I 
cannot assess stylometry’s limitations in this context. I do find that there is a high likelihood that 
clerks contribute to many, maybe even the majority of, Supreme Court opinions, as evidenced by 
the sheer number of opinions for which a Justice received a favorable attribution in fewer than 
one third of all trials. In a handful of cases, stylometry can assign authorship in Supreme Court 
cases with a significant level of confidence. This study also contradicts the theories that age, 
health, or year have any meaningful effect on the probability that a Justice will delegate opinion 
writing to their clerks. 
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Two major opportunities for further study present themselves here. The first has already 
been partially explained above. The next step for stylometry in this field is to begin analyzing 
opinions by paragraph rather than as a whole. There are a few suggestions as to how to do this, 
but the one that most intrigues me is the one offered in Author Attribution on Paragraph Level 
Using Simulated Annealing (2016). It employs a method classically used to find random values 
that cannot be calculated by an algorithm, such as the fastest route between several points. These 
options have to be randomly grouped and compared until the solution is found. Recently this has 
been applied to stylometry in that paper. Normally stylometry requires a certain number of words 
to establish a fingerprint based on word use rates; it is likely that any given paragraph will 
contain the word “the,” but it is possible that it will not contain the word “so”. By randomizing 
the pairings and eliminating authors until a candidate emerges, it has been shown that 
statistically significant attributions can be achieved. I would like to try applying this method to 
these opinions. 
 The second opportunity for further study here is the possibility of much closer case 
studies. If I took the four cases that were significantly attributed to clerks and did a historical 
review of the clerks, Justices, and case facts involved, it may be that I would discover another 
pattern that might later be applied to stylometric studies as a variable. One such variable could be 
case subject. Certain Justices, owing to their backgrounds, are often assigned certain types of 
cases. On the current Court, Justice Breyer, when he is in the majority, is often assigned cases 
that have to do with economic law, probably because of the time that he spent both studying 
economics in college and the career he had as a Harvard law professor teaching various fields of 
economic law (“Stephen G. Breyer” n.d.). If a Justice is assigned a case in which they do not 
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specialize, they may be more likely to delegate. A closer analysis of significantly attributed cases 
might offer clues to such a relationship between subject matter and delegation. 
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Appendix A 
 
 The above tables contain the titles of all non-opinoin writings as they appear on 
HeinOnline, as well as the names of their authors and the Justice under whom they served. This 
list of article titles was compiled after the articles had already been collected. As a result, we 
discovered that several articles had either been collected erroneously, were collected twice under 
two different titles, or were no longer available on HeinOnline. Where that is the case that is 
noted inside <> brackets. In further studies that attempt to improve on this one, we recommend 
removing these articles from the data set. 
 
Table 6: Published Names of Non-Opinion Justice Writings 
 
Justice Title Assigned by Researchers Title as It Appears in Original Publication 
Abe 
Fortas 
Chief Justice Warren.txt Chief Justice Warren: The Enigma of Leadership 
Constitution Presidency.txt The Constitution and the Presidency 
Dangers to Rule.txt Dangers to the Rule of Law 
Equal Rights.txt Equal-Rights for Whom? 
Grievances of Small Business.txt  The Grievances of the Small Business Man- 
 a Bill of Particulars 
In Memory.txt In Memory of Louis Eisenstein 
Judges Hearing.txt  Judges, Hearing Examiners, and the Extension 
 of Federal Law 
Legislative Investigation.txt  Legislative Investigations: Safegaurds for Witnesses: Abusive Practices of 
Investigating Committees: Methods of Committees Investigating Subversion 
- a Critique 
Outside the Law.txt Outside the Law 
Patent System.txt The Patent System 
Portents Antitrust.txt Portents for New Antitrust Policy 
Respect for the Law.txt Respect for the Law 
Securities Act.txt The Securities Act and Corporate Reorganizations 
Small Business.txt Small Business, Mergers, and Section 7 of the Clayburn Act 
Thou Shalt Not.txt Thou Shalt Not Ration Justice 
Thurman Arnold.txt Thurman Arnold and the Theatre of the Law 
Anthony 
Kennedy 
Dedication.txt Dedication: Judge James R. Browning 
In Memorium.txt Gordon D. Schaber, In Memoriam 
Introduction 2.txt Introduction 
Introduction.txt Introduction 
Judicial Ethics.txt Judicial Ethics and the Rule of Law 
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Predation.txt Predation and 'Recoupment' in the Cigarette Oligopoly 
Voice of Marshall.txt The Voice of Thurgood Marshall 
Antonin 
Scalia 
ALJ Fiasco.txt The ALJ Fiasco-A Reprise 
Back to Basics.txt Back to Basics 
Benzene Case.txt A Note on the Benzene Case 
Constitution Unwritten.txt Is There an Unwritten Constitution? 
Doctrine of Standing.txt The Doctrine of Standing as an Essential Element of the Separation of 
Powers 
Dont Go Near the Water.txt Don’t Go Near the Water 
Economic Affairs.txt Economic Affairs as Human Affairs 
Feature.txt Feature 
FOIA.txt The Freedom of Information Has No Clothes 
God's Justice.txt God's Justice and Ours 
Guadalajara.txt  Guadalajara! A Case Study in Regulation by Munificence 
Hearing Examiner.txt The Hearing Examiner Loan Program 
Interbrand.txt Interbrand Competition Justifies All Interbrand Restraints and Precludes 
'Systemwide' Prices Above Competative Levels 
Judicial Deference to Admin.txt Judicial Deference to Administrative Interpretations of Law 
Judicial Deference.txt <Double> 
Legacy of Howard.txt The Legacy of Judge Howard T. Markey 
Legislative Veto.txt The Legislative Veto: A False Remedy for System Overload 
Morality Pragmatism.txt Morality, Pragmatism, and the Legal Order 
Role of the Judiciary.txt The Role of the Judiciary in Deregulation 
Rule of Law.txt The Rule of Law as a Law of Rules 
Sovereign Immunity.txt Sovereign Immunity and Nonstatutory Review of Federal Administrative 
Action: Some Conclusions from the Public-Lands Cases 
The First Year.txt Regulation-The First Year 
Two Faces.txt The Two Faces of Federalism 
Two Wrongs.txt Two Wrongs Make a Right 
Vermont Yankee.txt Vermont Yankee: The APA, The D.C. Circuit, and the Supreme Court 
Court Has Done.txt The Court Has Done Its Duty Let the Nation Do Theirs 
Prima Facie.txt The Prima Facie Tort Doctrine 
Rights and Responsibilities.txt The Rights and Responsibilities of Unions 
Rule of Law.txt The Rule of Law in an Unruly World 
Byron 
White 
Challenges for the Court.txt Challenges for the US Supreme Court and the Bar: Contemporary 
Reflections 
Charles Clark.txt Dedication: The Honorable Charles Clark 
Competative Injury.txt Competative Injury from Sales Below Total Cost with Predatory Intent: The 
'Pinched' Competitors 
Conduct not Illegal.txt Conduct' Not Illegal without Single-Firm 'Structural' Monopoly 
Foreword 2.txt Foreword 
Foreword.txt Foreword 
Master Surgeon.txt To Students, the Deftness of a Master Surgeon 
Mile Hight Meeting.txt <not actually written by him> 
Potter Stewart.txt Remembering Potter Stewart 
Presentation of Fordham.txt Presentation of the Fordham-Stein Prize to Judge Gerald Bard  
Reflections on Judge Rubin.txt Reflection on Judge Rubin 
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Salute to the Circuits.txt A Salute to the Circuits 
Some Current Debates.txt Some Current Debates 
Special Role of State Judges.txt The Special Role of State Judges 
State of the Law.txt The State of the Law: The Bar's Responsibility 
Supreme Court Review.txt Supreme Court Review of Agency Decisions 
Supreme Courts Role.txt The Supreme Court's Role in the American Justice System 
The SC.txt The Work of the Supreme Court: A Nuts and Bolts Description 
Tibute to Justice Marshall.txt A Tribute to Justice Thurgood Marshall 
Tribute to Brennan.txt Tribute to Honorable William J. Brennan, Jr.  
Tribute to Warren.txt A Tribute to Warren E. Burger 
USSC.txt The United States Supreme Court 
Work of the SC.txt The Work of the Supreme Court 
Earl 
Warren 
Administration of Courts.txt The Administration of the Courts 
Administrative Problems.txt Administrative Problems of the Federal Judiciary 
Advocate and Admin.txt The Advocate and the Administration of Justice in an Urban Society 
Bill of Rights Military 2.txt The Bill of Rights and the Military 
Bill of Rights Military.txt <not actually written by him> 
Bill of Rights.txt <Double> 
Blessings of Liberty.txt Blessings of Liberty 
California Leg.txt The Work of the California Legislature During 1944 
Created Equal.txt All Men Are Created Equal 
Delay and Congestion.txt Delay and Congestion in the Federal Courts 
Gauntlet Profession.txt The Gauntlet of His own Profession 
Governmental Secrecy.txt Governmental Secrecy: Corruption's Ally 
Human Rights.txt It's Time to Implement the Declaration of Human Rights 
John Marshall 1.txt The Spirit of John Marshall: Crusader for Ordered Liberty and Justice 
John Marshall 2.txt The Spirit of John Marshall 
Justice Brennan.txt Mr. Justice Brennan 
Justice Clark.txt Mr. Justice Clark: A Tribute 
Justice Douglas.txt Introduction-A Tribute to Justice Douglas 
Justice Harlan.txt Mr. Justice Harlan as Seen by a Colleague 
Justice Taft.txt Chief Justice William Howard Taft 
Juvenile Court.txt Equal Justice for Juveniles 
Lawyers and Ethics.txt Law, Lawyers, and Ethics: A Challenge to the Profession 
Laymen.txt Cooperation with Laymen: A Practical Program Needed by the Profession 
LBJ.txt Lyndon B. Johnson and Civil Rights 
National Court.txt The Proposed New "National Court of Appeals" 
New Home.txt The New Home of the Profession: The American Bar Dedication Address 
Northwestern University.txt The Northwestern University Law Review Begins Its Fifty-First Year of 
Publication 
Not Weaken.txt Let's Not Weaken the Supreme Court 
Notre Dame.txt Notre Dame Law School Civil Rights Lectures 
Parole Important Facet.txt Parole an Important Facet in the Administration of Justice 
Probation in Federal.txt Probation in the Federal System of Justice 
Problem of Delay.txt The Problem Of Delay: A Task for Bench and Bar Alike 
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Response to Proposals.txt A Response to Reccent Proposals to Dilute the Jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court 
Responsiblilties Profession.txt Responsibilities of the Legal Profession 
Science and the Law.txt Science and the Law: Change and the Constitution 
State Department.txt A State Department of Justice 
Tribute to Black.txt A Tribute to Hugo L. Black 
Tribute to Tuttle.txt A Tribute to Chief Judge Tuttle 
UCLA Review.txt Upon the Tenth Anniversary of the UCLA Law Review 
Unfulfilled Ideals.txt Unfulfilled Ideals 
War Time.txt War-Time Martial Rule in California 
Harry 
Blackmun 
Certain Southerners.txt Certain Southerners on the Supreme Court 
Dissenting Voice.txt A Dissenting Voice 
Faith in Econ 2.txt Faith in Economic Theory Must Yield to 'Contrary Actual Results' of Higher 
Prices and Reduced Quality 
Faith in Econ.txt <Double> 
First Amendment.txt The First Amendment and Its Religion Clauses: Where Are We? Where Are 
We Going? 
Individual Rights.txt Section 1983 and Federal Protection of Individual Rights-Will the Statute 
Remain Alive or Fade Away? 
John Jay.txt John Jay and the Federalist Papers 
Marital Deduction.txt The Martial Deduction and Its Use in Minnesota 
Membership.txt The Supreme Court and the Law of Nations: Owing a Decent Respect to the 
Opinions of Mankind 
Supreme Court.txt The Supreme Court and the Law of Nations 
Thoughts About Ethics.txt Thoughts About Ethics 
Worthwhile.txt A Foreword to a Worthwhile Project 
Hugo 
Black 
Bill of Rights.txt The Bill of Rights 
FDR.txt Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Individual Freedom.txt The Lawyer and Individual Freedom 
Price Effect.txt Price Effect' Not Essential to Sherman Act Violation: Even the Single 'Small 
Merchant' Has Antitrust Rights 
Reminiscences.txt Reminiscences 
South of Union.txt There is a South of Union and Freedom 
John 
Marshall 
Harlan  
Bill of Rights.txt The Bill of Rights and the Constitution 
Career at Bar.txt Planning a Career at the Bar 
Frankfurter.txt The Frankfurter Imprint as Seen by a Colleague 
Manning Dikes.txt Manning the Dikes 
Oral Argument.txt What Part Does the Oral Argument Play in the Conduct of an Appeal 
Thoughts.txt Thoughts at a Dedication: Keeping the Judicial Function in Balance 
John 
Paul 
Stevens 
Antitrust Exemptions.txt Exemptions from Antitrust Coverage 
Cost Justification.txt Cost Justification 
Freedom of Speech.txt The Freedom of Speech 
General Rule.txt Some Thoughts About a General Rule 
Immunizing.txt Immunizing Conspiracies that Threaten Liberty: The Use of Subcompetative 
but 'Nonpredatory' Prices to Eliminate Independent Competitors  
Judicial Activism.txt Judicial Activism: Ensuring Powers and Freedoms Conceived by the 
Framers for Today's World 
Judicial Restraint 2.txt Judicial Restraint 
Judicial Restraint.txt Judicial Restraint <consider cutting> 
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learning on the Job.txt Learning on the Job 
Legal Question.txt Legal Questions in Perspective 
Life Span.txt The Lifespan of a Judge-Made Rule 
Office of Office.txt The Office of an Office 
Predilections.txt Judicial Predilictions 
Regulating Railroads.txt The Regulation of Railroads 
SC Workload.txt Two Thoughts About Obergefell v. Hodges 
Shakespeare Canon.txt The Shakespeare Canon of Statutory Construction 
Third Liberty.txt The Third Branch of Liberty 
This Summer.txt What I Did this Summer 
Two Thoughts.txt <Duplicate> 
Lewis F. 
Powell, 
Jr 
ABA.txt American Bar Association Litigation Section Meeting Remarks of Lewis F. 
Powell, Jr. 
Asked.txt Asked 
Carolene Products.txt Carolene Products Revisited 
Civil Disobedience.txt A Lawyer Looks at Civil Disobedience 
Contributory Negligence.txt Contributory Negligence: A Necessary Check on the American Jury 
Courts Politicians.txt Courts and Politicians 
Due Process.txt Respect for the Law and Due Process-The Foundation of a Free Society 
Duty to Serve.txt Duty to Serve the Common Good 
Fair Trial.txt The Right to a Fair Trial 
Federal Courts.txt Are the Federal Courts Becoming Bureaucracies 
Giants of Law.txt Three Giants of the Law 
Jury Trial.txt Jury Trial of Crimes 
Lasting Values.txt The Lasting Values: Our Duty to Serve 
Legal Education.txt Legal Education in Perspective 
Myths and Misconceptions.txt Myths and Misconceptions about the Supreme Court 
Prelude to Revolution.txt Civil Disobedience: Prelude to Revolution 
Procedures SC.txt Procedures at the Supreme Court 
Relation between Virginia.txt The Relation Between the Virginia Court of Appeals and the State 
Corporation Commission 
Review of Capital.txt Review of Capital Convictions Isn't Working 
Stare Decisis.txt Stare Decisis and Judicial Restraint 
Urgent Need.txt An Urgent Need: More Effective Criminal Justice 
Virginia Prudent.txt The Virginia Prudent Man Rule of Trust Investments 
Potter 
Stewart 
Jackson's Influence.txt Robert H. Jackson's Influence on Federal State Relationships 
Operations and Practice.txt Operations and Practice, a Comparison 
Or of the Press.txt "Or of the Press" 
Reflections on SC.txt Reflections on the Supreme Court 
Road to Mapp.txt The Road to Mapp v. Ohio and Beyond 
The Free Press.txt The Free Press: The Great American Risk 
The Nine of Us.txt The Nine of Us: Guardians of the Constitution 
Sandra 
Day 
O'Connor 
Altered States.txt Altered States: Federalism and Devolution at the "Real" Turn of the 
Millennium 
Civics.txt Judicial Independence and Civics Education 
Copyright Law.txt Copyright Law from an American Perspective 
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Essentials and Expendables.txt The Essentials and Expendables of the Missouri Plan 
Free nations.txt Federalism of Free Nations 
Georgia.txt Supreme Court Justices from Georgia 
Guantanamo Bay.txt Guantanamo Bay: Legal Black Hole? 
Half Obscure.txt They Are Often Half Obscure: The Rights of the Individual and the Legacy 
of Oliver W. Holmes 
Judicial Accountabilirt.txt Judicial Accountability Must Safeguard, Not Threaten, Judicial 
Independence: An Introduction 
Judicial Federalism.txt Our Judicial Federalism 
Judicial Independence.txt United States Supreme Court Judicial Independence and 21st Century 
Challenges 
Legal Education.txt Legal Education and Social Responsibility 
Managing Courts.txt Managing Courts in Changing Times 
Medal of Honor.txt Fifth Annual Sandra Day O'Connor Medal of Honor 
Memorium.txt Warren E. Burger: Reflections of a Colleague 
Music.txt Music and the Law 
Professional Competence.txt Professional Competence and Social Responsibility: Fulfilling the Vanderbilt 
Vision 
Professionalism.txt Professionalism 
Reflection on Preclusion.txt Reflections on Preclusion of Judicial Review in England and the United 
States 
Religious Freedom 2.txt Religious Freedom: America's Quest for Principles 
Religious Freedom.txt How to Save Our Courts 
Role of Technology.txt The Role of Technology in the Legal Profession 
Room for Improvement.txt Room for Improvement 
Status of Women.txt The Legal Status of Women: The Journey Toward Equality 
Trends in relationship.txt Trends in the Relationship Between the Federal and State Courts from the 
Perspective of a State Court Judge 
Women's Suffrage.txt The History of Women's Suffrage Movement 
Thurgood 
Marshall 
14th Amend.txt The Continuing Challenge of the 14th Amendment 
Bar must pay.txt Speaking Out 
Continuing Challenge.txt The Continuing Challenge of the Fourteenth Amendment 
Evolving Constitution.txt The Evolving Constitution 
Financing Public.txt Financing Public Interest Law Practice: The Role of the Organized Bar 
Group Action.txt Group Action in the Pursuit of Justice 
Justice Murphy.txt Mr. Justice Murphy and Civil Rights 
Law Quest.txt Law and the Quest for Equality 
Left Ourt.txt Those the Constitution Left Out 
Remarks on Death.txt Remarks on the Death Penalty Made at the Judicial Conference of the 
Second Circuit 
View Inside.txt The View from the Inside 
Warren 
E. Burger 
A Better Way.txt Isn't there a Better Way? 
A Proposal.txt A Proposal: A National Conference on Correctional Problems 
A Sick Profession.txt A Sick Profession 
Advocacy on Trial.txt Advocacy on Trial - A Challenging Proposal  
Agenda for 2000.txt Agenda for 2000 A.D.-The Need for Systematic Anticipation 
Agenda for Change.txt Agenda for Change 
Agenda for Crime Prevention.txt An Agenda for Crime Prevention and Correctional Reform  
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Collins Seitz.txt Collins Seitz and Judicial Administration 
Condition of the Judiciary.txt Condition of the Judiciary Year-End Report 
Counsel for the Prosecution.txt Counsel for the Prosecution and Defense Their Roles Under the Minimum 
Standards  
Court Administrators.txt Court Administrators-Where Would We Find Them? 
Courts on Trial.txt The Courts on Trial: A Call for Action Against Delay 
Deferred Maintenance.txt Deferred Maintenance of Juicial Machinery 
Edward Allen Tamm.txt Tribute to Edward Allen Tamm 
Future of Legal Education.txt The Future of Legal Education 
High Cost of Prison Tuition.txt The High Cost of Prison Tuition 
How Long Can we Cope.txt How Long Can We Cope? 
In Memoriam Danaher.txt In Memorium: John A. Danaher 
Interdependece of Freedoms.txt The Interdependence of our Freedoms 
Journalistic Independence.txt The Interdependence of Judicial and Journalistic Independence (continued) 
Lawyers and the Constitutional 
Convention.txt 
Lawyers and the Framing of the Constitution 
Lawyers and the Framing.txt <copy> 
Major Cases Minor Disputes.txt Let's stop building major cases out of minor disputes. Neighborhood 
tribunals could do the job better for less. 
Need for Change.txt The Need for Change in Prisons and the Correctional System 
New Chief.txt The New Chief Justice's Philosophy of Law in America 
No Man is and Island.txt No Man Is an Island 
On Law and Lawyers.txt On Law and Lawyers 
Our Options Are Limited.txt Our Options Are Limited 
Our Vicious Legal Spiral.txt Our Vicious Legal Spiral 
Paradoxes in the 
Administration.txt 
Paradoxes in the Administration of Criminal Justice 
Post Conviction Remedies.txt Post Conviction Remedies: Eliminating Federal-State Friction 
Psychiatrists, Lawyers, and the 
Courts.txt 
Psychiatrists, Lawyers, and the Courts 
Reflections on Law.txt Reflections on Law and Experimental Medicine 
Remarks on Trial.txt Remarks on Trial Advocacy: A Proposition 
Report to the ABA.txt On the Tenth Anniversary of His First Report on the Federal Judiciary 
Role of the Law School.txt The Role of the Law School in the Teaching of Legal Ethics and 
Professional Responsibility 
Some Further Reflections.txt Some Further Reflections on the Problem of Adequacy of Trial Counsel 
Special Skills of Advocacy.txt The Special Skills of Advocacy: Are Specialized Training and Certification 
of Advocates Essential to Our System of Justice 
Special Skills.txt Special Skills of Advocacy 
Standards of Conduct.txt Standards of Conduct for Prosecution and Defense Personnel: A Judge's 
Viewpoint 
State of Justice.txt The State of Justice 1984 
Tell the Story of Freedom.txt Tell the Story of Freedom 
The Chief Justice on the 
Bicentennial.txt 
The Chief Justice on the Bicentennial 
The Constitution after 200.txt The Constitution after 200 Years 
The Necessity for Civility.txt The Necessity for Civility 
To Weaken Our State.txt To Weaken Our State Courts Is to Destroy Federalism 
Today's Challenge.txt Today's Challenge: Improving the Administration of Justice 
Tribute for Leo Levin.txt Tribute for A. Leo Levin 
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Uneasy Temper.txt The Uneasy Temper of the Times 
We the People.txt We the People 
Who Will Watch the 
Watchmen.txt 
Who Will Watch the Watchman 
Yearend Report 1977.txt Chief Justice's Yearend Report 
William 
Brennan 
Abe Fortas.txt Abe Fortas 
Address to the New Jersey 
Bar.txt 
Address to the New Jersey Bar 
After Eight Years.txt After Eight Years: New Jersey Judicial Reform 
An Invitation to State Courts.txt An Invitation to State Courts 
Are Citizens Justified.txt Are Citizens Justified in Being Suspicious of the Law and the Legal System? 
Bill of Rights and the States.txt The Bill of Rights and the States: The Revival of State Constitutions as 
Guardians of Individual Rights 
Centennial Address.txt Centennial Address 
Chief Judge Richard S. 
Arnold.txt 
A Tribute to Chief Judge Richard S. Arnold Preface 
Color-Blind.txt Color-Blind - Creed-Blind - Status-Blind - Sex-Blind 
Consitutional Adjudication.txt Constitutional Adjudication 
Constitutional Adjudication and 
the Death Penalty.txt 
Constitutional Adjudication and the Death Penalty: A View from the Court 
Construing the Constitution.txt Construing the Constitution 
Convocation Address.txt Convocation Address 
Dispositions That are Lovely.txt "Dispostitions that Are Lovely": In Tribute to Judge John Minor Wisdom 
Does Business Have a Role.txt Does Business Have a Role in Improving Judicial Administration 
Education and the Bill of 
Rights.txt 
Education and the Bill of Rights 
Efficient Organization and 
Effective Administration for 
Today's Courts.txt 
Efficient Organization and Effective Administration 
Federal Habeas Corpus.txt Federal Habeas Corpus and State Prisoners: An Exercise in Federalism 
Guardians of Our Liberties.txt Guardians of Our Liberties-State Courts No Less Than Federal 
How Goes the Supreme Court.txt "How Goes the Supreme Court?" 
In Defense of Dissents.txt In Defense of Dissents 
In Honor of Walter v. 
Schaefer.txt 
In Honor of Walter V. Schaefer 
International Due Process.txt International Due Process and the Law 
J. Skelly Wright.txt In Memorium: J. Skelly Wright 
Judge A. Leon Higginbotham.txt Tribute to Judge A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr. 
Justice Thurgood Marshall.txt Justice Thurgood Marshall: Advocate for Human Need in American 
Jurisprudence 
Law and Psychiatry.txt Law and Psychiatry Must Join in Defending Menally Ill Criminals 
Law of the Land.txt Foreword: The Law of Land   
My Encounters with the 
Constitution.txt 
My Encounters with the Constitution 
National Court of Appeals.txt The National Court of Appeals: Another Dissent 
Neither Victims Nor 
Executioners.txt 
Foreword: Neither Victims nor Executioners 
New Jersey Tackles.txt New Jersey Tackles Court Congestion 
Pretrial Conferences.txt Pretrial Conferences 
Reading Tea Leaves in 
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Philosophy 
Charles A 
Rothfeld 
Avoiding Missteps Avoiding Missteps in the Supreme Court: A Guide to Resources for 
Counsel 
Rationalizing Removal Rationalizing Removal 
Should Supreme Court Should the Supreme Court Correct It's Mistakes 
Suprising Case The Surprising Case Against Punitive Damages in Libel Suits Against 
Public Figures 
Frank 
Holleman 
Mistrials Double.txt Mistrials and the Double Jeopardy Clause 
Harold 
Hongju 
Koh 
America's Offshore 
Refugee 
America's Offshore Refugee Camps 
Begging Bush's Pardon Begging Bush's Pardon 
Can the President Can the President be Torturer in Chief 
Chosing Heroes Choosing Heroes Carefully 
Civil Remedies Civil Remedies for Uncivil Wrongs: Combatting Terrorism Through 
Transnational Public Law Litigation 
Congressional Controls Congressional Controls on Presidential Trade Policymaking after I.N.S. v. 
Chadha 
Enduring Legacies The Enduring Legacies of the Haitian Refugee Litigation 
Equality with Human 
Face 
Equality with a Human Face: Justice Blackmun and the Equal Protection 
of Aliens 
Fast Track The Fast Track and the United States Trade Policy 
Foreign Official 
Immunity 
Foreign Official Immunity After Samantar: A United States Government 
Perspective 
Future of Lou The Future of Lou Henkin's Human Rights Movement 
Haiti Paradigm The Haiti Paradigm in the United States Human Rights Policy 
Human Face The Human Face of the Haitian Interdiction Program 
Humanitarian 
Intervention 
Humanitarian Intervention: Time for Better Law 
International Law International Law as Part of Our Law 
Internationalization 
Through 
Internalizatoin Through Socialization 
Legal Markets The Legal Markets of International Trade: A Perspective on Proposed 
United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement 
Presidential War Presidential War and Congressional Consent: the Law Professors' 
Memorandum in Dellums v. Bush 
Protecting the Office 
of Legal Counsel 
Protecting the Office of Legal Counsel From Itself 
Reflections on 
Refoulement 
Reflections on Refoulement and Hatian Centers Council 
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Refugees the Courts Refugees, the Courts, and the New World Order 
Restoring America's Restoring America's Human Rights Reputation 
Setting the World 
Right 
Setting the World Right 
Spirit of the Laws The Spirit of the Laws 
Standing Together Standing Together 
Toast to Tom A Toast to" Tom the Franck" 
Transnational Public Transnational Public Law Litigation 
Trump Administration The Trump Administration and International Law 
Tryptych's End Triptych's End: A Better Framework to Evaluate 21st Century 
International Lawmaking 
Twenty-First Century <Duplicate> 
Twenty-First Century 
Lawmaking 
Twenty-First Century International Lawmaking 
Two Cheers Two Cheers for Feminist Procedure 
Unveiing Justice Unveiling Justice Blackmun 
War and Responsibility War and Responsibility in the Dole-Gingrich Congress 
Who are the 
Archetypal Good 
Who Are the Archetypal Good Aliens 
Why American Should 
Ratify 
Why America Should Ratify the Women's Rights Treaty (CEDAW) 
Why the President Why the President (Almost) Always Wins in Foreign Affairs: Lessons of 
the Iran-Contra Affair 
Why Transnational 
Law 
Why Transnational Law Matters 
David E. 
Van Zandt 
Alternative Theory Alternative Theory of Practical Reason in Judicial Decisions 
Breath of Life The Breath of Life in the Law 
Client-Ready Law Client-Ready Law Graduates 
Commonsense 
Reasoning 
Commonsense Reasoning, Social Change, and the Law 
Discipline-Based 
Faculty 
Discipline-Based Faculty 
Foundational 
Competencies 
Foundational Competencies: Innovation in Legal Education 
Globalizaiton 
Strategies 
Globalization Strategies for Legal Education 
Market as Property The Market as a Property Institution: Rules for the Trading of Financial 
Assets 
Northwestern Law The Northwestern Law Approach to Strategic Planning 
Regulatory and 
Institutional 
The Regulatory and Institutional Conditions for an Internal Securities 
Market 
Relevance Social 
Theory 
Relevance of Social Theory to Legal Theory 
David W. 
Ogden 
Supreme Court's Is There a First Amendment Right to Remain Silent - The Supreme Court's 
Compelled Speech Doctrine 
Scott R. 
McIntosh 
Fair Criticism Fair Criticism, Cyberlibel, and Unlawful Coordinated Action Over the 
Internet 
Donald 
Francis 
Donovan 
International 
Commercial 
International Law Weekend 2013 Keynote Address: The Advocate in the 
Transnational Justice System 
The Advocate International Law Weekend 2013 Keynote Address: The Advocate in the 
Transnational Justice System 
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Mark D. 
Schneider 
Renewal Procedures Renewal Procedures and Expectancy Before and After the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 
Universal 
Telecommunications 
Universal Telecommunications Service: Changes Will Flow From the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 
Robert A 
Green 
Antilegalistic 
Approaches 
Antilegalistic Approaches to Resolving Disputes Between Governments: 
A Comparison of the International Tax and Trade Regimes 
Future of Source-
Based 
Future of Source-Based Taxation of the Income of Multinational 
Enterprises 
Justice Blackmun's Justice Blackmun's Federal Tax Jurisprudence 
Troubled Rule The Troubled Rule of Nondiscrimination in Taxing Foreign Direct 
Investment 
Vicki Been Analyzing Evidence Analyzing Evidence of Environmental Justice 
Coment on Professor 
Jerry Frug's 
Comment on Professor Jerry Frug's "The Geography of Community" 
Community Benefits Community Benefits: A New Local Government Tool or Another Variation 
on the Exactions Theme 
Compensating Siting Compensated Siting Proposals: Is It Time to Pay Attention 
Conceptions of 
Fairness 
Conceptions of Fairness in Proposals for Facility Siting 
Does An International Does An International Regulatory Takings Doctrine Make Sense 
Exit as a Constraint Exit As a Constraint on Land Use Exactions: Rethinking the 
Unconstitutional Conditions Doctrine 
Locally Undesirable Locally Undesirable Land Uses in Minority Neighborhoods: 
Disproportionate Siting or Market Dynamics 
NAFTA's Investment NAFTA's Investment Protections and the Division of Authority for Land 
Use and Environmental Controls 
Perils of Paradoxes The Perils of Paradoxes - Comment on William A Fischel, Exploring the 
Kozinski Paradox: Why is More Efficient Regulation a Taking of Property 
Residential 
Segregation 
Residential Segregation: Vouchers and Local Government Monopolists 
Siting of Locally 
Undesirable 
Siting of Locally Undesirable Land Uses: Directions for Further Research 
Smart Growth Smart Growth Requires Efficient Growth 
What's Fairness Got To 
Do With It 
What's Fairness Got to Do With It? Environmental Justice and the Siting 
of Locally Undesirable Land Uses 
David A. 
Sklansky 
Back to the Future Back to the Future: Kyllo, Katz and Common Law 
Cocaine Race Cocaine, Race, and Equal Protection 
Fourth Amendment The Fourth Amendment and Common Law 
Private Police The Private Police 
Private Power Private Policing and Human Rights 
Proposition 187 Proposition 187 and the Ghost of James Bradley Thayer 
Quasi-Affirmative 
Rights 
Quasi-Affirmative Rights in Constitutional Criminal Procedure 
Some Cautious 
Optimism 
Some Cautious Optimism About the Problem of Racial Profiling 
Starr Singleton Starr, Singleton, and the Prosecutor's Role 
Traffic Stops Traffic Stops, Minority Motorists, and the Future of the Fourth 
Amendment 
Pamela S. 
Karlan 
Alabama Foundations The Alabama Foundations of the Law of Democracy 
Ambiguous Giving The Ambiguous Giving Out: The Complicated Roles of Disclosure and 
Anonymity in Political Activity 
Ballots and Bullets Ballots and Bullets: The Exceptional History of the Right to Vote 
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Compelling Interests Compelling Interests/Compelling Institutions: Law Schools as 
Constitutional Litigants 
Contracting the 
Thirteenth 
Contracting the Thirteenth Amendment: Hodges v. United States 
Cousins' Kin Cousins' Kin: Justice Stevens and Voting Rights 
Discrete and 
Relational 
Discrete and Relational Criminal Representation: The Changing Vision of 
the Right to Counsel 
Elections and Change Elections and Change Under Voting With Dollars 
Extra Strategies Exit Strategies in Constitutional Law: Lessons for Getting the Least 
Dangerous Branch Out of the Political Thicket 
Fee Shifting Fee Shifting in Criminal Cases 
Framing the Voting 
Rights 
Framing the Voting Rights Claims of Cognitively Impaired Individuals 
John Hart Ely John Hart Ely and the Problem of Gerrymandering: The Lion in Winter 
Judicial 
Independences 
Judicial Independences 
Law of Small Numbers The Law of Small Numbers: Gonzales v. Carhart, Parents Involved in 
Community Schools, and Some Themes From the First Full Term of the 
Roberts Court 
Lessons Learned Lessons Learned: Voting Rights and the Bush Administration 
Let's Call the Whole 
Thing Off 
Let's Call the Whole Thing Off: Can states Abolish the Institution of 
Marriage 
Loss and Redemption Loss and Redemption: Voting Rights at the Turn of a Century 
Maps and Misreadings Maps and Misreadings: The Role of Geographic Compacness in Racial 
Vote Dilution Litigation 
New Beginnings New Beginnings and Dead Ends in the Law of Democracy 
No Respite for Liberals No Respite for Liberals 
Not By Money Not by Money But by Virtue Won - Vote Trafficking an the Voting Rights 
System 
Old Reasons Old Reasons, New Reasons, No Reasons 
Our Separatism Our Separatism - Voting Rights As an American Nationalities Policy 
Politics by Other 
Means 
Politics by Other Means 
Race Rights Race, Rights, and Remedies in Criminal Adjudication 
Reapportionment Reapportionment, Nonapportionment, and Recovering Some Lost 
History of One Person, One Vote 
Shoe-Horning Shoe-Horning, Shell Games, and Enforcing Constitutional Rights in the 
Twenty-First Century 
Some Thoughts Some Thoughts on Autonomy and Equality in Relation to Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg 
Some Thoughts on 
Autonomy 
Some Thoughts on Autonomy and Equality in Relation to Justice 
Blackmun 
Still Hazy After all 
These Years 
Still Hazy After all These Years: Voting Rights in the Post-Shaw Era 
Transformation of 
Judicial 
The Transformation of Judicial Self-Restraing 
Turnout Tenuousness Turnout, Tenuousness, and Getting Results in Section 2 Vote Denial 
Claims 
Two Concepts Two Concepts of Judicial Independence 
Two Section Twos Two Section Twos and Two Section Fives: Voting Rights and Remedies 
After Flores 
Undoing the Right 
Thing 
Undoing the Right Thing: Single-Member Offices and the Voting Rights 
Act 
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Undue Burdens Undue Burdens and Potential Opportunities in Voting Rights and 
Abortion Law 
Unduly Partial Unduly Partial: The Supreme Court and the Fourteenth Amendment in 
Bush v. Gore 
Beth S. 
Brinkmann 
A First  Argument A First Argument in the Tradition of Many 
Presumption of LIfe The Presumption of Life: A Starting Point for a Due Process Analysis of 
Capital Sentencing 
The Supreme Court's 
Allowance 
The Supreme Court's Allowance that Consumer Confusion May Be 
Invoked to Defeat Fair Use 
Chai Rachel 
Feldblum 
(R)evolution of 
Physical Disability 
The (R)evolution of Physical Disability Antidiscrimination Law: 1976-1996 
Americans with 
Disabilities 
The Americans with Disabilities Act Definition of Disability 
Art of Legislative The Art of Legislative Lawyering and the Six Circles Theory of Advocacy 
Definition of Disability Definition of Disability Under Federal Anti-Discrimination Law: What 
Happened - Why - And What Can We Do About It 
DIsability 
Antidiscrimination 
Disability Antidiscrimination Laws and HIV Testing of Health Care 
Providers 
Gay is Good Gay Is Good: The Moral Case for Marriage Equality and More 
Gay People Gay People, Trans People, Women: Is It All About Gender 
Joy of Teaching The Joy of Teaching Legislation 
Law Policies Law, Policies in Practice and Social Norms: Coverage of Transgender 
Discrimination Under Sex Discrimination Law 
Medical Examinations Medical Examinations and Inquiries Under the Americans With 
Disabilities Act: A View from the Inside 
Moral Conflict Moral Conflict and Liberty: Gay Rights and Religion 
Progressive Moral 
Case 
A Progressive Moral Case for Same-Sex Marriage 
Rectifying the Tilt Rectifying the Tilt: Equality Lessons From Religion, Disability, Sexual 
Orientation, and Transgender 
Sexual Orientation Sexual Orientation, Morality, and the Law: Devlin Revisited 
University of 
Baltimore 
University of Baltimore School of Law Center on Applied Feminism's 8th 
Annual Feminist Legal Theory Conference on Applied Feminism Work: 
Keynote Speaker Chai Feldblum, Commissioner, Equal Eployment 
Opportunity Commission 
Ellen E 
Deason 
Agreements in 
International 
Agreements in International Commercial Mediation: A New Legal 
Framework 
Beyond Managerial 
Judges 
Beyond Managerial Judges: Appropriate Roles in Settlement 
Court-Appointed 
Expert 
Court-Appointed Expert Witnesses; Scientific Positivism Meets Bias and 
Deference 
Enforcing Mediated 
Settlement 
Enforcing Mediated Settlement Agreements: Contract Law Collides with 
Confidentiality 
Managing the 
Managerial Expert 
Managing the Managerial Expert 
Need for Trust The Need for Trust as a Justification for Confidentiality in Mediation: A 
Cross-Disciplinary Approach 
Perspectives on 
Decisionmaking 
Perspectives on Decisionmaking From the Blackmun Papers: The Cases 
on Arbitrability of Statutory Claims 
Predictable Mediation Predictable Mediation Confidentiality in the U.S Federal System 
Procedural Rules Procedural Rules for Complementary Systems of Litigation and 
Mediation - Worldwide 
State Court ADR State Court ADR 
Uniform Mediation Uniform Mediation Act 
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Alan C. 
Michaels 
Acceptance Missing 
Mental State 
Acceptance: The Missing Mental State 
Constitutional 
Innocence 
Constitutional Innocence 
Fastow and Arthur 
Andersen 
Fastow and Arthur Andersen: Some Reflections on Corporate Criminaity, 
Victim Status, and Retribution 
Rationales of Criminal 
Law 
Rationales of Criminal Law Then and Now: For a Judgmental 
Descriptivism 
Rights Knowledge Rights Knowledge: Values and Tradeoffs 
Trial Rights Trial Rights at Sentencing 
Truth in Convicting Truth in Convincing: Understanding and Evaluating Apprendi 
Emily Buss Adolescent's Stake The Adolescent's Stake in the Allocation of Educational Control Between 
Parent and State 
Adrift in the Middle Adrift in the Middle: Parental Rights After Troxel v. Granville 
Allocating 
Developmental 
Control 
Allocating Developmental Control Among Parent, Child and the State 
An Off-Label Use A Off-Label Use of Parental Rights - The Unanticipated Doctrinal Antidote 
for Professor Mnookin's Diagnosis 
Children's 
Associational Rights 
Children's Associational Rights: Why Less Is More 
Confronting 
Developmental 
Barriers 
Confronting Developmental Barriers to the Empowerment of Child 
Clients 
Constitiutional Fidelity Constitutional Fidelity Through Children's Rights 
Developmental 
Jurisprudence 
Developmental Jurisprudence 
Gap in Law The Gap in Law Between Developmental Expectations and Educational 
Obligations 
MIssed Opportunity The Missed Opportunity in Gault 
Parental Rights Parental Rights 
Parental Rights of 
Minors 
The Parental Rights of Minors 
Parents' Rights Parents' Rights and Parents Wronged 
Radical Change Radical Change Through Conventional Means 
Speech-Enhancing 
Effect 
The Speech-Enhancing Effect of Internet Regulation 
What Does Frieda What Does Frieda Yoder Believe 
What the Law Should What the Law Should (And Should Not) Learn from Child Development 
Research 
You're My What You're My What--The Problem of Children's Misperceptions of Their 
Lawyers' Roles 
Deborah C. 
Malamud 
Affirmative Action Affirmative Action, Diversity , and the Black Middle Class 
Assessing Class-Based Assessing Clalss-Based Affirmative Action  
Class Privilege Class Privilege in Legal Education: A Respojnse to Sander 
Class-Based 
Affirmative Action 
class-Based Affirmative Action: Lessons and Caveats 
Engineering Middle 
Class 
Engineering the Middle Classes: Class Line-Drawing in New Deal Hours 
Legislation 
Intuition and Science Intuition and Science in the Race Jurisprudence of Justice Blackmun 
Strange Persistence The Strange Persistence of Affirmative Action Under Tite VII 
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The Jew Taboo The Jew Taboo: Jewish Difference and the Affirmative Action Debate 
Who they are Who They Are - Or Were: Middle-Class Welfare in the Early New Deal 
Edward B. 
Foley 
Analysis and 
Mitigation 
The Analysis and Mitigation of Electoral Errors: Theory, Practice, Policy 
Bicentennial of Calder 
v. Bull 
The Bicentennial of Calder v. Bull: In Defense of a Democratic Middle 
Ground 
Big Blue Shift A Big Blue Shift: Measuring an Assymmetrically Increasing Margin of 
Litigation 
Due Process Fair Play Due Process, Fair Play, and Excessive Partisanship: A New Principle for 
Judicial Review of Election Laws 
Electoral Dispute Electoral Dispute Resolution: The Need for a New Sub-Specialty 
Elusive Quest The Elusive Quest for Global Justice 
Equal-Dollars-Per-
Vober 
Equal-Dollars-per-Voter: A Constitutional Principle of Campaign Finance  
Founders' Bush v. 
Gore 
The Founders' Bush v. Gore: The 1792 Election Dispute and Its 
Continuing Relevance 
Future of Bush v. Gore The Future of Bush v. Gore 
Gerrymander and 
Constitution 
The Gerrymander and the Constitution: Two Avenues of Analysis and the 
quest for a Durable Precedent 
Is Lawrence Still Good 
Law 
Is Lawrence Still Good Law 
Jurisprudence and 
Theology 
Jurisprudence and Theology 
Learning (And 
Teaching) 
Learning (and Teaching) From Doing 
McCain v Obama The McCain v. Obama Simulation: A Fair Tribunal for Disputed 
Presidential Elections 
Philosophy 
Constitution 
Philosophy, The Constitution, and Campaign Finance 
Political Liberalism Political Liberalism and Establishment Clause Jurisprudence 
Posterity Project The Posterity Project: Developing a Method for Long-Term Political 
Reform 
Promise and Problems The Promise and Problems of Provisional Voting 
Refining Bush v. Gore Refining the Bush v. Gore Taxonomy 
Regulation of Private 
Schools 
The Regulation of Private Schools 
Rodriguez Revisited Rodriquez Revisited; Constitutional Theory and School Finance 
Social Justice Social Justice and Child Poverty 
Third-Party 
Independent 
Third-Party and Independent Presidential Candidates: The Need for a 
Runoff Mechanism 
Virtue over Party Virtue Over Party: Samuel Randall's Electoral Heroism and Its Continuing 
Importance 
Voters as Fiduciaries Voters as Fiduciaries 
Voting Rules Voting Rules and Constitutional Law 
Edward 
Lazarus 
Roper v. Simmons Roper v. Simmons: Insights from the Perspective of Justice Blackmun's 
Former Law Clerk 
Kevin M. 
Kearney 
Proxy.gov Proxy.gov: A Proposal to Modernize Shareholder Lists and Simplify 
Shareholder Communications 
Anne P. 
(Profitt) 
Dupre 
Disability Deference Disability, Deference, and the Integrity of the Academic Enterprise 
Disability Public 
Schools 
Disability and the Public Schools: The Case against Inclusion 
Foreign Duty Foreign Duty - Export-Control Role Goes Private 
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Should Students Should Students Have Constitutional Rights - Keeping Order in the Public 
Schools 
Study Double 
Standards 
A Study in Double Standards, Discipline, and the Disabled Student 
Transforming 
Education 
Transforming Education: The Lesson from Argentina 
Malcolm L. 
Stewart 
Justice Blackmun's 
Capital 
Justice Blackmun's Capital Punishment Jurisprudence 
United States Appeals United States Appeals: Strategic and Policy Considerations 
Martha A 
Matthews 
Am I My Child's Am I My Chld's Parent - Recent Developments in the Law of Parentage 
Assessing the Effect Assessing the Effect of Welfare Reform on Child Welfare 
Teens and Temporary Teens and the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Block Grant 
Program 
Ten Thousand Tiny 
Clients 
Ten Thousand Tiny Clients: The Ethical Duty of Representation In 
Children's Class-Action Cases 
Alan 
Jenkins 
Foxes Guarding Foxes Guarding the Chicken Coop: Intervention As of Right and the 
Defense of Civil Rights Remedies 
Ann Alpers Criminal Act Criminal Act or Palliative Care - Prosecutions Involving the Care of the 
Dying 
Justice Blackmun Justice Blackmun and the Good Physician: Patients, Populations, and the 
Paradox of Medicine 
Lynn E. 
Blais 
Beyond Cost Benefit Beyond Cost-Benefit: The Maturation of Economic Analysis of the Law 
and Its Consequence for Environmental Policymaking 
Envionmental Racism Environmental Racism Reconsidered 
Problem with Pretext The problem with Pretext 
Takings Statutes Takings, Statutes, and the Common Law; Considerng Inherent 
Limitations on Title 
Total Takings The Total Takings Myth 
Urban Revitalization Urban Revitalization in the Post-Kelo Era 
Jeffrey A 
Meyer 
Congressional Control Congressional Control of Foreign Assistance 
Dual Illegality Dual Illegality and Geoambiguous Law: A New Rule for Extraterritorial 
Application of U.S. Law 
Establishing a Right Establishing a Right to Shelter: Lessons from Connecticut 
Extraterritorial 
Common 
Extraterritorial Common Law: Does the Common Law Apply Abroad 
Second Thoughts Second Thoughts on Ssecondary Sanctions 
Molly 
McUsic 
Future of Brown The Future of Brown v. Board of Education: Economic Integration of the 
Public Schools 
Ghost of Lochner The Ghost of Lochner: Modern Takings Doctrine and Its Impact on 
Economic Legislation 
Looking Inside Out Looking Inside Out: Institutional Analysis and the Problem of Takings 
Use Education Clauses The Use of Education Clauses in School Finance Reform Litigation 
Andrew H. 
Schapiro 
Guideline 
Developments 
Guideline Developments in the Second Circuit: A Willingness to Make 
Law 
Sober Second Thought A Sober Second Thought 
Radhika 
Rao 
Assisted Reproductive Assisted Reporductive Technology and the Threat to the Traditional 
Family 
Author of Roe The Author of Roe 
Coercion 
Commercialization 
Coercion, Commercialization, and Commodification: The Ethics of 
Compensation for Egg Donors In Stem Cell Research 
Equal Liberty Equal Liberty: Assisted Reproductive Technology and Reproductive 
Equality 
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Genes and Spleens Genes and Spleens: Property, Contract, or Privacy Rights in the Human 
Body 
Hierarchies of 
Discrimination 
Hierarchies of Discrimination in Baby Making: A Response to Professor 
Carroll 
How (Not) To Regulate How (Not) to Regulate Arts: Lessons from Octomom 
Now (Not) to How (Not) to Regulate Assisted Reproductive Technology: Lessons from 
Octomom 
Property Privacy Property, Privacy, and the Human Body 
Reconceiving Privacy Reconceiving Privacy: Relationships and Reproductive Technology 
Veil of Genetic A Veil of Genetic Ignorance - Protecting Genetic Privacy to Ensure 
Equality 
What's So Strange What's So Strange about Human Cloning 
Sherry F. 
Colb 
Assuming Facts Assuming Facts Not in Evidence - A Response to Russell M. Coombs, 
Reforming New Jersey Evidene Law on Fresh complaint of Rape 
Freedom from 
Incarceration 
Freedom From Incarceration: Why Is This Right Different From All Other 
Rights? 
Innocence Privacy Innocence, Privacy, and Targeting in the Fourth Amendment 
Jurisprudence 
Insane Fear Insane Fear: The Discriminatory Category of Mentally Ill and Dangerous 
Never Having Loved Never Having Loved at All: An Overlooked Interest That Grounds the 
Abortion Right 
Oil and Water Oil and Water: Why Retribution and Repentance Do Not Mix 
Probabilities Probabilities in Proable Cause and Beyond: Statistical Versus Concrete 
Harms 
Qualitative Dimension The Qualitative Dimension of Fourth Amendment Reasonableness 
Some Thoughts on 
Conduct Status 
Some Thoughts on the Conduct/Status Distinction 
Standing Room Only Standing Room Only: Why Fourth Amendment Exclusion and Standing 
Can No Longer Logically Coexist 
Stopping Moving 
Target 
Stopping a Moving Target 
Three Faces The Three Faces of Evil 
To Whom Do We 
Refer 
To Whom Do We Refer When We Speak of Obligations to Future 
Generations - Reproductive Rights and the Intergenerational Community 
What is a Search What Is a Search - Two Conceptual Flaws in Fourth Amendment Doctrine 
and Some Hints of a Remedy 
Whodunit Whodunit Versus What Was Done: When to Admit Character Evidence in 
Criminal Cases 
Why is Torture Why Is Torture Different and How Different Is It 
Words that Deny Words that Deny, Devalue, and Punish: Judicial Responses to Fetus-Envy 
William S 
Dodge 
After Sosa After Sosa: The Future of Customary International Law in the United 
States 
Alien Tort Alien Tort Litigation: The Road Not Taken 
Antitrust and Draft 
Hague 
Antitrust and the Draft Hague Judgments Convention 
Bond v. United States Bond v. United States and Congress's Role in Implementing Treaties 
Breaking Public Law 
Taboo 
Breaking the Public Law Taboo 
Bridging Erie Bridging Erie: Customary International Law in the U.S. Legal System After 
Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain 
Case for Punitive The Case for Punitive Damages in Contracts 
Chevron Deference Chevron Deference and Extraterritorial Regulation 
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Customary 
International Law 
Customary International Law, Change, and the Constitution 
Economic Defense An Economic Defense of Concurrent Antitrust Jurisdiction 
Extraterritoriality 
Conflict-of-Laws 
Extraterritoriality and Conflict-of-Laws Theory: An Argument for Judicial 
Unilateralism 
Extraterritoriality's Extraterritoriality's Watchdog After Morrison v. National Australia Bank 
Foreign Official Foreign Official Immunity in the International law Commission: The 
Meanings of Official Capacity 
Helms-Burton The Helms-Burton Act and Transnational Legal Process 
Historical Origins The Historical Origins of the Alien Tort Statute: A Response to the 
Originalists 
Internation Comity International Comity in American Law 
Investor-State Dispute Investor-State Dispute Settlement Between Developed Countries: 
Reflections on the Australia-United States Free Trade Agreement 
Loewen v. United 
States 
Loewen v. United States: Trials and Errors Under NAFTA Chapter 11 
Morrison's Effects Test Morrison's Effects Test 
National Courts National Courts and International Arbitration: Exhaustion of Remedies 
and Res Judicata Under Chapter Eleven of NAFTA 
Public-Private 
Distinction 
The Public-Private Distinction in the Confict of Laws 
Teaching the CISG Teaching the CISG in Contracts 
Understanding the 
Presumption 
Understanding the Presumption Against Extraterritoriality 
Which Torts Which Torts in Violation of the Law of Nations 
Wighing Listener's Weighing the Listener's Interests: Justice Blackmun's Commercial Speech 
and Public Forum Opinions 
Ann 
Hubbard 
(Bilionis) 
ADA Workplace The ADA, the Workplace, and the Myth of the Dangerous Mentally Ill 
Feminism Legal Theory Feminism and Legal Theory Workshop on the Subject of Disability: Emory 
University - March 4-5, 2004 
Improving Fitness Improving the Fitness Inquiry of the North Carolina Bar Application 
Major Life The Major Life Activity of Belonging 
Meaningful LIves Meaningful Lives and Major Life Activities 
Military-Civilian A Military-Civilian Coalition for Disability Rights 
Myth of Independence The Myth of Independence and the Major Life Activity of Caring 
Understanding and 
Implementing 
Understanding and Implementing the ADA's Direct Threat Defense 
High W. 
Baxter 
Autopoiesis Autopoiesis and the Relative Autonomy of Law 
Bringing Foucault Bringing Foucault Into Law and Law Into Foucault 
Dworkin's One-System Dworkin's One-System Conception of Law and Morality 
Habermas's Discourse Habermas's Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy 
Justice Ginsburg's Justice Ginsburg's Dissent in Bush v. Gore 
Managing Legal 
Change 
Managing Legal Change: The Transformation of Establishment Clause 
Law 
Sandel on Religion Sandel on Religion in the Public Square 
System Lifeworld System and Lifeworld in Habermas's Theory of Law 
Why the Originalism Why the Originalism in Balkin's Living Originalism 
Michelle  L 
Alexander 
New Jim Crow The New Jim Crow 
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Harry 
Blackmun 
Daniel 
Edelman 
Scope of Const 
Privilege.txt 
Scope of the Constitutional Privilege for Defamatory and Intrusive 
Falsehoods 
George 
Frampton 
Challenging 
Restrictive.txt 
Challenging Restrictive Ballot Access Laws on Behalf of the Independent 
Candidate 
Practical and Ethical 
Problems.txt 
Some Practical and Ethical Problems of Prosecuting Public Officials 
Public Lands.txt Public Lands: Two View:s Traditional Management Policies Threaten Both 
Economic and Environmental Health 
John 
Townsend 
Communist 
Registration.txt 
Comunist Registration and the Fifth Amendment 
Notes Second Year.txt Notes from the Second Year 
Pro Bono.txt The Pro Bono Effect 
Randall 
Bezanson 
Abstention.txt Abstention: The Supreme Court and Allocation of Judicial Power 
Art and the 
Constitution.txt 
Art and the Constitution 
Artifactual Speech.txt Artifactual Speech 
Developing Law.txt The Developing Law of Editorial Judgment 
Emancipation As 
Freedom.txt 
Emancipation as Freedom in Roe v. Wade 
Fault Falsity.txt Fault, Falsity and Reputation in Public Defamation Law: An Essay on Bose 
Corporation v. Consumers 
Future First.txt The Future First Amendment 
Herbert Lando.txt Herbert v. Lando, Editorial Judgment and Freedon of the Press: An Essay 
Institutional 
Speech.txt 
Institutional Speech 
Introducing Iowa.txt Introducing the Iowa Law Review Bulletin 
Involuntary 
Treatment.txt 
Involuntary Treatment of the Mentally Ill in Iowa: The 1975 Legislation 
Judicial Review.txt Judicial Review of Administrative Action in Iowa 
Legislative Reform.txt Liabel Law Reform: Necessary or Not? 
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Multidisciplinary Practice Multidisciplinary Practice 
Organized Exchanges Organized Exchanges and the Regulation of Dual Class Common Stock 
Race to the Bottom Race to the Bottom Revisited: Reflections on Recent Developments in 
Delaware's Corporation Law 
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Secondary Liability Secondary Liability Under Section 10(b) of the Securities Act of 1934 
Takeover Bids Takeover Bids, Defensive Tactics, and Shareholders' Welfare 
Use of Modern Finance 
Theory 
Use of Modern Finance Theory in Securities Fraud Cases Involving 
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(Hank) 
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AIDS and American Health 
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AIDs and the American Health Care Financing System 
Banning Human Cloning Banning Human Cloning: A Study in the Difficulties of Defining Science 
Breaking the Stalemate Breaking the Stalemate: A Prospective Regulatory Framework for 
Unforseen Research Uses of Human Tissue Samples and Health 
Information 
Conflicts in Biotechnology 
Industry 
Conflicts in the Biotechnology Industry 
Contracts as Commodities Contracts As Commodities: The Influence of Secondary Purchasers on 
the Form of Contracts 
Control Genetics Research The Control of Genetic Research: Involving the Groups Between 
Direct Financial Incentives Direct Financial Incentives in Managed Care: Unanswered Questions 
Disabilities Enhancements Disabilities, Enhancements, and the Meanings of Sports 
Footnote to _Penumbra_ A Footnote to Penumbra in Griswold v. Connecticut 
Iceland's Plan Iceland's Plan for Genomic Research: Facts and Implications 
Neuroscience Criminal 
Justice 
Neuroscience and Criminal Justice: Not Responsibility But Treatment 
Neuroscience Mindreading Neuroscience, Mindreading, and the Courts: The Example of Pain 
Policy Issues Health 
Alliances 
Policy Issues in Health Alliances: Of Efficiency, Monopsony, and Equity 
Population Participation Population Participation and Other Factors That Impact the 
Compilation and the Utility of Resulting Databases 
REgulating Human Biological 
Enhancements 
Regulating Human Biological Enhancements: Questionable 
Justifications and International Complications 
Regulating Human Biological 
Enhancements 
Questionable Justifications 
Regulating Human Biological Enhancements: Questionable 
Justifictitons and International Complications 
Richard Epstein's Mortal 
Peril 
Richard Epstein's Mortal Peril: Ebenezer Scrooge Meets the American 
Health Care System 
Some Thoughts Academic 
Health 
Some Thoughts on Academic Health Law 
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After Autonomy After Autonomy 
Bioethics Bioethics With a Human Face 
Bioethics and the Family Bioethics and the Family: The Cautionary View From Family Law 
Channelling Function The Channeling Function in Family Law 
Discretion Rules Discretion, Rules and Law: Child Custody and the UMDA's Best-
Interest Standard 
Family Law Family Law in the Age of Distrust 
Free Speech Free Speech and Corporate Freedom: A Comment on First National 
Bank of Boston v. Bellotti 
Marriage Morals Marriage, Morals, and the Law: No-Fault Divorce and Moral Discourse 
Moral Discourse Moral Discourse and the Transformation of American Family Law 
On American Legal 
Education 
On American Legal Education 
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Ownership of Life Ownership of Life: Panel V--Surrogate Motherhood From the 
Perspective of Family Law 
Rethinking Alimony Rethinking Alimony: Marital Decisions and Moral Discourse 
Rights Discourse Rights Discourse and Neonatal Euthanasia 
State-Interest Analysis State-Interest Analysis and the Channeling Function in Family Law 
State-Interest Analysis 
Fourteenth Amendment 
State-Interest Analysis in Fourteenth Amendment Privacy Law: An 
Essay on the Constitutionalization of Social Issues 
Strangers and Brothers Strangers and Brothers: A Homily on Transracial Adoption 
The Next Step The Next Step: Definition, Generalization, and Theory in American 
Family Law 
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Apology Legislation Apology, Legislation, and Mercy 
Approaches to Assessing Approaches to Assessing the Effects of Marijuana Criminal Law Repeal 
in California 
California's De Facto California's De Facto Sntencing Commissions 
Civic Oratory Civic Oratory in Lawyerland 
Commercial Morality Commercial Morality, the Merchant Character, and the History of the 
Voidable Preference 
Criminal Law Criminal Law, Crimonology, and the Small World of Legal Scholars 
Death Penalty Appeals Death Penalty Appeals in California 
Deregulating Death Deregulating Death 
Did Legal Realism Engage Did Legal Realism Engage the Real World of Criminal Law 
Empirical Criminal Law Empirical Criminal Law Scholarship and the Shift to Institutions 
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How Sentencing 
Commissions 
How Sentencing Commissions Turned Out to Be a Good Idea 
Impulsive Intent Impulsive Intent/Impassioned Design 
IVHS Legal Privacy IVHS, Legal Privacy, and the Legacy of Dr. Faustus 
Kennedy and Prisons Kennedy and the Prisons - Moral Exhortation and Technical 
Fastidiousness 
Law-Literature Enterprise The Law-Literature Enterprise 
Meanings Measures Meanings and Measures of Recidivism 
Meeting Consumer Demand Meeting Consumer Demand in Modern Criminology 
New York Statute New York Statute As Cultural Document: Seeking the Morally Optimal 
Death Penalty 
Norms Criminal Law Norms and Criminal Law, and the Norms of Criminal Law Scholarship 
Pay-too-Stay in Calif Jails Pay-to-Stay California Jails and the Value of Systemic Self-
Embarrassment 
Preventing Crime Preventing Crime: Private Duties, Public Immunity 
Reappraising Complicity Reappraising Complicity 
Restorative Justice Restorative Justice and the Danger of Community 
Some Ways to Think Some Ways to Think About Law Reviews 
The Calabresian Judicial 
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The Calabresian Judicial Artist: Statutes and the New Legal Process 
Tragedy Skepticism Tragedy, Skepticism, Empirics, and the MPCS 
Who Defends Who Defends Capital Defendants 
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Brian Cartwright Whither the SEC Now Wither the SEC Now 
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Are Women Stuck Are Women Stuck on the Academic Ladder 
Are Women Stuck on the 
Academic Ladder 
Are Women Stuck on the Academic Ladder - An Empirical 
Perspective 
Bias the Brain Bias, the Brain, and Student Evaluations of Teaching 
Calling Professor AAA Calling Professor AAA: How to Visit at the School of Your 
Choice 
Commerce Commerce 
Communicable Disease Communicable Disease and Constitutional Law: 
Controlling AIDS 
Constitution in Brave New World The Constitution in a Brave New World; A Century of 
Technological Change and Constitutional Law 
Constructing Identity Constructing Identity in Law Social Science 
Ending Poverty Ending Poverty by Cutting Teeaged Births: Promise 
Failure, and Paths to the Future 
Federal Review Federal Review of the Evidence Supporting State 
Convictions: Jackson v. Virginia 
Future of Bakke The Future of Bakke: Will Social Science Matter 
Fuzzy Logic The Fuzzy Logic of Federalism 
Guarantee Clause The Guarantee Clause and State Autonomy: Federalism 
for a Third Century 
Hearing the Voices Hearing the Voices of Individual Women and Men: Justice 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
Hippocrates and Socrates Hippocrates and Socrates: Professional Obligations to 
Educate the Next Generation 
Hypatia Hypatia in the Patent Office: Women Inventors and the 
Law 
Job Gap The Job Gap, the Money Gap, and the Responsibility of 
Legal Educators 
Legal Education Legal Education in the Age of Cognitive Science and 
Advanced Classroom Technology 
Pedagogy Progress Pedagogy, Progress, and Portfolios 
Republican Governments Republican Governments and Autonomous States: A New 
Role for the Guarantee Clause 
Research and Teaching Research and Teaching on Law Faculties: An Empirical 
Exploration 
Scholarly Influence Scholarly Influence in a Diverse Legal Academy: Race, Sex 
and Citation Counts 
Social Media Social Media, the Sixth Amendment, and Restyling: 
Recent Developments in the Federal Law of Evidence 
Third Translation Third Translation of the Commerce Clause: Congressional 
Power to Regulate Social Problems 
Three Faces of Federalism Three Faces of Federalism: Finding a Formula for the 
Future 
What Happened What Happened to the Class of 2010 - Empirical Evidence 
of Structural Change in the Legal Profession 
What's Missing What's Missing From the Bill of Rights 
Who Teaches Constitutional Law Who Teaches Constitutional Law 
Gary L. Francione Access to Animal Care Access to Animal Care Committees 
Alan Watson Some Reflections Alan Watson: Some Reflections on a Great Legal Scholar 
and Teacher, and a Wonderful Friend 
Animal Rights Animal Welfare Animal Rights and Animal Welfare 
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Animal Rights Theory Animal Rights Theory and Utilitarianism: Relative 
Normative Guidance 
Animals Property Animals, Property and Legal Welfarism: Unnecessary 
Suffering and the Humane Treatment of Animals 
Carno-Phallogocentrism Carno-Phallogocentrism 
Constitutional Status The Constitutional Status of Restrictions on Experiments 
Involving Nonhuman Animals: A Comment on Professor 
Dresser's Analysis 
Equal Consideration Equal Consideration and the Interest of Nonhuman 
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Sunstein 
Experimentation Marketplace 
Theory 
Experimentation and the Marketplace Theory of the First 
Amendment 
Facing the Nation Facing the Nation: The Standards for Copyright, 
Infringement, and Fair Use of Factual Works 
Reflections on Animals Reflections on Animals, Property, and the Law and Rain 
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Taking Sentence Seriously Taking Sentence Seriously 
Use Nonhuman Animals The Use of Nonhuman Animals in Biomedical Research: 
Necessity and Justification 
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Enforcement Family Support Enforcement of Family Support Obligations in Virginia 
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Coase's Twin Towers Coase's Twin Towers; The Relation Between the Nature 
of the Firm and the Problem of Social Cost 
Collective Bargaining Collective Bargaining and the Coase Theorem 
Diversity Contingent Workers The Diversity of Contingent Workers and the Need for 
Nuanced Policy 
Employment Discrimination 
Plaintiffs 
Employment Discrimination Plaintiffs in Federal Court: 
From Bad to Worse 
EMployment Life Cycles Employment Life Cycles and the Employment-at-Will 
Doctrine 
Life-Cycle Justice Life-Cycle Justice: Accommodating Just Cause and 
Employment at Will 
Limited-Domain Positivism Limited-Domain Positivism As an Empirical Proposition 
Panel Discussions Panel Discussions of the Excuse Factory 
Predicting Future Employment 
Law 
Predicting the Future of Employment Law: Reflecting or 
Refracting Market Forces 
Realities of Constitutional Tort The Realities of Constitutional Tort Litigation 
Studying Labor Law Studying Labor Law and Human Resources in Rhode 
Island 
Union Raids Union Raids, Union Democracy, and the Market for Union 
Control 
Wrongful Discharge Law Wrongful Discharge Law and the Search for Third-Party 
Effects 
Glen D. Nager Affirmative Action Affirmative Action After the Civil Rights Act of 1991: The 
Effects of a Neutral Statute 
Bureaucrats and Cost-Benefit Bureaucrats and the Cost-Benefit Chameleon 
Peter W. Huber Assembline the Pieces Assembling the Pieces: Challenges to Building the 
Telecom Infrastructure 
On Law and Sciosophy On Law and Sciosophy 
Telephones Competition Telephones, Competition, and the Candice-Coated 
Monopoly 
Richard G. 
Taranto 
Psychiatrist-Patient Privilege The Psychiatrist-Patient Privilege and the Third-Party 
Payers: Commonweath v. Korbin 
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Gail B. Agrawal Be Careful What You Wish For Be Careful What You Wish For: Succeeding in the Dean 
Candidate Pool 
Resuscitating Professionalism Resuscitating Professionalism: Self-Regulation in Medical 
Marketplace 
What If You Could Sue What If You Could Sue Your HMO - Managed Care 
Liability Beyond the ERISA Shield 
Kent D. Syverud A Parable of Law School 
Leadership 
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ADR and the Decline ADR and the Decline of the American Civil Jury 
Duty to Settle The Duty to Settle 
How Deans (and Presidents) How Deans (and Presidents) Should Quit 
On the Demand for Liability 
Insurance 
On the Demand for Liability Insurance 
Parable of Law School Leadership A Parable of Law School Leadership 
Professional Professor The Professional Professor 
Taking Students Seriously Taking Students Seriously; A Guide for New Law Teachers 
Veterans Law Veterans Law at Syracuse University 
What Professional Responsibility What Professional Responsibility Scholars Should Know 
About Insurance 
Why Civil Cases Go To Trial Why Civil Cases To to Trial: Strategic Bargaining and the 
Desire for Vindication 
W. Scott Bales Turning the Microscope Back Turning the Microscope on Forensic Scientists 
John K. Setear Barrister and the Bomb The Barrister and the Bomb: The Dynamics of 
Cooperation, Nuclear Deterrence, and Discovery Abuse 
Can Legalization Last Can Legalization Last: Whaling and the Durability of 
National (Executive) Discretion 
Forest with no Trees A Forest with No Trees: The Supreme Court and 
International Law in the 2003 Term 
Iterative Perspective An Iterative Perspective on Treaties: A Synthesis of 
International Relations Theory and International Law 
Law in Service of Politics Law in the Service of Politics; Moving Neo-Liberal 
Institutionalism from Metaphor to Theory by Using the 
International Treaty Process to Define Iteration 
Ozone Iteration Ozone Iteration, and International Law 
President's Rational Choice The President's Rational Choice of a Treaty's 
Preratification Pathway: Article II, Congressional-
Executive Agreement, or Executive Agreement 
Responses to Breach Responses to Breach of a Treaty and Rationalist 
International Relations Theory: The Rules of Releases and 
Remediation in the Law of Treaties and the Law of State 
Responsibility 
Room for Law Room for Law: Realism, Evolutionary Biology and the 
Promise(s) of International Law 
Treaties Custom Iteration Treaties, Custom, Rational Choices, and Public Choices 
Treaties Customs Explaining the Sources and Methods of International Law  
Julie R. O'Sullivan Bakaly Debacle The Bakaly Debacle: The Role of the Press in High-Profile 
Criminal Investigations 
Does DOJ's Privilege Does DOJ's Privilege Waiver Policy Threaten the 
Rationales Underlying the Attorney-Client Privilege Work 
Product Doctrine - A Preliminary No 
How Prosecutors Apply How Prosecutors Apply the Federal Prosecutions of 
Corporations Charging Policy in the Era of Deferred 
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Prosecutions, and What That Means for the Pusposes of 
the Federal Criminal Sanction 
In Defense of US Sentencing In Defense of the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines' Modified 
Real-Offense System 
Interaction Impeachment 
Independent Counsel 
The Interaction Between Impeachment and the 
Independent Counsel Statute 
Journal Criminal Law Symposium 2006: The Changing Face of White-Collar 
Crime: The Federal Criminal Code is a Disgrace: 
Obstruction Statutes as Case Study 
Protecting Open Space Protecting Open Space 
Some Thoughts Some Thoughts on Proposed Revisions to the 
Organizational Guidelines 
The Last Straw The Last Straw: The Department of Justice's Privilege 
Waiver Policy and the Death of Adversarial Justice in 
Criminal Investigations of Corporations 
United States v Johnson United States v. Johnson: Reformulating the Retroactivity 
Doctrine 
Stephen G. Gilles Causation and Responsibility Causation and Responsibility after Coase, Calabresi and 
Colemen 
Does the Right to Elective 
Abortion 
Does the Right to Elective Abortion Include the Right to 
Ensure the Death of the Fetus 
Emergence of Cost-Benefit 
Balancing 
The Emergence of Cost-Benefit Balancing in English 
Negligence Law 
Inevitable Accident Inevitable Accident in Classical English Tort Law 
Insurance as Gun Control Insurance as Gun Control: A Liability Insurance Mandate 
for Firearm Owners May Pass Constitutional Muster, But 
Its Effect on Violent Crime Would Be Modest 
Invisible Hand Formula The Invisible Hand Formula 
Judgment-Proof Society The Judgment-Proof Society 
Liberal Parentalism Liberal Parentalism and Children's Educational Rights 
Negligence Strict Liabililty Negligence, Strict Liability, and the Cheapest Cost-
Avoider 
On Determining Negligence On Determining Negligence: Hand Formula Balancing, the 
Reasonable Person Standard, and the Jury 
On Educating Children On Educating Children: A Parentalist Manifesto 
Parental (And Grandparental) 
Rights 
Parental (and Grandparental) Rights after Troxel v. 
Granville 
Restoring Casey's Undue-Burden Restoring Casey's Undue-Burden Standard after Whole 
Women's Health v. Hellerstedt 
Roe's Life-or-Health Exception Roe's Life-or-Health Exception: Self-Defense or Relative-
Safety 
Rule-Based Negligence Rule-Based Negligence and the Regulations of Activity 
Levels 
Selective Funding Selective Funding of Education: An Epsteinian Analysis 
Should Pregnancy Help Centers Should Pregnancy Help Centers Offer Post-Natal Financial 
Support to Reduce the Incidence of Abortion 
Supreme Court The Supreme Court and Legal Uncertainty 
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Blanchard 
Perspective Perspective of the Air Force General Counsel 
Proud Partnership A Proud Partnership 
Daniel J. Bussel Best of All Possible Worlds The Best of All Possible Worlds - A Rejoinder to Justice Liu 
Creditors' Committees Creditors' Committees as Estate Representatives in 
Bankruptcy Litigation 
Doing Equity Doing Equity in Bankruptcy 
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Ethics for Examiners Ethics for Examiners 
Multiple Claims Multiple Claims, Ivanhoe and Substantive Consolidation 
No Conflict No Conflict 
Opinions First Opinions First - Argument Afterwards 
Problem with Preferences The Problem with Preference 
Textualism's Failures Textualism's Failures: A Study of Overruled Bankruptcy 
Decisions 
Third Way A Third Way: Examiners as Inquisitors 
Nelson Lund A Very Streamlined Intro A Very Streamlined Introduction to Bush v. Gore 
Anticipating Second Amendment Anticipating Second Amendment Incorporation: The Role 
of the Inferior Courts 
Carnival of Mirrors Carnival of Mirrors: Laurence Tribe's Unbearable 
Wrongness 
Congressional Power Congressional Power Over Taxation and Commerce: The 
Supreme Court's Lost Chance to Devise a Consistent 
Doctrine 
Conservative Case The Conservative Case Against Racial Profiling in the War 
on Terrorism 
Constitution Supreme Court The Constitution, the Supreme Court, and Racial Politics 
Constitutional Right to Self 
Defense 
A Constitutional Right to Self Defense 
D.C.'s Handgun Ban D.C. Handgun Ban and the Constitutional Right to Arms: 
One Hard Question 
Does Fourteenth Amendment Does the Fourteenth Amendment Protect the Second 
Amendment Right to Keep and Bear Arms Against 
Infringement by State and Local Governments (08-1521) 
Does Second Amendment 
Guarantee 
Does the Second Amendment Guarantee a Right of 
Individuals to Keep Operable Firearms in Their Homes for 
Self-Protection (07-290) 
Ends of Second Amendment The Ends of Second Amendment Jurisprudence: Firearms 
Disabilities and Domestic Violence Restraining Orders 
Equal Protection My Ass Equal Protection, My Ass - Bush v. Gore and Laurence 
Tribe's Hall of Mirrors 
Federalism Federalism and Civil Liberties 
Fig Leaf Federalism Fig Leaf Federalism and Tenth Amendment 
Exceptionalism 
From Baker v Carr From Baker v. Carr to Bush v. Gore, and Back 
Have Gun Have Gun, Can't Travel: The Right to Arms Under the 
Privileges and Immunities Clause of Article IV 
Heller Second Amendment Heller Second Amendment Precedent 
Infanticide Physicians Infantcide, Physicians, and the Law: The Baby Doe 
Amendments to the Child Abuse Prevention and 
Treatment Act 
Judicial Independence Judicial Independence Judicial Virtue, and the Political 
Economy of the Constitution 
Law of Affirmative Action The Law of Affirmative Action in and After the Civil Rights 
Act of 1991: Congess Invites Judicial Reform 
Lawyers and Defense of 
Presidency 
Lawyers and the Defense of the Presidency 
Living Originalism Living Originalism: The Magical Mystery Tour 
May Lawyers May Lawyers Be Give the Power to Elect Those Who 
choose Our Judges - Merit Selection and Constitutional 
Law 
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Past Future Individual's Right The Past and Future of the Indivdual's Rights to Arms 
President as Client The President as Client and the Ethics of the President's 
Lawyers 
Presidential Signing Statements Presidential Signing Statements in Perspective 
Promise Perils Promise and Perils in the Nascent Jurisprudence of the 
Second Amendment 
Public Opinion Second 
Amendment 
Public Opinion and the Second Amendment 
Rational Choice Rational Choice at the Office of Legal Counsel 
Rehnquist Court's Pragmatic The Rehnquist Court's Pragmatic Approach to Civil Rights 
Rousseau Direct Democracy Rousseau and Direct Democracy (with a Note on the 
Supreme Court's Term Limits Decision) 
Second Amendment Heller The Second Amendment, Heller, and Originalist 
Jurisprudence 
Second Amendment Original 
Meaning 
Second Amendment and Original Meaning Jurisprudence 
Second Amendment Political Liberty 
Second Amendment Standards Second Amendment Standards of Review in a Heller 
World 
Stare Decisis Originalism Stare Decisis and Originalism: Judicial Disengagement 
from the Supreme Court's Errors 
Two Faces of Judicial Restraint Two Faces of Judicial Restraint (or Are There More) in 
McDonald v. City of Chicago 
Two Precipices Two Precipices, One Chasm: The Economics of Physician-
Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia 
Unbearable Rightness The Unbearable Rightness of Bush v. Gore 
Jane E. Stromseth Collective Force Collective Force and Constitutional Responsibility: War 
Powers in the Post-Cold War Era 
Imperial Security Council Imperial Security Council - Implementing Security Council 
Resolutions 1373 and 1390 
International Criminal Court the International Criminal Court and Justice on the 
Ground 
Law and Force Law and Force After Iraq: A Transitional Moment 
New Paradigms New Paradigms for the Jus Ad Bellum 
North Atlantic Treaty The North atlantic Treaty and European Security After the 
Cold War 
Pursuing Accountability Pursuing Accountability for Atrocities After Conflict: What 
Impact on Building the Rule of Law 
Rethinking War Powers Rethinking War Powers: Congress, the President, and the 
United Nations 
Self-Determination Self-Determination, Secession and Humanitarian 
Intervention by the United Nations 
UN Military Operations UN Military Operations and the U.S. Constitution 
Ivan K Fong Hazardous Waste Facility Hazardous Waste Facility Siting Through Negotiation 
Marci A. 
Hamilton 
Appropriation Art Appropriation Art and the Imminent Decline in Authorial 
Control Over Copyrighted Works 
Art Marketplace Art and the Marketplace of Expression 
Art Speech Art Speech 
Belief Conduct Paradigm The Belief/Conduct Paradigm in the Supreme Court's Free 
Exercise Jurisprudence: A Theological Account of the 
Failure to Protect Religious Conduct 
Buried Voices Buried Voices, Dominant Themes: Justice Hans Linde and 
the Move to Structural Constitutional Interpretation 
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Case for Evidence-Based The Case for Evidence-Based Free Exercise 
Accommodation: Why the Religious Freedom Restoration 
Act is Bad Public Policy 
Church Autonomy Church Autonomy Is Not a Better Path to Truth 
Cognitive Dissonance The Cognitive Dissonance of Religious Liberty Discourse: 
Statutory Rights Masquerading as Constitutional 
Mandates 
Commissioned Works Commissioned Works as Works Made for Hire Under the 
1976 Copyright Act: Misinterpretation and Injustice 
Constitution's Pragmatic The Constitution's Pragmatic Balance of Power Between 
Church and State 
Constitutional Limitations The Constitutional Limitations on Congress's Power Over 
Local Land Use: Why the Religious Land Use and 
Institutionalized Persons Act is Unconstitutional 
Constitutional Rhetoric The Constitutional Rhetoric of Religion 
Copyright Copyright in the Twenty-First Century: Introduction 
Copyright Duration Copyright Duration Extension and the Dark Heart of 
Copyright 
Copyright in Twenty-First Century Copyright in the Twenty-First Century: Introduction 
Discussion and Decisions Discussion and Decisions: A Proposal to Replace the Myth 
of Self-Rule with an Attorneyship Model of 
Representation 
Distant Drumbeat The Distant Drumbeat: Why the Law Still Matters in the 
Information Era 
Employment Division Employment Division v. Smith at the Supreme Court: The 
Justices, the Litigants, and the Doctrinal Discourse 
End of Law The End of Law 
Establishment Clause The Establishment Clause During the 2004 Term: Big 
Cases, Little Movement 
Farewell Farewell Madison Avenue 
Federalism and Public Good Federalism and the Public Good: The True Story Behind 
the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act 
First Amendment's Challenge 
Function 
The First Amendment's Challenge Function and the 
Confusion in the Supreme Court's Contemporary Free 
Exercise Jurisprudence 
Imperfect Vocabulary An Imperfect Vocabulary of Religious Liberty 
Introduction to the South Dakota Introduction to the South Dakota Law Review's 2010 
Symposium Issue 
Justice O'Connor's Intellectual Juistce O'Connor's Intellectual Property Opinions: 
Currents and Crosscurrents 
Justice O'Connor's Opinion Feist Justice O'Connor's Opinion in Feist Publications, Inc v. 
Rural Telephone Service Co.: An Uncommon Though 
Characteristic Approach 
Justice Scalia Justice Scalia, the 2016 Presidential Election, and the 
Future of Church-State Relations 
Moment of Constitutional 
Opportunity 
A Moment of Constitutional Opportunity 
Nine Shibboleths Nine Shibboleths of the New Federalism 
Political Responses Political Responses to Supreme Court Decisions 
Reconceptualizing Ratings Reconceptualizing Ratings: From Censorship to 
Marketplace 
Religion and Law Religion and the Law in the Clinton Era; An Anti-
Madisonian Legacy 
Religion and Politics Religion and Politics in the United States 
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Religion Rule of Law Religion, the Rule of Law, and the Good of the Whole: A 
View from the Clergy 
Religious Freedom Restoration 
Act: Letting the Fox Into the 
Henhouse Under Cover of  Section 
5 of the Fourteenth Amendment 
The Religious Freedom Restoration Act: Letting the Fox 
Into the Henhouse Under Cover of Section 5 of the 
Fourteenth Amendment 
Representations and 
Nondelegation 
Representation and Nondelegation: Back to Basics 
Response to Professor Benkler A Response to Professor Benkler 
RLUIPA is a Bridge Too Far RLUIPA Is a Bridge Too Far: Inconvenience is Not 
Discrimination 
Rules Against Scandal The Rules Against Scandal and What They Mean for the 
First Amendment's Religion Clauses 
The People The People: The Least Accountable Branch 
The TRIPS Agreement The TRIPS Agreement: Imperialistic, Outdated, and 
Overprotective 
Top Ten Intellectual Property Law The Top Ten Intellectual Property Law Questions That 
Should Be Asked About Any Merger or Acquisition 
Waterloo The Waterloo for the So-Called Church Autonomy 
Theory: Widespread Clergy Abuse and Institutional 
Cover-up 
What Does Religion Mean What Does Religion Mean in the Public Square 
Why Federalism Why Federalism Must Be Enforced: A Response to 
Professor Kramer 
Sandra Segal 
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Dying at the Right Time Dying at the Right Time: A Critical Legal Theory Approach 
to Timing-of-Death Issues 
Iman Anabtawi Explaining Pay Explaining Pay Without Performance: The Tournament 
Alternative 
Predatory Management Predatory Management Buyouts 
Secret Compensation Secret Compensation 
Shadow Directors Shadow Directors 
Some Skepticism Some Skepticism About Increasing Shareholder Power 
Kevin M. Kelly Legislative Proposals The 1993 Legislature from a Criminal Defense Attorney's 
Perspective 
Task Force Studies Task Force Studies Racial and Economic Bias in the Justice 
System 
Linda R Helyar 
(Meyer) 
Are Constitutional Rights Personal Are Constitutional Rights Personal 
Burns V Received View Burns v. Received View 
Forgiveness Public Trust Forgiveness and Public Trust 
Herbert Morris Punishment Herbert Morris and Punishment 
How Lawyers Love How Lawyers Love 
Law Like Love Law Like Love 
Suffering Judging Suffering and Judging in the Princess and the Pea 
Unruly Rights Unruly Rights 
When Reasonable Minds Differ When Reasonable Minds Differ 
Why Barbara Clarent Why Barbara, Celarent, Darii, and Ferio Flunk Out of Law 
School: Comment on Scott Brewer, on the Possibiity of 
Necessity in Legal Argument 
Why Me Why Me 
Stuart Banner Conquest by Contract Conquest by Contract: Wealth Transfer and Land Market 
Structure in Colonial New Zealand 
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Granholm Granholm v. Heald: A Case of Wine and a Prohibition 
Hangover 
Judicial Independence Judicial Independence, But From What 
Legal History Legal History and Legal Scholarship 
Murr and Merger Murr and Merger 
Myth Neutral Amicus the Myth of the Neutral Amicus: American Courts and 
Their Friends 1790-1890 
Origin of New York Stock 
Exchange 
The Origin of the New York Stock Exchange 1791-1860 
Please Don't Read the Title Please Don't Read the Title 
Political Function of Commons the Political Function of the Commons: Changing 
Conceptions of Property and Sovereignty in Missouri, 
1750-1850 
Preparing to be Colonized Preparing to Be Colonized: Land Tenure and Legal 
Strategy in Nineteenth-Century Hawaii 
Transitions Between Property Transitions Between Property Regimes 
Trials Other Entertainment Trials and Other Entertainment 
Two Properties Two Properties, One Land: Law and Space in Nineteenth-
century New Zealand 
What Causes What Causes New Securities Regulation--300 Years of 
Evidence 
When Christianity When Christianity Was Part of the Common Law 
Who's Afraid Who's Afraid of Commercial Speech 
Why Terra Nullius Why Terra Nullius - Anthropology and Preperty Law in 
Early Australia 
Written Law Unwritten Norms Written Law and Unwritten Norms in Colonial St. Louis 
Matthew D. Adler Against Individual Risk Against Individual Risk: A Sympathetic Critique of Risk 
Assessment 
Beyond Efficiency Procedure Beyond Efficiency and Procedure: A Welfarist Theory of 
Regulation 
Constitutional Fidelity Constitutional Fidelity, the Rule of Recognition, and the 
Communitarian Turn in Contemporary Positivism 
Cost-Benefit Analysis Cost-Benefit Analysis, Static Efficiency, and the Goals of 
Environmental Law 
Equity by the Numbers Equity by the Numbers: Measuring Poverty, Inequality, 
and Injustice 
Expression and Appearance Expression and Appearance: a Comment on Hellman 
Expressive Theories of Law Expressive Theories of Law: A Skeptical Overview 
Fear Assessment Fear Assessment: Cost-Benefit Analysis and the Pricing of 
Fear and Anxiety 
Future Generations Future Generations: A Prioritarian View 
Happiness Surveys Happiness Surveys and Public Policy: What's the Use 
Interpretive Contestation Interpretive Contestation and Legal Correctness 
Judicial Restraint Judicial Restraint in the Administrative State; Beyond the 
Countermajoritarian Difficulty 
Justification Legitimacy Justification, Legitimacy, and Administrative Governance 
Legal Transitions Legal Transitions: Some Welfarist Remarks 
Linguistic Meaning Linguistic Meaning Nonlinguistic Expression and the 
Multiple Variants of Expressivism: A Reply to Professors 
Anderson and Pildes 
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Personal Rights Rule-Dependence Personal Rights and Rule-Dependence: Can the Two 
Coexist 
Policy Analysis Natural Hazards Policy Analysis for Natural Hazards: Some Cautionary 
Lessons from Environmental Policy Analysis 
Popular Constitutionalism Popular Constitutionalism and the Rule of Recognition: 
Whose Practices Ground U.S. Law 
Puzzle of Ex Ante Efficiency The Puzzled of Ex Ante Efficiency: Does Rational 
Approvability Have Moral Weight 
QALYs Policy Evaluation QALY's and Policy Evaluation: A New Perspective 
Rights Against Rules Rights Against Rules: The Moral Structure of American 
Constitutional Law 
Rights and Rules Rights and Rules: An Overview 
Risk Death Harm Risk, Death and Harm: The Normative Foundations of 
Risk Regulation 
Risk Death Time Risk, Death, and Time: A Comment on Judge William's 
Defense of Cost-Benefit Analysis 
Risk Equity Risk Equity: A New Proposal 
Welfare Polls Welfare Polls, A Synthesis 
Eugene Volokh Amicus Brief Michael Creighton Amicus Brief of Michael Crighton et al. in McFarlane v. 
Twist 
Amicus Curiae Brief Elane 
Photography 
Amicus Curiae Brief: Elane Photography, LLC v. Willock 
California Civi Rights Initiative The California Civil Rights Initiative: An Interpretive Guide 
Cheap Speech Cheap Speech and What It Will Do 
Common-Law Model Religious 
Exemptions 
A Common-Law Model for Religious Exemptions 
Commonplace Second 
Amendment 
The Commonplace Second Amendment 
Correcting Students' Usage Errors Correcting Students' Usage Errors Without Making Errors 
of Our Own 
Crime Severity Crime Severity and Constitutional Line-Drawing 
Deterring Speech Deterring Speech: When Is It McCarthyism - When Is It 
Proper 
Diversity Race a Proxy Diversity, Race as Proxy, and Religion as Proxy 
Duties to Rescue Duties to Rescue and the Anticooperative Effects of Law 
Equal Treatment Not 
Establishment 
Equal Treatment Is Not Establishment 
Foreign Law American Courts 
Freedom for the Press Freedom for the Press as an Industry, or for the Press as a 
Technology - From the Framing to Today 
Freedom of Speech Bad Purposes Freedom of Speech an Bad Purposes 
Freedom of Speech Constitutional 
Tension Method 
Freedom of Speech and the Constitutional Tension 
Method 
Freedom of Speech Cyberspace Freedom of Speech, Cyberspace, Harassment Law, and 
the Clinton Administration 
Freedom of Speech Cyberspace 
Harassment Law 
Freedom of Speech, Cberspace, and Harassment Law 
Freedom of Speech Cyberspace 
Harrassment Law 
<Duplicate> 
Freedom of Speech Permissible 
Tailoring 
Freedom of Speech, Permissible Tailoring and 
Transcending Strict Scrutiny 
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Freedom of Speech speech about 
Political Candidates 
Freedom of Speech and Speech about Political 
Candidates: The Unintended Consequences of Three 
Proposals 
Implementing Right to Keep and 
Bear Arms 
Implementing the Right to Keep and Bear Arms for Self-
Defense: An Analytical Framework and a Research 
Agenda 
Intermediate Questions Intermediate Questions of Religious Exemptions - A 
Research Agenda with Test Suites 
Mechanisms of Slippery Slope Mechanisms of the Slippery Slope 
Necessary to Security of Free 
State 
Necessary to the Security of a Free State 
Parent-Child Speech Parent-Child Speech and Child Custody Speech 
Restrictions 
Priority of Law The Priority of Law: A Response to Michael Stokes 
Paulsen 
Private Employees' Speech Private Eployees' Speech and Political Activity: Statutory 
Protection Against Employer Retaliation 
Religious Law Especially Islamic 
Law 
Religious Law (Especially Islamic Law) in American Courts 
Same-Sex Marriage <Duplicate> 
Same-Sex Marriage Slippery 
Slopes 
Same-Sex Marriage and Slippery Slopes 
Scholarship Blogging Tradeoffs Scholarship, Blogging, and Tradeoffs: On Discovering, 
Disseminating, and Doing 
Symbolic Expression Symbolic Expression and the Original Meaning of the First 
Amendment 
Technology Future of Law Technology and the Future of Law 
Test Suites Test Suites: A Tool for Improving Student Articles 
Textualism District of Columbia v 
Heller 
Textualism and the District of Columbia v. Heller 
Tort Liability Tort Liability and the Original Meaning of Freedom of 
Speech, Press, and Petition 
What Speech Does Hostile Work 
Env 
What Speech Does Hostile Work Environment 
Harassment Law Restrict 
Why Buckley V Valeo Why Buckley v. Valeo Is Basically Right 
Writing Student Article Writing a Student Article 
James Forman, Jr Black Poor Black Elites The Black Poor, Black Elites, and America's Prisons 
Community Policiyt Youth Community Policing and Youth as Assets 
Do Charter Schools Threaten Do Charter Schools Threaten Public Education - Emerging 
Evidence From Fifteen Years of a Quasi-Market for 
Schooling 
Driving Dixie Down Driving Dixie Down: Removing the Confederate Flag from 
Southern State Capitols 
Education for Liberation Education for Liberation 
Exporting Harshness Exporting Harshness: How the War on Crime Helped 
Make the War on Terror Possible 
From Martin Luther King From Martin Luther King to Bill Cosby: Race and Class in 
the Twenty-First Century 
Juries Race in Nineteenth Century Juries and race in the Nineteenth Century 
Racial Critiques Mass 
Incarceration 
Racial Critiques of Mass Incarceration: Beyond the New 
Jim Crow 
Rise Fall School Vouchers The Rise and Fall of School Vouchers: A Story of Religion, 
Race, and Politics 
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Secret History School Choice The Secret History of School Choice: How Progressives 
Got There First 
Victory By Surrender The Victory by Surrender: The Voting Rights Amendments 
of 1982 and the Civil Rights Act of 1991 
Elizabeth L Earle 
(Beske) 
Rethinking Nonprecedential 
Opinion 
Rethinking the Nonprecedential Opinion 
The Thirty-
Second Charles L 
Decker Lecture in 
Administrative 
and Civil Law 
Thirty-Second Charles L Decker 
Lecture 
Thirty-Second Charles L Decker Lecture in Administrative 
and Civil Law 
Viet D. Dinh Codetermination Corporate 
Governance 
Codetermination and Corporate Governance in a 
Multinational Business Enterprise 
Defending Liberty Defending Liberty: Terrorism and Human Rights 
How the USA Patriot Act How the USA Patriot Act Defends Democracy 
Nationalism in Age of Terror Nationalism in the Age of Terror 
REassessing Law of Preemption Reassessing the Law of Preemption 
Structures of Governance Structures of Governance: Fixing International Law with 
Lessons from Constitutional and Corporate Governance 
Threats to Judicial Independence Threats to Judicial Independence, Real and Imagined 
USA Patriot Act USA Patriot Act 
 
Thurgood 
Marshall 
Thomas C 
Grey 
Accidental Torts Accidental Torts 
Are Some Interests 
Obligatory 
Are Some Interests Obligatory - Relations to Entitlements and 
Unenumerated Rights: Commentary on Edelman and Amir 
Bowers V. Hardwick Bowers v. Hardwick Diminished 
Civil Rights civility Civil Rights, Civility, and Free Speech - What Takes Precedence: Panel VI--
Discriminatory Harassment and Free Speech 
Constitution as Scripture The Constitution as Scripture 
Cover-Blindness Cover-Blindness 
Do We Have Unwritten 
Constitution 
Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution 
Eros Civilization Eros, Civilization and the Burger Court 
Freestanding Legal 
Pragmatism 
Freestanding Legal Pragmatism 
Hear the Other Side Hear the Other Side: Wallace Stevens and Pragmatist Legal Theory 
Holmes Holmes and Legal Pragmatism 
How to Write Speech 
Code 
How to write a Speech Code Without Really Trying: Reflections on the 
Stanford Experience 
Judicial Review Judicial Review and Legal Pragmatism 
Langdell's Orthodoxy Langdell's Orthodoxy 
Malthusian Constitution The Malthusian Constitution 
Molecular Motions Molecular Motions: The Holmesian Judge in Theory and Practice 
Origins of Unritten 
Constitution 
Origins of the Unwritten Constitution: Fundamental Law in American 
Revolutionary Thought 
Plotting the Path Plotting the Path of the Law 
Property and Need Property and Need: The Welfare State and Theories of Distributive Justice 
Serpents and Doves Serpents and Doves: A Note on Kantian Legal Theory 
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Steel Against Intimation Steel Against Intimation: The Motive for Metaphor of Wallace Stevens, 
Esq. 
Uses Unwritten 
Constitution 
The Uses of an Unwritten Constitution 
Barbara D 
Underwood 
Ending Race 
Discrimination 
Ending Race Discrimination in Jury Selection: Whose Right Is It Anyway 
Facts on the Ground Facts on the Ground and Federalism in the Air: The Solicitor General's 
Effort to Defend Federal Statutes During the Federalism Revival 
Law Crystal Ball Law and the Crystal Ball: Predicting Behavior with Statistical Inference and 
Individualized Judgment 
Thumb on the Scales The Thumb on the Scales of Justice: Burdens of Persuasion in Criminal 
Cases 
Louis 
Michael 
Seidman 
A Thought Experiment A Thought Experiment 
Acontextual Judicial 
Review 
Acontextual Judicial Review 
Ambivalence and 
Accountability 
Ambivalence and Accountability 
Baby M Baby M and the Problem of Unstable Preferences 
Brown and Miranda Brown and Miranda 
Can Constitutionalism Can Constitutionalism Be Leftist 
Comments on Elster Comments on Elster 
Confusion at the Boarder Confusion at the Border: Cruzan, the Right to Die, and the Public/Private 
Distinction 
Criminal Procedure Criminal Procedure as the Servant of Politics 
Democracy and 
Legitimation 
Democracy and Legitimation: A Response to Professor Guinier 
Depoliticizing Federalism Depoliticizing Federalism 
Factual Guilt Factual Guilt and the Burger Court: An Examination of Continuity and 
Change in Criminal Procedure 
Fourth Amendment The Fourth Amendment as Constitutional Theory 
Gay Sex Gay Sex and Marriage, the Reciprocal Disadvantage Problem, and the 
Crisis in Liberal Constitutional Theory 
Georgetown Experiment The Georgetown Experiment 
Hyper-incarceration Hyper-Incarceration and Strategies of Disruption: Is There a Way Out 
J Skelly Wright J Skelly Wright and the Limits of Legal Liberalism 
Left Out Left Out 
Making the Best Making the Best of Fourth Amendment Law: A Comment on the 
Distribution of Fourth Amendment Privacy 
Our Unsettled Ninth Our Unsettled Ninth Amendment: An Essay on Unenumerated Rights and 
the Impossibility of Textualism 
Out of Bounds Out of Bounds 
Points of Intersection Points of Intersection: Discontinuities at the Junction of Criminal Law and 
the Regulatory State 
Poverty of Structuralism Poverty of Structuralism 
Preconditions the Preconditions for Home Rule 
Public Principle Public Principle and Private Choice: The Uneasy Case for a Boundary 
Maintenance Theory of Constitutional Law 
Reflections on Context Reflections on Context and the Constitution 
Romer's Radicalism Romer's Radicalism: The Unexpected Revival of Warren Court Activism 
Rubashov's Question Rubashov's Question: Self-Incrimination and the Problem of Coerced 
Preferences 
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Secret Life The Secret Life of the Political Question Doctrine 
Should We Have Should We Have a Liberal Constitution 
Soldiers Martyrs Soldiers, Martyrs, and Criminals: Utilitarian Theory and the Problem of 
Crime Control 
State Action The State Action Paradox 
State Action Paradox State Action and the Constitution's Middle Band 
Substitute Arguments Substitute Arguments in Constitutional Law 
Supreme Court 
Entrapment 
The Supreme Court, Entrapment, and Our Criminal Justice Dilemma 
The Dale Problem The Dale Problem: Property and Speech Under the Regulatory State 
What's So Bad What's So Bad About Bush v. Gore - An Essay on Our Unsettled Election 
When Judges Tell Us When Judges Tell Us What They Mean 
Why Can't We Talk A Thought Experiment 
Why Jeremy Why Jeremy Waldron Really Agrees with Me 
Mark V 
Tushnet 
Antiformalism Anti-Formalism in Recent Constitutional Theory 
Constitution Economic 
Document 
The Constitution as an Economic Document: Beard Revisited 
Devisnt Science Deviant Science in Constitutional Law 
Disaggregating Church 
Culture 
Disaggregating Church and Culture 
Entrenching Entrenching Good Government Reforms 
Faith in the Republic Faith in the Republic: A Francis Lewis Law Center Conversation 
Following the Rules Following the Rules Laid Down: A Critique of Interpretivism and Neutral 
Principles 
H L A Hart H.L.A. Hart 
Hardest Question The Hardest Question in Constitutional Law 
Judges Constitutional 
Theory 
Judges and Constitutional Theory: A View from History 
Judicial Review Judiclal Review 
Judicial Revision Judicial Revision of the Habeas Corpus Statutes: A Note of Schneckloth v. 
Bustamonte 
Jurisprudence Thurgood 
Marshall 
the Jurisprudence of Thurgood Marshall 
Law Politics Law, Politics, and Theory of Federal Courts: A Comment 
Law Science Law, Science, and Law and Economics 
Legal Realism Legal Realism, Structural Review, and Prophecy 
Litigation Campaigns Litigation Campaigns and the Search for Constitutional Rules 
More Disquiet Citadel More Disquiet in the Citadel: A Note on Lefkowitz v. Newsome 
New Law New Law of Standing: A Plea for Abandonment 
Perspectives on Critical 
Legal Studies 
Perspectives on Critical Legal Studies 
Progressive Era Progressive Era Race Relations Cases in their Traditional Context 
Reflections Reflections on the Role of Purpose in the Jurisprudence of the Religion 
Clauses 
Role of Courts The role of the Courts in Social Change; Looking Forward 
Scalia Dormant 
Commerce Clause 
Scalia and the Dormant Commerce Clause: A Foolish Formalism 
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Scenes Metro 
Underground 
Scenes from the Metropolitan Underground: a Critical Perspective on the 
Status of Clinical Education 
Supreme Court Race 
Discrimination 
The Supreme Court and Race Discrimination, 1967-1991: The View from 
the Marshall Papers 
The Left Critique The Left Critique of Normativity: A Comment 
Two Footnotes Two Footnotes to Garvey and Coney: A Dilemma About Material 
Cooperation, and a Concern About the Nomination Process 
Douglas H 
Ginsburg 
Actavis Actavis and Multiple ANDA Entrants: Beyond the Temporary Duopoly 
Antitrust as 
Antimonopoly 
Antitrust as Antimonopoly 
Antitrust Uncertainty Antitrust, Uncertainty, and Technological Innovation 
Antitrust 
UncertaintyTEchnological 
Innovation 
Antitrust, Uncertainty, and Technological Innovation 
Appellate Courts Appellate Courts and Independent Experts 
Appropriate Role of 
Antitrust 
The Appropriate Role of the Antitrust Enforcement Agencies 
Bank Holding Company Bank Holding Company Expansion Strategies: The Illinois Bank Holding 
Company Act 
Behavior of Federal 
Judges 
The Behavior of Federal Judges: A View from the D.C. Circuit 
Bork's Legislative Intent Bork's Legislative Intent and the Courts 
Comments on Bernard Comments on Bernard H. Siegan's Hayek and the United States 
Constitution 
Comparing Antitrust 
Enforcement 
Comparing Antitrust Enforcement in the United States and Europe 
Federal Spending Deficit Federal Spending and the Deficit: Is a Constitutional Remedy Necessary 
Future Interstate 
Banking 
The Future of Interstate Banking 
Genetics and Privacy Genetics and Privacy 
Goals of Antitrust The Goals of Antitrust: Welfare Trumps Choice 
International Antitrust International Antitrust: 2000 and Beyond 
Making Auto Regulation 
Work 
Making Automobile Regulation Work: Policy Options and a Proposal 
Nonprice Competition Nonprice Competition 
Of Hunches and Mere 
Hunches 
Of Hunches and Mere Hunches: Two Cheers for Terry 
On Constitutionalism On Constitutionalism 
Originalism and 
Economic Analysis 
Originalism and Economic Analysis: Two Case Studies of Consistency and 
Coherence in Supreme Court Decision Making 
Rationalizing Antitrust Rationalizing Antitrust: A Rejoinder to Professor Armentano 
Remarks Lifetime Service 
Award 
Remarks Upon Receiving the Lifetime Service Award of the Georgetown 
Federalist Society Chapter - Georgetown University Law Center, April 26, 
2011 
Synthetic Competition Synthetic Competition 
Vertical Restraints Vertical Restraints: De Facto Legality Under the Rule of Reason 
Karen 
Hastie 
Williams 
Humanizing the Legal 
Process 
Humanizing the Legal Process: The Legacy of Thurgood Marshall 
William C 
Bryson 
Wooden Logic Matter of Wooden Logic: Labor Law Preemption and Individual Rights 
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Daniel 
Segal 
I Introductory Statement 1 Daniel Segal, Survey of Literature on Discover From 1970 to the Present: 
Expressed Dissatisfactions and Proposed Reform: Section 1: Introductory 
Statement 
II Scope and 
Methodology 
1 Daniel Segal, Survey of Literature on Discover From 1970 to the Present: 
Expressed Dissatisfactions and Proposed Reform: Section II: Scope and 
Methodology 
III. Common Threads 1  Daniel Segal, Survey of Literature on Discover From 1970 to the 
Present: Expressed Dissatisfactions and Proposed Reform: Section III: 
Common Threads 
IV Rule-By-Rule Analysis 1 Daniel Segal, Survey of Literature on Discover From 1970 to the Present: 
Expressed Dissatisfactions and Proposed Reform: Section IV: Rule-by-Rule 
Analysis of the Literature 
Trends in Home 
Ownership 
Trends in Home Ownership: Race, Demographics, and Income 
V Summary of Findings 
and Conclusions 
1 Daniel Segal, Survey of Literature on Discover From 1970 to the Present: 
Expressed Dissatisfactions and Proposed Reform: Section V: Summary of 
Findings and Conclusions 
Gregory L 
Diskant 
Timed Trials Timed Trials: Worth a Try 
Trial Balloon Trial Balloon: Rethinking Corporate Criminal Liability 
Kevin T 
Baine 
Education Litigation Education Litigation: Prospects for Change 
David A 
Barrett 
Declaratory Judgments Declaratory Judgments for Libel: A Better Alternative 
The Judge <Multiple Authors> 
Susan Low 
Bloch 
Affirmtive Action Affirmative Action 
Can Congress Prohibit Can Congress Prohibit Noncommercial Broadcasters from Editorializing 
Celebrating 200th 
Anniversary 
Celebrating the 200th Anniversary of the Federal Courts of the District of 
Columbia 
Celebrating Thurgood 
Marshall 
Celebrating Thurgood Marshall: The Prophetic Dissenter 
Cleaning Up Legal Debris Cleaning Up the Legal Debris Left in the Wake of Whitewater 
Early Role of the AG The Early Role of the Attorney General in Our Constitutional Scheme: In 
the Beginning There Was Pragmatism 
Impeachment Impeachment: Advice and Dissent 
John Marshall's Selective 
Use 
John Marshall's Selective Use of History in Marbury v. Madison 
Looking Ahead Looking Ahead: The Future of Affirmative Action 
Marbury Mystery In the Beginning: Marbury v. Madison: On the Bicentennial of the 
Landmark Case 
Orphaned Rules Orphaned Rules in the Administrative State: The Fairness Doctrine and 
Other Orphaned Progeny of Interactive Deregulation 
Report Card on the 
Impeachment 
A Report Card on the Impeachment: Judging the Institutions That Judged 
President Clinton 
The Marbury Mystery the Marbury Mystery: Why Did William Marbury Sue in the Supreme 
Court 
Phillip L 
Spector 
Financing the Courts Financing the Courts Through Fees: Incentives and Equality in Civil 
Litigation 
Regulation of Pesticides Regulations of Pesticides by the Environmental Protection Agency 
WTO Agreement The World Trade Organization Agreement on Telecommunications 
Vicki C 
Jackson 
100 Years of Folly One Hundred Years of Folly: The Eleventh Amendment and the 1988 
Term 
Ambivalent Resistance Ambivalent Resistance and Comparative Constitutionalism: Opening Up 
the Conversation on Proportionality, Rights and Federalism 
Baby M Baby M and the Question of Parenthood 
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Coeur D'Alene Federal 
Courts 
Coeru D'Alene, Federal Courts and the Supremacy of Federal Law: The 
Competing Paradigms of Chief Justices Marshall and Rehnquist 
Comparative 
Constitutional federalism 
Comparative Constitutional Federalism and Transnational Judicial 
Discourse 
comparative 
Constitutional Law 
Comparative Constitutional Law, Legal Realism, and Empirical Legal 
Science 
Constitutional Dialogue Constitutional Dialogue and Human Dignity: States and Transnational 
Constitutional Discourse 
Constitutional Law 
Transnational 
Comparisons 
Constitutional Law and Transnational Comparisons: The Youngstown 
Decision and American Exceptionalism 
Constitutions Inside Out Constitutions Inside Out: Outsider Interventions in Domestic 
Constitutional Contests 
Cook V Gralike Cook v. Gralike: Easy Cases and Structural Reasoning 
Democracy and Judicial 
Review 
Democracy and Judicial Review, Will and Reason, Amendment and 
Interpretation: A Review of Barry Friedman's the Will of the People 
Empiricism Gender Empiricism, Gender, and Legal Pedagogy: An Experiment in a Federal 
Courts Seminar at Georgetown University Law Center 
Federalism Uses Limits 
Law 
Federalism and the Uses and Limits of Law: Printz and Principle 
Gender Transnational Gendr and Transnational Legal Discourse 
Holistic Interpretation Holistic Interpretation, Comparative Constitutionalism, and Fiss-ian 
Freedoms 
Holistic Interpretation 
Fitzpatrick 
Holistic Interpretation: Fitzpatrick v. Blitzer and Our Bifurcated 
Constitution 
Mthodological 
Challenges 
Methodological Challenges in Comparative Constitutional Law 
Narratives of Federalism Narratives of Federalism: Of Continuities and Comparative Constitutional 
Experience 
Packages Judicial 
Independence 
Packages of Judicial Independence: The Selection and Tenure of Article III 
Judges 
Paradigms Public Law Paradigms of Public Law: Transnational Constitutional Values and 
Democratic Challenges 
Principle and 
Compromise 
Principle and Compromise in Constitutional Adjudication: The Eleventh 
Amendment and State Sovereign Immunity 
Printz and Testa Printz and Testa: The Infrastructure of Federal Supremacy 
Pro-Constitutional 
Representation 
Pro-Constitutional Representation: Comparing the Role Obligations of 
Judges and Elected Representatives in Constitutional democracy 
Seductions of Coherence Seductions of Coherence, State Sovereign Immunity, and the 
Denationalization of Federal Law 
Seminole Tribe Seminole Tribe, the Eleventh Amendment, and the Potential Evisceration 
of Ex Parte Young 
Standing Role Fed Courts Standing and the Role of Federal Courts: Triple Error Decisions in Clapper 
v. Amnesty International USA and City of Los Angeles v. Lyons 
Suing Fed Gov Suing the Federal Government: Sovereignty, Immunity, and Judicial 
Independence 
Supreme Court The Supreme Court, the Eleventh Amendment, and State Sovereign 
Immunity 
Transnational Challenges Transnatonal Challenges to Constitutional Law: Convergence, Resistance, 
Engagement 
Transnational Discourse Transnational Discourse, Relational Authority, and the U.S. Court: Gender 
Equality 
What Judges Can Learn What Judges Can Learn from Gender Bias Task Force Studies 
World Habeas Corpus World Habeas Corpus 
Access to Justice Access to Justice: An Agenda for Legal Education and Research 
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Deborah L 
Rhode 
Access to Justice 
Roadmap 
Access to Justice: A Roadmap for Reform 
Adversarial Exchange An Adversarial Exchange on Adversarial Ethics: Text, Subtext, and Context 
Aspirations to Equality Aspirations to Equality Have Outpaced Achievements 
Balanced Lives Balanced Lives 
Cultures of Commitment Cultures of Commitment: Pro Bono for Lawyers and Law Studnts 
Curricular Gap The Curricular Gap 
Delivery of Legal Services The Delivery of Legal Services by Non-Lawyers 
Enough Said Enough Said 
Equal Rights in 
Retrospect 
Equal Rights in Retrospect 
Ethical Perspectives Ethical Perspectives on Legal Practice 
Ethics Pervasive Method Ethics by he Pervasive Method 
Forthcoming Frthcoming in What is Feminism 
Frivolous Litigation Frivolous Litigation and Civil Justice Reform: Miscasting the Problem, 
Recasting the Solution 
Gender Professional 
Roles 
Gender and Professional Roles 
In Pursuit of Justice In Pursuit of Justice 
Into the Valley of Ethics Into the Valley of Ethics: Professional Responsibility and Educational 
Reform 
Lawyers and Leadership Lawyers and Leadership 
Leadership Lessons Leadership Lessons 
Legal Education Legal Education: Rethinking the Problem, Reimagining the Reforms 
Legal Education 
Professional Interests 
Legal Education: Professional Interests and Public Values 
Legal Ethics in Legal 
Education 
Legal Ethics in Legal Education 
Litigating Discrimination Litigating Discrimination: Lessons from the Front Lines 
Midcourse Corrections Midcourse Corrections: Women in Legal Education 
Moral Character Moral Character as a Professional Credential 
No-Problem Problem The "No-Problem" Problem: Feminist Challenges and Cultural Change 
Occupational Inequality Occupational Inequality 
Politics and Pregnancy Politics and Pregnancy: Adolescent Mothers and Public Policy 
Pro Bono in Principle Pro bono in Principle and in Practice 
Pro Bono in Times of 
Crisis 
Pro Bono in Times of Crisis; Looking Forward by Looking Back 
Professional 
Responsibilities 
Professional Schools 
Professionalism in Professional Schools 
Professional 
Responsibilities 
Professors 
The Professional Responsibilities of Professors 
Professionalism 
Symposium 
Opening Remarks: Professionalism 
Profits and 
Professionalism 
Profits and Professionalism 
Senior Lawyers Senior Lawyers Serving Public Interests: ProBono and Second-Stage 
Careers 
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Sex-Based Discrimination Sex-Based Discrimination: Common Legacies and Common Challenges 
Solicitation Solicitation 
Subtle Side The Subtle Side of Sexism 
Women's Point of View The "Woman's Point of View" 
Women's Rights Women's Rights and Social Wrongs 
Robert N 
Weiner 
Federal Grand Jury 
Subpoenas 
Federal Grand Jury Subpoenas to Attorneys: A Proposal for Reform 
Height of Presumption The Height of Presumption: Preemption and the Role of Courts 
Nothing to See Here Nothing to See Here: Model Rule of Professional Conduct 8.4(G) and the 
First Amendment 
Cass R 
Sunstein 
Administrative Substance Administrative Substance 
Beard Thesis The Beard Thesis and Franklin Roosevelt 
Beyond Judicial 
Minimalism 
Beyond Judicial Minimalism 
Black on Brown Black on Brown 
Changing Conceptions Changing Conceptions of Administration 
Clear Statement Clear Statement Principles and National Security: Hamdan and Beyond 
Constitutional Right to 
Clone 
Is There a Constitutional Right to Clone 
Cost Benefit Analysis Cost-Benefit Analysis and the Separation of Powers 
Costs Benefits On the Costs and Benefits of Aggressive Judicial Review of Agency Action 
Deliberating about 
Dollars 
Empirical Study: Deliberating About Dollars; The Severity Shift 
Deregulation Deregulation and the Hard-Look Doctrine 
Does Red Lion Roar Does Red Lion Still Roar - Keynote Address 
Federalism in South 
Africa 
Federalism in South Africa--Notes from the American Experience 
Formalism Formalism in Constitutional Theory 
Half-Truths Half-Truths of the First Amendment 
How Law Constructs 
Preferences 
How Law Constructs Preferences 
Information Please Information, Please 
Madison Constitutional 
Equality 
Madison and Constitutional Equality 
Manhattan Manhattan 
New Progressivism A New Progressivism 
Note on Voluntary A Note on Voluntary Versus Involuntary Risks 
Nudges and Shoves Nudges vs. Shoves 
Precautionary Principle Does the Precautionary Principle Point Us in Any Helpful Direction? The 
Paralyzing Principle 
Problems with 
Minimalism 
Problems with Minimalism 
Professors Politics Professors and Politics 
Property 
Constitutionalism 
On Property and Constitutionalism 
Republicanism 
Preference Problem 
Republicanism and the Preference Problem 
Republicanism Rights Republicanism, Rights: A Comment on Pangle 
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Rights Critics Rights and Their Critics 
Six Theses Six Theses on Interpretation 
Social Economic Rights Social and Economic Rights - Lessons from South Africa 
Something Old Something Old, Something New 
Standing Injuries Standing Injuries 
Switching Default Rule Switching the Default Rule 
Timing Controversial 
Decisions 
Timing Controversial Decisions 
Two Faces Liberalism Two Faces of Liberalism 
Unconstitutional 
Conditions Doctrine 
Is There an Unconstitutional Conditions Doctrine? 
Unity and Plurality Unity and Plurality: The Case of Compulsory Oaths 
What Judge Bork What Judge Bork Should Have Said 
Willingness to pay Willingness to Pay vs. Welfare 
Janet 
Cooper 
Alexander 
Do The Merits Matter Do the Merits Matter: A Study of Settlements in Securities Class Actions 
John Yoo's Law Powers John Yoo's War Powers: The Law Review and the World 
Jurisdiction Stripping Jurisdiction-Stripping in a Time of Terror 
Jurisdiction-stripping Jurisdiction-Stripping in the War on Terrorism 
Law-Free Zone The Law-Free Zone and Back Again 
Lawsuit Avoidance The Lawsuit Avoidance Theory of Why Initial Public Offerings Are 
Underpriced 
Military Commissions Military Commissions: A Place Outside the Law's Reach 
Procedural Design Procedural Design and Terror Victim Compensation 
Rethinking Damages Rethinking Damages in Securities Class Actions 
Shirley Mount Hufstedler Shirley Mount Hufstedler, Pioneer 
To Skin a Cat To skin a Cat: Qui Tam Actions as a State Legislative Response to 
Concepcion 
Unlimited Shareholder 
Liability 
Unlimited Shareholder Liability Through a Procedural Lens 
Value of Bad News The Value of Bad News in Securities Class Actions 
Philip P 
Frickey 
A Common Law A Common Law for Our Age of Colonialism: The Judicial Divestiture of 
Indian Tribal Authority Over Nonmembers 
Address at U of Kentucky Address at University of Kansas Conference on Tribal Law and Institutions, 
February 2, 2008 - Tribal Law, Tribal Context, and the Federal Courts 
Communion of Strangers The Communion of Strangers: Representative Government, Direct 
Democracy, and the Privatization of the Public Sphere 
Congressional Intent Congressional Intent, Practical Reasoning, and the Dynamic Nature of 
Federal Indian Law 
Constitutionality of 
Legislative Committee 
The Constitutionality of Legislative Committee Suspension of 
Administrative Rules: The Case of Minnesota 
Doctrine Context Doctrine, Context, Institutional Relationships, and Commentary: The 
Malaise of Federal Indian Law Through the Lens of Lone Wolf 
Domesticating Federal 
Indian Law 
Domesticating Federal Indian Law 
Faithful Interpretation Faithful Interpretation 
Fool on the Hill The Fool on the Hll: Congressional Findings, Constitutional Adjudication, 
and United States v. Lopez 
From Big Sleep From the Big Sleep to the Big Heat: The Revival of Theory in Statutory 
Interpretation 
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Further Comment Stare 
Decisis 
A Further Comment on Stare Decisis and the Overruling of National 
League of Cities 
Getting from Joe to Gene Getting from Joe to Gene (McCarthy): The Avoidance Canon, Legal 
Process Theory, and Narrowing Statutory Interpretation in the Early 
Warren Court 
Honoring Hans Honoring Hans: On Linde, Lawmaking, and Legacies 
Interpretation on 
Borderline 
Interpretation on the Borderline: Constitution, Canons, Direct Democracy 
Interpretation on the 
Borderline Constitution 
<Duplicate> 
Interpretive-Regime 
Change 
Interpretive-Regime Change 
John Minor Wisdom Judge Minor Wisdom Lecture: Wisdom on Weber 
Judge Wisdom Judge Wisdom and Voting Rights: The Judicial Artist as Scholar and 
Pragmatist 
Legislative Process Legislative Intent and Public Choice 
Marshalling Past Marshalling Past and Present: Colonialism, Constitutionalism, and 
Interpretation in Federal Indian Law 
Native American 
Exceptionalism 
(Native) American Exceptionalism in Federal Public Law 
Revisiting Revival Revisiting the Revival of Theory in Statutory Interpretation: A Lecture in 
Honor of Irving Younger 
Stare Decisis Stare Decisis in Constitutional Cases: Reconsidering National League of 
Cities 
Transcending 
Transcendental 
Nonsense 
Transcening Transcendental Nonsense: Toward a New Realism in Federal 
Indian Law 
Martha L 
Minow 
After Brown After Brown: What Would Martin Luther King Say 
All In The Family All in the Family & (and) in All Families: Membership, Loving, and Owing 
Alternatives State Action 
Doctrine 
Alternatives to State Action Doctrine in the Era of Privitization, Mandatory 
Arbitratioon, and the Internet: Directing Law to Service Human Needs 
Archetypal Legal 
Scholarship 
Archetypal Legal Scholarship: A Field Guide 
Are Rights Right for 
Children 
Are Rights Right for Children 
Beyond State 
Intervention 
Beyond State Intervention in the Family: For Baby Jane Doe 
Beyond Universality Beyond Universality 
Breaking the Law Breaking the Law: Lawyers and Clients in Struggles for Social Change 
Children's Rights Children's Rights: Where We've Been and Where We're Going 
Children's Studies Children's Studies: A Proposal 
Choice or Commonality Choice or Commonality: Welfare and Schooling After the End of Welfare 
As We Knew It 
Class Action to Miss 
Saigon 
From Class Actions to Miss Saigon: The Concept of Representation in the 
Law 
Class Actions Miss Siagon Concept Representation 
Constitution Subgroup 
Questions 
The Constitution and the Subgroup Question 
Dialogue Discourse Dialogue, Discourse, and Debate: Introducing the Harvard National 
Security Journal 
Feminist Reason Feminist Reason: Getting It and Losing It 
Finding Our Paradoxes Introduction: Finding Our Paradoxes, Affirming Our Beyond 
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Forming Underneath Forming Underneath Everything That Grows: Toward a History of Family 
Law 
Government Can't May 
Must 
The Government Can't, May, or Must Fund Religious Schools: Three 
Riddles of Constitutional Change for Laurence Tribe 
Guardianship Philip 
Beckert 
Guardianship of Phillip Becker 
Identities Identities 
Judge for the Situation Judge for the Situation: Judge Jack Weinstein, Creator of Temporary 
Administrative Agencies 
Judging Inside Out Judging Inside Out 
Judging Inside Out 2 <Duplicate> 
Just Education Just Education: An Essay for Frank Michelman 
Keeping Students Awake Keeping Students Awake: Feminist Theory and Legal Education 
Law and Social Change Law and Social Change 
Lawyering Human 
Dignity 
Lawyering for Human Dignity 
Learning from 
Experience 
Learning from Experience: The Impact of Research About Family Support 
Programs on Public Policy 
Learning Live Dilemma 
Difference 
Learning to Live with the dilemma of Difference: Bilingual and Special 
Education 
Living Up To Rules Living Up to Rules: Holding Soldiers Responsible for Abusive Conduct and 
the Dilemma of the Superior Orders Defence 
Making All the Difference Making all the Difference: Three Lessons in Equality, Neutrality, and 
Tolerance 
Many Silent Worlds Many Silent Worlds 
Meaningful Reciprocity Preface: Meaningful Reciprocity - In Honor of Clare Dalton 
Not Only For Myself Not Only for Myself: Identity, Politics, and Law 
Outlaw Women Outlaw Women: An Essay on Thelma & (and) Louise 
Outsourcing Power Outsourcing Power: How Privatizing Military Efforts Challenges 
Accountability, Professionalism, Democracy 
Pluralisms Pluralisms 
Proper Objective A Proper Objective: Constitutional Commitment and Educational 
Opportunity After Bolling v. Sharpe and Parents Involved in Community 
Schools 
Public and Private 
Partnerships 
Public and Private Partnerships: Accounting for the New Religion 
Public Lawyering Political Lawyering: An Introduction 
Putting Up Putting Down Putting Up and Putting Down: Tolerance Reconsidered 
Redefining Families Redefining Families: Who's In and Who's Out 
Regulating Hatred Regulating Hatred: Whose Speech, Whose Crimes, Whose Power - An 
Essay for Kenneth Karst 
Religious Exemptions Religious Exemptions, Stating Culture: Foreword to Religious 
Accommodation in the Age of Civil Rights 
Role of Families The Role of Families in Medical Decisions 
School Finance School Finance: Does Money Matter 
Should Religious Groups 
be Exempt 
Should Religious Groups Be Exempt from Civil Rights Laws 
Some Thoughts Dispute 
Resolution 
Some Thoughts on Dispute Resolution and Civil Procedure 
Speaking Writing Against 
Hate 
Speaking and Writing Against Hate 
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Storytelling Storytelling and Political Resistance: Remembering Derrick Bell (with a 
Story about Dalton Trumbo) 
Stripped Down Stripped Down Like a Runner or Enriched by Experience: Bias and 
Impartiality of Judges and Jurors 
Surviving Victim Talk Surviving Victim Talk 
Telling Medical Stories Telling Medical Stories: Sharing Information Among Doctors, Patients, and 
Families 
Tolerance Tolerance in an Age of Terror 
Upstandards Whistle-
Blowers 
Upstanders, Whistle-Blowers, and Rescuers 
What Ever Happened What Ever Happened to Children's Rights 
When Difference Has Its 
Home 
When Difference Has Its Home: Group Homes for the Mentally Retarded, 
Equal Protection and Legal Treatment of Difference 
Which Question Which 
Lie 
Which Question--Which Lie--Reflections on the Physician-Assisted Suicide 
Case 
Who's the Patient Who's the Patient 
Words and the Law Words and the Door to the Land of Change: Law, Language, and Family 
Violence 
Stephen L 
Carter 
A Devilish Look A Devilish Look at the Confirmation Process 
Academic Tenure Academic Tenure and White Male Standards: Some Lessons from the 
Patent Law 
Challenge of Belief The Challengs of Belief 
Confirmation Mess Confirmation Mess, Revisited 
Constitution Religious 
University 
The Constitution and the Religious University 
Constitution Uniqueness 
Puzzle 
The Constitution, the Uniqueness Puzzle, and the Economic Conditions of 
Democracy 
Constitutional 
Adjudication 
Constitutional Adjudication and the Indeterminate Text: A Preliinary 
Defense of an Imperfect Muddle 
Constitutional 
Improprieties 
Constitutional Improprieties: Reflections on Mistretta Morrison, and 
Administrative Government 
Constitutionality War 
Powers 
The Constitutionality of the War Powers Resolution 
Copyright Protection Copyright Protection, The Right to Privacy, and Signals the Enter the 
Home 
Dissent of the Governors Dissent of the Governors 
Does It Matter Does it Matter Whether Intellectual Property is Property 
Emperor of Ocean Park The Emperor of Ocean Park: The Quintessence of Legal Academia 
Evolutionism 
Creationism 
Evolutionism, Creationism, and Treating Religion As a Hobby 
First Amendment Does the First Amendment Protect More Than Free Speech 
Free Exercise Thereof The Free Exercise Thereof 
From Sick Chicken From Sick Chicken to Synar: The Evolution and Subsequent De-Evolution 
of the Separation of Powers 
Iran-Contra Pardon Mess The Iran-Contra Pardon Mess 
Iraq War The Iraq War, the Next War, and the Future of the Fat Man 
Morgan Power The Morgan Power and the Forced Reconsideration of Constitutional 
Decisions 
Must Liberalism Must Liberalism Be Violent - A Reflection on the Work of Stanley 
Hauerwas 
Originalism Originalism and the Bill of Rights 
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Owning What Doesn't 
Exist 
Owning What Doesn't Exist 
Parents Religion School Parents, Religion, and Schools; Reflections on Pierce, 70 Years Later 
Political Aspects Political Aspects of Judicial Power: Some Notes on the Presidential 
Immunity Decision 
Racial Harssment Racial Harassment as Discrimination: A Cautions Enorsement of the Anti-
Oppression Principle 
Religion Education Religion, Education, and the Primacy of the Family 
Religiously Devout Judge Religiously Devout Judge 
Scalia Dissenting Scalia, J., Dissenting: A Fragment on Religion 
Separation Church Self The Separation of Church and Self 
The Right Questions The Right Questions in the Creation of Constitutional Meaning 
Thurgood Marshall Thurgood Marshall: A Rememberance 
David B 
Wilkins 
Class Not Race Class Not Race in Legal Ethics: Or Why Hierarchy Makes Strange 
Bedfellows 
Defense of Law and 
Morality 
In Defense of Law and Morality: Why Lawyers Should Have a Prima Facie 
Duty to Obey the Law 
Do Clients Have Ethical 
Obligations 
Do Clients Have Ethical Obligations to Lawyers - Some Lessons from the 
Diversity Wars 
Five Reasons Five Reasons Why Law Firms Are Not Making Progress on Diversity 
Fragmenting 
Professionalism 
Fragmenting Professionalism: Racial Identity and the Ideology of Bleached 
Out Lawyering 
From Separate is 
Inherently Unequal 
From Separate Is Inherently Unequal to Diversity Is Good for Business: 
The Rise of Market-Based Diversity Arguments and the Fate of the Black 
Corporate Bar 
How Should We 
Determine 
How Should We Determine Who Should Regulate Lawyers--Manging 
Conflict and Context in Professional Regulation 
If You Can't Join Em If You Can't Join 'em, Beat 'em - The Rise and Fall of the Black Corporate 
Law Firm 
In-house Counsel 
Movement 
Is the In-House Counsel Movement Going Global - A Preliminary 
Assessment of the Role of Internal Counsel in Emerging Economies 
Justice as Narrative Justice as Narrative: Some Personal Reflections on a Master Storyteller 
Leagal Realism Legal Realism for Lawyers 
Making Context Count Making Context Count: Regulating Lawyers After Kaye, Scholer 
Partners Without Power Partners Without Power - A Preliminary Look at Black Partners in 
Corporate Law Firms 
Presumed Crazy Presumed Crazy: The Structure of Argument in the Hill/Thomas Hearings 
Professional Ethics 
Lawyers 
Professional Ethics for Lawyers and Law Schools: Interdisciplinary 
Education and the Law School's Ethical Obligation to Study and Teach 
About Profession 
Professional 
Responsibility 
Professional Schools 
The Professional Responsibility of Professional Schools to Study and Teach 
About the Profession 
Race Ethics Race, Ethics, and the First Amenment: Should a Black Lawyer Represent 
the Ku Klux Klan 
Redefining the 
Professional 
Redefining the Professional in Professional Ethics: An Interdisciplinary 
Approach to Teaching Professionalism 
Rethinking Public-Private Rethinking the Public-Private Distinction in Legal Ethics: The Case of 
Substitute Attorneys General 
Straightjacketing 
Professionalism 
Straitjackening Profesionalism: A Comment on Russell 
Team of Rivals Team of Rivals - Toward a New Model of the Corporate Attorney-Client 
Relationship 
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Two Paths to the 
Mountaintop 
Two Paths to the Mountaintop--The Role of Legal Education in Shaping 
the Values of Black Corporate Lawyers 
Who Should Regulate 
Lawyers 
Who Should Regulate Lawyers 
Why Global Law Firms 
Should Care 
Why Global Law Firms Should Care About Diversity: Five Lessons from the 
American Experience 
Kenneth W 
Simons 
Assumption of Risk 
Consent 
Assumption of Risk and Consent in the Law of Torts: A Theory of Full 
Preference 
Compensation Compensation: Justice or Revenge 
Corrective Justice Corrective Justice and Liability for Risk-Creation: A Comment 
Crime Tort Distinction The Crime/Tort Distinction: Legal Doctrine and Normative Perspectives 
Culpability and 
Retributive Theory 
Culpability and Retributive Theory: The Problem of Criminal Negligence 
Deontology Negligence Deontology, Negligence, Tort, and Crime 
Dimensions of 
Negligence 
Dientions of Negligence in Criminal and Tort Law 
Discrimination 
Comparative Injustice 
Discriination Is a Comparative Injustice: A Reply to Hellman 
Doctrinal Change Doctrinal Change in Tort Law: Some Methodological Musings 
Dworkin's Two Principles Dworkin's Two Principles of Dignity: An Unsatisfactory 
Nonconsequentialist Account of Interpersonal Moral Duties 
Equality as Comparative 
Right 
Equality as a Comparative Right 
Hand Formula The Hand Formula in the Draft Restatement (Third) of Torts: 
Encompassing Fairness as Well as Efficiency Values 
Ignorance and Mistake Ignorance and Mistake of Criminal Law, Noncriminal Law, and Fact 
Jules Coleman Jules Coleman and Corrective Justice in Tort Law: A Critique and 
Reformulation 
Logic Egalitarian Norms The Logic of Egalitarian Norms 
Mistake and Impossibility Mistake and Impossibility, Law and Fact, and Culpability: A Speculative 
Essay 
Offers Threats Offers, Threats, and Unconstitutional Conditions 
On Equality Bias Crimes On Equality, Bias Crimes, and Just Deserts 
Overinclusion Overinclusion and Underinclusion: A New Model 
Punishment for Culpable 
Indifference 
Does Punishment for "Culpable Indifference" Simply Punish for "Bad 
Character" 
Puzzling Doctrine The Puzzling Doctrine of Contributory Negligence 
Reflections on 
Assumption of Risk 
Reflections on Assumption of Risk 
Relevance of Community 
Values 
The Relevance of Community Values to Just Deserts: Criminal Law, 
Punishment Rationales, and Democracy 
Rescinding a Waiver Rescinding a Waiver of a Constitutional Right 
Restatement (Third) 
Intentional Torts 
A Restatement (Third) of Intentional Torts 
Restatement (Third) of 
Torts 
The Restatement (Third) of Torts and Traditional Strict Liability: Robust 
Rationales, Slender Doctrines 
Rethinking Mental States Rethinking Mental States 
Self Defense REasonable 
Beliefs 
Self-Defense: Reasonable Beliefs or Reasonable Self-Control 
Self-defense Mens Rea Self-Defense, Mens Rea, and Bernhard Goetz: A  Crime of Self-Defense: 
Bernhard Goetz and the Law on Trial 
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Self-Defense Necessity Self-Defense, Necessity, and the Duty to Compensate, in Law and 
Morality 
Should the Model Penal 
Code's 
Should the Model Penal Code's Mens Rea Provisions Be Amended 
Statistical Knowledge 
Deconstructed 
Statistical Knowledge Deconstructed 
Victim Fault Victim Fault and Victim Strict Responsibiilty in Anglo-American Tort Law 
When is Strict Criminal 
Liability Just 
When is Strict Criminal Liability Just 
Stephen I 
Glover 
Mexican 
Telecommunications 
The Mexican Telecommunications Market: The Interplay of Internal 
Reform and NAFTA 
Solving Dilution 
Problems 
Solving Dilution Problems 
Structured Finance Structured Finance Goes Chapter 11: Asset Securitization by Reorganizing 
Companies 
Bruce A 
Green 
ABA Ethics Reform ABA Ethics Reform from MDP to 20/20: Some Cautionary Reflections 
Access to Criminal Justice Access to Criminal Justice: Where Are the Prosecutors 
After the Fall After the Fall: The Criminal Law Enforcement Response to the S & (and) L 
Crisis 
Attorney-Client Privilege The Attorney-Client Privilege - Selective Compulsion, Selective Waiver and 
Selective Disclosure: Is Bank Regulation Exceptional 
Bar Assn Ethics 
Committees 
Bar Association Ethics Committees: Are They Broken 
Beyond Training 
Prosecutors 
Beyond Training Prosecutors About Their Disclosure Obligations: Can 
Prosecutors' Offices Learn From Their Lawyers' Mistakes 
Candor in Criminal 
Advocacy 
Candor in Criminal Advocacy 
Conflicts of Interest Conflicts of Interest in Legal Representation: Should the Appearance of 
Impropriety Rule Be Eliminated in New Jersey - Or Revived Everywhere 
Else 
Conflicts of Interest in 
Litigation 
Conflicts of Interest in Litigation: The Judicial Role 
Criminal Defense 
Lawyering 
Criminal Defense Lawyering at the Edge: A Look Back 
Criminal Neglect Criminal Neglect: Indigent Defense From a Legal Ethics Perspective 
Criminal Regulation of 
Lawyers 
The Criminal Regulation of Lawyers 
Decitful Silence Deceitful Silence 
Developing Standards of 
Conduct 
Developing Standards of Conduct for Prosecutors and Criminal Defense 
Lawyers 
Disciplinary Restrictions Disciplinary Restrictions on Multidisciplinary Practice: Their Derivation, 
Their Development and Some Implications for the Core Values Debate 
Doe v. Grievance 
Committee 
Doe v. Grievance Committee: On the Interpretation of Ethical Rules 
Ethically Representing 
Lying Cooperator 
Ethically Representing a Lying Cooperator: Disclosure As the Nuclear 
Deterrent 
Fear of the Unknown Fear of the Unknown: Judicial Ethics After Caperton 
Federal Criminal 
Discovery Reform 
Federal Criminal Discovery Reform: A Legislative Approach 
Flood of US Lawyers The Flood of US Lawyers: Natural Fluctuation Or Professional Climate 
Change 
Gideon's Amici Gideon's Amici: Why Do Prosecutors So Rarely Defend the Rights of the 
Accused 
Hare and Hounds Hare and Hounds: The Fugitive Defendant's Constitutional Right to Be 
Pursued 
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Her Brother's Keeper Her Brother's Keeper: The Prosecutor's Responsibility When Defense 
Counsel Has a Potential Conflict of Interest 
Judicial Rationalizations Judicial Rationalizations for Rationing Justice: How Sixth Amendment 
Doctrine Undermines Reform 
Lawyer as Lover The Lawyer as Lover: Are Courts Romanticizing the Lawyer-Client 
Relationship 
Lawyer Discipline Lawyer Discipline: Conscientious Noncompliance, Conscious Avoidance, 
and Prosecutorial Discretion 
Lawyers' Professional 
Independence 
Lawyers' Professional Dependence: Overrated or Undervalued 
Legal Discourse Racial 
Justice 
Legal Discourse and Racial Justice: The Urge to Cry Bias 
Less is more Less In More: Teaching Legal Ethics in Context 
Lethal fiction Lethal Fiction: The Meaning of "Counsel" in the Sixth Amendment 
Market for Bad Legal 
Scholarship 
The Market for Bad Legal Scholarship: William H. Simon's Experiment in 
Professional Regulation 
May Judges Attend May Judges Attend Privately Funded Educational Programs - Should 
Judicial Education Be Privatized: Questions of Judicial Ethics and Policy 
Policing Federal 
Prosecutors 
Policing Federal Prosecutors: Do Too Many Regulators Produce Too Little 
Enforcement 
Power Not Reason Power Not Reason: Justice Marshall's Valedictory and the Fourth 
Amendment in the Supreme Court's 1990 Term 
PRosecuting Means 
More Than Locking Up 
Prosecuting Means More Than Locking Up Bad Guys 
Prosecutorial Ethics as 
Usual 
Prosecutorial Ethics as Usual 
Prosecutorial Ethics in 
Retrospect 
Prosecutorial Ethics in Retrospect 
Prosecutors and 
Professional Regulation 
Prosecutors and Professional Regulation 
Prosecutors' Ethical Duty 
of Disclosure 
Prosecutors' Ethical Duty of Disclosure in Memory of Fred Zacharias 
Prosecutors' Professional 
Independence 
Prosecutors' Professional Independence - Reflections on Garcetti v. 
Ceballos 
Public Declarations of 
Professionalism 
Public Declarations of Professionalism 
Rationing Lawyers Rationing Lawyers: Ethical and Professional Issues in the Delivery of Legal 
Services to Low-Income Clients 
Reflections Ethics Legal 
Academics 
Reflections on the Ethics of Legal Academics: Law Schools as MDPs, or, 
Should Law Professors Practice What They Teach 
Right to Plea Bargain The Right to Plea Bargain With Competent Counsel After Cooper and Frye: 
Is the Supreme Court Making the Ordinary Criminal Process Too Long, Too 
Expensive, and Upredictable in Pursuit of Perfect Justice 
Role Personal Values The Role of Personal Values in Professional Decisionmaking 
Specialized Ethics Code Should There Be a Specialized Ethics Code for Death-Penalty Defense 
Lawyers 
Taking Cues Taking Cues: Inferring Legality From Others' Conduct 
Teaching Lawyers Ethics Teaching Lawyers Ethics 
Ten Most Common The Ten Most Common Ethical Violations 
The Right to Two 
Criminal Defense 
Lawyers 
The Right to Two Criminal Defense Lawyers 
The Whole Truth The Whole Truth: How Rules of Evidence Make Lawyers Deceitful 
There But For Fortune There But for Fortune: Real-Life vs. Fictional Case Studies in Legal Ethics 
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Though a Glass Darkly Through a Glass, Darkly: How the Court Sees Motions to Disqualify 
Criminal Defense Lawyers 
Thoughts About 
Corporate Lawyers 
Thoughts About Corporate Lawyers After Reading the Cigarette Papers: 
Has the Wise Counselor Given Way to the Hired Gun 
Whose Rules of 
Professional Conduct 
Whose Rules of Professional Conduct Should Govern Lawyers in Federal 
court and How Should the Rules Be Created 
Why Should Prosecutors 
Seek Justice 
Why Should Prosecutors Seek Justice 
Zealous Representation 
Bound 
Zealous Representation Bound: The Intersection of the Ethical Codes and 
the Criminal Law 
Paul Mogin Fundamental Since 
Country's Founding 
Fundamental Since Our Country's Founding: United States v. Auernheimer 
and the Sixth Amendment Right to Be Tried in the District In Which the 
Alleged Crime Was Committed 
Policeman's Privilege The Policeman's Privilege to Shoot a Fleeing Suspect: Constitutional Limits 
on the Use of Deadly Force 
Raising Issues on Appeal Raising Issues on Appeal: Fewer Is Not Always Better 
Why Judges Not Juries Why Judges, Not Juries, Should Set Punitive Damages 
Gay 
Gellhorn 
Disability Welfare 
Reform 
Disability and Welfare Reform: Keeping the Supplemental Security 
Income Program But Reengineer the Disability Determination Process 
Law and Language Law and Language: An Empirically-Based Model for the Opening 
Moments of Client Interviews 
Marshall's Jurisprudence Justice Thurgood Marshall's Jurisprudence of Equal Progection of the 
Laws and the Poor 
Howell E 
Jackson 
Acounting for Social 
Security 
Accounting for Social Security and Its Reform 
Analytical Methods Analytical Methods for Lawyers 
Centralization 
Competition 
Centralization, Competition, and Privatization in Financial Regulation 
Expanding Obligations The Expanding Obligations of Financial Holding Companies 
Reflections on Kaye 
Scholer 
Reflections on Kaye, Scholar: Enlisting Lawyers to Improve the Regulation 
of Financial Institutions 
Regulation Mutisectored 
Financial Services 
Regulation in a Multisectored Financial Services Industry: An Exploration 
Essay 
Regulatory Competition Regulatory Competition in International Securities Markets: Evidence 
From Europe in 1999 - Part I 
Superior Performance S 
and L 
Superior Performance of Savings and Loan Associations with Substantial 
Holding Companies 
System Selective 
Substitute Compliance 
A System of Selective Substitute Compliance 
Variation in Intensity Variation in the Intensity of Financial Regulation: Preliminary Evidence 
and Potential Implications 
What Extent Individual 
Investors 
To What Extent Should Individual Investors Rely on the Mechanisms of 
Market Efficiency: A Preliminary Investigation of Dispersion in Investor 
Returns 
Randall L 
Kennedy 
Ackerman's Brown Ackerman's Brown 
Conservatives' Selective 
Use Race 
Conservatives' Selective Use of Race in the Law 
McCleskey V. Kemp McCleskey v. Kemp: Race, Capital Punishment, and the Supreme Court 
Poverty Poverty: A Collective Difficulty, a Collective Challenge 
Racial Critiques Racial Critiques of Legal Academia 
Reconstruction to White 
House 
Comments on the Sixth Annual Wiley A. Branton/Howard Law Journal 
Symposium: From Reconstruction to the White House 
Ideology Imagery Ideology and Imagery in the Law of Slavery 
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William W 
Fisher, III 
Ideology Religion Ideology, Religion, and the Constitutional Protection of Private Property: 
1760-1860 
Implications for Law The Implications for Law of User Innovation 
Interpreting Holmes Interpreting Holmes 
Jurisprudence of Justice 
Marshall 
The Jurisprudence of Justice Marshall 
Making Sense of 
Madison 
Making Sense of Madison: Nedelsky on Private Property 
Property Contract 
Internet 
Property and Contract on the Internet 
Recalibrating Originality Recalibrating Originality 
Reconstructing Fair Use 
Doctrine 
Reconstructing the Fair Use Doctrine 
Regulating Innovation Regulating Innovation 
Significance Public 
Perceptions 
The Significance of Public Perceptions of the Takings Doctrine 
Texts and Contexts Texts and Contexts: The Application to American Legal History of the 
Methodologies of Intellectual History 
Trouble with Lucas The Trouble With Lucas 
Richard H 
Pildes 
10 x 10 10x10 
Avoiding Balancing Avoiding Balancing: The Role of Exclusionary Reasons in Constitutional 
Law 
Conflicts Between 
American European 
Views 
Conflicts Between American and European Views of Law: The Dark Side of 
Legalism 
Constitution Political 
Competition 
the Constitution ad Political Competition 
Decline Legally 
Mandated Minority 
Decline of Legally Mandated Minority Representation 
Democracy Anti-
Democracy 
Democracy, Anti-Democracy, and the Cannon 
Democracy Disorder Democracy and Disorder 
Destruction Social 
Capital 
Desruction of Social Capital Through Law 
Diffusion Political Power Diffusion of Political Power and the Voting Rights Act 
Dworkin's Two 
Conceptions 
Dworkin's Two Conceptions of Rights 
Fixing Congress 
Hyperpartisanship 
Democracy & Justice: Collected Writings: Fixing Congress, the Broken 
Branch Hyperpartisianship 
Forms of Formalism Forms of Formalism 
Free Enterprise Free Enterprise Fund, Boundary-Enforcing Decisions, and the Unitary 
Executive Branch Theory of Government Administration 
Future Voting Rights 
Policy 
The Future of Voting Rights: From Anti-Discrimination to the Right to Vote 
Institutional Formalism Institutional Formalism and Realism in the Constitutional Public Law 
Intro NYU Journal 
Symposium 
An Introduction to the NYU Journal of Law & (and) Liberty Symposium, 
the Unknown Justice 
Is Supreme Court 
Majoritarian 
Is the Supreme Court a Majoritarian Institution 
Is Voting-Rights Law Now 
at War 
Is Voting-Rights Law Now at War With Itself--Social Science and Voting 
Rights in the 2000s 
Judging New Law Judging New Law in Election Disputes 
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Keeping Legal History 
Meaningful 
Keeping Legal History Meaningful 
Means Ends in Politics Means and Ends in Politics and Law: An Essay in Honor of Cass Sunstein 
Principled Limitations Principled Limitations on Racial and Partisan Redistricting 
Separation of Powers Separation of Powers, Independent Agencies, and Financial Regulation: 
The Case of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
Structural Conception of 
Rights 
The Structural Conception of Rights and Judicial Balancing 
Unintended Cultural 
Consequences 
The Unintended Cultural Consequences of Public Policy: A Comment on 
the Symposium 
Why the Center Does 
Not Hold 
Why the Center Does Not Hold: The Causes of Hyperpolarized Democracy 
in America 
Richard L 
Revesz 
Congressional Influence Congressional Influence on Judicial Behavior--An Empirical Examination of 
Challenges to Agency Action in the D.C. Circuit 
Control Interstate 
Environmental 
The Control of Interstate Enironmental Externalities in a Federal System 
Cost Benefit Analysis Cost-Benefit Analysis and the Structure of the Administrative State: The 
Case of Financial Services Regulation 
Defense Empirical Legal 
Scholarship 
A Defense of Empirical Legal Scholarship 
Env Reg Cost-Benefit 
Analysis Human Lives 
Environmental Regulation, Cost-Benefit Analysis, and the Discounting of 
Human Lives 
Env Regulation Environmental Regulation,Ideology, and the D.C. Circuit 
Federalism and 
Regulation 
Federalism and Regulation: Extrapolating from the Analysis of 
Environmental Regulation in the United States 
Federalism Env 
Regulation 
Federalism and Environmental Regulation: A Public Choice Analysis 
Federalism Interstate 
Env Externalities 
Federalism and Interstate Environmental Externalities 
Ideology Collegiality Ideology, Collegiality, and the D.C. Circuit: A Reply to Chief Judge Harry T. 
Edwards 
Litigation and Settlement Litigation and Settlement in the Federal Appellate Courts: Impact of Panel 
Selection Procedures on Ideologically Divided Courts 
Quantifying Reguatory 
Benefits 
Quantifying Regulatory Benefits 
Race to the Bottom The Race to the Bottom and Federal Environmental Regulation: A 
Response to Critics 
Rehabilitating Interstate 
Competition 
Rehabilitating Interstate Competition: Rethinking the Race-to-the-Bottom 
Rationale for Federal Environmental Regulation 
Specialized Courts Specialized Courts and the Administrative Lawmaking System 
Thurgood Marshall's 
Struggle 
Thurgood Marshall's Struggle 
Toward More Rational 
Env Policy 
Toward a More Rational Environmental Policy 
Walter A 
Kamiat 
Labor and Lemons Labor and Lemons: Efficient Norms in the Internal Labor Market and the 
Possible Failures of Individual Contracting 
Daniel C 
Richman 
Al Capone's Revenge Al Capone's Revenge: An Essay on the Political Economy of Pretextual 
Prosecution 
Bargaining About Future 
Jeopardy 
Bargaining About Future Jeopardy 
Challenges Section 5K1.1 The Challenges of Investigating Section 5K1.1 in Practice 
Cooperating Clients Cooperating Clients 
Corporate Headhunting Corporate Headhunting 
Costs and Benefits The Costs and Benefits of Purchasing Information from Scoundrels 
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Federal Criminal Law Federal Criminal Law, Congressional Delegation, and Enforcement 
Discretion 
Grand Jury Secrecy Grand Jury Secrecy: Plugging the Leaks in an Empty Bucket 
Of Prosecutors Of Prosecutors and Special Prosecutors: An Organizational Perspective 
Old Chief V. US Old Chief v. United States: Stipulating Away Prosecutorial Accountability 
Project Exile Project Exile and the Allocation of Federal Law Enforcement Authority 
Jonathan T 
Weinberg 
Broadcasting Japan US Broadcasting and the Administrative Process in Japan and the United 
States 
Broadcasting speech Broadcasting and Speech 
Cable TV Indecency 
Court 
Cable TV, Indecency and the Court 
Commerce Corporate 
Speech 
On Commercial and Corporate Speech 
Demanding Identity 
Papers 
Demanding Identity Papers 
Hardware-based ID Hardware-Based ID, Rights Management, and Trusted Systems 
ICANN ICANN and the Problem of Legitimacy 
Internet and 
Telecommunnications 
The Internet and Telecommunications Services, Universal Service 
Mechanisms, Access Charges, and Other Flotsam of the Regulatory 
System 
Know Everything Know Everything That Can Be Known About Everybody: The Birth of the 
Credit Report 
Proving Identity Proving Identity 
Rating the Net Rating the Net 
Right to be Taken 
Seriously 
The Right to Be Taken Seriously 
Site Finder Site Finder and Internet Governance 
Technology Free 
Expression Law 
Technology, Free Expression, and the Law 
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Appendix B 
 
The tables below are composed using the same threshold method as the findings  
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Table 4 above, but with adjusted thresholds to demonstrate that the trends I observe are 
not limited to the 66.67% threshold data. While some Justices do switch positions with their 
colleagues, the general trends are preserved across all three thresholds. In each test, Justices 
Burger, Rehnquist, Brennan, Warren, and Black compose the lowest end of the attribution scale. 
Similarly, Justices Stevens, Stewart, Harlan, Scalia, and Blackmun consistently hold positions in 
the top five attribution slots. At most, both sets of five Justices is separated by no more than 11% 
and in the case of the 75% attribution threshold, only .07%. I therefore do not find that the minor 
movement of certain Justices relative to one another to be significant enough to invalidate the 
finding that certain Justices have pattern of behavior that set them apart from their colleagues in 
terms of expected levels of delegation. 
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Table 8: Cases Attributed to Justices over a 50% Threshold 
Justice First Year with Clerk 
Data 
Last Year with Clerk 
Data 
Number of Years 
with Clerk Data 
Number of Cases 
with Clerk Data 
Average % of Cases 
over Threshold* 
Burger 1969 1985 17 264 1.25 
Brennan 1971 1989 26 360 17.16 
Warren 1964 1968 5 57 20.55 
Black 1964 1970 7 83 26.29 
Rehnquist 1971 1994 23 351 29.79 
Kennedy 1988 1994 7 74 49.79 
O'Connor 1981 1994 14 205 53.17 
White 1964 1992 28 436 56.79 
Powell 1972 1986 15 246 59.58 
Marshall 1969 1990 20 279 65.93 
Goldberg 1964 1964 1 9 66.67 
Douglas 1965 1974 10 123 68.42 
Blackmun 1980 1983 24 320 71.31 
Stewart 1964 1980 16 233 71.32 
Fortas 1965 1967 3 31 73.89 
Scalia 1986 1994 9 104 74.42 
Stevens 1975 1994 15 213 79.41 
Harlan 1964 1970 7 70 82.03 
Total 
   
3458 53.77 
Note: The threshold for inclusion is 50% attribution. 
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Table 9: Cases Attributed to Justices over a 75% Threshold 
Justice First Year with Clerk 
Data 
Last Year with Clerk 
Data 
Number of Years 
with Clerk Data 
Number of Cases 
with Clerk Data 
Average % of Cases 
over Threshold* 
Burger 1969 1985 17 264 0 
Rehnquist 1971 1989 26 360 0.02 
Brennan 1964 1968 5 57 0.02 
Warren 1964 1970 7 83 0.02 
Black 1971 1994 23 351 0.02 
Douglas 1988 1994 7 74 0.17 
Fortas 1981 1994 14 205 0.18 
Kennedy 1964 1992 28 436 0.18 
Powell 1972 1986 15 246 0.20 
O'Connor 1969 1990 20 279 0.22 
White 1964 1964 1 9 0.22 
Goldberg 1965 1974 10 123 0.22 
Marshall 1980 1983 24 320 0.25 
Stewart 1964 1980 16 233 0.28 
Blackmun 1965 1967 3 31 0.31 
Harlan 1986 1994 9 104 0.31 
Scalia 1975 1994 15 213 0.33 
Stevens 1964 1970 7 70 0.35 
Total 
   
3458 0.18 
Note: The threshold for inclusion is 75% attribution. 
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Appendix C 
 
The table  below provides author attributions for each of the cases that I analyzed. The 
Justice % column contains the percentage of trials that the Justice who signed the opinion 
received. The Top author and Top % columns contain the name and percentage received by the 
highest attributed author respectively. In the case where the Justice is the top attributed author, 
the percentages are identical. Anyone interested in attributions for specific cases may refer to the 
Case column, where the cases are named by the name of the signing justice, the year, month, and 
day of release, and an abbreviated case name. For instance, Roe v. Wade is listed as 
Blackmun_1973_2_26_RvW because it was signed by Justice Blackmun, published (according 
to the copy contained within our data) on February 2nd, 1973, and RvW is the name abbreviation. 
All dates attached to case names come from within the opinion text after the word “Decided,” so 
any difference between the actual decision date and the one that we use is minimal. 
Table 10: Case by Case Results 
Justice Year Case Justice % Top author Top % 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_1_18_SvH 37.5 C_goldstein_stephen 54.16667 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_1_18_CvL 50 J_goldberg 50 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_1_18_CvL_2 75 J_goldberg 75 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_1_18_SvATRC 50 J_goldberg 50 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_3_1_USvV 58.33333 J_goldberg 58.33333 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_3_29_SvUS 33.33333 C_breyer_stephen 45.83333 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_4_5_BvNYCRC 41.66667 C_goldstein_stephen 41.66667 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_4_5_LBvMIC 66.66667 J_goldberg 66.66667 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_4_29_O1PSvP 16.66667 C_goldstein_stephen 50 
J_goldberg 1964 Goldberg_1965_5_17_WSCvUS 75 J_goldberg 75 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1964_11_9_NvB&SI 37.5 C_campbell_james 62.5 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1964_11_16_BvTC 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1965_1_18_CvLGC 54.16667 J_douglas 54.16667 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1965_1_18_USvFNCB 37.5 C_campbell_james 62.5 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1965_3_1_CvZIC 41.66667 C_campbell_james 58.33333 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1965_3_8_USvB&MRC 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1965_4_28_FvCFC 50 C_campbell_james 50 
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J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1965_6_7_GvC 29.16667 C_campbell_james 70.83333 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1965_5_24_LvPG 45.83333 C_campbell_james 54.16667 
J_douglas 1964 Douglas_1965_6_7_GvC_2 75 J_douglas 75 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1965_12_6_HvUS 50 C_falk_jerome 50 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1965_12_13_UGICvCPI 41.66667 C_falk_jerome 58.33333 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_1_18_EvN 41.66667 C_falk_jerome 58.33333 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_2_28_SvM 25 C_falk_jerome 75 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_3_28_HvVBoE 33.33333 C_falk_jerome 66.66667 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_4_4_DvAGoN 29.16667 C_falk_jerome 70.83333 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_4_18_EvR 45.83333 C_falk_jerome 54.16667 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_5_16_SvNEES 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_5_16_AvK 50 C_falk_jerome 50 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_5_23_USvSOC 45.83333 C_falk_jerome 54.16667 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_5_23_RCvFECRC 45.83333 C_falk_jerome 54.16667 
J_douglas 1965 Douglas_1966_6_13_USvGC 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1966_11_7_SCAIvEHM 37.5 C_merrifeld._lewis 62.5 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1966_12_5_BoMvE 41.66667 C_merrifeld._lewis 58.33333 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_1_23_GvNJ 45.83333 C_merrifeld._lewis 54.16667 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_1_23_SvK 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_2_27_CNGvEPNG 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_3_27_USvFCNBo 33.33333 C_merrifeld._lewis 66.66667 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_5_22_FvP&GC 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_5_29_SvP 50 J_douglas 50 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_5_22_MvF 33.33333 C_merrifeld._lewis 66.66667 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_5_22_SvBoEoKC 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_5_22_DvD 45.83333 C_merrifeld._lewis 54.16667 
J_douglas 1966 Douglas_1967_6_5_UvF 29.16667 C_merrifeld._lewis 70.83333 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1967_11_6_WvE 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1967_11_13_BvT 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_1_15_ZvM 45.83333 J_douglas 45.83333 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_1_16_SvS 54.16667 J_douglas 54.16667 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_4_2_HvC 16.66667 C_seneker_carl 79.16667 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_5_27_IRR 83.33333 J_douglas 83.33333 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_5_20_ACvM 41.66667 J_douglas 41.66667 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_4_8_USvJ 50 J_douglas 50 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_5_20_GvAG&LIC 25 C_reppy_william 37.5 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_5_27_PTvDoGoW 75 J_douglas 75 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_5_27_MTvUS 33.33333 C_seneker_carl 54.16667 
J_douglas 1967 Douglas_1968_5_27_NvMW 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1968_10_14_TLEvLE 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1968_11_12_B&OCvA&R 87.5 J_douglas 87.5 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_3_3_B&OCvA&R 87.5 J_douglas 87.5 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_2_24_OvSSSLBN 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_1_15_USvCCoA 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_1_20_USvA 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
Phillips 284 
 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_1_20_GvC 75 J_douglas 75 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_3_10_CPCvUS 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_3_25_HvA 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_6_16_MvO 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_6_2_BvA 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_6_2_HvC 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_6_2_OvP 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1968 Douglas_1969_6_9_SvFFCoBV 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1970_10_12_HLLvR 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1970_12_8_HvOSC 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_1_13_UBCIvA 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_1_19_WvC 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_1_20_MvP 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_4_19_MCCvN 50 J_douglas 50 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_5_17_SvS 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_3_24_USvR 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_3_24_USvDCfEC 45.83333 J_douglas 45.83333 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_3_24_USvDCfWD 41.66667 C_powe_lucas 54.16667 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_4_5_USvF 75 J_douglas 75 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_4_26_PvUS 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_6_1_USvGBPI 37.5 C_powe_lucas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_6_1_USvIM&CC 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1970 Douglas_1971_6_7_UvUS 41.66667 C_powe_lucas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1971_11_8_SoIvBL&C 83.33333 J_douglas 83.33333 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1971_12_8_NvNC 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_1_10_N&WRCvN 45.83333 C_alsup_william 54.16667 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_1_13_CMTCvTU 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_2_24_PvJ 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_2_24_SvF 45.83333 C_alsup_william 54.16667 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_3_29_FMCvUS 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_4_24_SCIvUS 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_4_24_IvM 75 J_douglas 75 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_4_24_WvGMC 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_5_22_SvL 41.66667 C_alsup_william 58.33333 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_6_7_CvR 41.66667 C_alsup_william 58.33333 
J_douglas 1971 Douglas_1972_6_12_AvH 33.33333 C_alsup_william 66.66667 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1972_11_20_GvB 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1972_12_7_TvMLIC 50 C_bruch_carol 50 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1972_12_7_NvTW 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_3_5_HTCvTWAI 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_1_10_PvECWB 75 J_douglas 75 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_3_26_LvLSAPC 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_3_26_OTPCvUS 50 C_bruch_carol 50 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_4_18_EvMPHD 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_6_4_AvAWOI 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
Phillips 285 
 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_5_7_FvMLG&WD 41.66667 C_bruch_carol 58.33333 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_5_14_BvLATI 54.16667 J_douglas 54.16667 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_6_18_WvHW&DI 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_6_18_CCvW 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_6_18_WvBPI 54.16667 J_douglas 54.16667 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_6_18_UPCvW 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1972 Douglas_1973_6_25_DoAvM 87.5 J_douglas 87.5 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1973_11_19_DoGoWvPT 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1973_12_5_NDBoPvSD 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1973_12_17_NvSMC 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_1_21_LvN 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_4_15_NvMC 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_3_4_NCTAIvUS 87.5 J_douglas 87.5 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_3_4_FvNEPC 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_4_1_VoBTvB 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_4_24_KvS 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_4_29_LBvS 62.5 J_douglas 62.5 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_5_13_SvC 75 J_douglas 75 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_5_20_AvM 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_5_20_APVBoCvW 87.5 J_douglas 87.5 
J_douglas 1973 Douglas_1974_6_17_BvGSLI 79.16667 J_douglas 79.16667 
J_douglas 1974 Douglas_1974_11_19_ACCvP 58.33333 J_douglas 58.33333 
J_douglas 1974 Douglas_1974_11_25_SvB 66.66667 J_douglas 66.66667 
J_douglas 1974 Douglas_1974_12_23_LLDS&CvN 50 J_douglas 50 
J_douglas 1974 Douglas_1975_2_24_BTIvAFSI 33.33333 C_wright_jay 50 
J_douglas 1974 Douglas_1975_1_22_SPSCvDoR 45.83333 J_douglas 45.83333 
J_douglas 1974 Douglas_1975_2_19_IvOPII 70.83333 J_douglas 70.83333 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1964_11_23_GvL 70.83333 J_brennan 70.83333 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_1_18_FvD 75 J_brennan 75 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_3_1_HvM 25 C_posner_s 75 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_3_1_FvM 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_3_29_NvB 70.83333 J_brennan 70.83333 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_4_5_DvA 16.66667 C_posner_s 83.33333 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_4_26_DvP 50 C_posner_s 50 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_5_3_USvMC 37.5 C_posner_s 62.5 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_5_3_DvUS 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1964 Brennan_1965_6_7_SvMBFNB 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1965_11_8_FvMCPC 20.83333 C_fiss_owen 50 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1965_10_11_CvB 25 C_fiss_owen 50 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1965_10_18_SvN 41.66667 C_fiss_owen 45.83333 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_1_17_AvSACB 25 C_fiss_owen 54.16667 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_2_21_RvB 16.66667 C_fiss_owen 54.16667 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_3_21_BN"CMoaW 20.83333 C_fiss_owen 50 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_3_21_GvUS 12.5 C_strauss_peter 45.83333 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_3_21_MvNY 12.5 C_fiss_owen 62.5 
Phillips 286 
 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_3_28_MWvG 4.166667 C_strauss_peter 50 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_4_25_BvR 4.166667 C_strauss_peter 50 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_6_13_KvM 12.5 C_fiss_owen 50 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_6_13_CvP 12.5 C_fiss_owen 50 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_6_20_SvC 8.333333 C_fiss_owen 58.33333 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_1_18_SvN 41.66667 C_fiss_owen 45.83333 
J_brennan 1965 Brennan_1966_1_18_CvB 25 C_fiss_owen 50 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1966_10_17_KvBoRoUo 25 C_sofaer_abraham 54.16667 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_1_9_TIvH 33.33333 C_strauss_stephen 41.66667 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_2_20_GvM 12.5 C_sofaer_abraham 66.66667 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_4_17_NWMAvN 8.333333 C_sofaer_abraham 66.66667 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_5_29_HICAvN 20.83333 C_sofaer_abraham 45.83333 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_5_29_WMPvH 16.66667 C_sofaer_abraham 54.16667 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_6_5_D&RCvUS 4.166667 C_sofaer_abraham 75 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_6_12_NvAMC 33.33333 C_sofaer_abraham 54.16667 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_6_12_USvW 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_6_12_GvC 25 C_strauss_stephen 45.83333 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_6_12_SvD 37.5 C_strauss_stephen 58.33333 
J_brennan 1966 Brennan_1967_1_23_KvBoRoUo 25 C_sofaer_abraham 54.16667 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1967_12_4_FvFPI 45.83333 C_gregory_francis 54.16667 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1967_12_5_ZvK 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_1_15_WvGBB 41.66667 C_gregory_francis 54.16667 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_1_15_WvL 29.16667 C_gregory_francis 70.83333 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_3_5_SvNEES 33.33333 C_gregory_francis 62.5 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_6_3_CvJ 8.333333 C_gregory_francis 87.5 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_6_3_GvNY 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_5_20_FoMvC 16.66667 C_gregory_francis 75 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_6_17_BvUS 45.83333 C_gregory_francis 54.16667 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_5_27_GvCSB 25 C_gregory_francis 70.83333 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_5_27_RvBoEoGS 29.16667 C_gregory_francis 66.66667 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_5_27_MvBoCoJ 29.16667 C_gregory_francis 62.5 
J_brennan 1967 Brennan_1968_6_3_WvHE 25 C_gregory_francis 75 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1968_11_18_GvLIRC 66.66667 J_brennan 66.66667 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_1_27_PCiUvMEB 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_3_4_GvZ 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_3_24_KvUS 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_5_19_KvP 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_4_7_WvR 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_4_21_SvT 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_4_23_DvM 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_5_19_NBoYvUS 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_5_26_CvCR&ICR 16.66667 C_weinberg_robert 54.16667 
J_brennan 1968 Brennan_1969_6_2_DvP 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1969_10_20_DvP 8.333333 C_cooper_richard 66.66667 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_1_19_WvW 33.33333 J_brennan 33.33333 
Phillips 287 
 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_3_9_LvASC 0 C_cooper_richard 50 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_3_9_USvS 8.333333 C_poe_douglas 37.5 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_5_4_GvK 20.83333 C_cooper_richard 62.5 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_3_23_GvK 20.83333 C_cooper_richard 62.5 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_5_18_IRW 16.66667 C_poe_douglas 41.66667 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_4_20_BvM 16.66667 C_revely_w. 66.66667 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_6_1_BMIvRC 8.333333 C_poe_douglas 54.16667 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_6_22_CvA 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_6_29_USvPNB&T 0 C_cooper_richard 45.83333 
J_brennan 1969 Brennan_1970_3_23_MWvJMDot 4.166667 C_cooper_richard 70.83333 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_1_14_PvM 12.5 C_becker_loftus 50 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_1_14_BvR 20.83333 C_moran_michael 66.66667 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_2_24_BvH 12.5 C_becker_loftus 45.83333 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_3_2_TvS 37.5 C_moran_michael 41.66667 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_4_26_USvSUT 33.33333 C_becker_loftus 41.66667 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_5_24_GUDvFPC 37.5 C_moran_michael 54.16667 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_5_24_USvR 25 C_becker_loftus 37.5 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_5_24_BvB 33.33333 C_moran_michael 50 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_6_1_NvNGUDoH 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_6_7_RvMI 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1970 Brennan_1971_6_21_BvSUFNA 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1971_12_8_CWvPPGC 25 C_ashworth_c. 75 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1971_12_13_MvC 66.66667 J_brennan 66.66667 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1971_12_20_PvC 79.16667 J_brennan 79.16667 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1971_12_20_TvS 20.83333 C_ashworth_c. 58.33333 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_3_6_AvI 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_3_22_EvB 70.83333 J_brennan 70.83333 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_3_23_GvW 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_4_19_EAADvDAI 45.83333 C_ashworth_c. 50 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_4_24_NvI 66.66667 J_brennan 66.66667 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_6_19_DvWCSP 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_5_30_OEvFBI 29.16667 C_ashworth_c. 50 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_5_30_LCAvM 37.5 C_ashworth_c. 58.33333 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_6_7_BvT 37.5 C_hoebert_paul 37.5 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_6_7_FvLP&LC 25 C_ashworth_c. 75 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_6_19_PvNY 66.66667 J_brennan 66.66667 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_6_22_PvUS 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_6_26_GvUS 25 C_ashworth_c. 50 
J_brennan 1971 Brennan_1972_6_7_USvMVC 16.66667 C_ashworth_c. 70.83333 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1972_10_10_USvMVC 8.333333 C_leahy_edward 79.16667 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1972_11_14_WvM 25 C_maledon_william 41.66667 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_2_26_DoCvC 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_1_17_GvO 12.5 C_leahy_edward 45.83333 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_2_28_Bv3JCCoK 33.33333 J_brennan 33.33333 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_6_4_BvGLCC 0 C_leahy_edward 87.5 
Phillips 288 
 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_4_18_HvMCSJJD 20.83333 C_maledon_william 45.83333 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_5_14_USvPICC 0 C_leahy_edward 50 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_5_14_FvR 12.5 C_leahy_edward 41.66667 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_5_21_HvC 4.166667 C_stone_geoffrey 45.83333 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_5_29_KvUS 8.333333 C_leahy_edward 37.5 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_6_21_CvB 33.33333 C_maledon_william 50 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_6_25_DoAvM 33.33333 J_brennan 33.33333 
J_brennan 1972 Brennan_1973_6_21_KvSDN1D 16.66667 C_leahy_edward 45.83333 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1973_10_9_KvSDN1D 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1973_12_5_GSBCvN 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_2_25_CPoIvW 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_3_18_SSIvG 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_1_21_CvNYSDoL 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_2_20_LvNO 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_3_4_JvR 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_3_4_HvVA 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_3_19_SvT 75 J_brennan 75 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_5_15_BvFFoNI 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_6_17_CvPYLC 41.66667 C_jorde_thomas 45.83333 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_5_20_NvFSE 29.16667 C_jorde_thomas 54.16667 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_5_20_WEACvC 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_6_10_MOCvF 66.66667 J_brennan 66.66667 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_6_26_WvW 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1973 Brennan_1974_6_19_WvM 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1974_11_11_WvM 29.16667 C_goldberg_steven 41.66667 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1974_12_16_RRRAC 20.83333 C_goldberg_steven 66.66667 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_1_15_CvW 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_2_19_AvW 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_2_19_NvJWI 16.66667 C_berzon_marsha 54.16667 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_2_19_GWvQMC 8.333333 C_berzon_marsha 75 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_3_19_WvW 12.5 C_berzon_marsha 45.83333 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_4_15_VvFMC 12.5 C_goldberg_steven 50 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_4_28_CPCvT 37.5 C_berzon_marsha 41.66667 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_5_12_GvR 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_5_19_PvUS 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_5_19_VLvH 4.166667 C_goldberg_steven 62.5 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_6_2_DvB 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_6_2_USvTCoM 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_6_17_CvA 37.5 C_goldberg_steven 50 
J_brennan 1974 Brennan_1975_2_19_USvICBC 29.16667 C_berzon_marsha 50 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_1_14_MTCvW 25 C_bronstein_richard 50 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_2_25_DCvB 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_2_25_GA&PTCvC 4.166667 C_sternstein_alan 62.5 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_3_3_FvM 16.66667 C_bronstein_richard 37.5 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_3_24_FvBTC 25 C_fickle_stanley 54.16667 
Phillips 289 
 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_3_24_CRWCDvUS 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_3_30_GvUS 20.83333 C_bronstein_richard 62.5 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_6_21_SvAPI 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_4_21_DoAFvR 25 J_brennan 25 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_5_19_AMICvS 0 C_fickle_stanley 50 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_5_19_NCTvH 8.333333 C_simon_barry 41.66667 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_6_14_NHvM 12.5 C_bronstein_richard 45.83333 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_6_14_BvIC 25 C_bronstein_richard 33.33333 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_6_25_MvWERC 12.5 C_fickle_stanley 41.66667 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_6_28_EvB 33.33333 J_brennan 33.33333 
J_brennan 1975 Brennan_1976_6_21_SEODfUSa 33.33333 J_brennan 33.33333 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1976_10_4_SEODfUSa 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1976_12_20_CvB 0 C_baskin_stuart 75 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_1_12_SvU 4.166667 C_shanks_robert 54.16667 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_1_18_WvS 8.333333 C_shanks_robert 58.33333 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_2_23_DTBCvW 0 C_shanks_robert 87.5 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_2_23_CvS 0 C_shanks_robert 58.33333 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_3_2_CvG 8.333333 C_shanks_robert 45.83333 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_4_4_NGSvCEB 12.5 C_shanks_robert 41.66667 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_4_4_USvMLSC 0 C_shanks_robert 66.66667 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_5_23_GvO 12.5 C_fletcher_william 45.83333 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_6_9_CvPSI 12.5 C_baskin_stuart 33.33333 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_6_13_SvOoFFfE 12.5 C_shanks_robert 45.83333 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_6_13_USvL 25 C_shanks_robert 66.66667 
J_brennan 1976 Brennan_1977_6_28_NvAoGS 4.166667 C_shanks_robert 87.5 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1977_11_29_CvK 16.66667 C_legato_carmen 75 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_2_22_FvUS 29.16667 C_legato_carmen 45.83333 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_2_22_DvUS 0 C_legato_carmen 95.83333 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_2_28_SvUS 20.83333 C_reiss_steven 37.5 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_3_6_USvSBoC 12.5 C_legato_carmen 50 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_3_29_LvLP&LC 12.5 C_legato_carmen 75 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_3_29_MvUS 20.83333 C_legato_carmen 54.16667 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_4_19_EvM 16.66667 C_reiss_steven 45.83333 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_5_22_SvUS 0 C_legato_carmen 75 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_6_6_TAPRC 16.66667 C_legato_carmen 70.83333 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_6_6_MvNYCDoS 75 J_brennan 75 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_6_22_BIHvN 16.66667 C_legato_carmen 83.33333 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_6_22_HvO 41.66667 C_legato_carmen 54.16667 
J_brennan 1977 Brennan_1978_6_26_PCTCvNYC 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1978_10_2_PCTCvNYC 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1978_12_5_NMVBoCvO 8.333333 C_post_robert 25 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1978_12_18_MNBvFoOC 25 C_bird_james 29.16667 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_3_5_OvO 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_3_27_CoLAvD 20.83333 C_bird_james 50 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_4_24_HvO 20.83333 C_bird_james 33.33333 
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J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_5_14_BvL 4.166667 C_garland_merrick 58.33333 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_5_21_OM&CvE 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_5_21_USvN 8.333333 C_harris_daniel 41.66667 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_6_5_DvNY 0 C_harris_daniel 62.5 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_6_5_DvP 29.16667 J_brennan 29.16667 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_6_11_AvSC 4.166667 C_bird_james 95.83333 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_6_18_SvM 37.5 C_harris_daniel 45.83333 
J_brennan 1978 Brennan_1979_6_27_SvW 12.5 C_post_robert 29.16667 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1979_11_27_AvA 12.5 C_woocher_fedric 62.5 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1979_12_10_CFCvMW 25 C_woocher_fedric 58.33333 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_2_20_FMCCvM 25 C_woocher_fedric 70.83333 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_2_20_SSCvSOC 29.16667 C_woocher_fedric 66.66667 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_3_25_USvC 33.33333 C_woocher_fedric 66.66667 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_6_2_OvI 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_4_22_CvG 12.5 C_rosen_jeffrey 41.66667 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_5_12_AELIvA 33.33333 C_woocher_fedric 54.16667 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_5_19_BvUS 16.66667 C_rosen_jeffrey 33.33333 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_6_10_CvN 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_6_16_BvL 20.83333 C_woocher_fedric 75 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_6_20_CvB 12.5 C_woocher_fedric 50 
J_brennan 1979 Brennan_1980_6_25_MvT 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_3_2_AICvH 29.16667 C_polebaum_elliot 50 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_1_21_CvA 29.16667 C_polebaum_elliot 41.66667 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_3_23_MvCLCC 4.166667 C_mcconnell_michael 37.5 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_2_25_CvABI 8.333333 C_kayden_jerold 54.16667 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_4_20_SvS 12.5 C_polebaum_elliot 75 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_5_18_RvLNB 33.33333 C_kayden_jerold 37.5 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_4_6_BvAFSI 8.333333 C_kayden_jerold 37.5 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_5_4_CATIvR 4.166667 C_polebaum_elliot 62.5 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_5_26_W&SLICvS 20.83333 C_kayden_jerold 41.66667 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_5_26_CvAW 4.166667 C_polebaum_elliot 54.16667 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_6_8_CoWvG 0 C_mcconnell_michael 62.5 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_6_17_ATMIIvD 0 C_kayden_jerold 66.66667 
J_brennan 1980 Brennan_1981_6_22_P&PvP&P 20.83333 C_kayden_jerold 58.33333 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1981_12_2_NvHCREMC 12.5 C_compisano_mark 45.83333 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_1_13_USvVFC 25 C_mikva_mary 45.83333 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_1_13_CCCvB 8.333333 C_compisano_mark 54.16667 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_2_24_HRCvC 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_4_5_BvH 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_6_7_LvV 16.66667 C_compisano_mark 66.66667 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_5_17_GvL 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_6_21_CvT 12.5 C_mikva_mary 45.83333 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_6_21_BSoVvM 12.5 C_compisano_mark 54.16667 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_6_23_GNCvSCCo 33.33333 C_compisano_mark 45.83333 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_6_25_BoEITUFS 41.66667 C_compisano_mark 50 
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J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_6_28_TvM 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_6_28_ULLICvP 12.5 C_compisano_mark 58.33333 
J_brennan 1981 Brennan_1982_6_28_NPCCvMPL 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1982_9_9_PvD 79.16667 J_brennan 79.16667 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1982_10_4_NPCCvMPL 70.83333 J_brennan 70.83333 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_2_23_MHCMHvMC 16.66667 C_treat_charles 83.33333 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_3_2_EvW 8.333333 C_treat_charles 66.66667 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_3_23_DoCCoAvF 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_4_20_SvW 16.66667 C_treat_charles 66.66667 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_5_16_AECCvAPS 20.83333 C_treat_charles 54.16667 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_5_31_USvR 45.83333 C_treat_charles 45.83333 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_6_6_PvB 12.5 C_treat_charles 50 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_6_8_DvT 12.5 C_treat_charles 79.16667 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_6_17_TvNM 29.16667 C_kelly_edward 41.66667 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_6_22_KvD 33.33333 J_brennan 33.33333 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_6_24_FTBoCvCL 8.333333 C_treat_charles 75 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_6_27_CCoAvFTB 4.166667 C_dane_perry 41.66667 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_6_30_USvSEI 25 C_treat_charles 45.83333 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_6_30_USvB 4.166667 C_treat_charles 54.16667 
J_brennan 1982 Brennan_1983_7_1_AvSCAToA 62.5 J_brennan 62.5 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1983_11_29_BoATaFvF 29.16667 C_klausner_michael 70.83333 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_1_18_DIFIvF 33.33333 C_klausner_michael 66.66667 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_2_22_SCvR 41.66667 C_klausner_michael 58.33333 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_3_5_HvM 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_3_21_NvCDSI 25 C_klausner_michael 75 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_4_18_MvWB 45.83333 C_klausner_michael 54.16667 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_5_15_WvW 75 J_brennan 75 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_6_11_MC&FAIvA 33.33333 C_klausner_michael 66.66667 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_6_18_CCCIvC 37.5 C_klausner_michael 62.5 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_6_18_PBGCvRG& 25 C_klausner_michael 75 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_6_27_RvR 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_7_2_FvLoWVoC 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1983 Brennan_1984_7_3_RvUSJ 33.33333 C_klausner_michael 66.66667 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_3_18_EvL 66.66667 J_brennan 66.66667 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_2_20_USvD 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_3_20_FP&LCvL 12.5 C_verrilli_donald 45.83333 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_3_20_WvL 33.33333 C_verrilli_donald 41.66667 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_3_20_LvOoPM 20.83333 C_curtis_charles 41.66667 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_4_29_FvF 41.66667 J_brennan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_5_13_LvUS 25 C_curtis_charles 37.5 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_5_20_BKCvR 37.5 C_curtis_charles 50 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_6_11_NWSIvPS& 4.166667 C_curtis_charles 45.83333 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_6_11_BEHRIvB 37.5 C_curtis_charles 62.5 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_6_27_NvL 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_7_1_SDoGRvB 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
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J_brennan 1984 Brennan_1985_7_1_AvF 16.66667 C_verrilli_donald 50 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1985_12_10_MvM 45.83333 J_brennan 45.83333 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_1_14_USvVN 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_2_26_NvFIE 0 C_hashimoto_dean 54.16667 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_3_25_PvC 33.33333 C_hashimoto_dean 41.66667 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_5_27_LPSCvF 37.5 J_brennan 37.5 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_6_3_LvI 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_6_17_AGoNvS 29.16667 C_fujitani_jay 37.5 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_6_18_WCIvFDoR 58.33333 J_brennan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_6_26_KvM 33.33333 J_brennan 33.33333 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_6_27_RvR 12.5 C_deveney_marie 37.5 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_6_30_TvG 8.333333 C_deveney_marie 37.5 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_7_2_SMWvE 0 C_hashimoto_dean 41.66667 
J_brennan 1985 Brennan_1986_7_2_FvC 12.5 C_hashimoto_dean 33.33333 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1986_12_9_CIvMoCI 12.5 C_haddad_mark 62.5 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1986_12_15_FECvMCfL 4.166667 C_haddad_mark 45.83333 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_2_25_HvUACoF 8.333333 C_seitz_virginia 50 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_2_25_USvP 16.66667 C_seitz_virginia 45.83333 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_4_20_SBoNCvA 0 C_seitz_virginia 41.66667 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_3_25_JvTASCC 0 C_seitz_virginia 70.83333 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_4_28_TvUS 8.333333 C_haddad_mark 54.16667 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_4_28_BNRCvME 4.166667 C_seitz_virginia 45.83333 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_5_18_NvEW 4.166667 C_seitz_virginia 75 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_5_26_YvUSERVE 25 C_haddad_mark 50 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_6_1_FHPCvC 0 C_haddad_mark 75 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_6_9_BoPvA 8.333333 C_haddad_mark 58.33333 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_6_9_CIvW 4.166667 C_caminker_evan 41.66667 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_6_15_HvH 29.16667 C_haddad_mark 54.16667 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_6_19_EvA 0 C_seitz_virginia 54.16667 
J_brennan 1986 Brennan_1987_6_19_FvH 16.66667 C_haddad_mark 41.66667 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1987_12_14_NvF&CW 16.66667 C_rosenkranz_joshua 50 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_1_20_HvD 50 J_brennan 50 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_1_25_VvABAI 8.333333 C_rosenkranz_joshua 58.33333 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_2_24_BvG 8.333333 C_geurra_joseph 79.16667 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_3_7_KMCvCI 12.5 C_geurra_joseph 79.16667 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_3_23_USvWFB 37.5 C_geurra_joseph 41.66667 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_13_SCvB 0 C_geurra_joseph 45.83333 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_5_31_FvMEMC 12.5 C_geurra_joseph 75 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_13_SvKBA 4.166667 C_geurra_joseph 45.83333 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_13_AT&CCvIH 8.333333 C_geurra_joseph 45.83333 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_17_CoLvPDPC 12.5 C_rosenkranz_joshua 45.83333 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_17_CvCIOC 25 C_geurra_joseph 41.66667 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_22_FvC 25 C_geurra_joseph 58.33333 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_24_HvL 45.83333 C_geurra_joseph 54.16667 
J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_29_CWvB 0 C_geurra_joseph 83.33333 
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J_brennan 1987 Brennan_1988_6_29_RvNFoBoN 0 C_rosenkranz_joshua 66.66667 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1988_12_12_BACvR 20.83333 C_bishop_timothy 37.5 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_1_11_RvTU 33.33333 J_brennan 33.33333 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_2_21_TMIvB 4.166667 C_rakowski_eric 41.66667 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_2_28_USvS 4.166667 C_west_john 66.66667 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_3_6_NCPCvSCC 12.5 C_heinzerlingt_lisa 37.5 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_4_3_MBoCIvH 54.16667 J_brennan 54.16667 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_5_1_PWvH 4.166667 C_rakowski_eric 45.83333 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_5_1_MvUSDCfS 4.166667 C_west_john 66.66667 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_5_22_LLSvC 0 C_west_john 45.83333 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_6_15_PvUGC 8.333333 C_heinzerlingt_lisa 33.33333 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_6_19_MvJ 0 C_west_john 58.33333 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_6_21_TvJ 20.83333 C_bishop_timothy 33.33333 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_6_21_PCvDoJ 16.66667 C_bishop_timothy 41.66667 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_6_23_GSvN 12.5 C_west_john 58.33333 
J_brennan 1988 Brennan_1989_6_26_HIvNBTC 8.333333 C_west_john 45.83333 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1989_12_5_BvSMW 4.166667 C_massey_jonathan 79.16667 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_1_10_JvI 25 C_miller_nory 41.66667 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_2_21_PvI 4.166667 C_miller_nory 50 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_2_21_DvS 4.166667 C_miller_nory 54.16667 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_5_14_ARCvUPC 4.166667 C_miller_nory 54.16667 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_5_29_GvC 8.333333 C_massey_jonathan 66.66667 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_6_4_MCvDoABa 12.5 C_massey_jonathan 62.5 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_6_11_USvE 33.33333 C_miller_nory 54.16667 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_6_14_WvVHA 12.5 C_massey_jonathan 50 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_6_18_PvM 8.333333 C_massey_jonathan 70.83333 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_6_21_MIUIvPSI 20.83333 C_massey_jonathan 58.33333 
J_brennan 1989 Brennan_1990_6_27_MBIvF 4.166667 C_massey_jonathan 75 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1964_11_23_BvO 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1964_12_14_ASFvNN&H 16.66667 C_dodyk_paul 54.16667 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1965_1_18_TvL 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1965_3_1_SvT 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1965_3_1_USvG 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1965_3_1_CvR 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1965_3_29_ASBvLB 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1965_4_27_AvM 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1964 Stewart_1965_4_27_GMCvDoC 20.83333 C_dodyk_paul 66.66667 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1965_12_13_WPRCvUS 16.66667 C_umin_steven 83.33333 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1965_11_15_TvUSERS 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_1_17_SvB 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_3_28_CvT 33.33333 C_umin_steven 66.66667 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_3_28_AWvHC 33.33333 C_umin_steven 66.66667 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_4_4_USvG 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_5_31_JES&SIvH 33.33333 C_umin_steven 66.66667 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_6_6_USvC 16.66667 C_umin_steven 83.33333 
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J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_5_31_RvY 25 C_umin_steven 75 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_6_13_NvUS 33.33333 C_umin_steven 66.66667 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_6_20_GvR 41.66667 C_umin_steven 58.33333 
J_stewart 1965 Stewart_1966_6_20_CoGvP 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1966_12_12_WvI 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1966_12_12_HvUS 100 J_stewart 100 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1966_10_17_BvDDI 95.83333 J_stewart 95.83333 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_1_23_OvUS 100 J_stewart 100 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_1_9_NvC&CPC 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_1_9_NvAIC 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_2_13_MvP 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_4_24_MvI 100 J_stewart 100 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_5_8_NBHvDoR 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_5_29_C&NCvA&S 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_6_12_WvB 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1966 Stewart_1967_1_23_BvDDI 95.83333 J_stewart 95.83333 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1967_11_6_LvPMTA 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1967_12_11_USvC 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1967_12_18_KvUS 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_1_29_SvI 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_3_6_VAvFMC 87.5 J_stewart 87.5 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_5_20_BvCGTAI 100 J_stewart 100 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_4_1_PTvUS 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_4_8_USvJ 41.66667 C_tribe_laurence 58.33333 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_6_3_WvI 45.83333 C_tribe_laurence 54.16667 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_6_3_BvNC 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_6_10_HvUS 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_6_17_LvF 87.5 J_stewart 87.5 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_6_17_FCvUATI 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1967 Stewart_1968_6_17_JvAHMC 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_1_20_SvH 100 J_stewart 100 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_3_3_USvL 87.5 J_stewart 87.5 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_4_21_USvLtLBC 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_3_10_SvB 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_5_26_DvUS 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_5_5_KvNY 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_4_2_BvH 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_6_9_BvJ 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_5_26_SvUS 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_6_23_NCvP 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_6_23_CvC 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1968 Stewart_1969_4_1_FMTIvBSC 87.5 J_stewart 87.5 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_1_19_CvJCoGC 25 C_becker_leonard 75 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_1_19_TvF 29.16667 C_becker_leonard 70.83333 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_2_24_USvK 8.333333 C_becker_leonard 91.66667 
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J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_2_24_USvR 41.66667 C_becker_leonard 58.33333 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_3_2_PvBCI 25 C_becker_leonard 75 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_4_20_AvS 50 C_becker_leonard 50 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_4_20_DvW 37.5 C_becker_leonard 62.5 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_5_18_GCPAIvB 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_6_15_MvUS 33.33333 C_becker_leonard 66.66667 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_6_22_VvL 29.16667 C_becker_leonard 70.83333 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_6_29_GvUCtEWi 45.83333 C_becker_leonard 54.16667 
J_stewart 1969 Stewart_1970_6_29_NHIC 29.16667 C_becker_leonard 70.83333 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1970_12_15_DvE 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_3_8_PvA 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_4_5_UvLOC 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_1_25_GvW 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_2_23_LSCRRCIv 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_2_24_USvW 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_2_24_MPCvR 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_4_5_TIvP 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_2_24_OSCvD 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_4_5_ICIvC 41.66667 C_davis_evan 58.33333 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_4_21_EvUS 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_6_1_CvC 45.83333 J_stewart 45.83333 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_6_1_NvO 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_6_7_GvB 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_6_21_CvNH 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1970 Stewart_1971_6_21_JvF 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1971_10_12_JvF 45.83333 J_stewart 45.83333 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1971_11_22_RvB 41.66667 C_jeffress_william 50 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1971_12_6_COCvH 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1971_12_20_USvC 16.66667 C_jeffress_william 70.83333 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_2_28_RECvEEC 25 C_jeffress_william 54.16667 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_1_11_USvT 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_1_17_LvPC 37.5 C_jeffress_william 41.66667 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_2_23_RvH 33.33333 C_jeffress_william 50 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_2_23_PvD 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_3_22_LvB 33.33333 C_jeffress_william 50 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_4_24_LvHFC 45.83333 J_stewart 45.83333 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_4_19_SCvM 12.5 C_jeffress_william 70.83333 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_6_7_KvI 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_6_19_MvF 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_6_22_WvCoE 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_6_22_USvSNCBo 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_6_29_BoRoSCvR 20.83333 C_parker_richard 58.33333 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_6_29_PvS 33.33333 C_jeffress_william 37.5 
J_stewart 1971 Stewart_1972_6_12_FvS 25 C_jeffress_william 45.83333 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1972_10_10_FvS 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
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J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1972_11_7_NvIVL 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1972_12_18_EJAIvC 41.66667 C_koeltl_john 58.33333 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_1_16_AFE&WCvU 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_1_22_USvD 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_1_22_USvM 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_2_22_USvE 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_4_16_BvA&NI 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_3_5_HvUS 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_4_23_RvR 25 C_koeltl_john 75 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_5_7_PvR 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_5_7_GvUS 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_5_29_SvB 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_5_29_CvM 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_6_11_VvK 45.83333 C_koeltl_john 54.16667 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_6_18_USvSCRAP 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1972 Stewart_1973_6_21_AvUS 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1973_11_19_KvP 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1973_12_5_FvB 25 C_davis_frederick 54.16667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_2_25_NRPCvNAo 12.5 C_davis_frederick 58.33333 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_2_25_AP&CCvU 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_1_21_CBoEvL 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_2_20_USvK 25 C_perris_terrence 33.33333 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_3_4_TCvCBSI 4.166667 C_davis_frederick 79.16667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_3_19_USvGDC 0 C_davis_frederick 66.66667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_5_20_BvP 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_5_20_FvO 33.33333 J_stewart 33.33333 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_5_20_KvNCRC 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_6_10_DvUS 41.66667 C_davis_frederick 45.83333 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_6_17_GvA 25 C_davis_frederick 37.5 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_6_24_FP&LCvEW 25 C_davis_frederick 45.83333 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_6_24_PvP 41.66667 C_davis_frederick 41.66667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_6_24_SvWPC 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1973 Stewart_1974_6_17_SvAC 8.333333 C_davis_frederick 62.5 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1974_10_15_SvAC 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1974_12_10_GvAECU 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1974_12_18_CvFCPC 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_3_3_SvB 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_2_19_LvN 41.66667 J_stewart 41.66667 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_3_3_CToIvF 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_4_21_DvDCCfTJ 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_9_KvH 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_23_MvP 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_5_19_USvRTC 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_17_USvC&SNB 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_17_TCMCvGA 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
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J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_24_USvABMI 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_25_APCvM 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_26_OvD 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_30_FvC 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1974 Stewart_1975_6_30_HvNY 50 J_stewart 50 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1975_12_9_MvM 41.66667 C_gardner_james 45.83333 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_1_19_USvB 25 C_gardner_james 41.66667 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_3_3_HvN 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_3_3_USvG 33.33333 C_gardner_james 62.5 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_3_8_USvD 4.166667 C_stern_ronald 70.83333 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_3_24_GvS 50 C_gardner_james 50 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_3_30_BvUS 33.33333 C_gardner_james 41.66667 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_4_20_HvG 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_5_3_FvH 45.83333 J_stewart 45.83333 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_5_19_NvF 37.5 C_gardner_james 45.83333 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_6_1_BvG 41.66667 J_stewart 41.66667 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_6_1_CvR 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_6_7_RvTR&C 37.5 J_stewart 37.5 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_6_25_RvM 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_7_22_GvG 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1975 Stewart_1976_7_2_WvNC 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1976_11_2_USvFLC 4.166667 C_miller_judith 75 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1976_11_9_TvGI 16.66667 C_miller_judith 45.83333 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1976_12_13_MvDC 25 C_miller_judith 50 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_3_7_LvCfCAaL 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_5_16_BvW 87.5 J_stewart 87.5 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_5_2_BvA 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_6_27_AvDBoE 45.83333 C_miller_judith 50 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_5_31_TvUS 37.5 C_miller_judith 41.66667 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_5_31_ETMFSIvR 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_5_31_CvF 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_6_20_OLICoCvE 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_6_20_UAIvM 16.66667 C_miller_judith 83.33333 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_6_27_HSDvUS 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1976 Stewart_1977_6_27_DvR 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1977_12_6_NYvCA 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_1_9_KvD 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_2_27_PIvGoI 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_3_6_BvH 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_1_23_CGCvE 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_3_22_USvW 87.5 J_stewart 87.5 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_3_22_LvO 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_5_15_USvC 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_5_31_MvT 45.83333 J_stewart 45.83333 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_6_6_QvM 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
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J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_6_14_CvB 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_6_21_OE&ECvK 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_6_21_MvA 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_6_23_PvNJ 58.33333 J_stewart 58.33333 
J_stewart 1977 Stewart_1978_6_28_ASSCvS 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1978_10_2_ASSCvS 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1978_12_11_CvA 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_1_9_PHCvS 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_2_26_WvCBaToY 95.83333 J_stewart 95.83333 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_2_22_CvA 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_2_22_GA&PTCvF 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_2_28_GL&HICvR 54.16667 J_stewart 54.16667 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_3_5_DECvN 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_3_20_NJvP 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_4_18_APSCvS 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_4_24_PvH 79.16667 J_stewart 79.16667 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_4_24_NCvB 75 J_stewart 75 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_6_5_PAoMvF 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_6_11_GAFS&LAv 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_7_2_GCvD 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1978 Stewart_1979_6_28_JvV 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1980_9_17_HvM 87.5 J_stewart 87.5 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1980_9_17_WvZ 91.66667 J_stewart 91.66667 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1980_12_2_CoIvM 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1980_12_9_AvM 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_1_13_WvS 87.5 J_stewart 87.5 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_1_26_EvADGC 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_2_25_DPoUSvWE 91.66667 J_stewart 91.66667 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_3_9_CvK 62.5 J_stewart 62.5 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_6_1_MvUS 95.83333 J_stewart 95.83333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_4_29_BvJ 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_4_29_UoTvC 83.33333 J_stewart 83.33333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_5_26_HA&AIvAE 66.66667 J_stewart 66.66667 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_6_17_MvSOC 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_6_26_LvN 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_6_29_NvACC 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_stewart 1980 Stewart_1981_6_26_LvN_2 70.83333 J_stewart 70.83333 
J_white 1964 White_1964_12_7_MvW 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1964 White_1964_12_7_MvF 33.33333 C_albert_lee 50 
J_white 1964 White_1965_1_18_JvITRC 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1964 White_1965_3_1_EPvS 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1964 White_1965_3_8_SvA 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1964 White_1965_4_27_CvB 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1964 White_1965_6_7_FvUEC 33.33333 C_albert_lee 45.83333 
J_white 1964 White_1965_5_17_USvALIC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
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J_white 1964 White_1965_6_7_MWvP 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1964 White_1965_6_7_MCvJTC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1965 White_1965_11_15_LvGPC 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1965 White_1965_11_22_USvR 37.5 C_ebel_david 62.5 
J_white 1965 White_1966_1_18_KvL 37.5 C_ebel_david 62.5 
J_white 1965 White_1966_2_23_USvE 45.83333 C_ebel_david 54.16667 
J_white 1965 White_1966_3_23_IvACLRC 41.66667 C_ebel_david 58.33333 
J_white 1965 White_1966_3_24_CvFMC 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1965 White_1966_3_24_USvO 45.83333 C_ebel_david 54.16667 
J_white 1965 White_1966_3_24_FvBC 33.33333 C_ebel_david 66.66667 
J_white 1965 White_1966_5_23_USvC 41.66667 C_ebel_david 58.33333 
J_white 1965 White_1966_6_6_USvUC&MC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1965 White_1966_6_6_USvAG&SI 45.83333 C_ebel_david 54.16667 
J_white 1966 White_1966_10_10_USvAG&SI 45.83333 C_loken_james 54.16667 
J_white 1966 White_1966_11_14_CvI 37.5 C_loken_james 62.5 
J_white 1966 White_1966_11_14_UGPLCvF 33.33333 C_loken_james 66.66667 
J_white 1966 White_1967_1_9_SvA 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1966 White_1967_2_27_VvS 41.66667 C_loken_james 58.33333 
J_white 1966 White_1967_3_13_FvUGPLC 20.83333 C_loken_james 79.16667 
J_white 1966 White_1967_3_20_AvC 29.16667 C_loken_james 70.83333 
J_white 1966 White_1967_4_10_CCFCvUS 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1966 White_1967_5_8_UPCvCBC 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1966 White_1967_5_29_RvM 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1966 White_1967_6_5_CvMCoCaC 12.5 C_loken_james 87.5 
J_white 1966 White_1967_6_5_SvS 29.16667 C_loken_james 70.83333 
J_white 1966 White_1967_6_5_D&RGWRCv 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1966 White_1967_4_24_SLNEvMKE 33.33333 C_loken_james 66.66667 
J_white 1967 White_1967_11_13_USvR 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1967 White_1968_4_8_AvHC 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1967 White_1968_3_4_USvTNBiN 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1967 White_1968_5_6_PCvA 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1967 White_1968_4_1_AvMC 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1967 White_1968_6_10_SAvT 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1967 White_1968_5_20_DvL 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1967 White_1968_5_20_BvI 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1967 White_1968_5_20_DvTIMC 33.33333 C_liebman_lance 37.5 
J_white 1967 White_1968_5_20_JIBvUS 20.83333 C_irish_leon 54.16667 
J_white 1967 White_1968_6_10_BoEoCSDN 29.16667 C_irish_leon 45.83333 
J_white 1967 White_1968_6_17_HSIvUSMC 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1968 White_1968_10_14_HSIvUSMC 45.83333 C_crawford_r. 54.16667 
J_white 1968 White_1968_11_25_UISCvWMA 33.33333 C_crawford_r. 66.66667 
J_white 1968 White_1969_1_20_NvS 37.5 C_crawford_r. 62.5 
J_white 1968 White_1969_1_20_HvE 41.66667 C_crawford_r. 58.33333 
J_white 1968 White_1969_3_24_AvUS 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1968 White_1969_4_1_SvN 20.83333 C_crawford_r. 79.16667 
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J_white 1968 White_1969_4_1_CvL 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1968 White_1969_5_19_GvUS 37.5 C_crawford_r. 62.5 
J_white 1968 White_1969_5_19_ZRCvHRI 50 C_crawford_r. 50 
J_white 1968 White_1969_6_9_RvAC&SC 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1968 White_1969_6_9_RLBCvF 45.83333 C_crawford_r. 54.16667 
J_white 1969 White_1969_12_8_MvUS 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1969 White_1969_12_15_NOCvJ 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1969 White_1969_11_10_RvB 41.66667 C_glancy_w. 58.33333 
J_white 1969 White_1970_1_26_TvUS 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1969 White_1970_2_24_CvO 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1969 White_1970_5_4_BvUS 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1969 White_1970_5_4_MvR 95.83333 J_white 95.83333 
J_white 1969 White_1970_5_4_PvNC 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1969 White_1970_6_22_BvNY 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1969 White_1970_6_22_WvF 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1969 White_1970_6_23_CvG 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1969 White_1970_6_23_PvK 25 C_glancy_w. 54.16667 
J_white 1969 White_1970_6_22_CvM 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1970 White_1970_10_12_CvM 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1970 White_1970_11_23_NCvA 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1970 White_1971_2_24_RvMW 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1970 White_1971_4_5_ZRCvHRI 95.83333 J_white 95.83333 
J_white 1970 White_1971_4_5_WvUS 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1970 White_1971_4_5_MvUS 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1970 White_1971_5_17_USvW 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1970 White_1971_4_5_HvC 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1970 White_1971_5_3_BLIvUoIF 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1970 White_1971_6_14_USvR 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1970 White_1971_6_14_USvTP 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1970 White_1971_6_1_PvC 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1970 White_1971_6_7_EvK 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1970 White_1971_6_7_WvC 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1971 White_1971_12_6_NvP 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1971 White_1971_12_20_USvM 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1971 White_1972_1_24_VCIvL 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1971 White_1972_2_22_FvFP&LC 37.5 C_kendall_david 37.5 
J_white 1971 White_1972_1_12_LvT 8.333333 C_kendall_david 58.33333 
J_white 1971 White_1972_1_24_BoRvNLEP 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1971 White_1972_2_23_LvN 29.16667 C_kendall_david 58.33333 
J_white 1971 White_1972_3_1_FvS&HC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1971 White_1972_4_3_AvL 29.16667 C_kendall_david 50 
J_white 1971 White_1972_4_3_SvI 8.333333 C_danzig_richard 45.83333 
J_white 1971 White_1972_5_15_NvBISSI 25 C_kendall_david 54.16667 
J_white 1971 White_1972_5_15_USvB 25 C_kendall_david 41.66667 
J_white 1971 White_1972_5_22_JvL 29.16667 C_kendall_david 41.66667 
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J_white 1971 White_1972_5_22_AvO 25 C_danzig_richard 33.33333 
J_white 1971 White_1972_5_30_DPCvLC 37.5 C_kendall_david 41.66667 
J_white 1971 White_1972_6_12_CvK 29.16667 C_danzig_richard 37.5 
J_white 1971 White_1972_6_29_GvUS 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1971 White_1972_6_29_BvH 33.33333 C_kendall_david 58.33333 
J_white 1971 White_1972_1_12_FvFP&LC 37.5 C_kendall_david 37.5 
J_white 1973 White_1973_11_19_LvT 29.16667 J_white 29.16667 
J_white 1973 White_1973_12_17_ZvIPC 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_1_15_OvL 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_1_15_SvL 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_1_21_OINvCoO 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1973 White_1974_2_20_USvM 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1973 White_1974_3_25_HvL 20.83333 C_varat_jonathan 62.5 
J_white 1973 White_1974_5_28_SvB 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_5_13_APoTvW 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1973 White_1974_3_26_USvE 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_5_13_USvG 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_5_13_USvC 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1973 White_1974_5_13_MvWGC 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1973 White_1974_5_28_CvUS 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1973 White_1974_6_10_PvAPC 29.16667 C_varat_jonathan 45.83333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_6_10_FvTI 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_6_26_TvH 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1973 White_1974_6_26_CvP 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1973 White_1974_6_26_WvM 29.16667 C_varat_jonathan 54.16667 
J_white 1974 White_1975_1_21_TvL 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1974 White_1975_1_22_GvL 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1974 White_1975_1_22_NGFIvDI 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1974 White_1975_2_18_TvCoNY 33.33333 C_malysiak_james 41.66667 
J_white 1974 White_1975_4_14_WvS 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1974 White_1975_3_3_CBCvC 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1974 White_1975_3_17_USvM 29.16667 C_malysiak_james 45.83333 
J_white 1974 White_1975_4_16_WvL 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1974 White_1975_4_28_NvSR&C 29.16667 C_simms_larry 37.5 
J_white 1974 White_1975_4_28_RBvGAEC 41.66667 C_malysiak_james 50 
J_white 1974 White_1975_5_12_JvM 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1974 White_1975_5_12_APSCvWS 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1974 White_1975_6_24_A&RRCvSC 25 C_malysiak_james 41.66667 
J_white 1974 White_1975_6_24_HvM 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1974 White_1975_6_24_RvUS 33.33333 C_malysiak_james 62.5 
J_white 1974 White_1975_6_25_MvH 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1975 White_1975_10_6_USvW 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1975 White_1976_1_21_TPIvH 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1975 White_1976_3_3_HvAMFI 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1975 White_1976_3_3_LvM 62.5 J_white 62.5 
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J_white 1975 White_1976_3_8_CvS 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1975 White_1976_4_20_BvP 25 C_hutchinson_dennis 75 
J_white 1975 White_1976_4_21_FvUS 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1975 White_1976_5_24_ADoLIvRo 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1975 White_1976_6_7_HvT 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1975 White_1976_6_7_EvCERSWR 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1975 White_1976_6_7_WvD 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1975 White_1976_6_7_FvCC 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1975 White_1976_6_25_MvF 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1975 White_1976_6_25_MvH 45.83333 C_hutchinson_dennis 54.16667 
J_white 1975 White_1976_7_6_BFCvS 45.83333 C_hutchinson_dennis 54.16667 
J_white 1975 White_1976_1_26_USvW 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1976 White_1977_1_12_BSEvSTC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1976 White_1977_1_25_USvCoF 16.66667 C_loewen_robert 83.33333 
J_white 1976 White_1977_2_22_NvP 50 C_loewen_robert 50 
J_white 1976 White_1977_2_22_WvB 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1976 White_1977_3_1_UJOoWIvC 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1976 White_1977_3_23_ARCvOSaH 50 C_loewen_robert 50 
J_white 1976 White_1977_3_23_SFIIvG 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1976 White_1977_5_31_TvH 50 C_loewen_robert 50 
J_white 1976 White_1977_6_9_WvI 37.5 C_loewen_robert 62.5 
J_white 1976 White_1977_6_16_TWAIvH 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1976 White_1977_6_17_PvNY 41.66667 C_loewen_robert 58.33333 
J_white 1976 White_1977_6_17_HvNC 33.33333 C_loewen_robert 66.66667 
J_white 1976 White_1977_6_28_ZvSBC 45.83333 C_loewen_robert 54.16667 
J_white 1976 White_1977_6_29_CvG 16.66667 C_loewen_robert 83.33333 
J_white 1976 White_1977_6_9_IBCvI 41.66667 C_loewen_robert 58.33333 
J_white 1977 White_1977_10_3_IBCvI 20.83333 C_campbell_thomas 37.5 
J_white 1977 White_1977_12_7_USvNYTC 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1977 White_1978_5_31_CvSRC 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1977 White_1978_5_31_ZvSD 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1977 White_1978_1_17_NvIW 29.16667 C_campbell_thomas 41.66667 
J_white 1977 White_1978_2_22_PvN 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1977 White_1978_3_1_FMCvPMA 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1977 White_1978_3_6_RvARC 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1977 White_1978_6_5_SvS 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1977 White_1978_4_3_MvWMC 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1977 White_1978_5_23_MvBI 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1977 White_1978_5_23_USvM 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1977 White_1978_6_21_ABCvWGoA 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1977 White_1978_6_22_WvL 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1977 White_1978_6_29_BvE 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1978 White_1978_10_2_CvSRC 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1978 White_1978_10_2_ZvSD 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1978 White_1978_12_11_UCBvUS 62.5 J_white 62.5 
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J_white 1978 White_1978_12_11_CvNJ 29.16667 C_sasso_gary 50 
J_white 1978 White_1979_1_9_DvM 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1978 White_1979_1_16_FvPPC 33.33333 J_white 33.33333 
J_white 1978 White_1979_2_22_VvB 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1978 White_1979_3_27_DvP 12.5 C_burman_david 45.83333 
J_white 1978 White_1979_4_2_FvMVC 20.83333 C_sasso_gary 33.33333 
J_white 1978 White_1979_4_17_BMIvCBSI 29.16667 C_sasso_gary 62.5 
J_white 1978 White_1979_4_18_HvL 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1978 White_1979_5_14_FMC(SPvN 16.66667 C_sasso_gary 50 
J_white 1978 White_1979_6_5_BvFW 0 C_burman_david 50 
J_white 1978 White_1979_6_20_WvOT 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1978 White_1979_6_25_BvB 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1978 White_1979_6_27_EvCGT 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1979 White_1979_10_1_CBoEvP 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1979 White_1979_10_1_DBoEvB 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1979 White_1979_11_28_USvK 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1979 White_1980_3_3_VvT 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1979 White_1980_1_21_WVCvW 0 C_miller_geoffrey 58.33333 
J_white 1979 White_1980_4_14_SvCfaBE 33.33333 J_white 33.33333 
J_white 1979 White_1980_2_20_CfPEaRLv 16.66667 C_miller_geoffrey 37.5 
J_white 1979 White_1980_3_25_VvJ 20.83333 C_kalis_peter 37.5 
J_white 1979 White_1980_4_16_AvI 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1979 White_1980_4_22_WvDMIC 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1979 White_1980_5_12_GTCoNvE 20.83333 C_miller_geoffrey 50 
J_white 1979 White_1980_6_2_SCoVvCUo 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1979 White_1980_6_19_IvV 20.83333 C_miller_geoffrey 33.33333 
J_white 1979 White_1980_6_25_AvT 25 C_miller_geoffrey 41.66667 
J_white 1980 White_1980_11_17_DvS 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1980 White_1980_12_2_EvNCSA 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1980 White_1981_2_23_USvM 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1980 White_1981_3_24_FvWLG 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1980 White_1981_4_21_SSNCvDLS 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1980 White_1981_4_21_RvUS 41.66667 C_ides_allan 41.66667 
J_white 1980 White_1981_4_28_CvSC 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1980 White_1981_6_22_EvA 41.66667 C_peterson_andrea 50 
J_white 1980 White_1981_5_18_WvW 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1980 White_1981_5_26_MvL 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1980 White_1981_6_1_SvME 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1980 White_1981_6_8_ABFvV 20.83333 C_ides_allan 45.83333 
J_white 1980 White_1981_6_17_USvT 37.5 C_ides_allan 58.33333 
J_white 1980 White_1981_6_22_HvISfKCI 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1980 White_1981_7_2_MIvSD 16.66667 C_metzloff_thomas 50 
J_white 1981 White_1981_11_10_FECvDSCC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1981 White_1982_1_12_CDBLSIvN 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1981 White_1982_1_12_CvC 87.5 J_white 87.5 
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J_white 1981 White_1982_1_13_KSCvM 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1981 White_1982_2_24_ZvTWAI 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1981 White_1982_4_5_ATCvP 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1981 White_1982_4_27_PvS 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1981 White_1982_4_27_WvR 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1981 White_1982_5_17_KvCCC 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1981 White_1982_5_24_FvA 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1981 White_1982_6_1_ICoIvCDB 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1981 White_1982_6_14_CvW 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1981 White_1982_6_23_EvMC 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1981 White_1982_6_25_LvEOC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1981 White_1982_7_1_ALS&SIvP 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1981 White_1982_7_2_NYvF 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1981 White_1982_7_2_EvF 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1981 White_1982_7_1_RvL 87.5 J_white 87.5 
J_white 1982 White_1982_9_9_CERSLCvU 12.5 C_dzurilla_william 87.5 
J_white 1982 White_1982_10_4_RvL 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1982 White_1982_12_13_PAvUS 20.83333 C_dzurilla_william 70.83333 
J_white 1982 White_1983_2_23_PEAvPLEA 29.16667 C_dzurilla_william 66.66667 
J_white 1982 White_1983_3_23_FvR 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1982 White_1983_3_30_AvC 8.333333 C_dzurilla_william 91.66667 
J_white 1982 White_1983_4_4_OEvJ 45.83333 C_dzurilla_william 54.16667 
J_white 1982 White_1983_4_20_LAvL 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1982 White_1983_4_20_CvM 37.5 C_dzurilla_william 58.33333 
J_white 1982 White_1983_4_20_USvG 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1982 White_1983_4_20_PG&ECvSE 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1982 White_1983_5_2_BvNDERBo 16.66667 C_dzurilla_william 75 
J_white 1982 White_1983_5_31_BJRIvN 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1982 White_1983_6_6_FvGI 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1982 White_1983_6_15_NvTMC 41.66667 C_dzurilla_william 58.33333 
J_white 1982 White_1983_6_15_PAIvS 33.33333 C_dzurilla_william 66.66667 
J_white 1982 White_1983_6_24_MVMAoUSI 29.16667 C_dzurilla_william 58.33333 
J_white 1982 White_1983_6_30_BIvH 41.66667 C_dzurilla_william 58.33333 
J_white 1982 White_1983_7_1_GAvCSCoN 45.83333 C_dzurilla_william 50 
J_white 1982 White_1983_7_5_CvS 29.16667 C_dzurilla_william 58.33333 
J_white 1982 White_1983_7_6_BvE 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1983 White_1984_1_11_SvKC 33.33333 C_worthen_kevin 62.5 
J_white 1983 White_1984_1_23_PvH 25 C_worthen_kevin 45.83333 
J_white 1983 White_1984_2_22_MvM 33.33333 C_worthen_kevin 37.5 
J_white 1983 White_1984_2_28_GCCvB 16.66667 C_worthen_kevin 45.83333 
J_white 1983 White_1984_2_29_SvS 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1983 White_1984_4_18_JoBMCvL 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1983 White_1984_6_25_JvK 33.33333 C_browne_kingsley 37.5 
J_white 1983 White_1984_4_25_EvRC 29.16667 J_white 29.16667 
J_white 1983 White_1984_6_25_EMWCvLJB 25 C_worthen_kevin 62.5 
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J_white 1983 White_1984_5_22_STDIvW 12.5 C_worthen_kevin 66.66667 
J_white 1983 White_1984_6_12_FvS 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1983 White_1984_6_27_TvR 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1983 White_1984_6_29_BILvD 8.333333 C_worthen_kevin 58.33333 
J_white 1983 White_1984_6_29_CvCfCN 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1983 White_1984_7_3_RvTI 0 C_worthen_kevin 79.16667 
J_white 1983 White_1984_7_5_MvS 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1984 White_1984_9_18_USvK 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1984 White_1984_9_18_USvL 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1984 White_1985_1_9_LCvLSD 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1984 White_1985_1_9_OvK 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1984 White_1985_1_15_NJvT 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1984 White_1985_2_27_CMAvN 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1984 White_1985_2_27_NvHCEC 29.16667 C_wexler_natalie 45.83333 
J_white 1984 White_1985_3_18_HWIvG 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1984 White_1985_3_19_CBoEvL 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1984 White_1985_3_19_AvBC 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1984 White_1985_3_20_HvF 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1984 White_1985_3_27_TvG 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1984 White_1985_4_23_TaSAFvSo 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1984 White_1985_5_13_IvR 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1984 White_1985_5_28_ZvOoDCoS 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1984 White_1985_6_4_WvV 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1984 White_1985_6_19_BvSAI 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1984 White_1985_6_19_MvF 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1984 White_1985_7_1_CvCLCI 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1984 White_1985_7_1_SSRvIC 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1984 White_1985_1_9_LCvLSD_2 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1985 White_1985_12_4_USvRBHI 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1985 White_1986_1_22_CvB 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1985 White_1986_2_26_CvPBGC 45.83333 C_burcham_david 54.16667 
J_white 1985 White_1986_4_21_MvM 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1985 White_1986_3_5_MvB 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1985 White_1986_4_7_ATIvCW 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1985 White_1986_4_29_SvSC 29.16667 C_burcham_david 66.66667 
J_white 1985 White_1986_4_30_TvM 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1985 White_1986_5_5_SvP 25 C_burcham_david 62.5 
J_white 1985 White_1986_5_5_PvA 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1985 White_1986_5_27_LvD 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1985 White_1986_6_2_FvIFoD 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1985 White_1986_6_25_JAvLLIAW 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1985 White_1986_6_30_DvB 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1985 White_1986_6_30_JAvACS 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1985 White_1986_7_1_PvA 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1985 White_1986_7_2_PvDVCCfC 75 J_white 75 
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J_white 1985 White_1986_7_7_UTvE 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1986 White_1986_9_11_BvH 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1986 White_1986_12_10_MvSWP 25 C_(hartman)_barbara 50 
J_white 1986 White_1987_1_14_CvSIA 4.166667 C_(hartman)_barbara 58.33333 
J_white 1986 White_1987_1_14_WvRRaHA 12.5 C_(hartman)_barbara 54.16667 
J_white 1986 White_1987_1_21_PGvUS 0 C_westfall_richard 58.33333 
J_white 1986 White_1987_2_25_CvCBoMI 16.66667 C_(hartman)_barbara 45.83333 
J_white 1986 White_1987_4_20_MvO 20.83333 C_westfall_richard 41.66667 
J_white 1986 White_1987_4_20_USvD 33.33333 C_westfall_richard 50 
J_white 1986 White_1987_3_24_APCvG 8.333333 C_westfall_richard 70.83333 
J_white 1986 White_1987_5_4_PvI 16.66667 C_westfall_richard 45.83333 
J_white 1986 White_1987_6_22_SCvA 33.33333 C_westfall_richard 37.5 
J_white 1986 White_1987_5_18_STCvC 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1986 White_1987_6_8_TvNM 33.33333 C_(hartman)_barbara 37.5 
J_white 1986 White_1987_6_19_GvLSC 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1986 White_1987_6_22_RvA 16.66667 C_westfall_richard 58.33333 
J_white 1986 White_1987_6_24_CoPBoCoJ 29.16667 C_(hartman)_barbara 50 
J_white 1986 White_1987_6_24_MvUS 33.33333 C_(hartman)_barbara 41.66667 
J_white 1986 White_1987_6_26_PvDVCCfC 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1987 White_1987_11_16_CvUS 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1987 White_1987_12_1_PvMI 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1987 White_1988_1_13_HSDvK 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1987 White_1988_5_16_PPCvM 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1987 White_1988_2_23_EPPvM 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1987 White_1988_2_24_PvHMCI 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1987 White_1988_3_7_NBWvA 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1987 White_1988_3_23_LvAW 8.333333 C_cordray_richard 70.83333 
J_white 1987 White_1988_4_20_TvT 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
J_white 1987 White_1988_4_20_EJDCvFGC 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1987 White_1988_4_27_HvF 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1987 White_1988_4_27_LvNRPC 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1987 White_1988_5_16_CvG 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1987 White_1988_5_16_CoNYvF 16.66667 C_wolfson_paul 70.83333 
J_white 1987 White_1988_6_6_MSRCvM 20.83333 C_cordray_richard 41.66667 
J_white 1987 White_1988_6_6_MvC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1987 White_1988_6_17_MvLCA&SI 25 C_wolfson_paul 58.33333 
J_white 1987 White_1988_6_20_NYSCAIvC 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1987 White_1988_6_24_PvI 41.66667 C_cordray_richard 45.83333 
J_white 1988 White_1988_9_15_FvL 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1988 White_1988_12_6_CvD 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1988 White_1989_4_3_FvR 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1988 White_1989_2_21_FWBIvI 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1988 White_1989_2_21_BvB 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1988 White_1989_2_28_CvH 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1988 White_1989_4_17_DvA 54.16667 J_white 54.16667 
Phillips 307 
 
J_white 1988 White_1989_3_6_KvFE 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1988 White_1989_3_22_BoEoCoNY 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1988 White_1989_3_29_FvIDoES 41.66667 J_white 41.66667 
J_white 1988 White_1989_4_18_CvAAC 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1988 White_1989_6_5_WCPCvA 29.16667 C_klain_ronald 45.83333 
J_white 1988 White_1989_6_15_WvMDoSP 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1988 White_1989_6_21_P&LERCvR 95.83333 J_white 95.83333 
J_white 1988 White_1989_6_22_USvM 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1988 White_1989_6_22_C&DCvUS 29.16667 C_klain_ronald 37.5 
J_white 1988 White_1989_6_23_HvCDoIM 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1988 White_1989_6_23_SCoCIvF 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1989 White_1989_12_5_USvSC 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1989 White_1989_11_28_C&ORCvS 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1989 White_1990_1_10_FTBoCvAA 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1989 White_1990_1_17_DvUS 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1989 White_1990_3_5_MvB 37.5 C_bunge_jonathan 50 
J_white 1989 White_1990_4_17_CvM 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1989 White_1990_4_18_NYvH 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1989 White_1990_4_18_MvJ 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1989 White_1990_4_18_VvM 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1989 White_1990_4_18_MvO 37.5 C_bunge_jonathan 54.16667 
J_white 1989 White_1990_6_4_OvO 29.16667 C_1991)_sephen 45.83333 
J_white 1989 White_1990_4_30_USvOR 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1989 White_1990_5_14_SvR 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1989 White_1990_5_29_USvERC 41.66667 C_bunge_jonathan 45.83333 
J_white 1989 White_1990_6_11_AvW 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1989 White_1990_6_18_SvF 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1990 White_1991_1_8_CvUS 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1990 White_1991_1_8_MOE&PSIv 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1990 White_1991_2_20_DvH 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1990 White_1991_5_20_AvF 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1990 White_1991_3_26_USvG 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1990 White_1991_5_13_GvILC 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1990 White_1991_5_23_MvUS 95.83333 J_white 95.83333 
J_white 1990 White_1991_5_23_FvS 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1990 White_1991_5_30_BvR 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1990 White_1991_6_6_CvD 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1990 White_1991_6_17_OvNM 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1990 White_1991_6_21_WPIvM 33.33333 C_flaherty_martin 33.33333 
J_white 1990 White_1991_6_24_CvCMC 70.83333 J_white 70.83333 
J_white 1991 White_1991_12_4_SMIvG 4.166667 C_frederick_david 58.33333 
J_white 1991 White_1991_12_4_WvEW 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1991 White_1992_1_15_RvIoSCJ 62.5 J_white 62.5 
J_white 1991 White_1992_1_22_WvO 20.83333 C_frederick_david 37.5 
J_white 1991 White_1992_2_26_FvGCPS 12.5 C_frederick_david 70.83333 
Phillips 308 
 
J_white 1991 White_1992_4_6_JvUS 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1991 White_1992_4_21_USvA 0 C_frederick_david 87.5 
J_white 1991 White_1992_4_21_BvK 0 C_frederick_david 58.33333 
J_white 1991 White_1992_5_4_KvT 33.33333 C_frederick_david 37.5 
J_white 1991 White_1992_5_18_FvL 45.83333 J_white 45.83333 
J_white 1991 White_1992_6_1_CWMIvH 33.33333 C_eskridge_charles 37.5 
J_white 1991 White_1992_6_8_BvT 4.166667 C_frederick_david 50 
J_white 1991 White_1992_6_15_AvR 20.83333 C_frederick_david 58.33333 
J_white 1991 White_1992_6_15_MvI 20.83333 C_mcallister_sephen 37.5 
J_white 1991 White_1992_6_26_USvF 50 J_white 50 
J_white 1991 White_1992_6_26_TPIvTCI 37.5 J_white 37.5 
J_white 1992 White_1992_12_8_SvCC 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1992 White_1993_1_12_PRAaSAvM 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1992 White_1993_1_25_SSIvM 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_white 1992 White_1993_1_25_GvC 75 J_white 75 
J_white 1992 White_1993_1_25_BvC 58.33333 J_white 58.33333 
J_white 1992 White_1993_3_24_PISCvBAL 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1992 White_1993_4_21_CTIvE 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1992 White_1993_5_3_CvARG 66.66667 J_white 66.66667 
J_white 1992 White_1993_6_7_MvD 83.33333 J_white 83.33333 
J_white 1992 White_1993_6_7_LCvCMUFS 95.83333 J_white 95.83333 
J_white 1992 White_1993_6_7_GSHvS 95.83333 J_white 95.83333 
J_white 1992 White_1993_6_18_HvM 91.66667 J_white 91.66667 
J_white 1992 White_1993_6_25_USvEBC 79.16667 J_white 79.16667 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1964_11_23_USvP 91.66667 J_harlan 91.66667 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1964_11_23_RvUS 37.5 C_nesson_charles 62.5 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1964_12_14_KvUS 79.16667 J_harlan 79.16667 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1965_1_25_RSCvM 95.83333 J_harlan 95.83333 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1965_3_8_DoMHoCvK 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1965_3_29_TWvDMC 83.33333 J_harlan 83.33333 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1965_5_3_MERLvUS 91.66667 J_harlan 91.66667 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1965_5_17_USvC 83.33333 J_harlan 83.33333 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1965_6_1_UGICvCOC 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1964 Harlan_1965_5_17_JvUS 50 J_harlan 50 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1965_10_11_JvUS 37.5 C_nimetz_matthew 41.66667 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1965_11_22_S&CvW 83.33333 J_harlan 83.33333 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1965_12_7_HMCvME 54.16667 J_harlan 54.16667 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1966_1_31_SvR 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1966_2_24_USvJ 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1966_3_28_ISMWIvW 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1966_4_25_WvPAPC 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1966_5_16_POCvS 37.5 J_harlan 37.5 
J_harlan 1965 Harlan_1966_5_23_USvB 58.33333 J_harlan 58.33333 
J_harlan 1966 Harlan_1966_12_12_USvF 50 J_harlan 50 
J_harlan 1966 Harlan_1966_11_21_SvT 41.66667 C_rein_bert 58.33333 
Phillips 309 
 
J_harlan 1966 Harlan_1967_1_16_LvAERAHD 54.16667 J_harlan 54.16667 
J_harlan 1966 Harlan_1967_4_10_HvC 58.33333 J_harlan 58.33333 
J_harlan 1966 Harlan_1967_5_22_ALvG 37.5 C_rein_bert 62.5 
J_harlan 1966 Harlan_1967_5_22_TTGAIvJw 45.83333 J_harlan 45.83333 
J_harlan 1966 Harlan_1967_5_29_GvTGAI 41.66667 C_rein_bert 45.83333 
J_harlan 1966 Harlan_1967_5_22_SvUBLIC 54.16667 J_harlan 54.16667 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1967_10_9_CPCvB 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_1_29_MvUS 62.5 J_harlan 62.5 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_1_29_GvUS 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_1_29_HvUS 58.33333 J_harlan 58.33333 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_1_29_PTB&TCvP 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_3_18_SvUS 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_3_25_PBARC 54.16667 J_harlan 54.16667 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_5_6_FvSDOC 54.16667 J_harlan 54.16667 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_6_3_RCvB 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_6_10_USvSCC 41.66667 C_stoel_thomas 58.33333 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_6_10_MvW 25 C_stoel_thomas 75 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_6_10_CFKvI 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_6_17_MvD 62.5 J_harlan 62.5 
J_harlan 1967 Harlan_1968_5_20_CvG 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1968_10_14_CvG 91.66667 J_harlan 91.66667 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_1_27_SvUS 79.16667 J_harlan 79.16667 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_5_5_TvJTC 29.16667 C_brest_paul 70.83333 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_4_21_SvNY 54.16667 J_harlan 54.16667 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_5_5_KvCMI 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_5_19_LvUS 62.5 J_harlan 62.5 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_5_19_USvC 79.16667 J_harlan 79.16667 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_6_23_IvS 87.5 J_harlan 87.5 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_6_2_GCvUS 45.83333 J_harlan 45.83333 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_6_16_LIvA 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
J_harlan 1968 Harlan_1969_6_16_NvB 83.33333 J_harlan 83.33333 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1969_12_8_BvUS 79.16667 J_harlan 79.16667 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1969_12_8_USvK 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1970_2_24_ZvA 79.16667 J_harlan 79.16667 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1970_1_26_MvEAC 75 J_harlan 75 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1970_4_6_USvWWI 83.33333 J_harlan 83.33333 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1970_4_20_RvW 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1970_6_1_AvSK&C 70.83333 J_harlan 70.83333 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1970_6_15_MvSMLI 79.16667 J_harlan 79.16667 
J_harlan 1969 Harlan_1970_6_29_USvS 91.66667 J_harlan 91.66667 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_1_25_USvJ 58.33333 J_harlan 58.33333 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_2_23_SvG 54.16667 J_harlan 54.16667 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_3_2_BvC 75 J_harlan 75 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_3_23_OvWCC 79.16667 J_harlan 79.16667 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_3_29_WvWWSP 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
Phillips 310 
 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_4_5_USvUSC&C 75 J_harlan 75 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_5_3_MvC 79.16667 J_harlan 79.16667 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_6_1_C&NWRCvT 66.66667 J_harlan 66.66667 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_6_7_CvC 45.83333 J_harlan 45.83333 
J_harlan 1970 Harlan_1971_6_14_MCEvL 54.16667 J_harlan 54.16667 
J_black 1964 Black_1964_10_12_DvD 20.83333 C_north_james 79.16667 
J_black 1964 Black_1964_12_7_CvH 29.16667 C_north_james 70.83333 
J_black 1964 Black_1964_12_7_GvUSSC 37.5 C_north_james 62.5 
J_black 1964 Black_1964_12_14_FvAAOC 20.83333 C_north_james 79.16667 
J_black 1964 Black_1965_3_29_TvNJ 33.33333 C_north_james 66.66667 
J_black 1964 Black_1965_3_8_USvM 25 C_north_james 75 
J_black 1964 Black_1965_3_8_LvUS 45.83333 C_north_james 54.16667 
J_black 1964 Black_1965_4_5_PvT 37.5 C_north_james 62.5 
J_black 1964 Black_1965_4_29_CvEoN 41.66667 C_north_james 58.33333 
J_black 1964 Black_1965_4_29_WTPCvATC 29.16667 C_north_james 70.83333 
J_black 1964 Black_1965_5_17_HvV 54.16667 J_black 54.16667 
J_black 1964 Black_1965_2_1_TvNJ 33.33333 C_north_james 66.66667 
J_black 1965 Black_1965_12_13_HRIvB 20.83333 C_vardaman_john 58.33333 
J_black 1965 Black_1965_11_8_GvP 8.333333 C_vardaman_john 58.33333 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_1_17_GvSD&AER 12.5 C_nabers_drayton 54.16667 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_1_21_LEvCR&PC 12.5 C_vardaman_john 58.33333 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_2_28_AvPRC 37.5 J_black 37.5 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_3_7_SvHHC 54.16667 J_black 54.16667 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_4_18_BvJ 33.33333 C_nabers_drayton 50 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_5_23_MvA 20.83333 C_vardaman_john 50 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_5_31_USvVGC 20.83333 C_nabers_drayton 62.5 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_6_6_FvBSC 29.16667 C_vardaman_john 37.5 
J_black 1965 Black_1966_6_13_USvPBC 4.166667 C_vardaman_john 62.5 
J_black 1966 Black_1966_11_14_AvF 70.83333 J_black 70.83333 
J_black 1966 Black_1966_12_5_USvD 33.33333 C_susman_stephen 66.66667 
J_black 1966 Black_1966_12_5_TUvUC 58.33333 J_black 58.33333 
J_black 1966 Black_1966_12_12_FvM 41.66667 C_susman_stephen 58.33333 
J_black 1966 Black_1967_1_16_USvAPEC 54.16667 J_black 54.16667 
J_black 1966 Black_1967_3_27_CvC 33.33333 C_susman_stephen 66.66667 
J_black 1966 Black_1967_2_20_CvC 41.66667 C_susman_stephen 58.33333 
J_black 1966 Black_1967_3_27_RTSIvC 8.333333 C_susman_stephen 91.66667 
J_black 1966 Black_1967_6_12_WvMLI 45.83333 C_susman_stephen 54.16667 
J_black 1966 Black_1967_5_8_JvLBSC 12.5 C_susman_stephen 87.5 
J_black 1966 Black_1967_5_29_AvR 79.16667 J_black 79.16667 
J_black 1967 Black_1967_12_5_MWvIBA 58.33333 J_black 58.33333 
J_black 1967 Black_1967_12_5_NvFIC 45.83333 J_black 45.83333 
J_black 1967 Black_1967_12_11_HvW 54.16667 J_black 54.16667 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_1_15_USvL 29.16667 C_price_joseph 58.33333 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_1_16_HvKUC 70.83333 J_black 70.83333 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_3_6_FMCvASAL 45.83333 J_black 45.83333 
Phillips 311 
 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_3_6_NvUICoA 29.16667 C_price_joseph 45.83333 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_4_8_EvPFEC 66.66667 J_black 66.66667 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_5_27_USvC 29.16667 C_price_joseph 41.66667 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_4_22_SvSCTC 33.33333 C_schulhofer_stephen 37.5 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_5_6_MvUS 62.5 J_black 62.5 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_6_10_PMvIPC 83.33333 J_black 83.33333 
J_black 1967 Black_1968_6_17_ABvTC 37.5 C_price_joseph 45.83333 
J_black 1968 Black_1968_10_15_WvR 25 C_dellinger_walter 75 
J_black 1968 Black_1968_12_16_FvTI 8.333333 C_dellinger_walter 91.66667 
J_black 1968 Black_1968_11_18_CCCvCCC 16.66667 C_dellinger_walter 83.33333 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_1_13_FvCR&PC 8.333333 C_dellinger_walter 91.66667 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_2_24_CCCvCCC 16.66667 C_dellinger_walter 83.33333 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_1_14_GvSLFRC 33.33333 C_dellinger_walter 66.66667 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_3_25_OvT 20.83333 C_dellinger_walter 79.16667 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_5_5_SvH 12.5 C_dellinger_walter 87.5 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_4_7_FEIvUSSC 12.5 C_dellinger_walter 87.5 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_5_19_USvK 20.83333 C_dellinger_walter 79.16667 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_6_2_USvMBoE 8.333333 C_dellinger_walter 91.66667 
J_black 1968 Black_1969_6_16_PvSOCoC 8.333333 C_dellinger_walter 91.66667 
J_black 1969 Black_1969_12_9_D&TSLRCv 33.33333 C_bass_kenneth 50 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_3_2_EvA 54.16667 J_black 54.16667 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_1_28_BvSSLBN1 16.66667 C_bass_kenneth 75 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_2_25_HvJCDoMK 8.333333 C_bass_kenneth 70.83333 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_3_2_HPCvN 25 C_bass_kenneth 75 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_3_2_TvUS 50 C_bass_kenneth 50 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_4_6_IvA 50 J_black 50 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_5_25_SvUS 33.33333 C_bass_kenneth 50 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_6_8_ACLRCvLE 33.33333 C_bass_kenneth 58.33333 
J_black 1969 Black_1970_6_15_WvUS 41.66667 C_bass_kenneth 58.33333 
J_black 1970 Black_1970_12_21_OvM 62.5 J_black 62.5 
J_black 1970 Black_1970_11_16_BvL 58.33333 J_black 58.33333 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_2_23_BvSBoA 41.66667 C_harmon_john 58.33333 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_2_23_IRS 54.16667 J_black 54.16667 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_2_23_YvH 58.33333 J_black 58.33333 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_2_23_GSvTJMDA 45.83333 C_harmon_john 54.16667 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_2_23_BvL 58.33333 J_black 58.33333 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_2_23_PvL 33.33333 C_harmon_john 66.66667 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_5_17_LvV 50 C_harmon_john 50 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_4_5_UTUvMB 41.66667 C_harmon_john 58.33333 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_4_21_RvYCW 33.33333 C_harmon_john 66.66667 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_4_21_USvV 41.66667 C_harmon_john 58.33333 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_4_26_JvV 50 J_black 50 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_5_24_AvI 20.83333 C_harmon_john 79.16667 
J_black 1970 Black_1971_6_14_PvT 62.5 J_black 62.5 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1964_10_12_RvS 62.5 J_warren 62.5 
Phillips 312 
 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1964_12_14_FCvLB 29.16667 C_flannery_dennis 50 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_4_26_UvT 25 C_flannery_dennis 41.66667 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_3_1_SvUS 45.83333 J_warren 45.83333 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_4_5_FvCC 29.16667 C_cochran_george 50 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_4_26_AOCvN 4.166667 C_cochran_george 75 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_4_26_HvP 54.16667 J_warren 54.16667 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_4_27_HvF 54.16667 J_warren 54.16667 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_5_24_FvS 25 C_flannery_dennis 45.83333 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_6_7_USvB 79.16667 J_warren 79.16667 
J_warren 1964 Warren_1965_5_3_ZvR 29.16667 C_cochran_george 37.5 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1965_10_11_ZvR 50 J_warren 50 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1965_10_11_USvB 45.83333 C_ziffren_kenneth 54.16667 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1965_12_8_AWvS 58.33333 J_warren 58.33333 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1966_2_23_BvH 50 J_warren 50 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1966_3_7_CCvPWC 58.33333 J_warren 58.33333 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1966_3_7_FNCvC 41.66667 C_ziffren_kenneth 58.33333 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1966_5_2_SCvK 66.66667 J_warren 66.66667 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1966_5_16_AvUS 58.33333 J_warren 58.33333 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1966_6_13_MvA 58.33333 J_warren 58.33333 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1966_6_20_JvNJ 50 C_ziffren_kenneth 50 
J_warren 1965 Warren_1966_6_20_DvNC 37.5 C_ziffren_kenneth 62.5 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1966_12_5_BvF 25 C_schmidt_benno 41.66667 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_1_9_LvUS 4.166667 C_schmidt_benno 58.33333 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_1_16_IvE 41.66667 C_schmidt_benno 45.83333 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_3_13_KvNC 20.83333 C_schmidt_benno 58.33333 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_5_8_CvS 20.83333 C_schmidt_benno 50 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_4_11_PvR 16.66667 C_schmidt_benno 58.33333 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_5_8_FDCvMBC 25 C_schmidt_benno 50 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_5_29_FvUC 12.5 C_johnson_phillip 54.16667 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_6_12_LvV 12.5 C_schmidt_benno 62.5 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_6_12_WvT 8.333333 C_johnson_phillip 50 
J_warren 1966 Warren_1967_6_12_NvGDTI 20.83333 C_johnson_phillip 41.66667 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1967_11_13_WvUS 16.66667 C_wilson_charles 54.16667 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1967_12_11_USvR 16.66667 C_wilson_charles 58.33333 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1967_12_18_TvK 37.5 C_wilson_charles 45.83333 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1968_3_18_FvFMI 20.83333 C_wilson_charles 58.33333 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1968_3_18_PvSOC 45.83333 J_warren 45.83333 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1968_5_27_USvO 4.166667 C_wilson_charles 62.5 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1968_6_10_TvO 20.83333 C_wilson_charles 45.83333 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1968_6_10_SvNY 4.166667 C_wilson_charles 54.16667 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1968_6_10_FvC 4.166667 C_wilson_charles 75 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1968_6_17_KvS 20.83333 C_simon_larry 66.66667 
J_warren 1967 Warren_1968_5_20_PvR 25 C_wilson_charles 54.16667 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1968_10_14_PvR 45.83333 J_warren 45.83333 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1968_10_14_AvSBoE 4.166667 C_gray_boyden 58.33333 
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J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_2_24_TvHAoD 29.16667 C_gray_boyden 62.5 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_1_13_USvN 0 C_gray_boyden 75 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_3_10_GvC 16.66667 C_gray_boyden 58.33333 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_4_2_MvUS 45.83333 J_warren 45.83333 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_4_28_USvAoD.. 16.66667 C_gray_boyden 75 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_5_5_MvBoECoC 20.83333 C_gray_boyden 58.33333 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_6_2_JvD 12.5 C_gray_boyden 41.66667 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_6_16_UPSCvEPG 25 C_gray_boyden 70.83333 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_6_16_NvGPC 4.166667 C_gray_boyden 83.33333 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_6_16_KvUFSDN1 4.166667 C_gray_boyden 41.66667 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_6_16_PvM 16.66667 C_gray_boyden 66.66667 
J_warren 1968 Warren_1969_3_3_AvSBoE 4.166667 C_gray_boyden 58.33333 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1965_11_22_SvRBI 75 J_fortas 75 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_1_17_USvS 62.5 J_fortas 62.5 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_1_18_USvY 66.66667 J_fortas 66.66667 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_2_23_BvL 45.83333 J_fortas 45.83333 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_2_28_AvC 66.66667 J_fortas 66.66667 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_3_22_BvM 58.33333 J_fortas 58.33333 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_3_22_KvUS 70.83333 J_fortas 70.83333 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_4_4_USvP 70.83333 J_fortas 70.83333 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_4_28_USvGMC 58.33333 J_fortas 58.33333 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_6_20_DvUS 87.5 J_fortas 87.5 
J_fortas 1965 Fortas_1966_6_13_GvUS 37.5 J_fortas 37.5 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1967_10_9_ATAIvAT& 66.66667 J_fortas 66.66667 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1967_12_4_WTCvUS 37.5 C_zimroth_peter 45.83333 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1967_12_18_NvFTC 54.16667 J_fortas 54.16667 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1967_12_4_PMC 54.16667 J_fortas 54.16667 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1968_3_5_USvH 16.66667 C_zimroth_peter 45.83333 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1968_3_5_USvNC 45.83333 J_fortas 45.83333 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1968_3_11_N&WCvTC 66.66667 J_fortas 66.66667 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1968_5_20_CvL 45.83333 C_zimroth_peter 50 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1968_5_20_USvUSMC 66.66667 J_fortas 66.66667 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1968_6_10_GvB 29.16667 C_zimroth_peter 70.83333 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1968_6_10_SMAIvSC 4.166667 C_zimroth_peter 95.83333 
J_fortas 1967 Fortas_1968_6_10_GCPCvR 29.16667 C_zimroth_peter 54.16667 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1968_11_12_EvA 54.16667 J_fortas 54.16667 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1968_11_19_CvPaCoPA 75 J_fortas 75 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1968_10_14_DSIvA 50 J_fortas 50 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1969_2_24_JvA 50 J_fortas 50 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1969_2_24_TvDMICSD 87.5 J_fortas 87.5 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1969_5_5_HvN 87.5 J_fortas 87.5 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1969_4_1_FvC 79.16667 J_fortas 79.16667 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1969_4_28_NvWC 70.83333 J_fortas 70.83333 
J_fortas 1968 Fortas_1969_2_25_DSIvA 50 J_fortas 50 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1969_10_13_FvUS 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
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J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1969_10_13_WvM 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_2_24_NvJRMC 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_2_2_GvC 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_3_23_USvEoD 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_3_30_USvD 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_3_31_USvK 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_4_20_WvC 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_4_20_USvHHC 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_6_1_CNvO 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_5_18_NvRC 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1969 Marshall_1970_6_15_EvC 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1971_12_13_BvNC 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1971_12_20_USvB 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_1_10_SvMCfHR 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_1_17_TvMW 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_3_1_HvSOCoC 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_3_6_USvMCC 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_3_21_DvB 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_3_22_HvC 50 C_underwood_barbara 50 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_3_29_USvTAI 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_5_22_CvMMGTC 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_6_7_BMWLvKII 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_6_19_MvDPI 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_6_22_PvK 50 C_underwood_barbara 50 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_6_26_PDoCvM 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1971 Marshall_1972_6_26_GvCoR 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1972_12_6_TOCvUS 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1972_12_12_EvUS 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1972_12_18_HIvSCTC 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_3_5_BvUS 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_3_5_LRvRD 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_3_27_MvATC 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_6_18_MvCoA 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_5_14_FMCvSLI 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_6_4_USvTCoM 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_6_4_USvM 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_6_11_WvO 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1972 Marshall_1973_6_18_AT&SCvWB 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1974_12_23_KvSPC 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_2_18_ECCvWACO 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_2_18_HCCCvM 29.16667 C_bryson_william 37.5 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_2_18_FvDC 16.66667 C_bryson_william 62.5 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_2_25_USvW 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_3_19_AvNH 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_6_16_HvS 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
Phillips 315 
 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_5_27_FvUS 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_6_16_MvF 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_6_23_USvH 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_2_25_USvW_2 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1974 Marshall_1975_5_19_SIPCvB 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_1_13_AFSCvM 29.16667 C_baine_kevin 50 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_1_13_LvUS 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_3_30_USvUCTC 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_3_31_DvJ 12.5 C_segal_daniel 50 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_5_24_HBCvRHT 33.33333 J_marshall 33.33333 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_1_TvCPIRGI 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_7_CvF 33.33333 C_baine_kevin 41.66667 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_10_TvD 33.33333 C_baine_kevin 50 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_14_KvUSDCfN 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_14_OWvMOC 33.33333 J_marshall 33.33333 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_14_TIIvNI 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_17_KvNM 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_17_FEAvASI 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_25_UECvE 8.333333 C_segal_daniel 41.66667 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_25_MvSFTTC 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_7_1_UvTEMC 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1975 Marshall_1976_6_24_FRDCvSRA 20.83333 C_segal_daniel 33.33333 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1976_10_4_FRDCvSRA 25 C_bloch_susan 50 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1976_11_30_EvG 29.16667 C_bloch_susan 37.5 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_1_25_BCvPBI 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_5_16_JvRPC 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_4_27_BvS 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_5_2_LAIvW 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_5_23_DvSPI 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_6_6_SvUS 37.5 C_bloch_susan 45.83333 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_6_6_APCvD 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_6_17_NMTCvC 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_6_20_BvB 33.33333 C_bloch_susan 58.33333 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_6_24_SvH 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1976 Marshall_1977_6_9_USvL 45.83333 C_bloch_susan 54.16667 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1977_10_3_USvL 37.5 C_spector_phillip 54.16667 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_3_6_QvW 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_1_18_ZvR 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_2_22_LvP 29.16667 C_spector_phillip 41.66667 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_2_22_JBCvUSER 37.5 J_marshall 37.5 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_3_28_USvC 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_5_15_SCPvM 12.5 C_jackson_vicki 75 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_6_26_KvSCoCCa 29.16667 C_spector_phillip 37.5 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_2_22_USvS 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_5_31_RvW 25 C_jackson_vicki 62.5 
Phillips 316 
 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_5_31_AvCSPC 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_6_6_AvI 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_6_12_FvNCCfB 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_6_14_SvUS 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_6_15_NvRT&RC 45.83333 C_spector_phillip 45.83333 
J_marshall 1977 Marshall_1978_6_21_ZRCvUS 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1978_11_28_DCBoEvW 16.66667 C_weiner_robert 83.33333 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1978_12_11_BoGFvFLC 16.66667 C_weiner_robert 83.33333 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_2_22_MvY 20.83333 C_weiner_robert 75 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_2_22_MvUS 29.16667 C_weiner_robert 70.83333 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_2_22_IBoEvSWP 8.333333 C_weiner_robert 70.83333 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_4_2_USvKFI 20.83333 C_weiner_robert 79.16667 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_4_17_AvDoHaUD 29.16667 C_weiner_robert 70.83333 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_5_14_USv5AoMa 20.83333 C_weiner_robert 79.16667 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_5_29_EWvF 8.333333 C_weiner_robert 75 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_6_4_DvUS 12.5 C_weiner_robert 70.83333 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_6_4_USvB 4.166667 C_weiner_robert 87.5 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_6_18_UGPLCvM 20.83333 C_weiner_robert 79.16667 
J_marshall 1978 Marshall_1979_6_18_USvR 25 C_weiner_robert 75 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_1_21_RvS 12.5 C_alexander_janet 50 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_2_26_USvC 33.33333 C_alexander_janet 45.83333 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_3_3_BvLMIC 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_3_19_GSIvCUoU 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_6_2_USvM 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_6_9_CoRvUS 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_4_28_MvJI 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_5_27_GvT 29.16667 C_frickey_philip 29.16667 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_6_2_WvASC 37.5 C_frickey_philip 41.66667 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_6_10_CvRSC 33.33333 C_alexander_janet 62.5 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_6_10_ECvDoRoW 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_6_20_NvL 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_6_27_WMATvB 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1979 Marshall_1980_6_27_CMCvATC 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_1_13_FT&RCvR 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_1_21_FvUS 95.83333 J_marshall 95.83333 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_2_24_WvG 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_3_9_C&NWTCvK 100 J_marshall 100 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_3_23_KJKvJPF 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_4_21_SvUS 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_5_18_AvRI 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_6_15_HvVSM&RA 79.16667 J_marshall 79.16667 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_6_15_HvI 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_6_17_DvD 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_6_26_CMAvFEC 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1980 Marshall_1981_7_2_ALGCvH 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
Phillips 317 
 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_1_25_RvR 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_1_25_PACvR 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_1_25_MvJAT 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_3_3_HEvFHEI 33.33333 C_glover_stephen 33.33333 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_3_24_UACvNGA 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_6_1_SVIIvC 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_6_14_BvB 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_6_21_PvBoRoF 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_6_23_TvA 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_6_24_JBTIvL 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_6_30_LvTMCC 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_7_2_RNSBIvBo 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_5_24_W&RFIvN 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_6_23_FICvR 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1981 Marshall_1982_6_14_SvS 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1982_10_4_W&RFIvN 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1982_10_4_SvS 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1982_10_4_FICvR 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1982_12_8_BvSW'CC( 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1982_12_13_CvNM 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_1_24_H&MvH 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_1_24_MB&TCvG 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_3_7_BvN 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_3_30_TvUS 95.83333 J_marshall 95.83333 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_5_16_APIIvAEP 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_5_23_PSALvD 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_5_24_GMCvDC 50 C_mogin_paul 50 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_6_6_WvWNI 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_6_8_ECvE 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_6_13_HvP 16.66667 C_mogin_paul 75 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_6_13_NMvMAT 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_6_22_MBoMvA 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_6_24_BvYDPC 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1982 Marshall_1983_6_27_USvM 95.83333 J_marshall 95.83333 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1983_11_1_AAIvDoTo 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_2_22_SvB 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_2_22_DvUS 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_3_21_KvUS 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_3_21_HvE 95.83333 J_marshall 95.83333 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_4_2_EvSOC 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_4_16_AvC 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_5_21_KFIIvUS 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_5_30_BvF 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_6_11_CvT 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_6_12_HNRCvC&N 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
Phillips 318 
 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_6_18_SvJTOI 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_6_27_BvG 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1983 Marshall_1984_7_2_BvM 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_1_9_AvC 12.5 C_revesz_richard 41.66667 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_1_9_TFAIvUS 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_2_26_AvO 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_3_4_DWRIvB 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_3_18_NRPCvA&S 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_4_1_USvL 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_4_1_USvM 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_4_29_CFTCvW 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_6_3_HCvAMLI 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_6_11_CvM 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_6_17_JvMaCCoB 29.16667 C_revesz_richard 37.5 
J_marshall 1984 Marshall_1985_6_28_KvG 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_1_27_TvA 16.66667 C_brown_rebecca 45.83333 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_1_14_VvH 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_3_24_WvWDoSfB 20.83333 C_mahoney_paul 29.16667 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_4_28_FvB 41.66667 C_richman_daniel 50 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_3_10_ECvH 20.83333 C_mahoney_paul 54.16667 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_3_26_HvF 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_4_7_USvCoF 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_4_22_USvACoP 37.5 C_brown_rebecca 50 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_5_19_BvPC 29.16667 C_richman_daniel 29.16667 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_6_3_USvH 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_6_3_BDCvNYSL 29.16667 C_mahoney_paul 33.33333 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_6_11_USvDDS 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_6_23_USvABE 16.66667 C_mahoney_paul 79.16667 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_6_25_AWvB 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1985 Marshall_1986_6_26_FvW 45.83333 C_brown_rebecca 54.16667 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1986_12_10_TvRPoC 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_1_13_CFS&LAvG 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_1_13_WVvUS 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_2_24_BNRCvW 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_2_24_IMICvL 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_2_25_FvFPC 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_4_22_AWPIvR 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_4_22_USvGDC 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_4_22_BvREI 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_4_28_BNRCvOTC 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_5_18_RvR 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_5_26_USvM 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_6_15_PvT 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_6_22_CICIvB 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1986 Marshall_1987_6_23_PRvB 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
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J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1987_9_21_RvM 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1987_12_1_GoSLvCBF 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_1_12_TvT 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_1_13_WvE 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_1_20_CUvC 37.5 C_litman_harry 41.66667 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_3_7_ABCvC 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_3_22_GACvMC 25 C_litman_harry 62.5 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_5_16_BL&CCvC 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_6_30_PvB 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_5_16_EvCOPC 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_5_23_GACvM 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_5_31_AvZ 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_6_13_VCvB 37.5 C_litman_harry 50 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_6_13_BvUS 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_6_20_SOIvRC 25 C_litman_harry 62.5 
J_marshall 1987 Marshall_1988_6_24_TvOSC 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1988_11_8_SOCvIDoR 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_1_10_OvO 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_1_10_GvS 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_1_18_SMWvL 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_2_22_EvSFCDCC 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_3_6_BvNLV 25 C_schwartz_jonathan 33.33333 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_5_1_NvW 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_5_30_MvM 33.33333 C_cohn_debra 45.83333 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_6_5_MCvT 29.16667 C_cohn_debra 33.33333 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_6_5_CfCNvR 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_6_21_FSvB 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1988 Marshall_1989_6_23_DoJvTA 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1989_11_7_NNICvB 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_1_22_USvGT&RC 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_4_16_RvE&Y 37.5 C_steiker_jordan 45.83333 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_3_5_MvNC 16.66667 C_steiker_jordan 83.33333 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_3_20_LvHMI 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_5_14_TvT 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_3_27_AFCvB 33.33333 C_steiker_jordan 62.5 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_3_27_AvMCoC 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_4_17_NvCMSI 41.66667 C_steiker_jordan 45.83333 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_5_21_USvM 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_5_21_HvUS 37.5 C_steiker_jordan 54.16667 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_5_29_PDoPWvD 37.5 C_steiker_jordan 58.33333 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_6_4_BvI 91.66667 J_marshall 91.66667 
J_marshall 1989 Marshall_1990_6_25_SvR 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1990_12_3_MvUS 54.16667 J_marshall 54.16667 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_1_15_FMCvIMIC 62.5 J_marshall 62.5 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_3_20_MvOSaHRC 45.83333 J_marshall 45.83333 
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J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_3_20_USvS 87.5 J_marshall 87.5 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_4_17_EAIvF 75 J_marshall 75 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_4_17_CSAvC 66.66667 J_marshall 66.66667 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_4_17_USvCSBF 83.33333 J_marshall 83.33333 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_5_20_IPPLvAoT 70.83333 J_marshall 70.83333 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_5_20_KvKFSI 41.66667 J_marshall 41.66667 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_6_3_ECvCGLI 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_6_10_JvHSB 50 J_marshall 50 
J_marshall 1990 Marshall_1991_6_13_BvUS 58.33333 J_marshall 58.33333 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1969_12_9_FNBiPCvD 4.166667 C_lettow_charles 41.66667 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_4_6_WvF 12.5 C_lettow_charles 41.66667 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_4_27_TvH 0 C_lettow_charles 54.16667 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_5_4_WvTCoCoN 41.66667 J_burger 41.66667 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_6_15_RvPOD 0 C_snider_jerry 54.16667 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_5_25_DvF 12.5 C_snider_jerry 54.16667 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_6_29_CvJCoTC 25 C_lettow_charles 54.16667 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_6_15_PvG 12.5 C_lettow_charles 37.5 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_6_29_NvG 0 C_fabrikant_robert 37.5 
J_burger 1969 Burger_1970_6_29_WvI 25 C_lettow_charles 41.66667 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_2_24_HvNY 12.5 C_bickart_david 54.16667 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_3_8_GvDPC 20.83333 C_bickart_david 37.5 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_6_7_SvCBoE 54.16667 J_burger 54.16667 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_4_20_DvBoSCoM 29.16667 C_garrett_theodore 41.66667 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_4_20_MvB 8.333333 C_atwood_james 45.83333 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_4_20_NCBoEvS 12.5 C_garrett_theodore 41.66667 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_4_26_CHRDvJ 12.5 C_atwood_james 66.66667 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_5_17_OfaBAvK 33.33333 C_garrett_theodore 37.5 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_5_17_CvB 45.83333 J_burger 45.83333 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_6_7_GvL 16.66667 C_bickart_david 37.5 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_6_28_USvH 29.16667 C_bickart_david 45.83333 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_6_28_TvR 45.83333 J_burger 45.83333 
J_burger 1970 Burger_1971_6_28_LvK 58.33333 J_burger 58.33333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1971_10_12_LvK 37.5 C_floyd_chesney 54.16667 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1971_11_22_RvR 8.333333 C_floyd_chesney 70.83333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1971_12_20_SvNY 12.5 C_floyd_chesney 83.33333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_1_13_GvL 4.166667 C_floyd_chesney 83.33333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_2_24_BvC 33.33333 C_floyd_chesney 45.83333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_2_24_GvUS 8.333333 C_floyd_chesney 79.16667 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_4_18_CvR 33.33333 C_floyd_chesney 58.33333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_5_15_WvY 41.66667 C_floyd_chesney 50 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_6_12_TBvZOC 0 C_floyd_chesney 95.83333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_6_22_MvW 0 C_floyd_chesney 75 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_6_26_LvT 20.83333 C_floyd_chesney 70.83333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_6_29_MvB 16.66667 C_floyd_chesney 58.33333 
J_burger 1971 Burger_1972_6_29_USvB 12.5 C_floyd_chesney 75 
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J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_1_10_BvUS 8.333333 C_diamond_richard 37.5 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_4_2_LvK 12.5 C_bollinger_lee 33.33333 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_4_24_MvFPSI 0 C_diamond_richard 79.16667 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_5_7_BvC 0 C_diamond_richard 58.33333 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_5_29_CBSIvDNC 0 C_bollinger_lee 83.33333 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_11_SvUS 20.83333 C_diamond_richard 33.33333 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_18_GvC 16.66667 C_diamond_richard 62.5 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_18_USvLLMLC 12.5 C_bollinger_lee 37.5 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_21_GvM 4.166667 C_diamond_richard 50 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_21_KvC 0 C_bollinger_lee 50 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_21_USv12RoS 0 C_bollinger_lee 62.5 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_21_USvO 4.166667 C_bollinger_lee 45.83333 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_25_NvH 4.166667 C_bollinger_lee 45.83333 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_25_LvCfPE&R 0 C_bollinger_lee 37.5 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_25_HvNY 4.166667 C_bollinger_lee 54.16667 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_25_RvK 4.166667 C_bollinger_lee 29.16667 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_4_17_BvUS 12.5 C_diamond_richard 41.66667 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_21_MvC 4.166667 C_bollinger_lee 75 
J_burger 1972 Burger_1973_6_21_PATIvS 0 C_bollinger_lee 87.5 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1973_12_7_BvUS 16.66667 C_fergenson_arthur 41.66667 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1973_10_9_MvC 8.333333 C_fergenson_arthur 37.5 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1973_10_9_PATIvS 12.5 C_fergenson_arthur 45.83333 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_1_9_MvUS 4.166667 C_fergenson_arthur 75 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_1_16_OvS 33.33333 J_burger 33.33333 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_2_27_DvA 8.333333 C_fergenson_arthur 45.83333 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_3_26_LvP 20.83333 C_fergenson_arthur 29.16667 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_4_17_SvR 4.166667 C_fergenson_arthur 45.83333 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_5_13_KOCvBC 0 C_fergenson_arthur 75 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_6_19_JvW 16.66667 C_fergenson_arthur 50 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_6_25_USvR 16.66667 C_ripple_kenneth 33.33333 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_6_25_SvRCtStW 12.5 C_fergenson_arthur 37.5 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_6_25_MHPCvT 0 C_fergenson_arthur 87.5 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_6_26_DvUS 0 C_fergenson_arthur 87.5 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_7_24_USvN 20.83333 C_ripple_kenneth 37.5 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_7_25_MvB 4.166667 C_fergenson_arthur 70.83333 
J_burger 1973 Burger_1974_6_19_KvB 4.166667 C_fergenson_arthur 37.5 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1974_10_15_KvB 20.83333 C_walters_stephen 41.66667 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1974_12_23_SvR 12.5 C_walters_stephen 50 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_1_15_MvM 16.66667 C_walters_stephen 54.16667 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_2_19_USvB 12.5 C_walters_stephen 45.83333 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_2_19_DvM 8.333333 C_walters_stephen 58.33333 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_3_3_SvUS 25 C_burbank_stephen 41.66667 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_5_19_USvW 37.5 J_burger 37.5 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_5_27_EvUSSF 12.5 C_burbank_stephen 54.16667 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_5_27_BvJ 16.66667 C_burbank_stephen 45.83333 
Phillips 322 
 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_6_9_USvP 37.5 J_burger 37.5 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_6_17_RvUS 25 C_walters_stephen 58.33333 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_6_17_RvMPC 29.16667 C_walters_stephen 37.5 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_6_24_AFAAvR 29.16667 C_walters_stephen 45.83333 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_6_25_PvN 29.16667 C_walters_stephen 41.66667 
J_burger 1974 Burger_1975_6_16_GvVSB 29.16667 C_burbank_stephen 41.66667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1975_10_6_GvVSB 12.5 C_starr_kenneth 79.16667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1975_12_2_USvTWMJE 20.83333 C_starr_kenneth 58.33333 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_1_14_MvW 25 C_starr_kenneth 54.16667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_1_26_NICOAvK 4.166667 C_starr_kenneth 50 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_3_22_TSKSotIv 8.333333 C_kovacic_candace 54.16667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_3_30_GvUS 16.66667 C_starr_kenneth 70.83333 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_4_21_BvUS 12.5 C_starr_kenneth 66.66667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_6_21_EvW 29.16667 C_starr_kenneth 50 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_5_19_USvM 8.333333 C_starr_kenneth 79.16667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_5_19_HvMaCoO 0 C_starr_kenneth 58.33333 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_6_1_USvO 20.83333 C_starr_kenneth 66.66667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_6_7_CvUS 25 C_starr_kenneth 62.5 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_6_17_HJSDN1vH 12.5 C_starr_kenneth 62.5 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_6_17_USvC&ORC 4.166667 C_starr_kenneth 45.83333 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_6_21_EvFCEI 4.166667 C_starr_kenneth 54.16667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_6_28_NvR 12.5 C_starr_kenneth 41.66667 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_6_30_NPAvS 4.166667 C_starr_kenneth 58.33333 
J_burger 1975 Burger_1976_7_6_SDvO 0 C_starr_kenneth 87.5 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1976_11_15_MvD 33.33333 C_drinkwater_wayne 50 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1976_12_8_CoMSDN8v 0 C_drinkwater_wayne 62.5 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_2_23_PvCII 0 C_drinkwater_wayne 62.5 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_4_25_NBIvBW 8.333333 C_drinkwater_wayne 54.16667 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_4_19_USvA 4.166667 C_drinkwater_wayne 75 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_4_20_WvM 0 C_drinkwater_wayne 70.83333 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_5_23_USvW 0 C_drinkwater_wayne 66.66667 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_5_23_USvW_2 0 C_kozinski_alex 75 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_6_9_AvUS 12.5 C_drinkwater_wayne 62.5 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_6_13_LvC 20.83333 C_drinkwater_wayne 70.83333 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_6_16_EDPDN&Cv 4.166667 C_drinkwater_wayne 70.83333 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_6_20_HvWSAAC 0 C_drinkwater_wayne 70.83333 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_6_21_USvC 4.166667 C_kozinski_alex 54.16667 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_6_27_MvB 0 C_drinkwater_wayne 83.33333 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_3_7_NBIvBW 8.333333 C_drinkwater_wayne 54.16667 
J_burger 1976 Burger_1977_6_9_SAECvUS 41.66667 C_drinkwater_wayne 54.16667 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1977_10_3_SAECvUS 20.83333 C_jay_stewart 62.5 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1977_12_12_UALIvM 20.83333 C_jay_stewart 50 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_3_22_EFvWGCIa 50 J_burger 50 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_4_3_HvA 25 C_parr_henry 37.5 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_4_19_MvP 4.166667 C_jay_stewart 54.16667 
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J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_5_1_LCIvV 0 C_jay_stewart 50 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_5_23_PvUS 33.33333 C_jay_stewart 54.16667 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_6_14_BvUS 12.5 C_jay_stewart 54.16667 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_6_14_GvM 8.333333 C_parr_henry 79.16667 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_6_15_TvH 25 C_jay_stewart 54.16667 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_6_26_HvKI 0 C_jay_stewart 50 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_6_26_USvG 20.83333 C_jay_stewart 45.83333 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_6_26_DPCvCESG 16.66667 C_jay_stewart 62.5 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_6_28_SvB 4.166667 C_parr_henry 58.33333 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_6_29_USvUSGC 20.83333 C_jay_stewart 58.33333 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_7_3_LvO 12.5 C_jay_stewart 70.83333 
J_burger 1977 Burger_1978_7_3_BvO 0 C_parr_henry 91.66667 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1978_12_18_MvD 12.5 C_pratt_walter 45.83333 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_3_5_AvQPPC 0 C_lacy_robinson 50 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_3_21_NvCBoC 0 C_lacy_robinson 66.66667 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_4_30_AvT 16.66667 C_lacy_robinson 50 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_5_29_GvIoNPaC 4.166667 C_lacy_robinson 62.5 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_11_LSIvNY 0 C_pratt_walter 66.66667 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_11_RvSC 33.33333 C_lacy_robinson 50 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_18_USvH 4.166667 C_lacy_robinson 41.66667 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_18_HvM 12.5 C_pratt_walter 50 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_20_PvJ 12.5 C_pratt_walter 41.66667 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_20_SoPWoPvI 0 C_lacy_robinson 54.16667 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_25_MvM 8.333333 C_lacy_robinson 50 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_25_MvD 4.166667 C_lacy_robinson 50 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_25_BvT 0 C_pratt_walter 45.83333 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_26_HvP 33.33333 C_pratt_walter 54.16667 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_26_SvDMPC 4.166667 C_lacy_robinson 50 
J_burger 1978 Burger_1979_6_18_TvPR 37.5 C_lacy_robinson 50 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1979_11_27_PvUS 8.333333 C_wahoske_michael 45.83333 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_1_8_MvREBoNO 8.333333 C_wahoske_michael 58.33333 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_2_20_SvB 16.66667 C_wahoske_michael 50 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_2_27_TvUS 25 C_wahoske_michael 41.66667 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_5_12_DGNBvR 8.333333 C_wahoske_michael 70.83333 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_3_19_USvG 12.5 C_wahoske_michael 66.66667 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_4_22_CCvGEC 8.333333 C_wahoske_michael 79.16667 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_6_2_AvSOC 8.333333 C_shechtman_paul 45.83333 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_6_9_SvUS 25 C_wahoske_michael 50 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_6_16_USvH 12.5 C_wahoske_michael 45.83333 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_6_16_DvC 4.166667 C_wahoske_michael 54.16667 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_7_2_FvK 8.333333 C_wahoske_michael 83.33333 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_7_2_RNIvV 12.5 C_wahoske_michael 70.83333 
J_burger 1979 Burger_1980_6_9_USvC 37.5 C_wahoske_michael 37.5 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1980_12_1_USvC 29.16667 C_ale_john 37.5 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1980_12_15_USvW 20.83333 C_volling_james 37.5 
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J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_1_21_USvC 8.333333 C_ale_john 29.16667 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_1_21_RvUS 0 C_volling_james 54.16667 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_1_26_CvF 41.66667 J_burger 41.66667 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_3_23_HvM 0 C_ale_john 62.5 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_4_6_TvRBoIES 8.333333 C_volling_james 33.33333 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_5_18_EvS 0 C_volling_james 70.83333 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_5_26_TIIvRMI 20.83333 C_volling_james 37.5 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_6_1_LvS 4.166667 C_ale_john 58.33333 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_6_17_CBoPvD 4.166667 C_ale_john 54.16667 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_6_17_HvS 12.5 C_volling_james 29.16667 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_6_29_HvA 0 C_volling_james 66.66667 
J_burger 1980 Burger_1981_7_1_CIvFCCAB 0 C_volling_james 33.33333 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1981_12_14_CARCfFHv 0 C_wright_christopher 54.16667 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_1_13_WvC 16.66667 C_holzhauer_james 45.83333 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_2_23_USvL 33.33333 C_wright_christopher 37.5 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_2_24_NEPCvNH 4.166667 C_wright_christopher 70.83333 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_2_24_BvS 12.5 C_wright_christopher 62.5 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_3_8_MBvW 4.166667 C_wright_christopher 50 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_3_24_TUvLIRC 0 C_wright_christopher 45.83333 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_3_31_USvM 8.333333 C_wright_christopher 50 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_5_17_FvL 20.83333 C_wright_christopher 45.83333 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_5_24_HvE 8.333333 C_wright_christopher 54.16667 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_6_7_RvPDP 16.66667 C_wright_christopher 45.83333 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_6_14_ZvW 4.166667 C_holzhauer_james 45.83333 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_6_15_SSAIvA 29.16667 C_wright_christopher 54.16667 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_6_15_DvC 12.5 C_wright_christopher 75 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_6_21_MCECvGSB 37.5 J_burger 37.5 
J_burger 1981 Burger_1982_6_25_RvK 12.5 C_wright_christopher 62.5 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1982_12_13_LvGDI 4.166667 C_green_thomas 87.5 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1982_12_13_BNIvUS 4.166667 C_green_thomas 66.66667 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1982_12_13_XCvCoH 33.33333 C_green_thomas 45.83333 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_1_19_MvH 12.5 C_green_thomas 62.5 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_4_20_MvS 25 C_green_thomas 41.66667 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_4_27_JMIvT 20.83333 C_green_thomas 70.83333 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_5_23_VBvCBoN 20.83333 C_green_thomas 70.83333 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_5_23_USvH 16.66667 C_green_thomas 41.66667 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_5_24_BJUvUS 12.5 C_green_thomas 58.33333 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_5_24_MCCvDOoW 20.83333 C_green_thomas 54.16667 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_6_8_BCvUS 37.5 C_green_thomas 62.5 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_6_13_CvW 25 C_green_thomas 58.33333 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_6_20_IvL 25 C_green_thomas 50 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_6_23_IvC 45.83333 C_green_thomas 45.83333 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_7_5_JvB 16.66667 C_green_thomas 66.66667 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_7_5_IvA 12.5 C_green_thomas 45.83333 
J_burger 1982 Burger_1983_7_5_MvC 41.66667 C_green_thomas 54.16667 
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J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_1_18_PCvSCoCR 37.5 C_hurley_rebecca 41.66667 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_1_23_SCvK 37.5 C_hurley_rebecca 50 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_4_16_DvC 12.5 C_hurley_rebecca 75 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_2_22_USvOAo8F 25 C_hurley_rebecca 41.66667 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_3_5_LvD 25 C_hurley_rebecca 54.16667 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_3_21_USvAY&C 8.333333 C_hurley_rebecca 83.33333 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_4_25_PvS 8.333333 C_luttig_j. 41.66667 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_5_22_HvK&S 4.166667 C_hurley_rebecca 50 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_6_11_NvW 37.5 J_burger 37.5 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_6_19_CCvITC 16.66667 C_luttig_j. 37.5 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_6_19_USvSEDVA 12.5 C_hurley_rebecca 70.83333 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_7_2_HvUS 29.16667 C_hurley_rebecca 37.5 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_7_3_HvP 20.83333 C_hurley_rebecca 37.5 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_7_3_WvUS 8.333333 C_hurley_rebecca 54.16667 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_7_3_BvR 12.5 C_hurley_rebecca 58.33333 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_7_5_SvUS 25 C_luttig_j. 33.33333 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_7_5_SSSvMPIR 16.66667 C_luttig_j. 29.16667 
J_burger 1983 Burger_1984_7_5_IISDvT 8.333333 C_hurley_rebecca 66.66667 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1984_12_10_LvUS 16.66667 C_lazerwitz_michael 62.5 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_1_9_USvB 20.83333 C_lazerwitz_michael 54.16667 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_4_15_NvAAI 4.166667 C_lightsey_wallace 50 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_2_20_USvY 16.66667 C_lazerwitz_michael 70.83333 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_3_20_USvS 8.333333 C_lazerwitz_michael 75 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_3_26_BvUS 12.5 C_lazerwitz_michael 54.16667 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_4_16_CvS 12.5 C_lazerwitz_michael 50 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_4_16_KCvNT 8.333333 C_lazerwitz_michael 45.83333 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_5_13_CvC 0 C_lightsey_wallace 66.66667 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_5_13_TvS 4.166667 C_lazerwitz_michael 70.83333 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_6_4_SvBNI 0 C_lazerwitz_michael 70.83333 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_6_19_MvS 4.166667 C_lazerwitz_michael 70.83333 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_6_24_HvBCA 20.83333 C_lazerwitz_michael 45.83333 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_6_24_IRS 20.83333 C_lazerwitz_michael 58.33333 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_6_26_EoTvCI 0 C_lazerwitz_michael 75 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_6_27_MvC 8.333333 C_lazerwitz_michael 66.66667 
J_burger 1984 Burger_1985_6_27_USvS 12.5 C_lazerwitz_michael 54.16667 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1985_12_16_USvR 20.83333 C_flanigan_timothy 70.83333 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_1_22_BoGFvDFC 25 C_flanigan_timothy 54.16667 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_3_31_USvL 20.83333 C_flanigan_timothy 50 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_2_26_TvM 45.83333 J_burger 45.83333 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_2_26_NvW 20.83333 C_flanigan_timothy 33.33333 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_4_22_ALICvL 29.16667 J_burger 29.16667 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_6_30_CvC 4.166667 C_flanigan_timothy 62.5 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_5_19_DCCvUS 4.166667 C_flanigan_timothy 58.33333 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_6_11_BvR 25 C_flanigan_timothy 66.66667 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_6_27_DoTBoATa 25 C_coplan_karl 37.5 
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J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_6_30_PCvSCoCC 20.83333 C_cassell_paul 37.5 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_7_7_BSDN4vF 20.83333 C_coplan_karl 54.16667 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_7_7_AvCBI 12.5 C_coplan_karl 70.83333 
J_burger 1985 Burger_1986_7_7_BvS 20.83333 C_flanigan_timothy 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_1_12_WvJ 20.83333 C_edelman_daniel 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_1_25_DvUS 20.83333 C_edelman_daniel 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_2_24_RvCUDBFL 41.66667 C_edelman_daniel 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_4_5_RvB 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_5_3_RvP 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_6_7_USvM 33.33333 C_edelman_daniel 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_6_14_CvLS&LA 25 C_edelman_daniel 75 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_6_14_GvR 41.66667 C_edelman_daniel 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1970 Blackmun_1971_6_28_MvP 41.66667 C_edelman_daniel 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_2_22_SvK 33.33333 C_townsend_john 33.33333 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_3_27_USvG 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_2_23_NvS 20.83333 C_frampton_george 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_2_24_DOCvFC 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_2_24_NSvWML 29.16667 C_frampton_george 50 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_3_21_FvSSSLBN 12.5 C_frampton_george 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_6_12_AUCoUvUS 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_6_7_JvI 25 C_frampton_george 62.5 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_6_19_FvK 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_6_29_KvM 41.66667 J_blackmun 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_6_29_PoPvUS 33.33333 C_frampton_george 62.5 
J_blackmun 1971 Blackmun_1972_6_29_MvI 16.66667 C_frampton_george 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1972_10_10_MvI 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_1_10_USvK 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_2_26_RvW 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_2_26_DvB 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_2_27_TvWRAI 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_3_5_UALIvM 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_3_5_OvK 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_5_14_GSUCvF 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_5_29_USvB 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_6_4_USvCB&QC 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_6_11_MvA 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_6_21_USvA 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_6_21_NvNY 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_6_25_SvD 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1972 Blackmun_1973_6_25_GvM 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1973_12_4_MLPF&SIv 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_2_19_RBvBCC 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_2_20_MvR 50 C_sharp_benjamin 50 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_2_26_MvA 33.33333 C_sharp_benjamin 37.5 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_3_26_HvUS 75 J_blackmun 75 
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J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_4_16_STECvM 41.66667 J_blackmun 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_5_15_BvSBoR 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_5_28_CvNAD&MC 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_6_17_MvM 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_6_17_GvM 20.83333 C_richter_robert 33.33333 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_6_17_CvL 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_6_19_CTMCvUS 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_6_24_CvIPC 29.16667 C_sharp_benjamin 62.5 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_6_25_LvSH 12.5 C_knicely_james 37.5 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_6_10_WvB 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1973 Blackmun_1974_2_26_SoMvSoA 37.5 J_blackmun 37.5 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1974_11_19_OvUS 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_6_16_WvB 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_1_27_CvM 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_3_18_SPLvC 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_3_19_USvF 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_3_19_OvH 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_4_15_SvS 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_5_19_EvD 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_5_19_JvREAI 20.83333 C_blumenthal_richard 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_6_16_BvV 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_6_26_BvI 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_6_26_IACvUS 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_6_26_GvNYSEI 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1974 Blackmun_1975_6_23_USvA 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1975_10_6_USvA 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1975_11_17_TFLIvBMF 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_1_13_BvUS 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_2_24_AL&CCvA 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_5_3_USvT 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_3_24_ALvPRDAI 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_5_24_VPBvVCC 20.83333 C_murasky_donna 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_6_17_EBoEAaSv 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_6_21_RvBoPWoM 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_6_29_AvM 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_6_29_MvL 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_6_29_NvM 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_6_30_LvM 16.66667 C_murasky_donna 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_7_1_PPoCMvD 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_7_1_SvW 25 C_murasky_donna 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1975 Blackmun_1976_7_1_BvB 41.66667 C_murasky_donna 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1976_10_4_USvJ 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_1_12_GLCvUS 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_2_22_DEWCvC 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_4_18_CATIvB 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
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J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_3_23_CvP 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_4_27_USTCoNvN 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_5_16_DvL 37.5 J_blackmun 37.5 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_5_23_SvUS 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_5_31_OBoESvH 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_6_13_NvM 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_6_16_MvB 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_6_16_JvUS 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_6_20_BvF 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_6_24_WvW 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1976 Blackmun_1977_6_27_BvSBoA 20.83333 C_willard_richard 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1977_10_3_BvSBoA 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1977_11_8_C&SNBvB 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_2_28_CIPSCvUS 41.66667 C_crane_charlotte 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_3_21_BvG 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_4_18_FLCvUS 37.5 C_crane_charlotte 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_4_26_WRDvSA 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_5_1_USvM 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_5_23_BvFaGCoM 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_6_12_NBMAvUS 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_6_19_USvLNB 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_6_1_GCvMHSI 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_6_23_USvJ 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1977 Blackmun_1978_6_26_FvD 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_1_9_CvF 37.5 J_blackmun 37.5 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_1_16_TPTCvC 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_1_22_HvH 37.5 C_mumford_luther 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_3_21_NMDAIvUS 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_4_30_JLLvCoLA 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_6_4_BvF 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_6_20_CvY 20.83333 C_mumford_luther 50 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_6_20_SvM 29.16667 C_mumford_luther 29.16667 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_6_25_CvW 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_6_28_FOMCvM 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_7_2_RvM 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_7_2_JvW 41.66667 J_blackmun 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1978 Blackmun_1979_6_20_FvMC 41.66667 J_blackmun 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1979_10_1_FvMC 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1979_11_28_BoEoCSDo 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_3_17_OvK 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_2_27_LvUS 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_5_12_CvPLF 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_3_19_USPCvG 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_3_19_MOCvCoTo 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_6_16_USvL 95.83333 J_blackmun 95.83333 
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J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_6_9_LvBIMI 37.5 J_blackmun 37.5 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_6_9_NYGCIvC 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_6_16_BvUS 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_6_19_RIvS 20.83333 C_hair_penda 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_6_25_OvR 29.16667 C_hair_penda 29.16667 
J_blackmun 1979 Blackmun_1980_6_30_USvSN 95.83333 J_blackmun 95.83333 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1980_9_17_DCCvR&HC 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1980_12_9_USvD 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1980_12_9_WFPIvB 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_3_4_SvW 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_3_24_SDG&ECvS 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_4_6_URAIvC 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_6_15_AvM 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_5_4_BvM 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_5_26_SMELCvSD 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_6_8_AECvK 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_6_22_FNMCvN 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_6_26_MvM 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1980 Blackmun_1981_6_26_NvFCI 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1981_11_10_RvR 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_2_24_GS&CvC 4.166667 C_holleman_frank 75 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_3_2_LvZBC 16.66667 C_holleman_frank 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_3_24_USvNM 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_2_22_SvK 12.5 C_rothfeld_charles 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_4_27_SPTCvCMC 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_5_17_NHBoEvB 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_6_28_ASoMEIvH 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_6_1_AaAFESvS 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_6_7_JTAvTU 37.5 J_blackmun 37.5 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_6_21_USvJ 8.333333 C_holleman_frank 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_6_28_FFS&LAvD 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_6_29_WvUS 37.5 C_holleman_frank 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_6_30_WvSSDN1 45.83333 C_rothfeld_charles 50 
J_blackmun 1981 Blackmun_1982_6_1_FvM 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1982_9_9_FvM 45.83333 C_ogden_david 50 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_1_24_ERGIvKP& 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_2_23_CvJ 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_2_23_DvNBII 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_3_7_NDvUS 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_3_22_FCIIvVBI 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_4_26_OvW 25 C_ogden_david 75 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_5_2_CvT 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_5_31_WG&CvRW 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_6_8_USvWPI 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_6_13_CC&SCvP 45.83333 C_ogden_david 50 
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J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_6_22_NAoGCPvP 45.83333 C_ogden_david 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_6_23_IEREvO 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_6_24_SvDALI 16.66667 C_ogden_david 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1982 Blackmun_1983_6_27_CoRvMGH 41.66667 C_ogden_david 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1983_9_8_AB&TCvDC 29.16667 C_mcintosh_scott 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1983_11_1_RvUS 45.83333 C_mcintosh_scott 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_1_17_BvC 37.5 C_mcintosh_scott 62.5 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_1_23_MvWCSDBo 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_4_2_LvM 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_4_18_LvH&AC 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_4_24_WECvT 29.16667 C_mcintosh_scott 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_4_24_HNDCSvH 16.66667 C_mcintosh_scott 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_5_14_PvA 37.5 C_mcintosh_scott 62.5 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_5_29_TAToFBRv 37.5 C_mcintosh_scott 62.5 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_5_29_USvL 33.33333 C_mcintosh_scott 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_6_5_ACoAvCLP 45.83333 C_mcintosh_scott 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_6_26_SoSoMvJH 45.83333 C_mcintosh_scott 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_6_26_RvMC 37.5 C_mcintosh_scott 62.5 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_6_28_SIAvBoGF 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_7_2_SvF 37.5 C_mcintosh_scott 62.5 
J_blackmun 1983 Blackmun_1984_7_5_SvR 45.83333 C_mcintosh_scott 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_2_19_USvM 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_4_15_GvSAMTA 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_2_20_SvL 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_2_26_USvL 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_2_27_HvT 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_3_19_FNBvBCTA 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_4_16_ACvL 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_6_3_MLICvM 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_6_17_BvA 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_6_24_CvN 33.33333 C_donovan_donald 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_6_26_USvNBoC 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_6_28_WCRPCvHB 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_6_28_DvUS 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_7_2_MMCvSCI 37.5 J_blackmun 37.5 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_7_2_USvB 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1984 Blackmun_1985_7_2_CvN 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1985_12_10_CvS 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_3_24_TPLCvSO& 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_2_26_WDoIvGI 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_4_1_GSTCvLA 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_4_22_SvSoT 95.83333 J_blackmun 95.83333 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_4_30_DvC 95.83333 J_blackmun 95.83333 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_6_3_USvHPI 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_6_11_TvACoOaG 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
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J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_6_11_USvM 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_6_16_ERSCvTDI 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_6_18_SvF 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_6_23_MvT 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_6_23_AvR 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1985 Blackmun_1986_7_1_LoCvS 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1986_12_9_RRTCvDC 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_1_13_GvK 25 C_brinkmann_beth 75 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_2_24_CvG 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_3_9_IvK 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_3_25_AAIvB 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_5_18_GvM 20.83333 C_brinkmann_beth 62.5 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_5_18_EWvH 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_6_1_FRD&FCvN 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_6_19_NYvB 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_6_19_KvS 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_6_22_RvA 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_6_22_SvS 33.33333 C_brinkmann_beth 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1986 Blackmun_1987_6_24_BvK 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1987_12_8_OCILvRW& 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_1_12_DvM 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_2_23_DoNvE 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_3_1_USvL 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_3_7_BIvL 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_3_22_SvAPC 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_5_2_USvPJC 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_6_6_MvM 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_6_13_LvF 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_6_13_MvC 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_6_15_PvD 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_6_15_HvWNI 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_6_20_WvA 100 J_blackmun 100 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_6_22_DvUS 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1987 Blackmun_1988_6_24_USvT 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_1_18_MvUS 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_2_22_USvRPEI 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_2_22_HvR 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_5_15_SvUS 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_4_3_AHCvDDoT 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_5_15_TvA 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_5_15_USvH 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_5_15_KDoCvT 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_6_15_QvM 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_6_19_CRCvRLEA 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_6_19_HvBI 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
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J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_6_21_USvZ 91.66667 J_blackmun 91.66667 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_6_26_BIoVIvKD 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1988 Blackmun_1989_7_3_ACvGPA 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1989_12_11_JDAvJDC 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_1_9_UPvE 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_1_9_CvIP&LC 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_1_17_GvSMWNPF 41.66667 J_blackmun 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_2_20_SvZ 33.33333 C_matthews_martha 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_4_24_NvS 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_5_29_TvUS 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_6_4_EvGEC 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_6_14_GMCvUS 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_6_18_PBGCvLC 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_6_21_PGCvC 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_6_25_GvSC 87.5 J_blackmun 87.5 
J_blackmun 1989 Blackmun_1990_2_27_ZvB 37.5 C_matthews_martha 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_3_4_PMLICvH 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_3_20_AWvJCI 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_3_20_SRCvR 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_4_17_CCLIvS 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_4_24_SvDoT 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_5_30_LvFFA 33.33333 J_blackmun 33.33333 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_6_3_CvA 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_6_13_TvR 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_6_24_PvBMI 25 C_alpers_ann 50 
J_blackmun 1990 Blackmun_1991_6_27_FvC 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1991_9_13_LPLP&PvG 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_1_15_DvT 95.83333 J_blackmun 95.83333 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_2_26_IIvC 41.66667 C_mcusic_molly 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_3_4_MvM 41.66667 J_blackmun 41.66667 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_5_26_BvF 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_5_26_USvB 45.83333 C_meyer_jeffrey 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_6_8_EKCvITSI 100 J_blackmun 100 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_6_15_PvS 45.83333 C_meyer_jeffrey 50 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_6_18_NvH 50 C_mcusic_molly 50 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_6_18_GvM 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1991 Blackmun_1992_6_19_FCvNM 58.33333 J_blackmun 58.33333 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1992_12_14_RNBoMvUS 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_1_13_CvUS 4.166667 C_schapiro_andrew 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_3_3_RvE&Y 54.16667 J_blackmun 54.16667 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_3_8_B&CTCvAB 8.333333 C_dodge_william 33.33333 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_4_20_NMLCvUS 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_5_24_CvKCII 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_6_11_DoTvF 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_6_21_DvC 50 J_blackmun 50 
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J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_6_28_DvMDPI 12.5 C_colb_sherry 50 
J_blackmun 1992 Blackmun_1993_6_28_AvUS 79.16667 J_blackmun 79.16667 
J_blackmun 1993 Blackmun_1994_5_23_P'TLvUS 70.83333 J_blackmun 70.83333 
J_blackmun 1993 Blackmun_1994_1_19_TBCCvR 50 J_blackmun 50 
J_blackmun 1993 Blackmun_1994_4_19_JvAERT 75 J_blackmun 75 
J_blackmun 1993 Blackmun_1994_6_13_USvC 45.83333 J_blackmun 45.83333 
J_blackmun 1993 Blackmun_1994_6_17_SvSC 83.33333 J_blackmun 83.33333 
J_blackmun 1993 Blackmun_1994_6_20_HAIvN 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_blackmun 1993 Blackmun_1994_6_30_MWvB 66.66667 J_blackmun 66.66667 
J_blackmun 1993 Blackmun_1994_6_30_MvS 62.5 J_blackmun 62.5 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1972_10_10_USvB 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1972_12_6_NvB 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_1_9_CvUS 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_2_21_MvR 25 C_kelly_william 54.16667 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_2_21_CvM 41.66667 C_kelly_william 50 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_4_16_USvB 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_4_23_SAISDvR 41.66667 J_powell 41.66667 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_5_14_GvS 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_5_14_MDCvG 37.5 C_kelly_william 45.83333 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_5_21_CvS 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_5_21_MvP 37.5 J_powell 37.5 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_6_18_BvUS 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_6_21_NYSDoSSv 33.33333 C_wilkinson_j. 37.5 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_6_25_IRG 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_6_25_HvM 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_6_25_CfPE&RLv 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_6_25_SvL 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1972 Powell_1973_6_21_PPCvPCoH 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1973_10_9_PPCvPCoH 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_1_8_USvC 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_1_8_GCCvMW 41.66667 J_powell 41.66667 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_2_19_AvGC 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_3_25_SvG 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_3_25_MoPvEEL 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_4_23_SvV 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_4_23_NvBAC 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_4_29_PvM 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_5_15_BJUvS 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_5_15_Av"UI 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_5_15_DvICoV 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_5_28_EvC&J 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_6_19_BPOIvB&A 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_6_25_GvRWI 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_6_26_USvMBI 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1973 Powell_1974_6_26_USvCNB 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
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J_powell 1974 Powell_1974_12_17_GOCvCPC 20.83333 C_carr_ronald 50 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_1_14_FvS 4.166667 C_boyd_david 54.16667 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_2_18_GvP 37.5 J_powell 37.5 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_3_18_BvA 8.333333 C_clark_julia 62.5 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_3_25_SvC 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_3_25_IvUS 33.33333 C_carr_ronald 37.5 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_4_15_MvD 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_9_MvW 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_23_EvJ 12.5 C_klein_joel 37.5 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_23_USvN 41.66667 J_powell 41.66667 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_25_WvS 29.16667 C_carr_ronald 45.83333 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_26_USvNASD 12.5 C_carr_ronald 37.5 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_30_USvB 8.333333 C_klein_joel 33.33333 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_30_USvO 16.66667 C_carr_ronald 29.16667 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_30_BvUS 29.16667 C_clark_julia 45.83333 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_16_UHFIvF 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1974 Powell_1975_6_2_CCCvP&SL 4.166667 C_clark_julia 45.83333 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1975_10_6_CCCvP&SL 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1975_10_6_UHFIvF 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1975_12_10_USvM 50 C_whitman_christina 50 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_1_14_FIvPSC 37.5 C_whitman_christina 62.5 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_2_24_MvE 20.83333 C_whitman_christina 79.16667 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_3_2_IvP 50 C_whitman_christina 50 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_3_3_RvR 50 C_whitman_christina 50 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_3_23_GvUS 12.5 C_whitman_christina 87.5 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_5_19_E&EvH 45.83333 C_whitman_christina 54.16667 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_4_21_USvM 45.83333 C_whitman_christina 54.16667 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_6_1_SvEKWRO 41.66667 C_whitman_christina 58.33333 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_6_7_NvAAI 20.83333 C_whitman_christina 79.16667 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_6_17_DvO 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_6_24_HvASC 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_6_28_KvSC 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_7_22_PvF 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1975 Powell_1976_7_6_USvM 45.83333 C_whitman_christina 54.16667 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1976_10_4_SvP 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_1_11_AHvMHDC 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_1_18_USvD 33.33333 C_baker_tyler 41.66667 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_3_1_MvUS 29.16667 C_baker_tyler 50 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_3_7_FvC 33.33333 C_baker_tyler 58.33333 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_4_19_IvW 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_4_26_USvCLIC 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_4_26_TvG 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_4_26_FvB 37.5 C_martin_david 58.33333 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_5_31_MvEC 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_6_13_LvUS 29.16667 C_baker_tyler 62.5 
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J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_6_16_BvO 45.83333 C_baker_tyler 50 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_6_20_BvD 29.16667 C_baker_tyler 37.5 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_6_20_MvR 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_6_20_MvG 25 C_martin_david 37.5 
J_powell 1976 Powell_1977_6_23_CTIvGSI 29.16667 C_baker_tyler 70.83333 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1977_12_12_MvI 95.83333 J_powell 95.83333 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_5_30_OvOSBA 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_2_21_BvDDoCoI 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_2_21_RMTIvR 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_2_21_USSCvMTC 50 C_estreicher_samuel 50 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_3_21_CvP 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_4_18_NvWCI 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_6_26_FNBoBvB 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_5_1_MLG&WDvC 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_5_30_IRP 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_5_30_TvK 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_6_19_OFIvS 50 C_estreicher_samuel 50 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_6_22_EIvN 33.33333 C_estreicher_samuel 66.66667 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_6_28_UoCRvB 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1977 Powell_1978_6_29_SPF&MICv 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1978_10_2_OvOSBA 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1978_12_11_LvL 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_1_16_TvD 12.5 C_stephan_paul 66.66667 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_4_16_FvR 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_4_17_AvN 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_4_17_GRvVoB 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_4_18_DOCoCvPS 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_4_18_DvUS 37.5 C_westin_david 45.83333 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_4_24_CvM 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_6_11_SCCvD 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_6_20_AvS 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1978 Powell_1979_6_20_NvBHI 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1979_10_1_BvB 37.5 C_stewart_david 45.83333 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1979_11_27_PPCvF 25 C_stewart_david 54.16667 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_1_21_BvG 0 C_stewart_david 62.5 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_2_19_BCvVG 20.83333 C_stewart_david 58.33333 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_2_20_NvYU 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_3_3_CRLDAvMA 4.166667 C_stewart_david 75 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_3_18_CvUS 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_4_15_RvUS 8.333333 C_stewart_david 58.33333 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_5_12_CvS 4.166667 C_stewart_david 70.83333 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_5_19_NSAvL 41.66667 C_stewart_david 50 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_6_10_JvA 20.83333 C_stewart_david 41.66667 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_6_10_AvCoT 20.83333 C_sallet_jonathan 79.16667 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_6_20_CECvPSC 12.5 C_sallet_jonathan 50 
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J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_6_20_CHG&ECvP 20.83333 C_stewart_david 41.66667 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_6_23_REIvP 29.16667 C_stewart_david 66.66667 
J_powell 1979 Powell_1980_6_20_NvRSE 20.83333 C_stewart_david 45.83333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1980_12_15_FvSOCoC 12.5 C_smith_paul 70.83333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1980_12_15_DSCvR 0 C_smith_paul 58.33333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_2_24_HvL 8.333333 C_smith_paul 45.83333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_3_3_CvPCCoU 33.33333 C_smith_paul 41.66667 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_3_4_TDoCAvB 12.5 C_smith_paul 70.83333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_3_4_WvG 20.83333 C_smith_paul 45.83333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_3_24_KvCFCoD 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_4_21_WvA 25 C_smith_paul 37.5 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_6_1_GOCvB 12.5 C_smith_paul 75 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_6_8_RCvUS 37.5 J_powell 37.5 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_6_15_RvC 16.66667 C_smith_paul 45.83333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_6_15_NGHaGCvB 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_6_15_MvL 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_6_25_MCSAvNSC 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_6_25_SvGP 0 C_smith_paul 70.83333 
J_powell 1980 Powell_1981_7_1_GOCvMOC 29.16667 C_smith_paul 29.16667 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1981_12_8_WvV 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1981_12_14_PCvD 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_1_19_EvO 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_1_25_IRR 87.5 J_powell 87.5 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_4_19_WvNHDoES 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_4_20_SvM 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_4_20_USvEI 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_4_20_ILAvAII 87.5 J_powell 87.5 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_6_18_MvR 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_6_18_YvR 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_6_24_NvF 87.5 J_powell 87.5 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_6_24_HvF 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_6_30_LvLCCSA 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_6_30_CvBoEoLA 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_6_29_FWCvTaRD 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1981 Powell_1982_6_29_AIvITC 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1982_10_18_AIvITC 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1982_10_18_FWCvTaRD 100 J_powell 100 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_1_11_BvPS 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_1_11_PCvC 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_2_23_CoLvUS 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_2_23_JCPAvAL 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_2_23_LACvUS 41.66667 J_powell 41.66667 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_4_4_MECvN 29.16667 C_kistler_d. 62.5 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_5_2_MvB 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_5_16_HvE 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
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J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_5_16_HvC 29.16667 C_kistler_d. 66.66667 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_6_6_USvP 33.33333 C_kistler_d. 37.5 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_6_13_BvUS 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_6_15_AvACfRHI 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_6_15_PPAoKCMI 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_6_15_SvV 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_6_22_BvT 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_6_28_SvH 87.5 J_powell 87.5 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_6_29_JvUS 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1982 Powell_1983_7_1_DvS 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_6_12_AIvH 25 C_neuhaus_joseph 62.5 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_1_11_MvC 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_1_23_PSSaHvH 41.66667 C_neuhaus_joseph 50 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_2_28_USvD 8.333333 C_neuhaus_joseph 83.33333 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_2_28_CRCvD 33.33333 C_neuhaus_joseph 62.5 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_3_20_MCvSSC 37.5 C_neuhaus_joseph 54.16667 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_3_21_BvS 33.33333 C_neuhaus_joseph 58.33333 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_4_17_OvUS 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_4_18_SM&SCvR 37.5 C_neuhaus_joseph 41.66667 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_4_30_FvIWCI 29.16667 C_neuhaus_joseph 66.66667 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_5_14_HvR 37.5 C_neuhaus_joseph 62.5 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_5_21_STCvR 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_5_21_WvG 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_5_22_HvD 45.83333 J_powell 45.83333 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_6_26_PvY 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_6_27_USvY 45.83333 C_neuhaus_joseph 54.16667 
J_powell 1983 Powell_1984_6_28_SIAvBoGF 20.83333 C_neuhaus_joseph 79.16667 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1984_10_9_AIvH 33.33333 C_ortiz_daniel 54.16667 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_1_8_TWAIvT 87.5 J_powell 87.5 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_4_22_COvOINoN 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_3_4_SCoNvP 87.5 J_powell 87.5 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_3_19_WvUS 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_5_20_MLICvW 33.33333 C_ortiz_daniel 66.66667 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_3_27_ToHvCoEC 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_3_27_SMCRCIvU 29.16667 C_ortiz_daniel 54.16667 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_5_28_LTCvL 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_5_28_GvR 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_6_3_MvBT 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_6_26_D&BIvGBI 37.5 C_ortiz_daniel 50 
J_powell 1984 Powell_1985_6_27_PMvN 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1985_11_18_PBOCvUMS 91.66667 J_powell 91.66667 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_3_3_USvLH 91.66667 J_powell 91.66667 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_3_24_MNBvNJDo 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_4_21_PG&ECvPU 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_3_10_USvI 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
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J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_3_26_MEICLvZR 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_4_30_BvK 95.83333 J_powell 95.83333 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_6_30_WvJBoE 100 J_powell 100 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_5_19_HvUS 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_5_19_BvO 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_6_2_BvCoNY 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_6_19_BvPAOtSS 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_6_25_MCSDvS 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_6_26_KvW 100 J_powell 100 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_6_27_DoTvPVoA 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_7_2_RvC 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1985 Powell_1986_7_2_USvJ 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1986_9_3_DvW 91.66667 J_powell 91.66667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1986_11_12_KvR 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_1_13_3LCvD 70.83333 J_powell 70.83333 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_1_21_IPCvO 58.33333 J_powell 58.33333 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_1_27_CvS 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_2_24_PvR 50 J_powell 50 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_3_9_SvCNiA 33.33333 C_leipold_andrew 50 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_3_9_NvR 87.5 J_powell 87.5 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_4_6_PCvTI 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_4_21_CCvDCoA 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_6_8_MvK 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_6_26_AvM 75 J_powell 75 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_5_4_BoDoRIvR 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_5_18_USvJ 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_6_1_USvH 79.16667 J_powell 79.16667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_6_8_BvY 66.66667 J_powell 66.66667 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_6_22_CvF 62.5 J_powell 62.5 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_6_25_WvTDoHaP 83.33333 J_powell 83.33333 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_6_25_SFA&AIvU 37.5 C_(jacobs)_leslie 45.83333 
J_powell 1986 Powell_1987_6_15_BvM 54.16667 J_powell 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_3_21_SvF 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_4_18_GvGECC 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_5_15_AvL&NRC 45.83333 C_lambert_frederick 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_5_30_SLPvG 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_6_7_USvASC 45.83333 C_lambert_frederick 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_6_12_AvW 41.66667 C_lambert_frederick 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_6_12_MLN1vI 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_6_26_MvS 37.5 C_lambert_frederick 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_6_7_FNCBvBND 29.16667 C_lambert_frederick 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_5_30_JvH 50 C_lambert_frederick 50 
J_rehnquist 1971 Rehnquist_1972_6_7_LvN 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1972_10_10_JvH 16.66667 C_wild_robert 83.33333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1972_10_10_FNCBvBND 45.83333 C_wild_robert 54.16667 
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J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1972_10_10_LvN 41.66667 C_wild_robert 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1972_12_5_UOCoCvtS 45.83333 C_wild_robert 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_2_20_CvL 16.66667 C_wild_robert 83.33333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_1_16_USvF 29.16667 C_wild_robert 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_2_26_RvN 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_1_17_HvSC 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_1_22_USvFECRC 70.83333 J_rehnquist 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_4_2_MvH 37.5 C_wild_robert 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_2_27_IvS 45.83333 C_wild_robert 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_3_20_SLCvTLBW 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_4_17_DvUS 33.33333 C_wild_robert 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_4_17_TvH 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_4_24_USvR 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_5_21_NvBC 16.66667 C_wild_robert 83.33333 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_6_11_KvB 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_6_11_LvUS 37.5 C_wild_robert 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1972 Rehnquist_1973_6_21_CvD 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1973_12_4_CvN 25 C_farr_h 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1973_12_11_USvR 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1973_12_11_GvF 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_6_24_HvUS 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_1_8_USvM 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_2_19_SvM 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_2_19_WS(LvARA 25 C_farr_h 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_5_13_EvJ 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_4_1_CBAvS 20.83333 C_(church)_fredericka 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_6_17_AvK 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_4_29_GvUS 70.83333 J_rehnquist 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_5_13_DvD 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_6_10_MvT 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_6_17_RvM 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_6_19_PvL 70.83333 J_rehnquist 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_6_24_RvR 87.5 J_rehnquist 87.5 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_6_24_JvG 37.5 C_farr_h 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1973 Rehnquist_1974_6_24_HvUS_2 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1974_10_15_HvUS 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1974_12_17_ARAvMSAI 20.83333 C_jacobs_william 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1974_12_23_JvMEC 29.16667 C_jacobs_william 50 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_1_14_SvI 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_1_14_IT&TCvEW 12.5 C_nannes_john 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_1_21_USvM 37.5 C_jacobs_william 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_2_25_USvJ 16.66667 C_jacobs_william 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_5_12_HvPL 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_3_18_RvI 37.5 C_o'neill_john 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_4_16_TvNRDCI 16.66667 C_nannes_john 37.5 
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J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_6_9_PvG 37.5 J_rehnquist 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_6_16_ICCvW 16.66667 C_o'neill_john 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_6_25_USvP 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_6_26_WvS 33.33333 C_jacobs_william 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_6_30_DvSII 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1974 Rehnquist_1975_6_9_BCSvMDS 25 C_jacobs_william 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1975_10_6_BCSvMDS 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1975_12_9_USvP 20.83333 C_bradley_craig 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_1_26_RvG 75 J_rehnquist 75 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_3_2_TIvF 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_3_23_MvA 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_5_19_PvD 20.83333 C_bradley_craig 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_3_23_LMICvW 41.66667 C_mason_john 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_3_24_MvH 20.83333 C_bradley_craig 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_4_5_KvJ 37.5 J_rehnquist 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_4_27_MvCSaKTo 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_4_27_HvUS 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_6_10_USvM 0 C_bradley_craig 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_6_24_NLoCvU 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_6_24_AvH 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_6_24_USvS 12.5 C_mason_john 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_6_28_PCBoEvS 70.83333 J_rehnquist 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1975 Rehnquist_1976_6_28_FvB 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1976_12_7_GECvG 0 C_ayer_donald 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1976_12_20_EWvR&MI 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_1_11_MHCBoEvD 29.16667 C_ayer_donald 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_1_12_OERSLBvC 33.33333 C_ayer_donald 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_3_22_JvV 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_4_4_RSTvK 37.5 C_ayer_donald 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_5_16_KvB 45.83333 C_ayer_donald 50 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_6_6_SvC 8.333333 C_ayer_donald 87.5 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_6_6_USvR 20.83333 C_ayer_donald 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_6_17_DvF 37.5 C_ayer_donald 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_6_21_MvDC 25 C_ayer_donald 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_6_23_WvS 37.5 C_ayer_donald 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_6_23_JvNCPLUI 16.66667 C_ayer_donald 75 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_6_27_DBoEvB 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1976 Rehnquist_1977_6_29_VCvLC 41.66667 C_ayer_donald 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1977_12_6_NGCvS 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1977_10_3_VCvLC 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1977_12_6_NGCvS_2 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_3_21_USvC 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_1_10_AWCvUS 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_3_1_BoCoUoMv 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_3_6_OvST 37.5 C_young_michael 45.83333 
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J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_4_3_VYNPCvNR 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_5_15_SvS 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_6_26_SvUS 45.83333 C_young_michael 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_5_15_FBIvB 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_6_23_WvCFIC 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_6_29_FCCvW 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_7_3_CvUS 45.83333 C_young_michael 50 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_7_3_USvNM 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1977 Rehnquist_1978_6_14_USvS 75 J_rehnquist 75 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1978_12_5_USvC 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1978_10_2_USvS 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1978_11_28_HCCvT 4.166667 C_cooper_charles 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_1_15_RvI 37.5 C_cooper_charles 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_1_9_GvWLCSD 37.5 J_rehnquist 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_2_21_DOoWCPvR 25 C_cooper_charles 75 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_3_5_QvJ 37.5 J_rehnquist 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_3_5_SvI 16.66667 C_kravitz_mark 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_4_2_LSCvUS 75 J_rehnquist 75 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_4_17_BvL 8.333333 C_cooper_charles 50 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_4_18_CCvB 0 C_cooper_charles 95.83333 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_5_14_BvW 12.5 C_cooper_charles 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_5_29_PvR 37.5 C_cooper_charles 50 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_6_11_MvS 16.66667 C_cooper_charles 50 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_6_18_TR&CvR 4.166667 C_kravitz_mark 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_6_26_BvM 33.33333 C_kravitz_mark 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_6_26_WvRDAI 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1978 Rehnquist_1979_6_27_CvB 0 C_cooper_charles 87.5 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1979_12_4_KAvUS 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_1_21_IEREvO 29.16667 C_mcgough_w 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_1_21_USvB 45.83333 C_mcgough_w 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_4_21_USvE 20.83333 C_mcgough_w 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_3_3_USvA 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_3_3_KvRCfFoP 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_3_3_FvH 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_3_18_USvC 29.16667 C_mcgough_w 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_3_18_RvE 37.5 C_mcgough_w 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_5_19_BoRoUoSo 33.33333 C_mcgough_w 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_6_9_PSCvR 33.33333 C_mcgough_w 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_6_9_CPSCvGSI 41.66667 C_mcgough_w 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_6_25_USvS 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1979 Rehnquist_1980_6_25_RvK 33.33333 C_mcgough_w 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_2_23_RRBvF 29.16667 C_roberts_john 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_1_13_UCvUS 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_1_21_SvM 45.83333 C_roberts_john 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_3_3_DvD 33.33333 C_roberts_john 66.66667 
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J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_3_9_AvUS 33.33333 C_roberts_john 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_3_23_MMvSCSC 37.5 C_roberts_john 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_4_20_PSSaHvH 37.5 C_roberts_john 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_4_20_UPSIvM 45.83333 C_roberts_john 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_4_28_MvI 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_5_18_PvT 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_5_18_JTPCvCMC 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_6_15_FDSIvM 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_6_25_RvG 33.33333 C_roberts_john 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_6_25_PSvCoGCA 50 C_roberts_john 50 
J_rehnquist 1980 Rehnquist_1981_7_2_D&MvR 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1982_9_9_CvF 29.16667 C_blunt_ronald 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1982_11_30_USvSIB 41.66667 J_rehnquist 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1982_12_13_FvNRtWC 16.66667 C_born_david 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_1_18_SvN 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_2_22_MvL 79.16667 J_rehnquist 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_2_22_HvH 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_2_28_WvMCoCEI 33.33333 C_blunt_ronald 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_3_2_USvK 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_3_29_WvUS 33.33333 C_born_david 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_4_4_PSBoGvA 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_4_19_TvB 33.33333 C_blunt_ronald 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_4_19_USvR 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_4_19_MECvPANE 33.33333 C_blunt_ronald 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_5_23_RvTWRoW 8.333333 C_blunt_ronald 50 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_6_8_IvG 70.83333 J_rehnquist 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_6_17_USvV 33.33333 C_born_david 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_6_23_OvB 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_6_24_NvUS 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_6_29_MvA 33.33333 C_born_david 50 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_7_1_RvSC 37.5 C_born_david 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1982 Rehnquist_1983_7_6_BvF 33.33333 C_blunt_ronald 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1983_10_31_HvR 37.5 C_kellogg_michael 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1983_11_1_NR&HAvC& 29.16667 C_kellogg_michael 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_1_10_USvM 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_1_10_USvSCC 33.33333 C_kellogg_michael 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_1_17_DvLSI 29.16667 C_kellogg_michael 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_1_18_MPEIvG 41.66667 C_kellogg_michael 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_2_21_UB&CTCoC 45.83333 C_kellogg_michael 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_2_22_NvB&B 37.5 C_kellogg_michael 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_3_20_KvHMI 37.5 C_kellogg_michael 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_3_20_CvJ 8.333333 C_kellogg_michael 91.66667 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_6_4_SCvCERSL 41.66667 C_kellogg_michael 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_4_17_IvD 41.66667 C_kellogg_michael 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_4_30_USvR 37.5 C_kellogg_michael 62.5 
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J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_5_14_HvR 50 C_kellogg_michael 50 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_5_29_USvG 45.83333 C_kellogg_michael 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_6_4_SvM 33.33333 C_kellogg_michael 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_6_12_NYvQ 25 C_kellogg_michael 75 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_6_29_RvUS 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1983 Rehnquist_1984_6_28_RvW 29.16667 C_kellogg_michael 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1984_10_9_RvW 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1984_12_10_USvA 37.5 C_jung_william 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1984_12_10_USvP 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_2_19_GvUS 37.5 C_jung_william 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_1_8_PvC 33.33333 C_jung_william 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_1_21_WvW 41.66667 C_jung_william 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_3_18_FECvNCPA 45.83333 C_jung_william 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_3_20_HvC 33.33333 C_jung_william 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_4_16_HvU 37.5 C_jung_william 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_4_29_BSCvMDoE 12.5 C_jung_william 87.5 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_5_20_PvR 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_6_10_NBIvBoGF 41.66667 C_jung_william 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_6_26_PPCvS 45.83333 C_jung_william 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_6_26_JvN 29.16667 C_jung_william 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_6_28_WvNAoRS 45.83333 C_jung_william 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1984 Rehnquist_1985_7_1_USvMDH 45.83333 C_jung_william 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1985_11_18_HvL 33.33333 C_hoffmann_joseph 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_1_27_GvM 25 C_hoffmann_joseph 29.16667 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_1_21_DvW 33.33333 J_rehnquist 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_1_21_DvC 29.16667 C_guynn_randall 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_1_27_PSIvFAB 33.33333 C_moulton_h 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_4_21_RvPTI 16.66667 C_moulton_h 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_2_25_USvM 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_3_25_GvW 20.83333 C_guynn_randall 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_4_7_DvVA 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_4_21_ISIvW 41.66667 J_rehnquist 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_4_22_NYvPVI 16.66667 C_hoffmann_joseph 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_5_5_LvM 8.333333 C_hoffmann_joseph 91.66667 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_6_2_LAvPCI 20.83333 C_guynn_randall 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_6_19_MSBFvV 16.66667 C_hoffmann_joseph 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_6_19_MvP 33.33333 J_rehnquist 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_6_25_CCvMNCAo 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_6_27_OCRCvDCS 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_7_1_PDPRAvTC 29.16667 C_guynn_randall 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1985 Rehnquist_1986_7_1_AvI 25 C_moulton_h 25 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1986_11_17_ABoEvP 33.33333 C_lindsay_william 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1986_12_10_CvC 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_1_14_BvB 37.5 C_lindsay_william 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_1_14_CvB 8.333333 C_lindsay_william 54.16667 
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J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_1_20_JSSBvUS 20.83333 C_lindsay_william 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_1_27_CvB 29.16667 C_lindsay_william 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_1_27_CvB_2 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_3_31_USvCNoO 29.16667 C_lindsay_william 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_5_18_PvF 37.5 C_lindsay_william 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_5_26_USvS 20.83333 C_lindsay_william 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_5_26_HvB 41.66667 J_rehnquist 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_6_9_FLCvLAC 33.33333 C_lindsay_william 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_6_9_OvEoS 16.66667 C_leitch_david 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_6_15_CFCvJGI 20.83333 C_lindsay_william 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_6_23_BvUS 20.83333 C_lindsay_william 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1986 Rehnquist_1987_6_23_SDvD 29.16667 C_lindsay_william 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1987_9_21_SvUS 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1987_11_10_CSoCvI 4.166667 C_miller_r 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_3_7_LvP 33.33333 C_miller_r 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_2_24_PvSJ 4.166667 C_miller_r 79.16667 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_2_24_USvR 12.5 C_miller_r 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_2_24_HMIvF 29.16667 C_miller_r 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_2_24_MvUS 16.66667 C_miller_r 50 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_5_2_HvUS 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_5_16_DoJvJ 20.83333 C_miller_r 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_5_16_DHCvM 25 C_miller_r 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_6_30_WvUS 29.16667 C_miller_r 50 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_6_15_WvD 12.5 C_downs_j 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_6_22_BvUS 0 C_miller_r 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_6_29_BvK 16.66667 C_miller_r 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1987 Rehnquist_1988_6_29_MvO 25 C_downs_j 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1988_11_14_LvN 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_1_23_AvY 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_1_11_DLCvB 41.66667 C_brenza_lindley 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_1_18_APCCvCoW 20.83333 C_brenza_lindley 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_1_23_ARvAHSC 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_2_22_DvWCDoSS 20.83333 C_brenza_lindley 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_3_6_VISIvBoT 16.66667 C_brenza_lindley 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_4_3_USvS 29.16667 C_brenza_lindley 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_4_3_DvS 29.16667 C_brenza_lindley 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_5_15_GvC 16.66667 C_brenza_lindley 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_6_12_AvS 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_6_23_MvG 41.66667 C_brenza_lindley 50 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_6_26_DvE 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1988 Rehnquist_1989_7_3_WvRHS 25 C_brenza_lindley 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_1_10_SvUS 70.83333 J_rehnquist 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_2_28_USvV 75 J_rehnquist 75 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_2_28_BvP 33.33333 C_vines_james 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_4_30_MvH 33.33333 C_colloton_steven 41.66667 
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J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_4_23_BvC 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_3_5_BvM 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_3_21_BvS 29.16667 C_mcdonald_barry 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_4_18_FvW 41.66667 J_rehnquist 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_4_24_WvA 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_6_4_KvSBoC 33.33333 C_colloton_steven 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_6_14_MDoSPvS 37.5 C_vines_james 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_6_14_SvS 25 C_vines_james 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_6_21_MvLJC 33.33333 J_rehnquist 33.33333 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_6_21_CvY 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1989 Rehnquist_1990_6_25_CvDMDoH 0 C_colloton_steven 50 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_1_22_IvDoVA 41.66667 J_rehnquist 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_1_8_DvM 41.66667 J_rehnquist 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_1_15_BoEoOCPS 29.16667 C_braun_bruce 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_2_26_OTCvCBoP 4.166667 C_bleich_jeffrey 83.33333 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_2_26_ACCoAvAP 16.66667 C_bleich_jeffrey 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_3_26_EvAAOC 33.33333 C_bleich_jeffrey 50 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_5_23_RvS 4.166667 C_bleich_jeffrey 91.66667 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_5_23_SvG 54.16667 J_rehnquist 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_5_23_FvJ 33.33333 C_bleich_jeffrey 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_5_30_CvUS 16.66667 C_bleich_jeffrey 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1990 Rehnquist_1991_6_21_BvGTI 12.5 C_braun_bruce 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1991_9_13_PvT 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1991_12_4_EvM 45.83333 C_tenpas_ronald 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_1_15_IvD 41.66667 C_tenpas_ronald 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_1_15_WvI 25 C_tenpas_ronald 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_3_3_WvCC 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_3_9_DvD 29.16667 C_tenpas_ronald 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_3_25_SvAM 25 C_tenpas_ronald 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_3_25_USvF 33.33333 C_tenpas_ronald 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_3_25_BvJ 20.83333 C_tenpas_ronald 50 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_6_15_USvA 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_6_22_SvW 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1991 Rehnquist_1992_6_26_ISfKCIvL 20.83333 C_anderson_audrey 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1992_12_14_MvL 66.66667 J_rehnquist 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_1_13_NvUS 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_1_25_LvF 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_1_25_HvC 45.83333 J_rehnquist 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_2_24_NvS 16.66667 C_garre_gregory 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_3_3_LvTCNIaC 8.333333 C_garre_gregory 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_3_8_SvUS 25 C_garre_gregory 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_4_5_USvT 8.333333 C_garre_gregory 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_6_7_BvA 8.333333 C_richards_celestine 50 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_5_3_USvIERDI 29.16667 C_garre_gregory 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_6_7_GvT 12.5 C_richards_celestine 50 
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J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_6_11_WvM 4.166667 C_garre_gregory 91.66667 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_6_18_ZvCFSD 37.5 C_richards_celestine 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1992 Rehnquist_1993_6_28_AvUS 8.333333 C_garre_gregory 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_5_23_CvUS 37.5 C_morris_brian 50 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_6_6_NvUS 58.33333 J_rehnquist 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_5_23_DvS 37.5 J_rehnquist 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_1_19_WvUS 62.5 J_rehnquist 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_1_24_NOfWIvS 4.166667 C_morris_brian 66.66667 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_1_24_AvO 37.5 J_rehnquist 37.5 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_3_1_FvFI 41.66667 C_morris_brian 45.83333 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_6_13_RvO 8.333333 C_morris_brian 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_6_24_DvCoT 4.166667 C_morris_brian 87.5 
J_rehnquist 1993 Rehnquist_1994_6_30_MvWHCI 41.66667 J_rehnquist 41.66667 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1994_11_29_USvXVI 37.5 C_sargent_stephen 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1994_12_6_FECvNPVF 45.83333 C_sargent_stephen 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_3_1_AvE 41.66667 C_sargent_stephen 58.33333 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_4_19_CCvE 25 C_sargent_stephen 75 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_4_26_USvL 45.83333 C_sargent_stephen 54.16667 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_5_15_KvC 12.5 C_sargent_stephen 87.5 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_6_5_RvK 37.5 C_sargent_stephen 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_6_12_MvJ 29.16667 C_sargent_stephen 70.83333 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_6_12_RvUS 50 J_rehnquist 50 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_6_19_SvC 37.5 C_sargent_stephen 62.5 
J_rehnquist 1994 Rehnquist_1995_6_21_USvA 41.66667 C_sargent_stephen 58.33333 
J_stevens 1975 Stevens_1976_6_1_MvD 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1975 Stevens_1976_6_1_HvMSW 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1975 Stevens_1976_6_10_BvW 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1975 Stevens_1976_6_17_HvM 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1975 Stevens_1976_6_24_USvA 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1975 Stevens_1976_7_2_JvT 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1975 Stevens_1976_7_6_CvDEC 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1975 Stevens_1976_6_24_YvAMTI 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1976_10_4_YvAMTI 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1976_10_12_RvL 25 C_kirby_david 37.5 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_1_11_KvH 12.5 C_kirby_david 66.66667 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_1_11_BEIvN 29.16667 C_blake_francis 45.83333 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_2_22_WvR 37.5 J_stevens 37.5 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_2_22_USSCvFEI 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_2_23_EDPDN&Cv 29.16667 C_farber_daniel 29.16667 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_3_22_GvF 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_3_22_SvP 45.83333 J_stevens 45.83333 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_4_4_AvF 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_5_16_HvK 33.33333 C_huffaker_gregory 41.66667 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_5_31_UALIvE 37.5 C_huffaker_gregory 37.5 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_6_17_TNBiNvIL 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
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J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_6_23_CvSL&AIC 8.333333 C_kirby_david 62.5 
J_stevens 1976 Stevens_1977_6_23_PTIvDoGo 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1977_11_8_CvJ 50 J_stevens 50 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_6_5_MOCvH 29.16667 C_baker_stewart 41.66667 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_2_21_AvW 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_4_25_NSoPEvUS 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_4_25_LADoWaPv 50 J_stevens 50 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_5_15_SR&CvC 45.83333 J_stevens 45.83333 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_6_15_FFS&LvMT 16.66667 C_baker_stewart 45.83333 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_6_21_C&LvL 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_6_21_GvWBC 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_6_22_PvF 41.66667 C_baker_stewart 41.66667 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_6_23_HvF 45.83333 J_stevens 45.83333 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_6_15_MMCvB 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1977 Stevens_1978_6_14_ECvGoM 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1978_10_2_MOCvH 37.5 C_estrich_susan 45.83333 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1978_10_2_ECvGoM 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1978_10_2_MMCvB 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1978_10_2_FvPF 91.66667 J_stevens 91.66667 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_1_15_HvF 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_2_21_BvUS 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_4_16_LCEIvTRP 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_3_5_NvH 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_3_21_NYTCvNYL 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_3_26_NYCTAvB 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_4_13_USvC 95.83333 J_stevens 95.83333 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_5_14_CvHWRO 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_5_14_CvUoC 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_5_21_USvT 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_6_4_CCoUCvA 95.83333 J_stevens 95.83333 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_6_4_USvA 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_6_4_MvC 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_6_26_LvGWUC 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_7_2_WvWSCPFV 100 J_stevens 100 
J_stevens 1978 Stevens_1979_6_11_SRCvSAMC 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1979_10_1_SRCvSAMC 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1979_12_4_FvA 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_3_3_MvC 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_4_14_N&WRCvL 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_3_31_BvF 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_4_15_PvNY 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_6_30_NCvPBGC 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_6_30_AvU 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_6_20_BvA 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_6_20_WvUS 75 J_stevens 75 
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J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_6_23_OvTCNC 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_6_23_MCvS 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_6_25_MvG 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_6_27_TvWGLC 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1979 Stevens_1980_7_2_IUDAvAPI 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1982_10_4_NvCHC 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_2_22_CToSCvG 37.5 C_lehman_jeffrey 37.5 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_2_22_AGCoCIvC 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_3_7_BvL 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_3_22_USvGDC 37.5 J_stevens 37.5 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_3_29_IvA&AI 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_4_4_KvR 20.83333 C_lee_carol 62.5 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_4_19_AvC 50 J_stevens 50 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_6_13_BvL 91.66667 J_stevens 91.66667 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_6_15_J&LSCvP 50 J_stevens 50 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_6_20_CvFS 50 J_stevens 50 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_6_20_NNS&DDCv 45.83333 J_stevens 45.83333 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_6_22_ZvS 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_6_24_EJDCvN 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_6_27_LvR 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1982 Stevens_1983_6_28_PSCoNvMG 33.33333 C_lehman_jeffrey 37.5 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1984_12_4_USv5AoL 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_3_18_MMIvS 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_1_21_BvH 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_4_17_WvDCBoE 29.16667 C_kapnick_richard 70.83333 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_4_17_WvG 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_5_20_CDoIMvH 45.83333 J_stevens 45.83333 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_3_NFUICvCT 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_3_RvUS 25 C_kapnick_richard 62.5 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_4_WvJ 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_4_AvP 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_10_LvS 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_10_MST&TCvP 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_17_WALIvC 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_19_ASCvAHSC 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_6_27_MMLICvR 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1984 Stevens_1985_7_2_ODoFaWvK 37.5 C_kapnick_richard 62.5 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1986_9_3_MS&FvYC 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_1_20_IvT 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_2_24_MvG 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_3_9_IvC 45.83333 C_marshall_lawrence 54.16667 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_3_9_KBCAvD 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_3_24_AT&SCvB 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_4_6_WvC 41.66667 C_marshall_lawrence 58.33333 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_4_21_USvJDII 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
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J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_4_21_GvG 50 C_marshall_lawrence 50 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_4_28_MvK 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_6_8_RLICvIDo 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_6_15_SNIAvUDC 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_6_23_TPIIvWSD 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_6_23_ATAIvS 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_6_25_RvM 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1986 Stevens_1987_6_25_BvG 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1987_9_21_BvK 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_1_25_MCCoVvDO 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_1_12_YvA 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_3_28_TvI 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_2_23_LTFvALC 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_3_1_IvA 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_4_19_GvJ 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_4_27_EDDoHRoO 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_5_16_MvRSC 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_5_31_FvM 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_6_LvNDoMCI 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_6_MvG 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_6_MvCoAoWD 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_13_JvM 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_15_AvR 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_17_LvHSAC 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_24_MP&LCvME 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_24_SvUS 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_29_TvO 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1987 Stevens_1988_6_29_BvM 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1988_11_29_PvO 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1988_12_12_NCAAvT 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_1_10_PvL 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_3_22_CvC 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_3_22_UDoJvRC 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_4_3_FvT 25 C_liman_lewis 62.5 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_4_18_MvM 45.83333 J_stevens 45.83333 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_4_25_CPCvNM 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_5_1_RvMVCC 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_5_1_MvONRC 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_5_22_GvBLMC 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_5_22_HvS 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_6_12_CSBoEvSS 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_6_12_GvUS 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_6_22_HCIvC 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1988 Stevens_1989_6_29_BvCTaBoY 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1989_12_5_GSTCvLA 41.66667 C_hsieh_marina 54.16667 
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J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_1_22_FvSCTLA 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_2_27_CvUS 45.83333 J_stevens 45.83333 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_4_17_YFSIvD 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_4_30_CvASC 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_5_21_NDvUS 37.5 C_hsieh_marina 54.16667 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_6_4_PvARaDCo 45.83333 C_hsieh_marina 50 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_6_4_HvC 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_6_4_CIvJ 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_6_11_PvDoD 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_6_11_HvR 41.66667 C_hsieh_marina 54.16667 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_6_14_TIvH 37.5 C_hsieh_marina 58.33333 
J_stevens 1989 Stevens_1990_6_25_HvM 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1990_12_10_GvRSWFFD 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_1_15_GvG 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_2_20_MM&PvB 91.66667 J_stevens 91.66667 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_2_20_MvHRCI 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_3_19_ALPAvO 91.66667 J_stevens 91.66667 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_4_16_KvE 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_4_23_AHAvN 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_5_20_LvI 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_5_20_MvB 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_5_28_SHLvP 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_6_17_MWAAvNAC 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_6_20_CvR 91.66667 J_stevens 91.66667 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_6_20_HLAvAGoT 37.5 C_marder_nancy 41.66667 
J_stevens 1990 Stevens_1991_6_27_PvUS 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1991_12_3_BoGFvMFI 79.16667 J_stevens 79.16667 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1991_12_11_UBvW 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1991_12_16_DoSvR 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1991_12_16_IvNCfIRI 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1992_2_26_AvO 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1992_2_26_CvHH 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1992_3_31_DoCvM 95.83333 J_stevens 95.83333 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1992_5_26_EvUS 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1992_5_26_QCvND 95.83333 J_stevens 95.83333 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1992_6_1_FGSLIvMD 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1992_6_18_KGFIvIDo 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1991 Stevens_1992_6_24_CvLGI 87.5 J_stevens 87.5 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_6_6_KTCvUS 41.66667 C_klerman_daniel 58.33333 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_6_6_DoRoMvKR 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_1_24_AFSIvN 66.66667 J_stevens 66.66667 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_4_20_MIvA 41.66667 C_klerman_daniel 58.33333 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_4_20_BGCIvFP& 33.33333 C_klerman_daniel 66.66667 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_4_26_LvUFP 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_4_26_RvREI 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
Phillips 351 
 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_6_13_CoLvG 41.66667 C_klerman_daniel 58.33333 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_6_13_DoTaFoNv 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_6_17_WLCIvH 62.5 J_stevens 62.5 
J_stevens 1993 Stevens_1994_6_24_HMCvO 75 J_stevens 75 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_1_23_SvD 54.16667 J_stevens 54.16667 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_2_22_USvNTEU 41.66667 J_stevens 41.66667 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_3_6_MvSLHI 37.5 C_benjamin_james 41.66667 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_4_19_MvOEC 70.83333 J_stevens 70.83333 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_5_15_HvUS 58.33333 J_stevens 58.33333 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_5_22_UTLIvT 83.33333 J_stevens 83.33333 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_6_12_MvCDNGC 37.5 J_stevens 37.5 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_6_14_CvS 12.5 C_singer_craig 33.33333 
J_stevens 1994 Stevens_1995_6_29_BvSHCCfG 20.83333 C_gershengorn_ian 50 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1981_12_1_WvEAEF 37.5 C_cartwright_brian 62.5 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_1_12_USvC 25 C_cartwright_brian 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_3_8_RvL 91.66667 J_oconnor 91.66667 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_3_22_BPACvF 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_5_3_MvUS 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_6_21_EvI 91.66667 J_oconnor 91.66667 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_5_24_USvF 87.5 J_oconnor 87.5 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_6_1_ILIvILI 50 J_oconnor 50 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_6_7_TvF 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_6_18_CvGBC 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_6_28_FMCvE 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1981 OConnor_1982_7_1_MUfWvH 50 J_oconnor 50 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1982_11_15_LvP 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1982_9_9_HvL 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_1_11_DOoWCPvP 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_2_22_SDvN 45.83333 C_(fahey)_jane 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_3_7_HNBvC 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_3_29_MS&TCvMC 37.5 J_oconnor 37.5 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_4_19_BvM&C 50 J_oconnor 50 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_5_2_KvL 33.33333 C_(fahey)_jane 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_5_23_USv$ 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_5_24_BvG 16.66667 C_(fahey)_jane 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_5_31_BvNJ 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_6_6_BG&ECvN 37.5 J_oconnor 37.5 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_6_17_FNCBvBPE 50 C_(fahey)_jane 50 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_6_20_USvP 37.5 C_(fahey)_jane 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_7_1_RvR 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_7_6_CvR 33.33333 C_(fahey)_jane 62.5 
J_oconnor 1982 OConnor_1983_7_6_MvL 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_1_10_IvP 16.66667 C_nager_glen 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_1_10_CvE 12.5 C_nager_glen 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_1_11_SoIvC 0 C_taranto_richard 66.66667 
Phillips 352 
 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_1_23_MvW 8.333333 C_nager_glen 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_2_21_FvUS 12.5 C_nager_glen 50 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_2_21_MSBfCCvK 33.33333 C_nager_glen 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_6_4_TWAIvFMC 45.83333 J_oconnor 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_6_25_SvW 33.33333 C_nager_glen 50 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_5_29_AvR 25 C_nager_glen 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_5_30_HHAvM 41.66667 J_oconnor 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_6_4_BvCNI 12.5 C_nager_glen 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_6_25_SIvN 4.166667 C_nager_glen 62.5 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_6_25_TvG 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_7_2_BvHE 29.16667 C_nager_glen 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1983 OConnor_1984_7_5_IvL 29.16667 C_nager_glen 50 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1984_9_18_AvW 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_1_8_P'FIvDP& 8.333333 C_bales_w. 75 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_1_8_USvH 12.5 C_bales_w. 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_1_21_USvJ 16.66667 C_bales_w. 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_3_4_OvE 41.66667 C_bales_w. 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_4_22_MvAAoOS 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_3_4_AFvS 25 C_bales_w. 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_3_19_BvNJ 16.66667 C_bales_w. 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_3_19_BvKDoE 29.16667 C_bales_w. 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_5_20_H&RPIvNE 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_7_1_BvR 25 C_bales_w. 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_6_17_RIvK 12.5 C_bales_w. 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_6_17_SMCIaWvH 45.83333 J_oconnor 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_6_17_MvM 4.166667 C_bales_w. 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_6_24_USvA 12.5 C_bales_w. 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_7_1_TvUCAPC 25 C_agrawal_gail 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1984 OConnor_1985_7_2_CvNLD&EF 20.83333 C_agrawal_gail 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1985_12_3_HvA 33.33333 C_o'sullivan_julie 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1985_12_3_MvF 16.66667 C_o'sullivan_julie 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_2_25_NYvC 25 C_o'sullivan_julie 29.16667 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_3_4_WvA 37.5 J_oconnor 37.5 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_3_10_MvB 33.33333 C_o'sullivan_julie 50 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_4_21_PNIvH 33.33333 C_o'sullivan_julie 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_5_27_FvPGC 12.5 C_o'sullivan_julie 62.5 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_6_9_CvK 37.5 C_o'sullivan_julie 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_6_16_TAToFBRv 29.16667 C_o'sullivan_julie 50 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_6_17_NP&LCvT 33.33333 C_o'sullivan_julie 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_6_17_YvCNI 20.83333 C_o'sullivan_julie 33.33333 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_6_23_OLIvT 50 J_oconnor 50 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_6_26_MvC 41.66667 J_oconnor 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_6_26_SvM 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_7_2_RvL 16.66667 C_o'sullivan_julie 62.5 
J_oconnor 1985 OConnor_1986_7_7_CFTCvS 8.333333 C_o'sullivan_julie 83.33333 
Phillips 353 
 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1986_11_4_NDoTvCSC 29.16667 C_bussel_daniel 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_1_21_WvLaIRCo 45.83333 J_oconnor 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_2_24_AMICvSCo 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_2_24_WALIvBoE 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_3_24_CCCvGRC 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_3_31_OvO 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_4_6_PLICvD 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_4_6_MLICvT 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_4_21_TvA 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_5_18_HvI 83.33333 J_oconnor 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_6_1_TvS 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_6_8_UDoSLvUS 87.5 J_oconnor 87.5 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_6_9_CvSCoCSB 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_6_9_MvF 83.33333 J_oconnor 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_6_15_BoACoLAv 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_6_22_TvUS 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_6_22_AHCvM&AI 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1986 OConnor_1987_6_8_SEIvM 41.66667 C_bussel_daniel 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1987_9_21_SEIvM 37.5 C_lund_nelson 62.5 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1987_12_1_KvM 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_1_12_FvW 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_3_2_SLvP 29.16667 C_lund_nelson 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_3_22_BvB 20.83333 C_lund_nelson 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_4_19_LvNICPA 33.33333 C_lund_nelson 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_4_19_TPCSIvP 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_4_20_RoUoCvPE 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_5_16_CKCvEC 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_5_31_SvT 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_6_6_CvJ 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_6_15_VAvS 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_6_24_SvC 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_6_24_KvDPS 41.66667 C_lund_nelson 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_6_27_FvS 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_6_29_USvK 41.66667 C_lund_nelson 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1987 OConnor_1988_6_29_WvFWB&T 41.66667 C_lund_nelson 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_1_23_RvJCC 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_2_21_FT&RCvB 83.33333 J_oconnor 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_2_21_MvC 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_2_21_BBIvTCBI 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_4_17_TvL 91.66667 J_oconnor 91.66667 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_2_28_TIvIFoFA 50 C_stromseth_jane 50 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_3_21_CIJVvF 83.33333 J_oconnor 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_3_28_TTAvGSD 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_4_25_SvMPC 45.83333 C_stromseth_jane 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_6_12_SvH 50 C_stromseth_jane 50 
Phillips 354 
 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_6_21_MvO 95.83333 J_oconnor 95.83333 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_6_22_JvDISD 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1988 OConnor_1989_6_26_PvL 95.83333 J_oconnor 95.83333 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1989_10_2_BCoSSvB 0 C_hamilton_marci 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_1_8_HvTC 37.5 C_ikuta_sandra 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_1_10_FIvD 12.5 C_ikuta_sandra 50 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_1_17_JSMvBoEo 0 C_hamilton_marci 75 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_3_19_TvL 8.333333 C_fong_ivan 37.5 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_6_4_KA&CCvB 12.5 C_ikuta_sandra 50 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_4_24_SvA 8.333333 C_hamilton_marci 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_4_30_PATCvF 0 C_hamilton_marci 50 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_5_21_DvUS 4.166667 C_ikuta_sandra 50 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_6_28_CvF 8.333333 C_hamilton_marci 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_6_4_ATAIvS 20.83333 C_hamilton_marci 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_6_4_BoEoWCS( 4.166667 C_hamilton_marci 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_6_11_C&GvHC 0 C_ikuta_sandra 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_6_27_USvK 8.333333 C_hamilton_marci 62.5 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_6_27_IvW 0 C_ikuta_sandra 62.5 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_6_27_MvC 0 C_ikuta_sandra 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1989 OConnor_1990_2_20_BCoSSvB 0 C_hamilton_marci 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1990_11_6_MvAMC 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1990_11_27_FCvH 25 C_anabtawi_iman 45.83333 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1990_12_3_ICvM 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_1_22_USvREI 41.66667 C_kelly_kevin 50 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_1_22_PvD 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_2_19_MIIvW 50 J_oconnor 50 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_2_26_BGIvCCEI 50 J_oconnor 50 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_3_27_FPIvRTSC 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_4_16_LvM 33.33333 C_kelly_kevin 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_5_20_CRvM 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_5_20_MvL 25 C_kelly_kevin 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_5_20_TvUS 37.5 C_kelly_kevin 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_6_20_FvB 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_6_20_GvA 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1990 OConnor_1991_6_10_MvS 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1991_9_13_CvT 83.33333 J_oconnor 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1991_11_5_HvM 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1991_12_10_S&SIvMoN 50 J_oconnor 50 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1991_12_10_AvI 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_1_14_SvB 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_2_25_HvM 54.16667 J_oconnor 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_3_9_GMCvR 25 C_banner_stuart 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_3_9_WvUS 33.33333 C_(meyer)_linda 54.16667 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_4_1_YvE 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_5_4_DvH 33.33333 C_(meyer)_linda 54.16667 
Phillips 355 
 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_5_18_RvN 83.33333 J_oconnor 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_5_18_WvC 41.66667 J_oconnor 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_6_18_GvNSWMA 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_6_19_NYvUS 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1991 OConnor_1992_6_26_FvM 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1992_12_1_RvL 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_1_19_PvR 83.33333 J_oconnor 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_1_25_ZvUS 62.5 J_oconnor 62.5 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_3_2_VvQ 95.83333 J_oconnor 95.83333 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_3_30_AvC 83.33333 J_oconnor 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_4_20_NvW 87.5 J_oconnor 87.5 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_4_20_HPCvB 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_4_26_USvO 70.83333 J_oconnor 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_4_26_USvC 87.5 J_oconnor 87.5 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_6_28_OTCvSaFN 95.83333 J_oconnor 95.83333 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_5_24_DoJvL 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1992 OConnor_1993_6_28_SvR 87.5 J_oconnor 87.5 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1993_11_9_FCSDFvC 58.33333 J_oconnor 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1993_11_9_HvFSI 50 J_oconnor 50 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_5_31_WvC 16.66667 C_volokh_eugene 83.33333 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_5_31_PN1oJCvW 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_5_16_BvUS 95.83333 J_oconnor 95.83333 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_1_19_SvF 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_2_23_CvB 91.66667 J_oconnor 91.66667 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_2_23_HvU 79.16667 J_oconnor 79.16667 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_5_16_VvN 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_6_20_DOoWCPvG 75 J_oconnor 75 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_6_24_DvUS 66.66667 J_oconnor 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1993 OConnor_1994_6_27_WvUS 29.16667 C_volokh_eugene 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1994_11_1_USvS 0 C_(beske)_elizabeth 70.83333 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1994_12_6_RvC 25 C_(beske)_elizabeth 33.33333 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1995_2_22_HvA 8.333333 C_(beske)_elizabeth 50 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1995_3_6_CCvS 0 C_dinh_viet 58.33333 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1995_6_12_ACIvP 0 C_(beske)_elizabeth 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1995_6_12_WvSFC 4.166667 C_(beske)_elizabeth 66.66667 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1995_6_14_CIvL 20.83333 C_(beske)_elizabeth 33.33333 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1995_6_14_WvUS 8.333333 C_(beske)_elizabeth 41.66667 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1995_6_21_FBvWfII 4.166667 C_(beske)_elizabeth 62.5 
J_oconnor 1994 OConnor_1995_6_29_USvH 0 C_dinh_viet 50 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1986_11_4_OvUS 66.66667 J_scalia 66.66667 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_3_3_AvH 45.83333 J_scalia 45.83333 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_4_21_CvNY 29.16667 C_(otis)_lee 45.83333 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_4_21_RvM 29.16667 C_(otis)_lee 50 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_4_22_LvR 29.16667 C_(otis)_lee 29.16667 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_4_22_HvD 20.83333 C_(otis)_lee 45.83333 
Phillips 356 
 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_6_8_IvLE 79.16667 J_scalia 79.16667 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_6_19_HvH 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_6_25_AvC 33.33333 C_(otis)_lee 41.66667 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_6_25_USvS 62.5 J_scalia 62.5 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_6_26_NvCCC 16.66667 C_(otis)_lee 66.66667 
J_scalia 1986 Scalia_1987_6_26_GvW 16.66667 C_lawson_gary 37.5 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1987_12_1_LvF 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_1_20_USAoTvTo 83.33333 J_scalia 83.33333 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_3_21_USvF 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_2_23_USvO 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_3_22_CvB 79.16667 J_scalia 79.16667 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_4_19_PRDoCAvI 62.5 J_scalia 62.5 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_5_2_BECvSEC 75 J_scalia 75 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_5_2_KvUS 91.66667 J_scalia 91.66667 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_5_23_BvBD&C 79.16667 J_scalia 79.16667 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_5_31_NECoIvL 75 J_scalia 75 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_6_15_SOCvW 75 J_scalia 75 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_6_27_BvUTC 95.83333 J_scalia 95.83333 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_6_27_MvUS 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_6_27_PvU 95.83333 J_scalia 95.83333 
J_scalia 1987 Scalia_1988_6_29_CvI 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1988_9_15_IvP 33.33333 C_findlay_d 50 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1988_12_6_PCGvS 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_5_15_CvP 83.33333 J_scalia 83.33333 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_3_21_BvCoI 83.33333 J_scalia 83.33333 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_3_28_MACvUS 54.16667 J_scalia 54.16667 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_4_18_CvKALL 62.5 J_scalia 62.5 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_5_22_FvUS 41.66667 C_findlay_d 45.83333 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_6_12_LvATI 79.16667 J_scalia 79.16667 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_6_19_NOPSIvCo 66.66667 J_scalia 66.66667 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_6_22_FAvZ 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
J_scalia 1988 Scalia_1989_6_29_BoToSUoN 50 J_scalia 50 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_2_20_P&LvMEGD 95.83333 J_scalia 95.83333 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_1_22_WK&CvETC 66.66667 J_scalia 66.66667 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_2_20_HvI 95.83333 J_scalia 95.83333 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_2_21_SvE 95.83333 J_scalia 95.83333 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_2_27_CvAA 100 J_scalia 100 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_4_30_LvCBC 91.66667 J_scalia 91.66667 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_3_28_DoLvT 75 J_scalia 75 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_4_17_EDDoHRoO 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_2_26_DoTIvF 95.83333 J_scalia 95.83333 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_5_29_BvSCoCCo 95.83333 J_scalia 95.83333 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_5_29_FSvF 100 J_scalia 100 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_6_21_IvR 83.33333 J_scalia 83.33333 
J_scalia 1989 Scalia_1990_6_27_LvNWF 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
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J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_1_22_AvOPC 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_3_2_MvT 54.16667 J_scalia 54.16667 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_3_19_WVUHIvC 83.33333 J_scalia 83.33333 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_4_1_CvOOAI 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_4_23_CvHD 62.5 J_scalia 62.5 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_5_28_OvO 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_5_28_BvUS 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_6_13_MvW 50 J_scalia 50 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_6_17_WvS 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_6_24_BvNVoN 50 J_scalia 50 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_6_24_YvN 54.16667 J_scalia 54.16667 
J_scalia 1990 Scalia_1991_6_27_HvM 83.33333 J_scalia 83.33333 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1991_12_3_GvUS 50 J_scalia 50 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_1_14_CYvCTaBo 50 J_scalia 50 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_1_22_IvE 33.33333 C_whelan_m 41.66667 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_2_25_USvNVI 62.5 J_scalia 62.5 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_5_4_USvW 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_6_1_MvTWAI 16.66667 C_whelan_m 54.16667 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_6_12_LvDoW 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_6_12_RAvWI 45.83333 J_scalia 45.83333 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_6_19_WDoRvWWJ 37.5 C_whelan_m 54.16667 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_6_22_RvSP 50 J_scalia 50 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_6_24_BvD 16.66667 C_whelan_m 79.16667 
J_scalia 1991 Scalia_1992_6_29_LvSCCC 29.16667 C_whelan_m 54.16667 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_1_13_BvAWHC 66.66667 J_scalia 66.66667 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_2_23_GvE 4.166667 C_nussbaum_andrew 50 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_2_23_FvM 66.66667 J_scalia 66.66667 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_3_8_RvC 29.16667 C_duffy_john 54.16667 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_3_23_RvF 41.66667 C_nussbaum_andrew 50 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_3_24_USvM 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_5_17_DvUS 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_6_1_MvHA 29.16667 J_scalia 29.16667 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_6_1_SvL 37.5 J_scalia 37.5 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_6_14_L1NHPFvD 16.66667 C_nussbaum_andrew 58.33333 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_6_24_SvS 25 C_duffy_john 45.83333 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_6_25_SMHCvH 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_6_28_USvD 29.16667 C_duffy_john 29.16667 
J_scalia 1992 Scalia_1993_2_23_HFICvC 16.66667 C_nussbaum_andrew 58.33333 
J_scalia 1993 Scalia_1994_5_23_BvRTC 87.5 J_scalia 87.5 
J_scalia 1993 Scalia_1994_2_23_ADCvM 62.5 J_scalia 62.5 
J_scalia 1993 Scalia_1994_3_7_LvUS 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1993 Scalia_1994_5_2_CvEDF 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
J_scalia 1993 Scalia_1994_5_16_KvGLICoA 37.5 C_clement_paul 62.5 
J_scalia 1993 Scalia_1994_6_13_O&MvF 75 J_scalia 75 
J_scalia 1993 Scalia_1994_6_17_MTCvAT&T 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
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J_scalia 1993 Scalia_1994_6_24_HvH 58.33333 J_scalia 58.33333 
J_scalia 1994 Scalia_1994_11_8_UBMCvBMP 66.66667 J_scalia 66.66667 
J_scalia 1994 Scalia_1995_1_18_ASCvW 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1994 Scalia_1995_2_21_LvNRPC 62.5 J_scalia 62.5 
J_scalia 1994 Scalia_1995_3_21_DOoWCPvN 70.83333 J_scalia 70.83333 
J_scalia 1994 Scalia_1995_4_18_PvSFI 79.16667 J_scalia 79.16667 
J_scalia 1994 Scalia_1995_6_19_USvG 75 J_scalia 75 
J_scalia 1994 Scalia_1995_6_26_VSD4vA 45.83333 J_scalia 45.83333 
J_scalia 1994 Scalia_1995_6_29_CSaABvP 66.66667 J_scalia 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1988_9_15_FvL 41.66667 J_kennedy 41.66667 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1988_12_12_BvGUH 33.33333 C_vincent_e. 41.66667 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_1_23_USvB 29.16667 C_vincent_e. 50 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_2_21_OvE&W 8.333333 C_vincent_e. 70.83333 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_3_6_BvT 70.83333 J_kennedy 70.83333 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_3_21_SvRLEA 25 C_hungar_thomas 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_3_21_TEvVR 58.33333 J_kennedy 58.33333 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_3_28_DvMDoT 37.5 J_kennedy 37.5 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_5_15_RDQvSEI 16.66667 C_litman_harry 25 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_5_30_AIvK 37.5 J_kennedy 37.5 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_6_15_DvM 58.33333 J_kennedy 58.33333 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_6_15_PvMCU 54.16667 J_kennedy 54.16667 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_6_15_CALICvC 66.66667 J_kennedy 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1988 Kennedy_1989_6_23_PERSoOvB 58.33333 J_kennedy 58.33333 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_1_9_HRIvS 33.33333 C_pate_r 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_4_16_WvH 25 C_pate_r 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_3_5_SvP 37.5 C_pate_r 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_3_5_FvJDC 87.5 J_kennedy 87.5 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_3_21_USvD 66.66667 J_kennedy 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_5_29_CNvWFAL 50 J_kennedy 50 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_5_29_DvR 54.16667 J_kennedy 54.16667 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_5_29_USvM 70.83333 J_kennedy 70.83333 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_6_4_IvP 70.83333 J_kennedy 70.83333 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_6_21_KvUUI 41.66667 J_kennedy 41.66667 
J_kennedy 1989 Kennedy_1990_6_25_OvACfRH 33.33333 C_pate_r 50 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1990_12_3_MvM 95.83333 J_kennedy 95.83333 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_2_19_TCvMDoT 79.16667 J_kennedy 79.16667 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_2_19_GvUS 79.16667 J_kennedy 79.16667 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_3_19_N&WRCvTD 45.83333 J_kennedy 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_4_1_PvO 75 J_kennedy 75 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_4_16_MvZ 75 J_kennedy 75 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_5_28_HvNY 83.33333 J_kennedy 83.33333 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_6_3_EvLCC 66.66667 J_kennedy 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_5_28_CvR 75 J_kennedy 75 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_6_13_LFPDLBSI 54.16667 J_kennedy 54.16667 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_6_17_RvG 87.5 J_kennedy 87.5 
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J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_6_20_MvNYMI 100 J_kennedy 100 
J_kennedy 1990 Kennedy_1991_6_27_GvSBoN 91.66667 J_kennedy 91.66667 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1991_12_16_HvSCPRC 66.66667 J_kennedy 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_1_27_PvECC 91.66667 J_kennedy 91.66667 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_3_9_SvB 45.83333 C_anderson_david 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_3_25_NRPCvB&M 29.16667 C_anderson_david 41.66667 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_3_31_FvP 58.33333 J_kennedy 58.33333 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_6_12_FvTTIC 66.66667 J_kennedy 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_6_15_AIvDDoT 33.33333 C_anderson_david 37.5 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_6_22_MvC 20.83333 C_anderson_david 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_6_22_EoCvNDC 16.66667 C_anderson_david 62.5 
J_kennedy 1991 Kennedy_1992_6_24_LvW 87.5 J_kennedy 87.5 
J_kennedy 1992 Kennedy_1993_2_23_ICICvH 16.66667 C_pace_christopher 41.66667 
J_kennedy 1992 Kennedy_1993_2_23_USvD 54.16667 J_kennedy 54.16667 
J_kennedy 1992 Kennedy_1993_4_26_EvF 54.16667 J_kennedy 54.16667 
J_kennedy 1992 Kennedy_1993_5_3_SvUS 45.83333 J_kennedy 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1992 Kennedy_1993_6_1_MP&GvEIo 45.83333 J_kennedy 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1992 Kennedy_1993_6_11_CoLBAIvH 70.83333 J_kennedy 70.83333 
J_kennedy 1992 Kennedy_1993_6_24_HvD 20.83333 C_charnes_adam 37.5 
J_kennedy 1992 Kennedy_1993_1_12_CvS 50 J_kennedy 50 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1993_12_13_USvJDGRP 41.66667 C_kavanaugh_brett 45.83333 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1994_5_23_NvHC&RCo 83.33333 J_kennedy 83.33333 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1994_5_16_C&aCIvC 50 J_kennedy 50 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1994_1_24_DoRoOvAI 54.16667 J_kennedy 54.16667 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1994_4_19_CBoD,NvF 41.66667 C_kavanaugh_brett 50 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1994_6_13_HvBSC 41.66667 C_kavanaugh_brett 41.66667 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1994_6_24_TJUvS 75 J_kennedy 75 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1994_6_30_HvH 58.33333 J_kennedy 58.33333 
J_kennedy 1993 Kennedy_1994_6_30_TvC 25 C_forrester_nathan 50 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_1_10_IvTL 41.66667 C_meron_daniel 58.33333 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_1_10_TvUS 29.16667 C_meron_daniel 70.83333 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_1_23_MvNBPC 37.5 C_meron_daniel 62.5 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_2_28_GvAC 25 C_meron_daniel 75 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_3_6_SvGMH 25 C_meron_daniel 75 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_4_19_SvI 25 C_meron_daniel 75 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_6_12_MSCvR 33.33333 C_meron_daniel 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_6_19_VSYRSvMS 33.33333 C_meron_daniel 66.66667 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_6_29_RvRaVoUo 37.5 C_meron_daniel 62.5 
J_kennedy 1994 Kennedy_1995_6_29_MvJ 41.66667 C_meron_daniel 58.33333 
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Appendix D 
 
 The graph below displays the 66.67% attribution rate thresholds for each justice across 
their age while on the bench between 1965 and 1995. The lack of any identifiable trend across 
any justice or the entire set of justices underscores the findings of this study, which are that 
justice age and year of service have no measured impact on opinion attribution.  
Figure 7: Attribution Rates by Justice Across Age
 
